




Preface 
 
 

The Workshop on beam cooling and related topics, COOL'11, was organized by 
the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (Dubna, Moscow region) supported by the  
BINP SB RAS and the Scientific Council of RAS on charged particle accelerators. 
It was held in the "Pansionat Dubna" located on the shore of the Crimean Peninsula 
in Alushta, Ukraine, from September 12 to 16, 2011. 
 

About 50 participants from the leading accelerating centers of the world discussed 
new ideas and trends, new results and new technologies in the field of beam cooling. 
About 27 contributions were presented in talks and 18 on posters dedicated to various 
problems of the development and application of cooling methods. 
 

All existing leading projects using methods of cooling, and projects which are in a 
stage of preparation were presented. Among them - new projects of facilities under 
development: NICA, FAIR, ELENA at CERN, the Cryogenic Storage Ring at MPI, 
LEPTA at JINR, EI Collider at Jlab, eRHIC at BNL . 
 

 

The five days meetings and a poster session included the discussions about novel 
ideas under development such as coherent electron cooling, frictional cooling and 
others. A different technique was proposed for future high energy accelerators based 
on the use of ionization cooling for the cooling of muons, either for highest 
luminosity in a muon collider or for application in a future neutrino factory. The 
participants presented the newest results of investigations in the facilities and 
experiments with the application of cooling all around the World: US – Tevatron 
(Fermilab), RHIC (BNL), EU – AD: ALPHA, ATRAP, ASACUSA (CERN), COSY 
(FZJ), ESR & SIS-18 (GSI), TSR (MPI), Japan - S-LSR (Kyoto University), China – 
CSRm and CSRe (IMP CAS), Russia – LEPTA (JINR). 
 

 

Traditionally the Program Committee of the Workshop considered proposals for the 
next workshops. By a close vote, CERN was selected as the organizer of the next 
workshop in this series in 2013. The expression of interest for hosting COOL in 2015 
presented by JLab was met with good acceptance. 
 

 

The scientific program of the Workshop was complemented by a half day excursion 
to the city of Yalta which gave the opportunity to enjoy the landscape, historic places 
and the comfortable weather. 
 

The organizers would like to thank the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (Dubna), 
the Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics RAS (Novosibirsk),  
the Scientific Council of RAS on charged particle accelerators and all employees of 
the "Pansionat Dubna" for the help and support in the organization of the Workshop. 



Great thanks should be given to the members of the Workshop Organizing 
Committee Grigory Trubnikov, Sergey Yakovenko, Ekaterina Akhmanova, Olga 
Matyukhina, Alexander Philippov, Roman Pivin and Kristina Zhdanova, who 
prepared and managed the Workshop with high efficiency and great enthusiasm. The 
JACoW's responsible person in Russia Maxim Kuzin deserves special the thanks for 
successfully introducing the Scientific Programme Management System (SPMS) of 
the Joint Accelerator Conference Website (JACoW) for the processing and 
publication of the workshop and his editorial work. 
 
Finally, we would like to express our sincere appreciation to all the participants for 
their active participation in this Workshop.  
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Igor Meshkov  
(JINR, Dubna, Russia) 
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ELECTRON COOLING PERFORMANCE AT IMP FACILITY* 
Xiaodong Yang#, Jie Li, Lijun Mao, Guohong Li, Xiaoming Ma, Tailai Yan,  

Mingtao Song, Youjin Yuan, Jiancheng Yang, Ruishi Mao, Tiecheng Zhao, Peng Li,  
Wei Zhang, Dayu Yin, Weiping Chai, Huan Jia, Wenheng Zheng, Xiaohu Zhang,  

Institute of Modern Physics, CAS, Lanzhou, 730000, P. R. China

Abstract 
The ion beam of 58Ni19+ with the energy of 6.39MeV/u 

was accumulated in the main ring of HIRFL-CSR with 
the help of electron cooling. The related angle between 
ion and electron beams in the horizontal and vertical 
planes was intentionally created by the steering coils in 
the cooling section after maximized the accumulated ion 
beam in the ring. The radial electron intensity distribution 
was changed by the ratio of potentials of grid electrode 
and anode of the electron gun, the different electron beam 
profiles were formed from solid to hollow in the 
experiments. In these conditions, the maximum 
accumulated ion beam intensity in the 10 seconds was 
measured, the lifetime of ion beam was measured, 
simultaneously the momentum spread of the ion beam 
varying with particle number was measured during the 
ion beam decay, furthermore, and the power coefficient 
was derived from these data. In additional, the momentum 
spread in the case of constant particle number was plotted 
with the angle and electron beam profile. The oscillation 
and shift of the central frequency of the ion beam were 
observed during the experiments. The upgrade and 
improvement in the CSRm cooler and the progress in the 
CSRe cooler were presented. These results were useful to 
attempt the crystal beam forming investigation in the 
CSR. 

MAIN WORKS IN CSR 
• 209Bi36+ Accumulation and Acceleration in CSRm 
• Experiments related to cancer therapy [1] 
• Patients treatment 
• Mass measurement [2] 
• Prophase Experiments on recombination [3] 

Accumulation and acceleration of 209Bi36+ 
A new superconducting ECR ion source SECRAL 

developed by IMP has started operation to provide high 
intensity heavier ion beam. 209Bi36+ delivered by the 
SECRAL was accelerated by smaller cyclotron SFC to 
1.877 MeV/u and then injected into CSRm. The average 
pulse intensity was about 1.8 μA in the injection line. The 
average pulse particle number of 209Bi36+ was about 7.3×
106 in one standard multi-turn injection. With the help of 
electron cooling of partially hollow electron beam, 4.4×
107 particles were accumulated in the ring after 67 times 
injection in 10 seconds, and 1.3× 107 particles were 
accelerated to the final energy of 170 MeV/u. The DCCT 
signal of 209Bi36+ beam was displayed in Fig. 1 during 
accumulation and acceleration with the help of electron 
cooling.  

 
Figure 1: DCCT signal of 209Bi36+ beam accumulation and 
acceleration with the help of electron cooling, 1.87MeV/u 
-170MeV/u. 

BEAM ACCUMULATION IN CSR 
The main function of electron cooler in CSRm was 

heavy ion beam accumulation. The accumulation 
efficiency was related with a lot of parameters of storage 
ring and electron cooler, such as the work-point setting, 
closed-orbit, electron density, and angle between electron 
beam and ion beam. At the beginning, the electron beam 
alignment was done to maximize the accumulated ion 
beam intensity. This setting was defined as “0” angle. The 
related angle between ion and electron beams in the 
horizontal and vertical planes was intentionally created by 
the steering coils in the cooling section after maximized 
the accumulated ion beam in the ring in the case of fixed 
storage ring parameters setting and electron beam 
parameters. After ion beam accumulation, the ion beam 
intensity and longitudinal signal were recorded by the 
DCCT monitor and Schottky probe during the ion beam 
decayed, and the maximal accumulated ion beam 
intensity in the 10 seconds interval was derived from the 
DCCT signal. The dependence of the ion beam intensity 
on the related horizontal and vertical angle was presented 
in the Fig. 2a and 2b. The angle between ion and electron 
beams reflected the temperature of electron in the system. 
In the case of the fixed electron beam current, ion 
encountered different electron temperature. The 
temperature influenced the cooling force and cooling time. 
The cooling force varying as the angle was reported in the 
reference [4]. The cooling force approached to maximal 
value in the perfect alignment between ion and electron 
beams, and the cooling time was minimal. One can see 
the maximal accumulated ion beam intensity was 
obtained near the zero angles in both panes. Another main 
parameters was the electron beam profile, the radial 
electron intensity distribution was changed by the ratio of 
potentials of grid electrode and anode of the electron gun, 
in this sense, and the different electron beam profiles were ___________________________________________
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formed from solid to hollow in the experiments. In these 
conditions, the maximum accumulated ion beam intensity 
in the 10 seconds was plotted in Fig. 2c. One can find that 
the maximal ion intensity attained near Ugrid/Uanode=0.2, 
this results was similar as the previous results from CSR 
[4]. This indicated that the accumulation efficiency 
approached maximal in the partially hollow electron beam. 

 
Figure 2a: The dependence of accumulated ion intensity 
in 10s on the related horizontal angle between ion and 
electron beams. 

 
Figure 2b: The dependence of accumulated ion intensity 
in 10s on the related vertical angle between ion and 
electron beams. 

 
Figure 2c: The dependence of accumulated ion intensity 
in 10s on the profile of electron beam. 

EXPONENT 
The scaling law of momentum spread varying as the 

stored particle number was reported in many references [5, 
6, 7]. A lot of result was presented from the aspects of 

 
Figure 3a: The power coefficient varies with the related 
horizontal angle between ion and electron beams. The 
momentum spread was scaled with the particle number as 
power law ΔP/P∝Nξ. The exponent in the figure is the 
power coefficient ξ. 

 
Figure 3b: The power coefficient varies with the related 
vertical angle between ion and electron beams. 

 
Figure 3c: The power coefficient varies with the profile of 
electron beam. 
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theoretical and experimental, in additional, some 
simulated results was presented. The power coefficient ξ 
was derived from the recorded iqt data by the Schottky 
probe in this experiment. The results were presented in 
the Fig. 3a and 3b. From the diagram one can see that the 
power coefficient became bigger in the case of a bigger 
related angle between ion and electron beams. It was near 
0.3 in the smaller angles. These were consistent with the 
results of the references [7, 8]. When the electron beam 
was solid, the power coefficient was bigger. For a hollow 
electron beam it became smaller. The power coefficient as 
a function of the electron profile was shown in the Fig.3c. 

MOMENTUM SPREAD 
The momentum spread of the ion beam after electron 

cooling was an important parameter in the storage ring. It 
indicated the minimal value of the ion temperature after 
the equilibrium. The momentum spread versus the related 
horizontal and vertical angle between ion and electron 
beams was illustrated in the Fig. 4a and 4b in the 
circumstances of fixed particle number. The momentum 
spread was smaller in the condition of bigger angles, 
whereas the momentum spread was bigger under the 
circumstances of smaller angle. These results were good 
agreement with the reference [5, 7]. In the Fig. 4c, the 
momentum spread versus the electron beam profile was 
shown. These results revealed that the momentum spread 
was smaller in the condition of solid electron beam, and 
the bigger momentum spread in the case of hollow 
electron beam. For the same electron current the space 
potential did not change outside the electron beam, but 
the potential continuously increased inside for the solid 
electron beam. The potential was the reason of variation 
of the ion beam momentum spread with the changing of 
electron beam profile. When the ratio of Ugrid/Uanode 
increased, the profile of the electron beam was close to 
the hollow beam, the suppression of the electron beam 
energy decreased.  

 
Figure 4a: The momentum spread versus the related 
horizontal angle between ion and electron beams in the 
case of fixed particle number N=9.1*106. 

 
Figure 4b: The momentum spread versus the related 
vertical angle between ion and electron beams in the case 
of fixed particle number N=9.1*106. 

 
Figure 4c: The momentum spread versus the profile of 
electron beam in the case of fixed particle number 
N=9.1*106. 

 
Figure 5: The momentum spread as a function of the 
exponent (power coefficient) in the case of fixed particle 
number N=9.1*106. 

In the Fig. 5, the momentum spread as a function of the 
exponent (power coefficient ξ) was plotted. This result 
was similar as the reference [7]. The smaller momentum 
spread emerged in the case of a bigger exponent. 
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LIFETIME 
The lifetime of stored ion beam was a complicated 

problem in the storage ring, the factors influenced the 
lifetime included work-point setting, vacuum, particle 
species, charge state, especially the electron cooler 
parameters such as electron density and radial 
distribution. 

 
Figure 6a: The lifetime as a function of the related 
horizontal angle between ion and electron beams. The 
lifetime of ion beam in the CSRm was derived from the 
signal of DCCT. 

 
Figure 6b: The lifetime as a function of the related 
vertical angle between ion and electron beams. 

 
Figure 6c: The lifetime as a function of the profile of 
electron beam. 

Capturing electron by the ion was the main beam loss 
way in the present of electron cooling and normal 
operation mode of storage ring. In this case, the 
temperature of electron was the important parameter. The 
possibility of capturing increased in the case of the lower 
related temperature between ions and electrons in the 
three degree of freedom, and the beam loss become 
serious, as a consequence the lifetime of ion beam 
became shorter. Fig 6a and 6b shows the lifetime of ion 
beam as a function of the related horizontal and vertical 
angle between ion and electron beams. From these results, 
the influence of angle on the ion beam lifetime was slight. 
When the electron moved in the cooler, the temperature 
was varied in the different situations. The maximal 
temperature increased when the angle existed, but the 
lowest temperature was not changed. The ions had their 
choices when the ion captured the free electron, as a result, 
no varying in the lifetime. The lifetime as a function of 
electron beam profile was shown in the Fig. 6c; the 
lifetime change is not obvious in the case of hollow 
electron beam as expected. The reason was the energy of 
electron beam was not perfectly matched in term of the 
varying of space charge in the different radial electron 
distribution. 

FREQUENCY SHIFT AND OSCILLATION 
A related angle between ion and electron beams in the 

horizontal and vertical planes was intentionally created by 
the steering coils in the cooling section. In the vertical 
direction, the central frequency of ion beam shifted 
towards the lower side when the angle was bigger than a 
certain value. There was no obvious frequency shift in the 
case of smaller angles. In despite of the polarity of angle 
referenced to the zero, the tendency of central frequency 
shift was the same as demonstrated in The Fig. 8a. The 
frequency different is about Δf/f=9.5×10-4. This can be 
interpreted as that an additional angle was created in the 
cooling section in the case of the fixed ion energy and 
dipole field of storage ring. This angle resulted in the 
increscent of ion beam path length in the vertical 
direction, in the other hands; the projection of the electron 
velocity in the ion beam orbit became smaller. The ion 
beam was drugged to the lower energy level, and the 
central frequency of ion beam became smaller compared 
with the situation of better alignment due to the both 
effects. In the horizontal plane, not only the central 
frequency of ion beam shifted towards the lower side, but 
also obvious oscillation appeared when the angle was 
bigger than a certain value. One conceivable explanation 
was that the high voltage of cooler was changed due to 
the electron beam hit in some place of cooler in the case 
of a bigger misalignment angle. The diameter of electron 
beam in the cooling section was about 59mm. The energy 
modulation of electron beam performed the similar 
behavior in the Schottky signal as exemplified in Fig. 9. 
The signal of modulation was uniform; the signal of 
oscillation was random. The different phenomena were 
observed in negative and positive angle in the horizontal 
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plane. The central frequency shift and oscillation did not 
appear in the opposite angle, as shown in the Fig. 8b. The 
reasonable explanation was not found.  

 
Figure 8a: The Schottky signals at different misalignment 
angle in the vertical plane (left: θV=0.744mrad, centre: θV 
=0mrad, right: θV=-0.744mrad). The central frequency of 
ion beam moves to lower side in the case of a bigger 
misalignment in two directions. The frequency shift is not 
symmetrical. 

 
Figure 8b: The Schottky signals at different misalignment 
angle in the horizontal direction (left: θH=0.687mrad, 
centre: θH =0mrad, right: θH =-0.687mrad).The central 
frequency of ion beam move to lower side, and the 
longitudinal oscillation was observed in the bigger 
misalignment in the horizontal plane. 

 
Figure 9: The Schottky signal during the modulation of 
electron beam energy. (left: no modulation, centre: 10V-
100ms-1000ms, right: 20V-100ms-1000ms) 

PROGRESS, UPGRADE AND 
IMPROVEMENT IN CSR 

• Add energy modulation system for CSRm cooler 
• Improve the stability of power supply for CSRe 

dipoles 
• Temperature control for 300kV cooler 
• High voltage of CSRe cooler approach to 285kV 

• 14 days continuous work at 285kV 

SUMMARY OF CSR STATUS 
• The 35kV cooler can work at the lower energy 

(<1kV). 
• The 300kV cooler can work at the higher energy 

(~285kV, 520MeV/u). 
• The oscillation of ion beam was not caused by the 

instability of high voltage of cooler. 
• Partial hollow electron beam is helpful to ion beam 

accumulation. 
• A longitudinal oscillation signal was observed from 

Schottky probe during experiments. 
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NICA PROJECT  AT  JINR 

V. Kekelidze, R. Lednicky, V. Matveev, I. Meshkov*, 
A. Sorin, G. Trubnikov, JINR, Russia 

 
Abstract 

The project of Nuclotron-based Ion Collider fAcility 
NICA/MPD (MultiPurpose Detector) under development 
at JINR (Dubna) is presented. The general goals of the 
project are providing of colliding beams for experimental 
studies of both hot and dense strongly interacting 
baryonic matter and spin physics (in collisions of 
polarized protons and deuterons). The first program 
requires providing of heavy ion collisions in the energy 
range of =NNs 4÷11 Gev at average luminosity of 
L = 1⋅1027 cm−2⋅s −1 for 197Au79+ nuclei. The polarized 
beams mode is proposed to be used in energy range of 

=NNs 12÷27 Gev (protons at luminosity of 
L ≥ 1⋅1030 cm−2⋅s −1. The key issue of the Project is 
application of cooling methods – stochastic and electron 
ones. The report contains description of the facility 
scheme and characteristics in heavy ion operation mode, 
status and plans of the project development. 

NUCLOTRON-M & NICA PROJECT 
The Nuclotron-based Ion Collider fAcility (NICA) [1] is 
a new accelerator complex (Fig. 1) being constructed at 
JINR. It is aimed to provide collider experiments with: 

- heavy ions 197Au79+ at =NNs 4÷11 GeV (1÷4.5 
GeV/u ion kinetic energy) at average luminosity of 
1⋅1027 cm−2⋅s−1 (at =NNs  9 GeV); 

- light-heavy ions colliding beams of the same energy 
range and luminosity; 

- polarized beams of protons =s 12÷27 GeV (5÷12.6 

GeV kinetic energy) and deuterons =NNs 4÷13.8 
GeV (2÷5.9 GeV/u ion kinetic energy) at average 
luminosity ≥ 1⋅1030 cm−2⋅s−1.  

The proposed facility consists of the following elements 
(Fig. 1): 
– “Old” injector (pos. 1): set of light ion sources 
including source of polarized protons and deuterons and 
Alvarez-type linac LU-20*); 
– “New” injector (pos. 2, under construction): ESIS-type 
ion source that provides 197Au32+ ions of the intensity of 
2⋅109 ions per pulse of about 7 μs duration at repetition 
rate up to 50 Hz and linear accelerator consisting of RFQ 
and RFQ Drift Tube Linac (RFQ DTL) sections. The 
linac accelerates the ions at A/q ≤ 8 up to the energy of 
6 MeV/u at efficiency not less than 80 %. 

− Booster-synchrotron housed inside Synchrophasotron 
yoke (pos. 3). The Booster (pos. 4) has superconducting 
(SC) magnetic system that provides maximum magnetic 
rigidity of 25 T⋅m at the ring circumference of 215 m. It is 
equipped with electron cooling system that allows to 
provide cooling of the ion beam in the energy range from 
injection energy up to 100 MeV/u. The maximum energy 
of 197Au32+ ions accelerated in the Booster is of 
600 MeV/u. Stripping foil placed in the transfer line from 
the Booster to the Nuclotron allows to provide the 
stripping efficiency at the maximum Booster energy not 
less than 80 %. 
− Nuclotron – SC proton synchrotron (pos. 5) has 
maximum magnetic rigidity of 45 T⋅m and the 
circumference of 251.52 m provides the acceleration of 
completely stripped 197Au79+ ions up to the experiment 
energy in energy range of 1÷4.5 GeV/u and protons up to 
maximum energy of 12.6 GeV. 
− Transfer line (pos. 6) transports the particles from 
Nuclotron to Collider rings. 
− Two SC collider rings (pos. 8) of racetrack shape have 
maximum magnetic rigidity of 45 T⋅m and the 
circumference of about 400 m. The maximum field of SC 
dipole magnets is 1.8 T. For luminosity preservation an 
electron and stochastic cooling systems will be 
constructed. 
− Two detectors – MultiPurpose Detector (MPD, pos. 9) 
and Spin Physics Detector (SPD, pos. 10) are located in 
opposite straight sections of the racetrack rings. 
− Two transfer lines transport particle beams extracted 
from Booster (pos. 11) and Nuclotron (pos. 12) to the new 
research area, where fixed target experiments both basic 
and applied character will be placed. 

The NICA parameters (Table below) allow us to reach 
the goals of the project formulated above. 

One of NICA accelerators – Nuclotron is used presently 
for fixed target experiments on extracted beams (Fig. 1, 
pos. 7). 

This program is planned to be developed further and 
will be complementary to that one to be performed at 
Collider in heavy ions beam mode operation. The 
program includes experimental studies on relativistic 
nuclear physics, spin physics in few body nuclear systems 
(with polarized deuterons) and physics of flavours. At the 
same time, the Nuclotron beams are used for research in 
radiobiology and applied research. 
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Figure 1: Scheme of NICA facility: 1 – light and polarized ion sources and “old” Alvarez-type linac; 2 − ESIS source 
and new RFQ linac; 3 – Synchrophasotron yoke; 4 − Booster; 5 – Nuclotron; 6 − beam transfer lines; 7 − Nuclotron 
beam lines and fixed target experiments; 8 – Collider; 9 – MPD; 10 – SPD; 11 – new research area, 12 − cryogenic 
plant, 13 − auxiliary equipment 

 
Table of parameters of NICA accelerators 

Acceleration Booster 
project 

Nuclotron 
Collider 

project Project 
Status 

(April 2011) 

1. Circumference, m 212.2 251.5 503.0 

2. Max. magn. field, T 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.8 

3. Magn. rigidity, T⋅m 25.0 45 39.5 45 

4. Cycle duration, s 4.0 4.02 5.0 ≥ 2000 

5. B-field ramp, T/s 1.0 1.0 1.0 < 0.1 

6. Accelerated/stored 
particles p÷ 197Au79+, p↑, d↑ p-Xe, d↑ 

p ÷ 197Au79+, p↑, d↑ 

Maximum energy, GeV/u 

Protons − 12.6 − 12.6 

Deuterons − 5.87 5.1 5.87 

Ions, GeV/u 197Au32+ 0.4   197Au79 4.5 54Xe24+ 1.0  197Au79 4.5 

Intensity, ion number per cycle (bunch) 

protons 1⋅1011 1⋅1011 1⋅1011 1⋅1011 

deuterons 1⋅1010 1⋅1010 1⋅1010 1⋅1010 
197Au79 2⋅109 2⋅109 1⋅106 (54Xe24+) 1⋅109 
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COLLIDER LUMINOSITY AND 
COOLING ISSUES 

The collider design has to provide the project 
luminosity and its maintenance during a long time 
necessary for an experiment performance. That requires, 
correspondingly: 

1) formation of ion beams of high intensity and 
sufficiently low emittance, 

2) ion beam life time. 
Beam intensity is limited, in principle, by beam space 
charge effects, which can be estimated by so called “tune 
shift criteria”. The first one, and most strong of them 
usually, is so called betatron oscillation tune shift (or 
“The Laslett tune shift”):  

.
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,
432
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Ring
bunchbunch
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σππεγβ

Δ
⋅
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Here Ze and A are ion charge and mass number, rp is 
proton classic radius, Ni is ion number per bunch in the 
bunched ion beam, β, γ are the ion Lorentz factors, kbunch 
is bunch factor, CRing is the Collider ring circumference, 
σs is bunch length (σ-value for Gaussian beam), εgeom is 
the ion bunch “geometrical” transverse emittance (do 
distinguish with “normalized” one εnorm used below). The 
second criterion is so called beam-beam parameter that 
describes ion betatron tune shift related to scattering of 
ion on he electromagnetic field of encountering ion 
bunch: 
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For practical estimates one can use the numerical criterion 
for beam stability as follows: 

 

.05.0≤+≡ ξΔΔ ξnQQtotal    (3) 

nξ is number of interaction points. 
 One of instabilities and major problems of the NICA 
collider is suppression of intrabeam scattering (IBS) in 
intense ion bunches. The last one defines mainly the beam 
life time. For this purpose we have proposed to use both 
electron cooling [2] and stochastic cooling [3] methods. 
In the first case we assume achievement of equilibrium 
between cooling and space charge forces when space 
charge tune shift ΔQtotal reaches a resonant value (e. g., 
0.05). We call it space charge dominated regime (SCD 
regime). Then using Formulae (1), (2) and well known 
expression for luminosity of round colliding beams one 
can derive simple relations between parameters: 

( )
( ),

,2

ionNgeomtotali

HGionLgeomtotal

EfQN

fEfQL

⋅⋅∝
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εΔ

εΔ        (4) 

where Ei is ion energy, fL, fn are the functions describing 
energy dependence of parameters, fHG is hour-glass effect 
function. We see that maximum luminosity is achieved if 
beam emittance εgeom has maximum, i. e. coincides with 
the ring acceptance. At some circumstances the 
luminosity can be limited by "not the beam reasons (e. q., 
detector performance). Then one can optimise the SCD 
regime decreasing equilibrium emittance and Ni (Fig. 2). 
Such an optimisation can be done with variation of Ni 
number. In the case of limited luminosity one can also 
avoid SCD regime decreasing ion number and allowing, 
by weakening cooling force, the beam emittance keeping 
ΔQtotal below resonant value. We call it IBS Dominated 
regime (IBS DR) when equilibrium state is provided with 
equality IBS and cooling rates: 

RIBS = Rcool.                         (5) 
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Figure 2: Space charge dominated regime; ion number per bunch (a), beam emittance (b) and luminosity (c) versus ion 
energy in two cases: full acceptance if filled with ions (red solid curves) and luminosity is limited (blue dash curve); the  
ring acceptance = 40 π⋅mm⋅mrad, parameter units: [Ni] = 109, [ε] = π⋅mm⋅mrad, [L] = 1027 cm−2⋅s−1. 
 
  

a)                                              b)                                                   c) 
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Then, at fixed luminosity, similar by to Formulae (4) one 
can write 

( )

( ) .

,,const

maxQELQ

ELNL

iL
geom

total

iLgeomi

Δψ
ε

Δ

ϕε

<⋅∝

⋅⋅∝=

 (6) 

As we see, minimum ΔQtotal corresponds to maximum 
emittance, i. e. full acceptance filling with ions. 
Simultaneously, it gives us maximum τIBS at relatively 
increased ion number (Fig. 3). One should mention that at 
IBS DR ion number dependence of energy is rather weak 
– proportional to (Nion/C)−1/2.  

For NICA parameters, as it follows from Fig. 3, IBS 
DR regime can be used at Ei > 3 GeV/u where ΔQ < 0.05. 
At the same energy range we plan to use stochastic 
cooling. At lower energy electron cooling application is 
preferable (if not to say more realizable) [3, 2]. However, 
then another problem appears: ion recombination with 
cooling electrons. This effect can be significantly 
diminished by increase of cooling electrons temperature 
[4]. 
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0

0.025

0.05

0.075
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1

1.5
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3

ΔQ L Ei( ) NL Ei( )

Ei  
Figure 3: IBS dominated regime; beam tune shift ΔQtotal 
(red solid curve) and ion number per bunch Ni (blue dash 

curve) at constant luminosity L = 1⋅1027 cm-2⋅s-1 and beam 
emittance of 1.0 π⋅mm⋅mrad; [Ni] = 109. 

The described approach (SC and IBS dominated 
regimes) can be developed even further. One can, for 
instance, increase luminosity in low energy range (below 
3 GeV/u) by enlarging minimum beta-functions in IP 
area. That will be followed by decrease of beta-functions 
in the lenses of final focus and lead correspondingly to 
increase of the ring acceptance. Those steps are planned 
for future development. 

CONCLUSION 
The status main characteristics of NICA project and 

principle problems related to the NICA collider creation 
are considered in this report. The NICA project as a 
whole has passed the phase of concept formulation and is 
presently under development of the working project, 
manufacturing and construction of the prototypes.  

The project realization plan foresees a staged 
construction and commissioning of the accelerators that 
form the facility. The main goal is beginning of the 
facility commissioning in 2017. 
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CURRENT PLANS FOR BEAM COOLING AT FAIR

M. Steck for the ’FAIR Project Team’
GSI Darmsatdt, Germany

Abstract

The accelerators of the international FAIR project are
designed to provide stable heavy ion beams, rare isotope
beams and antiprotons with high intensity and high beam
quality. Beam cooling is indispensable to improve the
beam quality of secondary beams produced by bombard-
ment of thick targets. The goals of the project as well as
the methods to achieve high intensity and high quality sec-
ondary beams will be described. Due to budget constraints
the project realization is planned in a staged scenario. The
main accelerator systems in the first project stage to provide
cooled beams will be the Collector Ring for pre-cooling of
secondary beams and the High Energy Storage Ring for ex-
periments with stored cooled antiprotons.

INTRODUCTION

The international FAIR project will provide heavy ion
and proton primary beams over a large range of ener-
gies [1]. These beams serve four basic physics programs,
research with high energy antiprotons, studies of com-
pressed baryonic matter, nuclear structure and related as-
trophysics, and atomic and plasma physics and their appli-
cations. The use of beam cooling is foreseen for highly
charged primary heavy ion beams, for rare isotope beams
from the new large acceptance separator SuperFRS and
for antiproton beams produced in a dedicated antiproton
source with a target and a separator section. A number of
storage rings was conceived for various purposes, such as
pre-cooling of the hot secondary beams immediately after
the production target, for accumulation of the pre-cooled
secondary beams and finally storage rings equipped with
powerful cooling systems which allow the use of high qual-
ity cooled beams in high precision and high luminosity ex-
periments with internal targets [2]. Another option will
be the deceleration of cooled secondary beams for exper-
iments at low energy and even after further deceleration in
linear decelerators, nearly to rest, for which beam cooling
is indispensable. For these purposes mainly four storage
rings were designed, the Collector Ring (CR) for the pre-
cooling of antiprotons and rare isotopes, the accumulator
ring RESR for the accumulation of high intensity antipro-
ton beams by a dedicated stochastic cooling system, the
New Experimental Storage Ring (NESR) as a storage ring
for internal experiments with heavy ions and rare isotopes
and deceleration of cooled beams of ions and antiprotons,
and the High Energy Storage Ring (HESR) for experiments
with cooled antiprotons using internal hydrogen targets.

These storage rings together with the other new accelerator
facilities of the FAIR project were documented in technical
design reports [3].

After a revision of the project cost, it was decided that
the project will be constructed in a staged manner. The
first stage of the project, called Modularized Start Version
(MSV), is conceived such that it can serve all four basic
pillars of the physics program of FAIR. Due to the lim-
ited money available for the first part of the FAIR project,
however, the accumulator ring RESR and the ion storage
ring NESR had to be postponed to a later stage of the FAIR
project and will not be constructed in the frame of the MSV.
As a compensation of the lack of stored ion beams in the
MSV of FAIR it was decided that the operation of the ex-
isting ESR storage ring will be continued.

FAIR ACCELERATORS OF THE
MODULARIZED START VERSION

The MSV is based on the existing linear accelerator
UNILAC for heavy ions serving as injector into the exist-
ing heavy ion synchrotron SIS18. An extended upgrade
program is under way to improve the performance of these
injector machines and towards increased intensities and ac-
celeration with higher ramp rate. The MSV now comprises
the following new accelerator facilities. A new 70 MeV
proton linac as injector in front of the synchrotron SIS18
will provide the high intensity proton beam required for the
production of antiprotons, it can fill SIS18 up to the space
charge limit. The new synchrotron SIS100 uses the SIS18
as injector for high intensity proton and heavy ion beams.
The maximum magnetic rigidity of 100 Tm allows either
acceleration to higher energy or the acceleration of low
charge states, which provides higher beam intensity as no
additional stripping stage in front of SIS18 is needed, thus
avoiding the reduction of intensity associated with the use
of the stripper foil. The SIS100 design is based on super-
ferric magnets allowing fast 4 T/s ramping of the magnetic
field which is needed to provide high average beam inten-
sities [4]. The 1080 m circumference ring tunnel of SIS100
will be prepared for the later installation of an additional
300 Tm superconducting synchrotron for the acceleration
of heavy ions to correspondingly higher energy or for use
as a stretcher ring for slow extraction of 100 Tm beams
accelerated in SIS100.

After SIS100 two stations for the production of sec-
ondary beams will be constructed. The SuperFRS has a
target for the production of rare isotope beams by projec-
tile fragmentation followed by a large acceptance super-
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conducting magnetic separator [5]. The fragment beams
can be used either for fixed target experiments or for injec-
tion into the CR storage ring [6] where phase space reduc-
tion by fast stochastic pre-cooling allows the transfer to a
subsequent storage ring for internal experiments or deceler-
ation to lower energy. Therefore SIS100 will provide both a
slow and a fast extraction mode for heavy ions. The second
target station is designed for the production of antiprotons
from an intense 50 ns short bunch of 29 GeV protons. A
nickel target followed by a magnetic horn and a magnetic
separator provides 3 GeV antiprotons for the injection into
the CR storage ring. Fast bunch rotation and debunching
and subsequent stochastic cooling in the CR prepare the
antiprotons for further use.

In the MSV the only user of the pre-cooled secondary
beams will be the HESR [7]. The HESR is a storage ring
of 50 Tm maximum magnetic rigidity. The 3 GeV antipro-
tons from the CR will be accumulated at 3 GeV by a com-
bination of an rf system for compression of the circulating
beam into a fraction of the storage ring and stochastic cool-
ing. The feasibility of the proposed stacking scheme in the
HESR was recently investigated in a proof-of principle ex-
periment at the ESR [8]. This experiment demonstrated the
feasibility of the proposed accumulation scheme and con-
firmed the predictive power of computer simulations which
are used to study and optimize the antiproton accumulation
in the HESR [9].

COLLECTOR RING CR

The Collector Ring CR was from the very beginning of
the FAIR project designed as a pre-cooling ring for sec-
ondary beams. Both types of secondary beams, antiprotons
and rare isotopes are produced in a thick solid target by
bombardment with a high intensity primary beam. Con-
sequently, the production of the secondary beam is asso-
ciated with angular scattering and energy straggling in the
target. The secondary beam has large transverse emittance
and longitudinal momentum spread. Therefore the main
design issue for the storage ring was a large acceptance,
transversely and longitudinally. The use of large aperture
magnets and a lattice design which considers the higher or-
der components affecting particles with large betatron am-
plitudes were major design aspects. These aspects did not
change in the frame of the MSV. The same is true for the
use of fast bunch rotation and adiabatic debunching of the
incoming short bunch of secondary particles which requires
a dedicated rf system.

In the original full FAIR project the pre-cooled sec-
ondary beams from the CR were transfered to another stor-
age ring for accumulation of intense secondary beams, for
antiprotons the accumulation was foreseen in the dedicated
accumulator ring RESR, for rare isotopes accumulation in
the NESR should precede the preparation of the rare iso-
tope beam for the experiment.

After postponing both rings to a phase after the construc-
tion of the MSV, the CR design had to be modified for the

transfer of the antiproton beam directly to the HESR. The
direct connection to the HESR requires the extraction of the
beam on the Western side of the ring, compared to the pre-
vious location of the extraction point on the Eastern straight
section. The basic magnetic structure remained unchanged,
but various components had to be rearranged, in addition
various technical aspects required an increase of the ring
circumference by about 10 m. All this resulted in the latest
version of the CR, called CR version 68. The most recent
design parameters can be found in Table 1.

Table 1: Parameters of the CR storage ring version 68.

circumference 221.45 m
maximum bending power 13 Tm
beam species ions antiprotons
energy 740 MeV/u 3 GeV
revolution frequency 1.124 MHz 1.315 MHz
betatron tune Qx, Qy 3.19,3.71 4.27,4.84
transition energy γt 2.82 3.85
momentum slip factor η 0.186 -0.011
horizontal acceptance 240 μm 240 μm
vertical acceptance 200 μm 200 μm
momentum acceptance ±3.0 % ±1.5 %

The main subsystem of the CR is still after all modifi-
cations the stochastic cooling system. It is designed for
cooling of both antiprotons and rare isotopes. As both sec-
ondary beam species are injected at the maximum magnetic
rigidity of the CR of 13 Tm the system must be able to cool
particles at different velocities, the relativistic velocity β of
rare isotopes of 740 MeV/u kinetic energy is 0.83, for an-
tiprotons of 3 GeV β is 0.97. These two velocities govern
the design of all components of the stochastic cooling sys-
tem, particularly the design of the electrodes used as pick-
ups and kickers of the stochastic cooling system, but also
parts of the low level rf components like signal combina-
tion and delay lines.

For the ring design the two velocities have resulted in
two ion optical modes with different transition energy γ t

and consequently different momentum slip factor η. The
momentum slip factor should have a small absolute value,
for antiprotons η is -0.011, for rare isotopes it is 0.186. This
uses the flexibility of the focussing structure of the CR with
11 independently controlled families of quadrupole mag-
nets. Moreover, 6 families of sextupole magnets are ad-
justed to achieve maximum acceptance for the large emit-
tance secondary beams. For both secondary beam species
the ring will be operated near the maximum magnetic rigid-
ity, which results in small variations of field quality with
field level. However, the different ion optical settings for
ions and antiprotons and the different polarity will require
special care when operating the CR with the two species.

Injection and extraction of antiprotons and ions will be
performed along the same beamlines. Nevertheless, the re-
quirements for injection components are different and as
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some kicker modules are used for both injection and ex-
traction a bipolar kicker system is required. For the latest
version of the ring lattice the main change is caused by
the change of the extraction point from one straight sec-
tion to the other one. A special new requirement comes
from the small momentum acceptance of the HESR stor-
age ring which will accumulate the antiprotons. The bunch
transfered from CR to HESR should be as long as possi-
ble in order to minimize the momentum spread. The bunch
length is limited by the rise and fall time of the kicker pulse.
As an economic trade off rise and fall times of 200 ns are
specified for the large aperture kicker magnets.

A system which was only minutely affected by the recent
lattice changes is the bunch rotation rf system. It is located
in one of the two dispersion free straight sections of the
CR and will provide up to 200 kV rf voltage at the revolu-
tion frequency of the particles (1.32 MHz for antiprotons,
1.12 MHz for rare isotopes). Five rf cavities filled with
magnetic alloy material have to provide the large rf ampli-
tude over less than 1 ms in order to transform the incom-
ing 50 ns short bunch into a nearly coasting beam by fast
change of the bunch phase by 90 degrees. An optimized
scenario for the combination of bunch rotation and adia-
batic debunching of the incoming antiproton bunch will re-
duce the momentum spread from ±3.0% to ±0.7%. This
will result in a minimum cooling time of the stochastic
cooling system which is applied after the rf manipulations.
For rare isotopes the bunch will be of similar length and
the rf manipulation will reduce the momentum spread from
±1.5% to less than±0.4%.

On this nearly coasting beam with reduced momentum
spread the stochastic cooling system will act. The stochas-
tic cooling system for the CR has been developed over sev-
eral years. Changes of the ring design did not influence
the major hardware specifications which are determined by
the necessity to use the same system for antiprotons and
ions. The frequency band of the basic cooling system is
1 - 2 GHz with an option to add cooling systems in the
band 2 - 4 GHz. The necessity to cool the different ve-
locities of antiprotons and ions strongly affected the choice
of the electrodes and the low level rf system. Due to the
low signal to noise ratio of the antiprotons the electrodes
are designed for cooling them to 20 K. The electrode struc-
tures of slotline type have been designed and studied with
model electrodes. Measurements of the properties of these
electrodes have been performed and their design was opti-
mized [10]. At present the main task is the manufacturing
of the electrodes in an ultrahigh vacuum compatible tech-
nology. They should be produced from alumina with UHV
compatible metalization. First prototypes are in production
and their electromagnetic properties will be measured and
optimized.

Further improvement of the electrode sensitivity is
achieved by movement of the pick-up electrodes. Spe-
cial mechanisms have been designed and tested which al-
low a controlled movement of the electrodes matched to
the progress of the transverse cooling process. A proto-

type vacuum chamber with movable electrode mechanisms
based on fast moving linear motors has been manufactured.
The control of the motors was optimized for fast (cycle
times of about 1 s are required for the cooling of rare iso-
topes ) and shock-free motion.

Low level rf in the band 1 - 2 GHz is designed which
allows fast changes of delays for the necessary changes be-
tween antiproton and ion operation. Many other parameters
of the rf components need to be controlled in the course of
the cooling process or due to the different beam species.

The use of the three orthogonal cooling systems is
presently studied in computer simulations [11]. One as-
pect is the necessity to specify the parameters of the vari-
ous stochastic cooling system, another aspect is the defini-
tion of an optimum strategy to operate and move the differ-
ent electrode arrays in order to achieve the required phase
space reduction within a minimum cooling time. The re-
sults of the simulations will provide the information for the
optimum specification and later operation of the different
cooling systems. An extension of the longitudinal cooling
system to the band 2 - 4 GHz will be studied in the sim-
ulations as this is a promising option to both increase the
cooling speed and to reduce the momentum spread for bet-
ter acceptance of the pre-cooled beam by the HESR. Space
for the installation of the additional cooling system in the
CR straight sections is reserved.

HIGH ENERGY STORAGE RING HESR

The High Energy Storage Ring HESR has a circumfer-
ence of 574 m and can be operated up to a magnetic rigid-
ity of 50 Tm. The antiprotons will be injected at an energy
of 3 GeV. In the scenario of the MSV the antiprotons will
come from the CR and will be accumulated in the HESR,
in a later stage the accumulation will be performed in the
RESR. After accumulation of a high intensity antiproton
beam, the antiprotons are either decelerated or accelerated
in the HESR to an energy in the range 0.8 to 14.1 GeV ac-
cording to the requirements of the internal experiment. The
main HESR experiment is focussing on the PANDA detec-
tor which is a large 4π detector system installed around the
interaction point with an internal hydrogen target [12].

Beam cooling in the HESR in the frame of the MSV has
two main goals, accumulation of a high intensity antiproton
stack and the preparation of best beam quality for experi-
ments with the internal hydrogen target. The operation of
the HESR with beam cooling is described in a separate con-
tribution to these proceedings [13]. The stochastic cooling
system, which will be available in the MSV, mainly cov-
ers the energy range from the injection energy 3 GeV up
to the maximum energy of 14.1 GeV, an option to use time
of flight cooling instead of filter cooling for lower energies
is under investigation [14]. The same system will also be
used to provide cooling for the preparation of a stack of
up to 1 × 1010 antiprotons. Pre-cooled antiprotons from
the CR are accumulated in combination with an rf system
which allows compression of the stack into a fraction of
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the ring circumference. The rf system will generate barrier
buckets which allow a flexible control of the fraction of the
ring which is filled by the stack and the fraction which is
available for injection of new particles. The barrier bucket
system of the HESR was foreseen from the beginning for
the compensation of the energy loss during operation of
the HESR with an internal target. The optimum strategy
for the accumulation in the HESR was studied in computer
simulations [15]. It is expected that accumulation of up to
1 × 1010 antiprotons can be performed with an efficiency
close to 100 %. In the full version of the FAIR project the
stochastic cooling system will support the operation with
high intensity stacks, after accumulation in the RESR stor-
age ring, of up to 1× 1011 antiprotons in a high luminosity
mode.

For better beam quality in a high quality mode an elec-
tron cooling system was proposed which should at least
cover the energy range up to 8 GeV and after an upgrade
the full energy range of HESR operation [16]. The high en-
ergy electron cooling system, however, is out of the scope
of the FAIR project and is an option for a future upgrade.
An option for electron cooling in the HESR is still in reach.
The 2 MeV electron cooling system for COSY could, af-
ter decommissioning of COSY, be transfered to the HESR
[17]. It can then cover the lower energy range, approxi-
mately the energy range below the injection energy (0.8 to
3 GeV), and provide high quality antiproton beams for in-
ternal experiments. Electron cooling in this energy range is
expected to be more powerful than the proposed stochastic
cooling by the time of flight method.

EXTENSIONS OF THE MODULARIZED
START VERSION

The accelerator sections which were part of the full FAIR
project, but are not contained in the Modularized Start Ver-
sion are planned to be realized as extensions depending
on the availability of funding. The largest additional ac-
celerator subproject is the SIS300, a superconducting syn-
chrotron for the acceleration of heavy ions up to a maxi-
mum magnetic rigidity of 300 Tm. SIS300 will be installed
in the ring tunnel of SIS100 where sufficient space is re-
served in the tunnel design of the MSV. Therefore this ad-
dition does not require money for the construction of an ad-
ditional building. Some additional investment will have to
go into high energy beamlines and the extension of exper-
imental areas. The main goal is an increase of the energy
for heavy ion beams either for low charge states and high-
est beam intensities or for high charge states and maximum
beam energy.

Two extension are directed towards the improvement of
possibilities with cooled beams. These are the construction
of the two storage rings RESR and NESR which will pro-
vide improved beam quality or higher beam intensities by
application of cooling, in particular for the accumulation of
secondary beams.

RESR
The main mission of the RESR storage ring is the ac-

cumulation of high intensity antiproton beams [18]. The
RESR has the same magnetic rigidity of 13 Tm as the CR,
the beams will be transfered to the RESR with the energy
which is used for pre-cooling in the CR. The basic ion op-
tical structure of the RESR is fixed, but the ring circumfer-
ence had to be increased in order to be able to install the
RESR in a common tunnel with the CR. The change of the
extraction point of the CR also resulted in a corresponding
change of the injection point of the RESR. As extraction
from the RESR is required in both straight sections of the
RESR, in order to serve both HESR and NESR from RESR,
the design of the extraction systems remained unchanged.

The ion optical lattice of the RESR offers a large mo-
mentum acceptance as required for the proposed accumula-
tion scheme which will follow the procedure formerly used
at the AA ring at CERN [19]. It will provide large flexi-
bility to adjust the momentum slip factor which is regarded
a key parameter to optimize the stochastic accumulation
system. The accumulation procedure has been studied in
simulations and the required performance for sufficiently
fast accumulation was confirmed [20].

As the RESR is located in a common tunnel with the CR
no additional building needs to be constructed. All tech-
nical infrastructure and space for the technical subsystems
of the RESR is already planned and will be provided in the
frame of the MSV. Therefore additional funding is only re-
quired for the RESR ring and its technical supply systems.

NESR

The NESR storage ring has different modes of opera-
tion [21]. The standard injection into the NESR will be
performed at the maximum magnetic rigidity of 13 Tm, ei-
ther antiprotons or ions. The pre-cooled secondary beams
will come from the CR via the RESR, stable ions will come
from either SIS18 or SIS100 via a separate direct beam-
line. An electron cooling sysem is foreseen which covers
the energy range from the maximum injection energy for
ions (740 MeV/u) down to the minimum energy after de-
celeration (4 MeV/u). Electron cooling will also be crucial
for the deceleration of antiprotons from 3 GeV to 30 MeV
for experiments with slow antiprotons in the FLAIR facility
after the NESR [22].

Electron cooling in the NESR will provide powerful
cooling for all experiments with stored ions over a large en-
ergy range. The most challenging aspect involving cooling,
the accumulation of low intensity rare isotopes has been
prepared by experiments in the existing ESR storage ring at
GSI [23]. These experiments demonstrated the feasibility
of longitudinal accumulation by combination of an rf sys-
tem which compresses the stack into a fraction of the ring
circumference with electron cooling. This scheme is iden-
tical with the foreseen accumulation of antiprotons in the
HESR, except that electron cooling will be applied instead
of stochastic cooling in the HESR. The experiments were
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performed with different rf manipulations, fixed barriers,
moving barriers and injection onto the unstable fixed point
of an harmonic rf operating at harmonic number h = 1.
From the comparison with simulations it can be concluded
that the simulation tools have sufficient predictive power to
base the design of the NESR systems on the simulations.
Another conclusion was that the quality of the technical
systems will be crucial for the efficiency of beam accu-
mulation. Particularly the quality of the pulse generated
to provide the injection kick for the incoming bunch is of
outstanding importance. Short rise and fall times have to
match the relatively short revolution time of the beam in the
NESR and any ringing of the kicker system after the pulse
will unavoidably heat the circulating beam transversely re-
sulting in extended cooling time and additional inefficiency
of the accumulation method. The same is true for the con-
trol of the rf waveform used to compress the beam and the
synchronization of the the incoming bunch with the rf volt-
age and the kicker pulse. These are very demanding re-
quirements for the control and performance of these accel-
erator subsystems.

The funding of the NESR is a more critical issue than
for the RESR since funding is not only required for the
accelerator, but also for additional buildings for the NESR
ring, the technical systems and the low energy experimental
area after the NESR.

STATUS AND OUTLOOK

The contracts for the foundation of the FAIR company
were signed and the new FAIR company was founded end
of 2010. The first partner countries started to transfer their
financial contributions. Germany, as the main partner coun-
try started to assign funding which is presently used to start
the ordering of the most time critical accelerator compo-
nents. The completion of all documents for the civil con-
struction work for FAIR is a prerequisite for first construc-
tion activities. After the building permit by German author-
ities, the first construction work for FAIR is still expected
to start in the fourth quarter of 2011. In parallel the activ-
ities to start production of accelerator components will be
intensified. A large fraction of the production of compo-
nents will be supervised by GSI, either as German in-kind
contributions to the FAIR project or as orders by the FAIR
company based on international cash contributions. The
stochastic cooling system of the CR is planned as a major
German in-kind contribution provided by GSI. Similarly,
most parts of the HESR storage ring, and its beam cool-
ing systems in particular, will be a German in-kind contri-
bution provided by Forschungszentrum Jülich. A general
time schedule for the FAIR project based on the present
information on the expected resources, financial and man
power, is in work. Specifications for all required compo-
nents are worked out as a basis for the hardware contribu-
tions to the FAIR project regarding the general standards of
the project.
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STATUS OF THE 2 MEV ELECTRON COOLER FOR COSY / HESR  

J. Dietrich#, V. Kamerdzhiev, FZJ, Jülich, Germany 
M.I. Bryzgunov, A.D. Goncharov, V.M. Panasyuk, V.V. Parkhomchuk, V.B. Reva, 

D.N. Skorobogatov, BINP, Novosibirsk, Russia.

Abstract 
The 2 MeV electron cooling system for COSY-Jülich is 
being built to boost the luminosity in presence of strong 
heating effects of high-density internal targets in the 
entire energy range. The 2 MeV cooler is also well suited 
in the start up phase of the High Energy Storage Ring 
(HESR) at FAIR in Darmstadt. It can be used for beam 
cooling at injection energy and for testing new features of 
the high energy electron cooler for HESR. The design and 
construction of the cooler is accomplished in cooperation 
with the Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics in 
Novosibirsk, Russia. The infrastructure necessary for the 
operation of the cooler in the COSY ring (radiation 
shielding, cabling, water cooling etc.) is established. The 
electron beam commissioning at BINP Novosibirsk 
started in May of 2011. First results are reported.  Final 
commissioning at COSY-Jülich is planned for the end of 
2011.  

INTRODUCTION 
The new generation of particle accelerators operating in 

the energy range of 1-8 GeV/u for nuclear physics 
experiments requires very powerful beam cooling to 
obtain high luminosity. For example the investigation of 
meson resonances with PANDA detector requires 
momentum spread in antiproton beam, which must be 
better than 10-4. To obtain such a momentum spread 
cooling time in the range of 0.1- 10 s is needed. The 4 
MeV electron cooler at the RECYCLER ring (FNAL) [1] 
achieves cooling time about 1 hour. The new cooler for 
COSY should provide a few orders of magnitude more 
powerful longitudinal and transverse cooling which 
requires new technical solutions. The basic idea of this 
cooler is to use high magnetic field along the orbit of the 
electron beam from the electron gun to the electron 
collector. In this case high enough electron beam density 
at low effective temperature can be achieved in the 
cooling section. 

 
 

Figure 1: A 3D model of the 2 MeV electron cooler to be installed in COSY. 

____________________________________________ 
#j.dietrich@fz-juelich.de 
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BASIC DESIGN FEATURES  
The basic parameters of the COSY cooler are listed in 

Table 1 [2]. The length of the cooling section is given by 
the space available in the COSY ring.  

Table 1: Basic Parameters of the 2 MeV electron cooler. 

Energy Range 0.025 ... 2 MeV 
High Voltage Stability < 10-4 
Electron Current 0.1 ... 3 A 
Electron Beam Diameter 10 ... 30 mm 
Length of Cooling Section  2.69 m 
Toroid Radius 1.00 m 
Magnetic Field (cooling section) 0.5 ... 2 kG 
Vacuum at Cooler 10-9 ... 10-10 mbar 

In Fig. 1 the layout of the COSY 2 MeV cooler is shown. 
The main features of the cooler are [2]:  

1. The design of the cooling section solenoid is similar 
to the ones of CSR (IMP) and LEIR (CERN) coolers 
designed by BINP [3,4]. However, for the 2 MeV cooler 
the requirement on straightness of magnetic field lines is 
so high (∆θ < 10-5) that a system for control of magnetic 
field lines in vacuum becomes necessary. 

2. For suppression of high energy electron beam losses 
at IMP and LEIR coolers electrostatic bending was used 
[5]. The shape of the 2 MeV transport lines, however, 
dictates a different approach. The collector (inside the HV 
terminal) will be complemented by a Wien filter to 
suppress return electron flux.  

STATUS OVERVIEW 
Fig. 2 shows the cooler being assembled in Novosibirsk 

[6]. The electron beam transport channel from the bottom 
of the high voltage vessel to cooling section and back to 
the high voltage vessel is assembled and vacuum tested. 
The leakage rate is better than 2·10-9 mbar·l/s. The high 
voltage vessel is not completed yet. The measurements of 
the magnetic field along the electron beam orbit from gun 
to collector are finished [7]. An in-vacuum system for 
measuring magnetic field straightness in the cooling 
section is installed. The cascade transformer is assembled 
and the characteristics of the low voltage generator were 
studied. The ceramic acceleration and deceleration tubes 
are completed. Electronic components for the high 
voltage sections are tested on two sections, however 
production of 33 sets is still in process and should be 
finished in September 2011. The electron gun and 
collector with Wien filter are tested on a dedicated test 
bench, see Fig. 3 [8, 9]. The perveance of the electron gun 
of 9.5 μA/V3/2 corresponds to the calculation. The Wien 
filter for suppression of the secondary emission from the 
collector was tested successfully. Problems with Penning 
discharges for high voltages were observed. Conditioning 
under high voltage and vacuum improvements increased 
discharge threshold. Collector efficiency is better than  
10-5. As first stage, the high voltage terminal can be 
installed in the high voltage vessel. 

In the COSY ring the section for installing the cooler is 
prepared [10]. The position of one bumper is changed. 
The beam pipe diameter in this section is reduced to 100 
mm, the value corresponding to diameter of the vacuum 
chamber inside the cooling section. Additional steering 
coils were installed on the quadrupoles for orbit 
correction [11]. New concrete radiation shielding walls 
with two large openings for the electron beam transport 
line are installed. After the summer shutdown COSY is 
fully operational. The SF6 gas system is delivered, the 
power supplies are ordered. 

 
Figure 2: Assembling the 2 MeV electron cooler at BINP. 

 
Figure 3: Electron gun and collector test bench at BINP. 
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MAIN COMPONENTS  

Magnetic System 
The main component of the magnetic system is the 

cooling solenoid. To satisfy the requirements on 
straightness of the magnetic field, the cooling solenoid is 
assembled from numerous short coils. The required field 
quality is achieved by mechanically adjusting the angles 
of individual coils.  
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Figure 4: Longitudinal Bz and vertical By magnetic field 
components (upper plot) and horizontal Bx component 
along two lines with x = ± 2 cm, y = 0 (lower plot) versus 
cooling solenoid axis z. Dots represent measured curves, 
solid lines- computed curves (MAG3D). The origin is 
determined in the centre of the cooling solenoid (z = -75 
cm). 1-cooling solenoid, 2-toroid, 3-dipole corrector. 

Dipole magnets are installed along the proton orbit for 
compensation of the vertical field action on protons by the 
toroids. For better compensation of transverse 
components of magnetic field generated by current leads, 
two types of coils with opposite direction of winding are 
used. Magnetic field measurement along the electron 
beam orbit from gun to collector was performed by a set 
of calibrated Hall probes, which were located on a 
carriage. Representative parts of the magnetic system 
were selected for measurements. Longitudinal, normal 
and binormal magnetic field components are measured. 
Each component is measured at four different points that 
gives information about dipole and gradients of these 
field components. In Fig. 4 the magnetic field 
components along the path of the ion beam (cooling 
section, toroid, correction dipole) as example of 
measurements are shown. 

High Voltage Terminal  
The high voltage terminal is supported by a column 

consisting of 33 identical high voltage sections. The 
whole assembly is placed inside a vessel filled with SF6 

under pressure up to 10 bar. Each HV section contains 
two coils providing guiding magnetic field for 
acceleration and deceleration tubes and the high voltage 
power supply generating up to 60 kV. Each section is 
powered by a separate winding of the cascade 
transformer. Total power consumption of one section is 
about 300 W. The high voltage vessel is produced in 
Germany. In case of high pressure of 12 bar SF6 there is a 
deformation in the bottom flange of some mm, which is 
taken into account by the mechanical design (see Fig. 5) 
[12].  

   
Figure 5: Mechanical stresses and deformations of the 
high voltage vessel. 

Cascade Transformer  
The power supply of the regular high voltage sections, 

high voltage terminal and collector is based on the 
concept of a high frequency cascaded resonant 
transformer. The system consists of 33 transformers with 
cascaded connection.  At time of first testing high level of 
heating of stainless steel rings enclosing the cascade 
transformer was observed. Initial testing showed a 1.2 kW 
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loss at each transformer. After coating the stainless steel 
with copper (by galvanic process) the power losses 
decreased to 464 W according to the difference of cooling 
oil temperature  

Beam Diagnostics 
For measurement of the electron beam position 10 
pickups (5 in the beam line from gun to the cooling 
section and 5 from cooling section to collector) are 
foreseen. 2 pickups are installed in the cooling section for 
measuring the proton as well as the electron beam 
positions. The last two ones have a special design due to 
the fact that the in-situ magnetic field measurement 
system needs space for the magnetic sensor which is 
mounted on the cart moving along the solenoid axis. Each 
pickup consists of 4 sectors. To study the dynamics of 
electron cooling in a synchrotron only non-destructive 
instrumentation can be used. Beam diagnostics based on 
recombination is usually used to optimize electron 
cooling of protons (H0-diagnostics). In some cases 
insertion devices may prevent the H0 particles from 
reaching the detector (e.g. ANKE detector at non-zero 
position in the COSY ring). In the future HESR ring, for 
example, this technique is not applicable due to 
antiprotons being accelerated. An Ionisation Profile 
Monitor delivers real time data in both transverse planes 
allowing detailed analysis of beam profile evolution in 
COSY. Attempts to use scintillation of residual gas to 
measure beam profiles were very promising. So ionisation 
and possibly scintillation profile monitors become vital 
for optimization of electron cooling of antiprotons. The 
IPM was designed at GSI keeping the requirements for 
the future FAIR machines in mind [13]. The ionisation 
products are guided to a position sensitive detector by 
transverse electric field. An arrangement consisting of an 
MCP stack (100x48 mm2), a luminescent screen, and a 
656×494 pixel CCD camera is used to detect ions in high 
resolution mode. The IPM actually contains two identical 
units to provide simultaneous measurements in both, 
horizontal and vertical, planes. The IPM is installed in 
COSY in the arc downstream of the cooler telescope. The 
data acquisition software was developed at FZJ with an 
emphasis on real-time display of beam profiles. The 
software also performs fitting and plots beam width and 
position vs. time. The beam current measured by the 
beam current transformer (BCT) is also displayed. A 
Scintillation Profile Monitor (SPM) is being developed at 
COSY as a robust and inexpensive alternative to the IPM. 
The disadvantage of much lower event rate compared to 
the IPM and thus the necessity to locally add nitrogen to 
the residual gas is compensated by the much simpler 
mechanical design of the SPM. The light emitted by the 
gas in the vacuum chamber is focused by a lens onto a 
multichannel photomultiplier (PMT) array (Hamamatsu 
7260-type, 32 channels, 0.8 2

pitch). The readout is performed using a multichannel 
current digitizer, developed at iThemba LABS [14]. The 
problem of low rate of scintillation events detected by a 
multichannel photomultiplier is coped with by injecting 

small amounts of pure nitrogen into the SPM vacuum 
chamber. This leads to a temporary local pressure bump 
of no more than an order of magnitude. A commercially 
available piezo-electric dosing valve allows good control 
over the amplitude and duration of the pressure bump. 
Since the average pressure in the machine is hardly 
changed, the method is fully compatible with experiment 
operation [15.] A method using Thomson scattering is 
proposed to measure the electron beam profile in the 
cooling section [16]. 

SUMMARY  
The main components of the 2 MeV electron cooler are 
manufactured and the whole system is now being 
assembled at BINP Novosibirsk. The commissioning with 
electron beam starts end of summer 2011. The installation 
at COSY is expected in winter 2011. Since the 
straightness of magnetic field in the cooling section needs 
to be better than 10-5 an in-situ magnetic field 
measurement system was installed. Diagnostic tools for 
optimisation of the electron cooling system were 
developed and tested. Modifications to the COSY ring 
and its infrastructure were done.  
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Abstract 
At S-LSR in ICR, Kyoto University, electron cooling of 7 
MeV protons has been applied.  A relative velocity sweep 
scheme reduced the cooling time from 30.4 s to 1.7 s for 
the initial momentum spread of 1 %.  One dimensional 
ordering by electron cooling was also realized at a proton 
number of approximately 2000, resulting in 2K and 11 K 
in the longitudinal and the horizontal directions, 
respectively.  With the combination of electron cooling 
and phase rotation techniques a very short bunch length of 
~3 ns was realized, which should be used for bio-medical 
irradiation.  For multi-dimensional laser cooling of 24Mg+ 
ions, synchro-betatron coupling has been applied for a 
bunched  ion beam.  The realized beam temperatures are 
24K and ~200 K for the longitudinal and horizontal 
directions, respectively at resonance, while the 
corresponding values are 15K and ~600 K, respectively at 
the off resonance condition.  

INTRODUCTION 
 
A small laser equipped storage ring (S-LSR) was 
constructed at ICR, Kyoto University, in order to 
investigate acceleration of hot laser-produced ion beams.  
The ion beams produced by laser plasma interaction has a 
large energy spread. The capability of efficient electron 
cooling of these hot proton beams by a relative velocity 
sweep was investigated at S-LSR.  S-LSR is also oriented 
for the beam cooling research to realize ultra low beam 
temperature.  For this purpose, the S-LSR lattice was 

designed with a rather large super symmetry of 6 to 
satisfy the so called maintenance condition [1].  With 
deflection elements composed of magnetic and electric 
fields, a dispersion less lattice can be realized [2].  In 
Fig.1 the S-LSR is shown together with other accelerators 
in our accelerator building.  The main parameters of S-
LSR are listed up in table 1 and the layout of S-LSR with 
its injectors is shown in Fig. 2.  

Up to now, we have applied electron cooling to a 7 MeV 
proton beam to realize one dimensional ordering [3]. 
“Synchrotron-betatron coupling ” [4], was applied for the 
laser cooling experiments using 40 keV 24Mg+

 ions, where 
the beams, however, still have a rather hot transverse 
temperatures.  

 
Figure 1. Layout of S-LSR located in the accelerator building together with other accelerators. 

 
Figure 2．Photograph of S-LSR and its injector. 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF S-LSR  

Ring Lattice Symmetry 
In order to suppress the shear heating effect [1], the S-

LSR has a symmetry of 6 with the operating point of (νH, 
νV)=(1.645, 1.206) (for electron beam cooling of protons) 
and (2.068, 1.105) (for laser cooling of 24Mg+ ion beams) 
[4], satisfying the so called maintenance conditions given 
by the following relations [1], 

γ < tγ   (1) 

sN >
222 VH νν +  ,  (2) 

where γt and Ns are Lorentz γ at the transition energy and 

the super periodicity of the ring, respectively.  At S-LSR, 
its super periodicity was chosen to be 6 to fulfil the Eq. 
(2). At this S-LSR settings, formation of one dimensional 
ordering has been realized for a proton beam. 
Dispersion Suppressed Lattice 

The deflection elements at S-LSR with a deflection 
angle of 60 degrees have another unique capability as the 
realizatiom of dispersion free straight sections as shown 

in Fig. 3 by applying additional electrostatic field E
r

 
satisfying the following relation: 

BE
rr

×−=+ 02 v)11( γ ,  (3) 

where B
r

 is the magnetic field in the deflection elements 
[2].  As shown in Fig. 4, the ions cooled to a certain 
energy in the straight section get the different energy 
change due to their radial positions in the electrostatic 

field, E
r

 and thus they have the same angular velocity, 
which suppresses the shear heating.  

ELECTRON COOLING OF            
PROTON BEAM 

The motive force to construct S-LSR was the 
demonstration of post acceleration of laser-produced ion 
beams to realize  a compact cancer therapy ion 
accelerator, guided by the Advanced Compact 
Accelerator development project by MEXT of the 
Japanese government. 

Efficient Electron Cooling of Hot Ion Beam by 
Relative Velocity Sweep 
A laser-produced ion beam, usually has a relatively large 
energy spread, where most of the ions cannot interact 

Table 1: Main parameters of S-LSR 

Ion, Kinetic Energy proton, 7 MeV 
24Mg+, 40 keV 

Circumference of the ring  22.557 m 
Average radius of the ring 3.59 m 
Length of long straight section 1.86 m 
Radius of curvature 1.05 m 
Betatron tune (1.645, 1.206) :proton 

(2.068, 1.105) :24Mg+ 

Momentum Compaction 0.502 
Average Vacuum Pressure ~10-8 Pa 

Electron Cooling 
Electron Energy 3.8 keV 
Electron Density 2.2 ×  106 /cm3 
Effective Cooler Length 0.44 m 
Expansion Factor  3 
Temperature at transition to 
ordered state 

T∥=2 K,  T⊥=11 K 

Laser Cooling 
Synchrotron tune 0.0376~0.1299 
Laser frequency 1074110.3 GHz±

0.05GHz 
Laser detuning ≤ -0.2GHz±0.05GHz 
Laser power at exit window  11~20 mW 

 
Figure 4. Basic concept of dispersion suppressor. (taken 
from ref.[2])  

 
Figure 3.  Beta-functions in the dispersion free operation 
mode of S-LSR.   The operating point is (νH,νV) = (2.07, 
2.07)  

 

         (a)    (b) 
Figure 5. Electron cooling of a 7 MeV hot proton beam 
without (a) and with (b) a relative velocity sweep. 
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effectively with the electron beam due to the very small  

cooling force in the large relative velocity ( iv ) range, 

where the electron cooling force ( F ), scales as  
2

iv/1F ∝ .  (4) 

The measured cooling time of a 7 MeV ion beam for 
different momentum spreads are shown in Fig. 5(a). 
However, a fast cooling can be achieved if we apply an 
external force to assist the electron cooling force in the 
large relative velocity range. We utilize an induction 
accelerator to rapidly push the ions toward the stable 
point of the cooling force.  An alternative method to 
reduce the cooling time is a change of the electron 
velocity by sweeping the cathode potential. With this 
scheme of the relative velocity sweep, the cooling time 
was reduced from 30.4 s to 1.7 s (Fig.5(b)).  This scheme 
has previously been tested at TSR of MPI-K in 
Heidelberg for 12C6+

 ion beams [6].  

One Dimensional Ordering of Proton Beam 
Stimulated by the data shown in Fig. 6, reported at 

ECOOL84 from NAP-M at Novosibirsk, many efforts 
have been made world wide to attain an ordered state.  At 
ESR and SIS in GSI, Darmstadt and CRYRING in 
Stockholm, a clear sudden jump in the momentum spread 
and/or transverse beam size has been reported at a certain 
beam particle number for heavy ions [8, 9] and even for 
12C6+ ions [10].  For proton beam, however, due to its 

single charge, the electron cooling force is very weak 
compared with other ions and a clear jump in the 
momentum spread or beam size had not been observed so 
far.  Owing to the high S-LSR symmetry of 6 suited for 
stable beam dynamics, we can observe a sudden jump in 
the momentum spread as indicated in Fig. 7 after various 
improvement of power supplies of the ring magnets and 
high voltages for electron cooler in collaboration among 

  
Figure 8. (a) Realized shortest proton bunch (3.1 s at 
2σ) by application of phase rotation as illustrated in (b). 

 
(b) Illustration of the phase rotation scheme after 
electron cooling to create a short bunch beam after 
electron beam cooling. 

Figure 6.  The first data claiming one dimensional 
ordering by application of an electron cooling..(borrowed 
from Ref. [7]) 

  

 
Figure 9.   Short bunch formation by bunched beam 
cooling.  

Figure 7.  Clearly observed sudden jump of the 
momentum spread of a 7 MeV proton beam at S-LSR, 
which is considered as one dimensional ordering [3]. 

(a) 

(b) 
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JINR, Dubna Moscow, MPI-K, Heidelberg and ICR, 
Kyoto [3].  The attained beam temperatures at the 
transition to the ordered state are ~2 K and ~11 K for the 
longitudinal and vertical directions, respectively. 

Short Bunch Formation and Its Fast Extraction 
Recently DNA double strand break with the use of 

laser-produced proton beam was reported [11], which is 
considered to be due to the very high peak intensity of the 
laser-produced proton beam.  In order to provide a much 
higher proton beam peak intensity, mainly for bio-
medical irradiation with much more flexibility and 
controllability, we have combined electron cooling with 
phase rotation techniques. 
Phase Rotation of Electron Cooled Beams. 

With electron cooling (RF off) the coasting proton 
beams are cooled to a very small momentum spread.  
Then an RF electric field was applied in a quarter period 
of the synchrotron oscillation as indicated in Fig.8(b), the 
beam becomes a very short length as shown in Fig. 8(a) 
[12]   With this scheme, a very short bunch of ~3 ns can 
be realized for an initial beam intensity of 1.4 ×  108 
protons (7 MeV)．The extraction efficiency of about 
20%, however, is not so high, because of the formation of 
a hallow tail as indicated in Fig.8 (b) . 
Electron Cooling of RF Bunched Beam 

In order to reach higher extraction efficiencies, a 
scheme to apply electron cooling after ion capturing into 
the separatrix was also studied.  This method, illustrated 
in Fig. 9 (b), can create a beam bunch of 15.7 ns as is 
shown in Fig. 9(a).  The resonator voltage in this 
measurement was 800 V with a harmonic number 2, 
which was the same as the case of phase rotation case 
above mentioned.  With this scheme, the bunch length 
measured at a proton number of 1.4 ×  108 is about 5 
times longer compared with the other scheme.  The 
extraction efficiency, however, is almost 100 % and the 
peak intensity is almost the same order of ~1016 
particles/s, which is to be irradiated into the transverse 
beam radius of 2 mm (FWHM).   
Bio-medical Irradiation System with Vertical Beam 

Our both beam cooling and extraction schemes above 
mentioned have the beam size of 2 mm in FWHM 

resulted in the estimated proton flux of ~2 × 106 mm-2ns-1, 
which well surpasses the one in Ref. [11] with ~103 mm-

2ns-1.  In consideration of the fact that our scheme is 
operated below 1 Hz of Ref. [11] due to needed cooling 
time, it surpasses this scheme because of the available 
flux range, flexibility and easiness to control by using 
accelerator based beams.  We are now trying to develop a 
beam course mainly oriented for bio-cell irradiation, 
which can irradiate cells kept in a breeding liquid by a 
vertically bent up beam in collaboration with NIRS. 

LASER COOLING OF MG IONS 

Laser Cooling of Coasting Beam in the 
Longitudinal Direction 

From the point of view of attaining the lowest possible 
beam temperature, it is required to apply laser cooling 
because of its strong longitudinal cooling force.  In the 
first step, we have applied laser cooling for 40 keV 24Mg+ 
ion beams with an intensity of 106 ions.  In Fig. 10 a 
typical result of longitudinal laser cooling of a coasting 
beam is shown.  The reached longitudinal equilibrium 
temperature is limited to 3.6 K due to the heat flow from 
transverse directions to the longitudinal one by intra-beam 
scattering (IBS).  

Transverse Laser Cooling by Synchro-Betatron 
Coupling 

The transverse beam temperature has been decreased by 
laser cooling with the use of intrabeam scattering [13] and 
dispersive cooling [14], which have been found to be 
insufficient to reach such low beam temperature to realize 
a crystalline structure.  To realize a much stronger cooling 
rate in the transverse direction, the above mentioned 
“Synchro-Betatron Coupling” has been proposed [4].  We 
have tested this scheme experimentally. 

Observation of Horizontal Beam Size  
In order to evaluate the horizontal beam temperature, 

measurements of the horizontal beam size are necessary. 
We have observed spontaneously emitted photons from 
the laser-excited Mg ions [15]. In Fig. 11, the observation 
system to detect the horizontal beam size is shown.  To 
measure the size of the ion beam, exited by a laser beam 
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140mm

mirror

Beam
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f=140mm

140mm

140mm
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Figure 11. Observation scheme of the horizontal beam 
size of 24Mg+ ion beam. 

 
Figure 10. Momentum distributions of 24Mg+ ion beam 
without (a) and with (b) the laser cooling. 
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with a size of 1.9 mm (FWHM) (Fig.12 (a)), the 
spontaneously emitted photons from the 24Mg+ ions are 
observed by a cooled CCD camera (Hamamatsu 
Photonics C7190-11W:-20℃ ) as shown in Fig.12 (b).  
The intensity profile of the spontaneous emitted photons 
is fitted, as shown in Fig.12 (c), resulting in a horizontal 
ion beam size of 1.8 mm (FWHM). 

The above results are evaluated in connection with the 
synchro-betatron resonance together with the equilibrium 
momentum spread after laser cooling, measured by a 
voltage sweep applied to a PAT (Post Acceleration Tube) 
[15].  The present experimental measurements have been 
performed at the operation point of (νH, νV)=(2.068, 
1.105).  The measured horizontal beam size has a local 
minimum at a synchrotron tune of about 0.068 (upper) 
while the momentum spread has a local maximum at the 

same synchrotron tune (lower) as shown in Fig. 13, which 
is an experimental demonstration of “Synchro-Betatron 
Resonance Coupling”. 

At the peak of this resonance, the beam temperatures 
are evaluated to be 24 K and ~200 K (1σ) for the 
longitudinal and horizontal directions, respectively.  At 
the off resonance condition, the longitudinal and 
horizontal temperatures are ~15 K and ~600 K, 
respectively. 

In Fig.14, the developments of the horizontal beam 
width as a function of time for different synchrotron tunes 
are shown.  According to the data shown in Fig.14, the 
transverse laser cooling rates by our present system seems 
to be comparable with the IBS rate, which is insufficient 
to realize crystalline ion beams.  

Evaluation of Results and Further Perspectives 
In our laser cooling system of bunched beam, above 

mentioned, a fixed laser detuning after optimization is 
utilized, as shown in Fig. 15.  Recent reinvestigation of 
the results, shown in Fig.14, pointed out that the 24Mg+ 
ion beam includes two components plasma with different 
life times as shown in Fig. 16.  The time domain beam 
signals observed by an oscilloscope at the time of 10 s, 60 
s and 150 s after injection (when laser cooling starts) are 
shown in Fig.16 (a), (b) and (c), respectively.  These data 
demonstrate that the 24Mg+ ion beam has two components 
with different beam life times.  By fitting these data, the 
life times of these two components are determined to be 
~26 s and ~42 s for un-cooled and cooled beams, 

 Figure 14. Time variation of the horizontal beam size for 
various synchrotron tunes. 

 
       (a)                (b) 

 
     (C) 

Figure 12.  (a)Transverse laser profile (FWHM 1.9 mm) 
used to measure the spontaneous emission from the 
excited 24Mg+; ions, (b) Observed spontaneous emitted 
photons and (c) Fitted results of the observed photon 
intensity resulting in a  horizontal beam size of 1.8 mm 
(FWHM). 
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Figure 13. Experimental demonstration of synchro-
betatron resonance coupling.  Longitudinal momentum 
spread after laser cooling has a local maximum at 
νs~0.068 (lower), while the horizontal beam size has a 
local minimum at the same position (upper). 

 
Figure 15. Optimization of laser detuning for bunched 
beam laser cooling. 
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respectively as shown in Fig. 17 [16]. 
Up to now, the beam cooling time in the longitudinal 

direction has been evaluated by a spectrum analyzer using 
Schottky signals in the frequency domain, which however, 
seems to includes both two components, laser cooled and 
un-cooled ions, which might be the reason why our laser 
cooling time is rather long and realized temperature is 
rather high compared with the theoretical prediction. 

Our recent investigation on transverse laser cooling 
with the use of “Synchro-Betatron Coupling” has to be 
improved by sweeping the laser detuning or equivalently 
sweeping the RF frequency for bunching. 

Another possible approach to much lower beam 
temperature is the application of pre-electron cooling for 
40 keV 24Mg+ ion beams.  As the corresponding electron 
energy of 0.9 eV for the 40 keV 24Mg+ ion beam seems to 
be too low to attain enough current for electron cooling, a 
scheme to use a higher voltage of ~12.5 V for the 
extraction from the cathode and a ensuing deceleration to 
the ion velocity before reaching to the cooling section is 
under investigation. 
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Fig. 16. Time domain beam signals observed after 10 s. (a), 60 s (b) and 150 s after injection.  The laser cooling start 
at the injection time and these times also represent the time after the start of the cooling.  Judging from the data of (c), 
almost no significant noises are included in these beam signals. 

(a) 10 s after injection 

 
Fig.17. Fitted life times of the two components in the 

24Mg+ ion beam during laser cooling.. 

 
(b) 60 s after injection 

 
(c) 150 s after injection (almost no 
beam) 
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APPLICATION OF COOLING METHODS TO NICA PROJECT  

S.Kostromin, I.Meshkov, A.Sidorin, A.Smirnov, G.Trubnikov*, JINR, Russia  
 

Abstract 
   The Nuclotron-based Ion Collider fAcility (NICA) is a 
new accelerator complex being constructed at JINR aimed 
to provide experiments with colliding heavy ions up to Au 
for experimental study of hot and dense strongly 
interacting baryonic matter and search for possible signs 
of the mixed phase and critical endpoint in the centre-of-
mass energy range √SNN = 4-11 GeV. Beam cooling 
systems are proposed for elements of the NICA project. 
The Booster synchrotron will be equipped with an 
electron cooling system. Two beam cooling systems – 
stochastic and electron will be used in the collider rings. 
Parameters of cooling systems, proposed scenario of 
operation and peculiarities of their design intended to 
achieve required average luminosity of the order of 
1027cm-2s-1at high energies are presented in this report.  

INTRODUCTION 
   The goal of the NICA project [1] is construction at 
JINR of the new accelerator facility that consists of:  
- cryogenic ESIS ion source “KRION” with 6T solenoid; 
- source of polarized protons and deuterons; 
- the existing linac LU-20 (energy up to 5 MeV/u); 
- a new heavy ion linear accelerator (3 MeV/u); 
- a new 600 MeV/u Booster-synchrotron; 
- modernized heavy ion synchrotron Nuclotron (4,5 
GeV/u maximal kinetic energy for ions with Z/A = 1/3); 
- two new superconducting rings of the collider; 
  The facility will have to provide ion-ion (1÷ 4.5 GeV/u), 
ion-proton collisions and collisions of polarized pp (5 ÷ 
12.6 GeV) and dd (2 ÷ 5.8 GeV/u) beams. The Booster 
will be equipped with a slow extraction system to provide 
medicine, biological and other applied researches. 
   The collider will have two interaction points. The Multi 
Purpose Detector (MPD) in the first IP, and the second IP 
is used for the Spin Physics Detector (SPD). 
   Collider will be operated at fixed energy without 
acceleration of injected beam. Correspondingly the 
maximum energy of the experiment is determined by the 
Nuclotron magnetic rigidity that is equal to about 45 T⋅m. 
Main goal of the NICA facility is to provide collider 
experiment with heavy ions like Au, Pb, or U at average 
luminosity above 1·1027 cm-2·s-1 in the maximal wide 
energy range up to 4,5 GeV/u. Therefore in this report it 
is discussed heavy ion mode of the facility operation only, 
and 197Au79+ are chosen as the reference particles.  
   To reach the required parameters a beam cooling is 
proposed both in the Booster and in the collider rings. 

ELECTRON COOLING SYSTEM FOR 
BOOSTER. OPERATION MODES. 

The maximum design ion energy of 4.5 GeV/u can be 
achieved at Nuclotron with fully stripped ions only. To 
provide high efficiency of the ion stripping one has to 
accelerate them up to the energy of a few hundreds of 
MeV/u. For this purpose a new synchrotron ring – the 
Booster is planned to be used (Table 1). The Booster has 
maximum magnetic rigidity of 25 T⋅m that corresponds to 
about 600 MeV/u of the ion energy, and the stripping 
efficiency is not less than 80%.  

The Booster is equipped with room-temperature 
electron cooling system that allows to provide efficient 
cooling of the ions in the energy range from injection 
energy up to 100 MeV/u (Fig.1). Electron cooling at 
injection energy 3 MeV/u is required to accumulate 
intense beam especially if multiple injection is used. Such 
mode will be required also for storing highly charged ion 
states (for example Au65+ ions) or polarized ions (for 
example ↑H- atoms) with high intensity. Beam cooling at 
higher energies (up to 100 MeV/u) could be useful to 
achieve special beam parameters required by fixed target 
experiments on the extracted beam from Booster. 

 
Figure 1: Booster cycle diagram (Y-axis: energy, MeV/u) 

 
The magnetic system of the Booster is 

superconducting. Its design is based on the experience of 
construction of the Nuclotron SC magnetic system [3]. 
Parameters of the Booster cooler are typical for 
conventional electron cooling systems. Design of the 
cooler had been performed by JINR and its construction is 
planned to be done in collaboration with Budker INP.  

Main goal of the cooling of heavy ion beam at 100 
MeV/u energy could be decreasing its longitudinal 
emittance to the value required for effective injection and 
acceleration in the Nuclotron before injection into the 
collider. Transverse beam emittance has to be stabilized at 
relatively large value to avoid space charge limitations in 
the Nuclotron and collider rings. Simulations of such a 
regime of the cooler operation performed with Betacool 
code showed that during 1 second of the cooling one can 
decrease the longitudinal beam emittance by about 3 
times at practically constant transverse emittance.  *E-mail: trubnikov@jinr.ru 
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At the electron cooling of heavy ions one of the serious 
problems is the recombination. The rate of Au31+ ions 
losses in the Booster cooler was extrapolated from the 
experimental data obtained at GSI and CERN. The 
estimation has shown that during 1s of cooling the ion 
losses will be less than 10%. The use of high field 
solenoid in the cooling section gives a possibility to 
provide the electron beam compression in order to 
suppress the recombination by increase of the temperature 
of transverse degree of freedom of the electron beam. 

LUMINOSITY OF THE COLLIDER  
   Two collider rings have a maximum magnetic rigidity 
of 45 Tm that is equal to Nuclotron one. The rings are 
vertically separeted by the scheme “twin bore magnets”. 
   The maximum field in the bending magnets was chosen 
to be 1.8 T. The ring consists of two arcs and two long 
straight sections with total length of be about 503 m (Fig. 
2). Here we discuss the arc optics based on FODO 
elementary cell at 12 cells per each arc (FODO-12). 
Comparable parameters of the ring can be achieved when 
arc is built from 8 triplet cells (Triplet8), however FODO 
structure is more convenient for beam injection. 

 

Figure 2: Collider ring composition (1st ring). 

   The collider operation at luminosity of between 1026 
and 1027 cm-2 s-1 allows to perform experiments which 
should measure all hadrons comprising multi-strange 
hyperons, their phase-space distributions and collective 
flows. This includes also event-by-event observables.  
   At identical colliding bunches of a round shape cross-
section the peak luminosity can be estimated by the 
following formula: 
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where Nb is the ion number in the bunch, ε is the 
transverse unnormalized r.m.s. emittance, β* is the beta 
function value in the collision point, σs the ion bunch 
length (σ-value for Gaussian distribution of the ion 
density in the bunch). The collision repetition rate Fcoll 
can be determined by the well known formula formula 
 The so called “hour-glass effect” is close to unit when the 
longitudinal r.m.s bunch size σs is much less than the β*: 
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      The inter-bunch distance (and the maximum bunch 
number) is limited by requirement to avoid parasitic 
collisions in the vicinity of interaction point. At the 
collider and MPD parameters [3] the maximum 
acceptable bunch number is 23.  
   The bunch length has to be as small as possible to avoid 
the “hour glass” effect and to provide the luminosity 
concentration in the central part of the detector. On other 
hand a small bunch length increases the bunch peak 
current that leads to increase of tune shift and can 
provoke a coherent instability. The r.m.s. bunch length of 
about 60 cm was chosen as a compromise value. 
   Maximum achievable luminosity is reached at the 
bunch emittance and intensity corresponding to the space 
charge limit. In such a regime an increase of the bunch 
intensity allows increasing the luminosity at the same 
value of the tune shift. To keep the constant tune shift the 
beam emittance has to be increased proportionally to the 
bunch intensity and the luminosity is scaled linearly with 
the ion number. So, the maximum luminosity is reached 
when the bunch phase volume corresponds to the ring 
acceptance.  
   The proposed chromaticity correction scheme provides 
the transverse dynamic aperture of about 120 π⋅mm⋅mrad 
and dynamic aperture on the relative momentum 
deviation of about ±1%.  From the side of bunch coherent 
stability the momentum spread has to be as much as 
possible and we assume that the value of (1÷1.5)⋅10-3 is 
acceptable. The transverse bunch emittance was chosen 
from the condition of equal heating rates of all three 
degrees of freedom due to Intra Beam Scattering (IBS). 
This condition corresponds to the operational regime 
when the bunch parameters are determined by equilibrium 
between IBS and beam cooling (so called IBS dominated 
regime). The IBS heating rates were calculated in 
accordance with [4] and the transverse r.m.s emittance 
value corresponding to chosen momentum spread is about 
1 π⋅mm⋅mrad. To geometry acceptance at aperture equal 
to 6 r.m.s. beam radius corresponds to about 
40 π⋅mm⋅mrad. 
   Such a small required acceptance permits the collider 
operation at small beta-function in the collision point. The 
maximum beta functions in the final focus triplets of 
about 200 m corresponds to the beta function of 0.35 m in 
the collision point. At such conditions the beam radius in 
the lenses of the low beta insertion section is about 
40 mm that requires reasonable aperture. 

When the bunch phase volume is determined, the 
particles number per bunch is restricted by the total 
acceptable betatron tune shift ΔQLas+2ξ (Lasslet tune shift 
plus 2 beam-beam parameters corresponding to 2 
collision points). For chosen working point of the collider 
the limiting value is about 0.05.  
   This strategy of the parameter optimization allows to 
have the luminosity above 1·1027 cm-2·s-1 in the energy 
range from about 3 up to 4.5 GeV/u. In this energy range 
the tune shift can be even less than the limiting value of 
0.05. Below 3 GeV/u maximum luminosity is reached at 
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maximum tune shift. The dominated effect is the Lasslet 
tune shift which can be estimated as 
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where Z, A and rp are the charge, mass numbers and 
classical radius of the ion correspondingly, Fsc – image 
force correction factor (usually Fsc ~ 1), Fb is the 
bunching factor. Expressing the luminosity via the tune 
shift we have the following estimation: 
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That shows that in the IBS dominated regime the 
luminosity scales with the beam energy approximately as 
β5γ6 (Table 1). 
 
 Table 1. Collider beam parameters and luminosity                     

Ring circumference, m 503,04 
Number of bunches 23 
Rms bunch length, m  0.6  
β-function in the IP, m 0.35 
FF lenses acceptance 40π mm mrad 
Long. acceptance, Δp/p ±0.010 
Gamma-transition, γtr 7.091 
Ion energy, GeV/u 1.0 3.0 4.5 
Ion number per bunch 2.75·108 2.4·109 2.2·109 
Rms momentum spread, 
10-3 

0.62 1.25 1.65 

Rms beam emittance, h/v, 
(unnorm), π⋅mm⋅mrad 

1.1/ 
1.01 

1.1/ 
0.89  

1.1/ 
0.76  

Luminosity, 1027 cm−2s−1 1.1e25 1e27 1e27  
IBS growth time,sec 186 702 2540  

   
The beam accumulation in the collider is planned to be 
realized in longitudinal phase space with application of 
RF barrier bucket (BB) technique. This provides 
independent optimization of the bunch intensity, bunch 
number as well as controlling of the beam emittance and 
momentum spread during the bunch formation. 
The Keil-Schnell criteria for longitudinal microwave 
instability is satisfied for the bunch intensity in whole 
energy range. 

REQUIRED COOLING TIMES. THE 
COOLING STRATEGY 

  The beam cooling application in the collider rings has 
two goals: 
- beam accumulation using cooling-stacking procedure; 
- luminosity preservation during experiment. 

   The first goal can be achieved with stochastic cooling 
system of reasonable technical parameters, because in this 
case the beam has rather low linear particle density. The 
second goal is more important. Dedicated scenario of 
using stochastic and electron beam cooling systems to 
cover whole energy range with maximal achievable 

luminosity at low energies and to have luminosity of the 
order of 1⋅1027 cm−2s−1 at maximal energies is discussed 
below. 

In equilibrium between IBS and the cooling the 
luminosity life-time is limited mainly by the ion 
interaction with the residual gas atoms. The vacuum 
conditions in the collider rings are chosen to provide the 
beam life time of a few hours. The beam preparation time 
is designed to be between 2 and 3 minutes. Therefore, the 
mean luminosity value is closed to the peak one. 

To realize this regime the cooling times have to be 
equal to the expected IBS heating times (Fig. 3) for all 
degrees of freedom. 

 
Fig. 3: Expected IBS heating times at maximum 
luminosity for different arc optics. 

 
The way to increase the luminosity at low energy is to 

provide powerful cooling at cooling times sufficiently 
shorter than the IBS ones. In such a regime (so called 
space charge dominated regime) the bunch emittance is 
limited by achievable tune shift value but the momentum 
spread and the bunch length are determined by 
synchrotron tune suppression. In this case the bunch 
parameters and beta-function in the collision point can be 
re-optimized depending on the experiment energy.  

For instance, at the energy of 1 GeV/u the beam 
emittance can be increased up to dynamic aperture 
limitation (about 3 π⋅mm⋅mrad) with the corresponding 
increase of the particle number. If the bunch length and 
tune shift are kept constant, the luminosity scales linearly 
with the emittance. However, to avoid the aperture 
limitation we need to increase the beta-function in the 
collision point. The geometry acceptance is equal to 

max

2

β
aA ≈ ,     (5) 

where a – the lens aperture βmax is the beta function in the 
final focus triplet, that depends on the β* approximately as 

*

2
*

max β
ββ trl

+≈ ,     (6) 

ltr is the distance from the triplet to the collision point. To 
have the geometry acceptance equal to the dynamic one 
the β* has to be increased up to about 1 m. The luminosity 
in this case is proportional to 
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This dependence plotted in the Fig. 4 shows that increase 
of the beam emittance and β* can give about 60% increase 
of the luminosity. Further increase of the luminosity is 
related to design of final focus lenses with large aperture. 

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4

0.4

0.8

1.2

1.6

2
2

0

L z( )

40. β z( )  
Fig. 4. Luminosity (normalized by its value at β* = 35 cm) 
versus β* in meters. 
 

Thus, at the energy range from 3 to 4.5 GeV/u a 
cooling system has to provide the cooling times of about 
500 s (that will be achieved by stochastic cooling system 
at bandwidth of 3 GHz) and at 1 GeV/u of the order of ten 
seconds (that will be provided by electron cooling 
system).  

STOCHASTIC COOLING 
The stochastic cooling (SC) is assumed to be used in 

the collider to preserve the required luminosity at higher 
energies. For this goal the SC has to provide equilibrium 
with the expected IBS heating. 

For cooling of the longitudinal degree of freedom more 
preferable is to use Palmer method because of wider 
dynamical range on momentum deviation in comparison 
with other methods. At the optimum gain and neglecting 
the amplifier noise the stochastic cooling rate can be 
estimated for all degrees of freedom by the following 
formula [5]:  

kp

pk

eq M
M

N
W 22 )/11(1 −

=
τ

.    (8) 

W = fmax - fmin is the system bandwidth. For the bunched 
beam the equivalent particle number Neq is calculated in 
accordance with the bunching factor (formula 5) as: 

s
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σπ2

= .     (9) 

The “unwanted” mixing factor from pickup to kicker: 
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imposes a limit on the upper frequency fmax of the system 
band, that can be estimated as 
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The “wanted” mixing from kicker to pick up is given by 
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−
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,   (12) 

and in ideal case it has to be close to unity. Here ηpk, ηkp, 
Tpk, Tkp –are the partial slip-factor and time of flight from 
pickup to kicker and from kicker to pickup 
correspondingly. Usually for the cooling rate estimation 
the momentum spread is substituted as 

ppp σ2~/Δ , 

where σp is its r.m.s. value. 
   The chosen lattice of the collider permits to optimize 
the pickup and kicker positions to provide small partial 
slip factor from the pickup to kicker (to avoid unwanted 
mixing) in the total required energy range. For the Palmer 
method (longitudinal cooling) the pickup is located at the 
entrance into arc section near maximum of the dispersion 
function. The kicker is located in the long straight section 
at 132 m downstream from the pickup (Fig. 5). 

 
Fig. 5. Lattice functions at the half of the collider 
circumference with positions of pick up and kicker for 
longitudinal cooling. 

 
   The kicker position is chosen to have negative ηpk at 
maximum energy and positive at minimum energy 
(Fig. 6). In this case we exclude practically the unwanted 
mixing in the all energy range and sufficiently increase 
the wanted one. 
 At such position of the kicker the condition (11) gives for 
the acceptable upper frequency of the band the value of 
about 20 GHz (at the momentum spread equal to the ring 
dynamic aperture ±0.01). 

 
Fig. 6. Total and partial slip-factors of the ring as the 
function of ion energy. 
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It means that the system bandwidth is limited mainly by 
technical reasons. The luminosity of 1⋅1027 cm−2s−1 
corresponds to about 2.3⋅109 ions per bunch, the effective 
ion number is about 8⋅1011. 
   To provide the cooling time two-three times shorter 
than the IBS ones (to have a technical reserve) the cooling 
bandwidth can be chosen from 3 to 6 GHz (Fig. 7).  

 
Fig. 7. Stochastic cooling time as the function of the ion 
energy at system bandwidth from 3 to 6 GHz. 
 
   The same pickup can be used for cooling of longitudinal 
and vertical degrees of freedom. The kicker for vertical 
degree of freedom is located in the long straight section in 
the position providing required phase advance.  
   Pickup for horizontal degree of freedom is located in 
the straight section upstream the arc in the zero dispersion 
point, the kicker in the straight section downstream the 
arc in the position providing required phase advance.  

ELECTRON COOLING 
   The electron cooling is aimed to completely suppress 
IBS heating at low energy and provide the collider 
operation in the space charge dominated regime. In this 
case at small momentum spread the transverse emettance 
can be sufficiently larger, than determined by equi-
partitioning condition. Therefore the luminosity at small 
energy can be sufficiently increased in comparison with 
IBS dominated regime. 
   For the cooling section at reasonable technical 
parameters (Table 2) the cooling times were estimated in 
accordance to Parkhomchuk formula [6] for the total ion 
energy range (Fig. 8). In the energy range from 3 to 
4.5 GeV/u the cooling times are slightly shorter than   
expected IBS heating times and are comparable to 
stochastic cooling times. However at small energies the 
cooling times are about 20 times shorter than IBS heating 
times and the electron cooling is strong enough to provide 
space charge dominated regime of the collider operation. 
 
Table 2. Main parameters of the collider electron cooler 

Maximum electron energy, MeV 1.5 
Cooling section length, m 6.0 
Electron beam current, A 0.5 
Electron beam radius, cm 0.8 
Magnetic field in cooling section, T 1.0 
Magnetic field imperfection 2×10-5 
Beta functions in cooling section, m 20 
Longitudinal electron temperature meV 5.0 

 

 
Fig. 8. Dependence of the electron cooling (transverse 
and longitudinal) times on the ion beam energy. 
 
   General problem which has to be solved for effective 
application of the electron cooling is the ion 
recombination with the cooling electrons. At typical 
temperature of electron transverse degree of freedom 
below 1eV the beam life-time due to recombination is 
about a few hundreds of seconds. There are two ways to 
increase the life-time: either to increase artificially the 
electron transverse temperature or to introduce energy 
shift between electrons and ions. 
   The magnetic field in the cooler of 1T is required 
mainly to provide adiabatic transport of the electron beam 
from HV source to the cooling section. Additionally such 
a large value resulted in strong magnetization of electrons 
and permits to provide effective cooling at large 
transverse electron temperature. The cooling rate is 
determined mainly by longitudinal electron temperature 
(that is dominated by HV generator stability) and 
logarithmically depends on the transverse one. In the 
Fig.9 transverse electron temperature required for 
obtaining of the beam life-time of 10 hours is plotted 
versus ion energy.  
 

 
Fig. 9. Electron transverse temperature in eV required to 
have the ion life-time of 10 hours. 
 
More effective way of the recombination suppression – 
shift of the electron energy – is discussed in [7]. 

R&D FOR COLLIDER COOLING 
SYSTEMS 

   Design of the collider electron cooling system is 
performed in co-operation with All-Russian 
Electrotechnical Institute (VEI, Moscow) on the basis of 
dynamitron-type high voltage generator.  
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   For the stochastic cooling development we plan to 
perform the cooling experiment with ion beam circulating 
in the Nuclotron. The existing Nuclotron RF system can 
not provide the same large bunching factor for heavy ion 
beam as required for the collider operation. But the 
cooling system can be tested at the same linear particle 
density of a bunched deuteron or carbon beam, which has 
intensity by two orders of magnitude larger than expected 
one for the heavy ions. The first step in realization of 
stochastic cooling experiment is longitudinal cooling of 
the coasting beam. Scheme with a notch filter and octave 
bandwidth 2-4 GHz was chosen for the system. The pick-
up and kicker electrodes of the stochastic cooling system 
prototype will be elaborated in cooperation with COSY 
and will be similar to that one designed for the HESR of 
the FAIR project [8]. 
Simulations of the stochastic cooling process have been 
performed for different types of particles: protons and 
carbon ions C(6+). The results are presented in [9]. The 
results of the simulation give the following requirements 
for the system: in case of proton coasting beam, the power 
required for performing this experiment lays in 30-40W 
margins and gain is approximately 140dB. If the C(+6) 
beam will be used, the power requirements significantly 
decreases to 10W and 130dB gain correspondingly. 
  It is also proposed to study experimentally at Nuclotron 
the band overlapping process (if such occurs) in the 
energy range E = 2.5 - 4 GeV/u  which is extremely 
important for collider. Here it is possible carefully study 
of stochastic cooling time dependence for the bunched 
beam when increasing RF amplitude one has to measure 
beam momentum spread (dP/P) which gives direct 
estimation of the efficient mixing factor.  

CONCLUSION  
   Application of the cooling methods is a key feature of 
the NICA project being developed at JINR. The project 
realization requires elaboration of novel cooling systems 
that can be done using both numerical simulations and 
experimental work with prototypes. 
   Booster synchrotron will be equipped with standard 
electron cooling system operating at electron beam energy 
from 1.5 to 50 keV 
   Stochastic and electron cooling technique at the collider 
are proposed to be used to have required luminosity with 
possibility of energy scan. Stochastic cooling application 
looks very attractive because it does not lead to additional 
particle loss and keeps the shape of ion distribution close 
to Gaussian one. However it cannot provide short cooling 
time at low energy. 
   Proposed cooling scenario for NICA collider is the 
following (Fig.10): in the ion energy range from 1 to 
3 GeV/u the electron cooling can provide rather short 
cooling times to realize space charge dominated regime 
and increase luminosity in comparison with IBS 
dominated one. HV electron cooling system with energy 
up to 1.5 MeV looks realistic and realizable. In the energy 
range from 3 to 4.5 GeV/u the usage of the stochastic 

cooling system is more preferable. Here the luminosity is 
equal to 1⋅1027 cm−2s−1 and the collider can operate in IBS 
dominated regime. If one optimizes the ring lattice and 
Pick-up (PU) and Kicker (KK) positioning to have partial 
slippage factor (from PU to KK) close to zero the upper 
frequency of the system band is limited only by a 
technical reasons. The system at reasonable bandwidth of 
3-6 GHz provides sufficient technical reserve (the cooling 
times by about three times less than IBS growth times). 
Final choice of the system bandwidth will be done after 
experimental test at the Nuclotron.  

 
Fig. 10. IBS growth times in the IBS dominated regime, 
electron cooling times (below 3 GeV/u) and stochastic 
cooling time (above 3 GeV/u). 

 
   Numerical simulations of the beam dynamics in the 
collider under stochastic and electron cooling are in 
progress. The electron cooling system of the collider will 
be designed and constructed in collaboration with BINP, 
FZJ and VEI. Elaboration of the stochastic cooling system 
is performed in collaboration with FZJ, FNAL, CERN 
and BNL. The prototype of the stochastic cooling will be 
tested at the Nuclotron in the end of 2011.    
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ULTIMATE PERFORMANCE OF RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON COOLING 
AT FERMILAB* 

A. Shemyakin# and L. R. Prost, FNAL, Batavia, IL 60510, U.S.A.

Abstract 
Fermilab’s Recycler ring employs a 4.3 MeV, 0.1A DC 

electron beam to cool antiprotons for accumulation and 
preparation of bunches for the Tevatron collider. The most 
important features that distinguish the Recycler cooler 
from other existing electron coolers are its relativistic 
energy, a low longitudinal magnetic field in the cooling 
section, ~100 G, and lumped focusing in the electron 
beam lines. The paper summarizes the experience of 
designing, commissioning, and optimizing the 
performance of this unique machine. 

INTRODUCTION 
An electron cooler was envisioned as an important part 

of the Recycler ring [1]. The main cooler parameters 
(Table 1) were chosen to satisfy the Recycler goals: store 
antiprotons coming from the Accumulator, prepare 
bunches for Tevatron shots, and “recycle” particles left 
over from Tevatron stores. Because of the longitudinal 
injection scheme of the Recycler, the main emphasis was 
made on longitudinal cooling. Note that later changes, 
most notably the decision not to “recycle” antiprotons 
from the Tevatron and the lower than predicted emittances 
of the bunches coming from the Accumulator, relaxed the 
operational requirements for the cooler.  

Table 1: Parameters of the cooler 

Parameter Unit Design Operation 

Electron energy MeV 4.33 4.33 
Beam current, DC  A 0.5 0.1 
Magnetic field in the 
cooling section 

G 
100-
200 

105 

Beam radius in the 
cooling section 

mm ~5 ~2 

Pressure nTorr 1 0.3 
Total length of the beam 
line 

m 90 90 

 
As soon as the electron beam could be reliably 

sustained in 2005, relativistic electron cooling was 
demonstrated [2] and within days was put into operation. 
Since then, electron cooling significantly contributed to a 
several-fold increase of the Tevatron luminosity until the 
end of operation in October 2011.  

In this paper, we discuss the choice of the cooler’s 
scheme and its implementation, describe the setup and 
cooling measurement procedures, and present the ultimate 
results .  

CHOICE OF THE SCHEME 
The scenario of using the Recycler electron cooler [3] 

assumed typical cooling times of tens of minutes. 

Estimations showed that at a reasonable electron current 
(~0.5A) it could be achieved without using the benefits of 
a strong magnetic field in the cooling section. Such “non-
magnetized” approach was a clear deviation from the 
tested way of building coolers, creating serious questions 
about the stability of the electron beam transport and 
ability to provide low transverse electron velocities in the 
cooling section. On the other hand, estimations of the 
budget available and time needed to develop an “all-
magnetized” version of the cooler and contribute to 
Fermilab’s Run II showed that it was not realistic.  

Nevertheless, simply leaving a lumped focusing in the 
cooling section to counteract the electron beam’s space 
charge looked dangerous because of beam interactions 
with the residual ions background and with the vacuum 
chamber walls [4]. However, it was realized that it is 
theoretically possible to transport an electron beam from 
one solenoid to another through a lumped-focusing 
section without excitation of additional angles with the 
appropriate choice of optics for this section [5].  As a 
result, a novel scheme was chosen where the electron gun 
and the cooling section are both immersed in a 
longitudinal magnetic field but the beam focusing in 
between is provided by separate solenoidal lenses.  

Applicability of such scheme is critically dependent on 
the magnetic flux in the cooling section. When a beam 
with no transverse velocities inside a solenoid exits into a 
free space, conservation of the canonical angular 
momentum results in a coherent angular rotation of the 
beam. In the paraxial ray equation, it is equivalent to the 
addition of an effective normalized emittance [5] 

 , 22B eff
e

e

m c
ε

π
Φ= , (1) 

where 
2

CS CSB RΦ = is the magnetic flux through the beam 

cross section in the solenoid, e and em are the electron 

charge and mass, and c is the speed of light. As in the 
case with a real emittance, the beam transport with 
lumped focusing is possible only if this emittance is low 
enough. For example, a transport channel for γ = 10 

with a typical beam radius of ~1 cm and the beta-function 
of ~1 m to bring the beam into a cooling section at the 

radius of ~CSR 1 cm limits the solenoid magnetic field 

to ~300G. To use lumped focusing during acceleration 
(i.e. at lower γ ), the magnetic flux had to be decreased in 

comparison with this example by limiting both the beam 
size and the magnetic field strength in the cooling section 

down to CSR = 2 - 4 mm and CSB =100 – 200 G.  

Because of the large (reactive) beam power required in 
the cooling section, ~1 MW, using the energy recovery 
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scheme, standard for electron coolers, is even more 
important for the Recycler cooler.   

SETUP 
Elevation views of the electron cooler are shown in 

Figure 1.  
 
 

1m 

quadrupoles 

 
Figure 1a: Elevation view showing the Pelletron, the 
transfer lines passing through the connecting enclosure to 
the Recycler ring, and the cross-section of the Main 
Injector (MI) tunnel which houses the Recycler ring. 
  1m 
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Figure 1b:  Elevation view of the MI tunnel showing the 
90°-bend system which injects the electron beam from the 
transfer line into the Recycler ring, the cooling section of 
Recycler, the 180°-bend system which extracts the 
electron beam from the Recycler, and the return line.  

Electrons are emitted by a thermionic cathode, 
accelerated inside an electrostatic accelerator, Pelletron 
[6], and transported through a beam “supply” line to the 
cooling section where they interact with antiprotons 
circulating in the Recycler. After separation of the beams 
by a 180 degree bend, electrons move through the 
“return” beam line out of the tunnel, and then through a 
“transfer” line back to the Pelletron. Inside the Pelletron, 
the electron beam is decelerated in the second 
(“deceleration”) tube and is absorbed in a collector at the 
kinetic energy of 3.2 keV. The main ideas for a low-halo 
gun are described in [7], and performance of the collector 
is presented in [8]. 

The vacuum chamber is pumped down by ion and 
titanium sublimation pumps. The diameter of the vacuum 
pipe is 47 mm in the cooling section and 75 mm in the 
beam lines, where the aperture is limited by the BPM’s 
inner diameter also of 47 mm. The typical pressure is 
0.3 nTorr (mainly hydrogen).  

When both main bending magnets under the Pelletron 
are turned off, the beam can be passed through a short 
beam line, denoted as U-bend in Fig.1a. This so-called U-
bend mode was used for commissioning purposes.  

BEAM RECIRCULATION 
 Insufficient stability of the electron beam recirculation 

was the main obstacle at the R&D and commissioning 
stages. Frequently, the terminal voltage was dropping by 
tens or hundreds of kV, and the protection system was 
turning the beam off (“a beam trip”). Sometimes, the 
terminal voltage would go down to nearly zero, with the 
vacuum pressure in the tubes increasing by several orders 
of magnitude and with electromagnetic waves often 
damaging the equipment (“a full discharge”).  

Most of these events result from a charge accumulation 
on the tube ceramic, coming from lost electrons, and 
following partial discharges in the acceleration gaps. 
These discharges occur all the time, with frequency 
dependent on the tube voltage gradient and amount of 
beam loss. By itself, a discharge of a single gap cannot 
significantly change the overall voltage distribution. The 
structure of the Pelletron column contains large 
aluminium discs, called separation boxes, which are 
connected every ~60 cm (2’) to both tubes resistive 
dividers as well as to a column resistive divider.  When 
only one of 42 gaps contained between neighbouring 
separation boxes is discharged, the effect on the voltage 
outside this portion of the tube is negligible. However, 
with some probability a plasma plume from such 
discharges can also shorten one or several neighbouring 
gaps. If the unaffected portion of the tube is capable of 
holding the entire voltage, the gaps are charged up again, 
and the beam does not trip. If the envelope modification 
resulting from the altered voltage distribution is large but 
induces a beam loss only somewhere outside of the 
Pelletron, the protection system interrupts the beam and 
normal operation can be restored in a matter of seconds.  
Otherwise, the entire tube shortens, causing a full 
discharge. 
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Figure 2. Anode current and changes in the deceleration 
tube current as functions of the beam current. Full line; 
ion clearing mode (December 31, 2011.). 

 
 Several steps allowed making the cooler an operational 
system. 

• Development of an effective gun and collector with 
parameters well above operational requirements. The 
maximum current achieved and the typical relative 
beam loss were, correspondingly, 2.6 A and 2·10-6 on 
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a low-energy test bench, 1.8 A and 1.2·10-5 in the U-
bend mode at 4.3MeV, and 0.6 A and 1.8·10-5 in the 
full line (Fig.2). The higher beam loss in longer 
systems is attributed to electron scattering on the 
residual gas and Intra Beam Scattering (IBS) [9]. 

• Decreasing the beam loss to the tubes, primarily by 
tuning the beam envelope in the deceleration tube to 
transport out of the Pelletron all electrons escaping 
from the collector. It was found that if the current of 
resistive dividers of either tube changes by more than 
~1μA, the frequency of beam trips increases in 
accordance with the discharge model explained 
above. 

• Increasing the total length of the accelerating tubes 
by 1/5 improved dramatically the recirculation 
stability at 4.3MV (operation voltage), in accordance 
with the logic of the previous paragraph.  Note that in 
a test recently performed at much lower energy, 
1.6 MeV, no single beam trip or full discharge have 
been observed [10].  

• Adjusting the beam envelope in the acceleration tube 
to keep the beam core far from the tube electrodes in 
the time of the beam trips. It made a difference in 
preventing full discharges originating in the 
acceleration tube. 

• Protection of the deceleration tube from irradiation in 
the time of beam trips by using optics with high 
dispersion in the return line. 

• Fast protection circuitry, turning the beam off in 1μs 
after detecting a Pelletron voltage drop of more than 
5 kV or other abnormal conditions. 

The implementation of these measures allowed 
operating typically with only several beam trips per day 
and full discharges as rare as once a year. 

ELECTRON COOLING IN OPERATION 
   Since 2005, the Recycler Electron cooler is used in 

operation around the clock to accumulate antiprotons in 
the Recycler and prepare them for shots to the Tevatron. A 
typical stacking cycle is shown in Fig.3. Every 40-50 
minutes, ~25·1010 antiprotons are transferred from the 
Accumulator into a free longitudinal space in the 
Recycler ring and then are merged with the main stack. 
The stack length stays constant all the time to minimize 
the longitudinal emittance dilution. After reaching the 
target stack size, antiprotons are aggressively cooled and 
transferred into the Main Injector for acceleration and 
injection into the Tevatron.  

The manipulation of the electron beam is different for 
these two stages. During accumulation, the emphasis is on 
preserving a good life time while maintaining reasonable 
antiproton emittances. For that purpose, the electron beam 
is kept at 0.1 A and at a constant 2mm offset (propagating 
in the cooling section parallel to the axis of the antiproton 
beam). Recently, adding a small-amplitude helical motion 
of the electron beam was found to be beneficial as well.  

During the stage of final preparation of bunches and 
their transfer out of the Recycler, the strength of cooling 

is increased to the level where the antiproton phase 
density comes close to an instability threshold. The helix 
is removed; the electron beam is brought “on axis” (i.e. 
position concentric with the antiproton beam); during the 
summer of 2011, in addition the beam current was 
increased to 0.2A in the ion clearing mode (see below). 
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Figure 3. Typical cycle of accumulation of antiprotons in 
the Recycler ring and following extraction. June 17-18, 
2011. Electron beam was kept at 0.1A, shifted by 2 mm 
from the axis except until right before extraction, when it 
was switched to 0.2A in ion clearing mode and moved on 
axis. The average life time was 256 hours, and initial 
luminosity in the Tevatron was 408·1030 cm-2 s-1.  
 

This procedure allows limiting the antiproton loss 
related to the final life time in the Recycler to 3-6% while 
increasing the beam brightness to the threshold 
determined by the capability of the Recycler transverse 
dampers. A significant progress to the accumulation rate 
and the life time resulted, in part, from enhancing electron 
cooling.   

OPTIMIZATION OF COOLING  
   Details about the quality of the electron beam and 

strength of cooling are obtained from ‘drag rate’ 
measurements by a voltage jump method [11] similar to 
the one used at the early age of electron cooling [12]: a 
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“pencil” coasting antiproton beam is cooled to an 
equilibrium, the electron energy is changed by a jump, 
and the rate of change of the mean value of the antiproton 
momentum is recorded while the antiprotons are dragged 
toward the new equilibrium. If the momentum spread 
remains small in comparison with the difference between 
the two equilibriums, this ‘drag rate’ is equal to the 
longitudinal cooling force.  

The results can be compared with the classical cooling 
model [13] ignoring the contribution of the magnetic 
field. In the simplified case of a constant Coulomb 
logarithm Lc, the formula can be expressed as [14] 
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which parameters are related to the lab-frame electron 
beam properties as follows: 
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where θt is the 1D r.m.s. electron angle in the cooling 
section, δWe the r.m.s.  energy spread of the electron 

beam, nel the electron density in the lab frame, pM  the 

proton mass, CSη the portion of the ring occupied by the 

cooling section,  and e ep m cγβ=  the electron beam 

momentum. Graphically Eq.(2) is presented in Fig.4. If 
the cooling force is measured near its maximum, it 
depends on the transverse electron angles approximately 
as θt

-2 and can be used to estimate changes in the angle.  
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Figure 4. Normalized cooling force calculated with Eq.(2) 
as a function of   Δpp/p2 for  three ratios of  p2/p1: 10 (red), 
25 (blue), and 50 (brown).   

Results of the ‘drag rate’ measurements performed at 
different currents throughout the cooler history are shown 
in Fig. 5.  
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Figure 5. Cooling force as a function of the beam current 
measured on axis at various dates with a 2 kV voltage 
jump. The current density calculated at the beam center 
(dashed curve) is shown for comparison. 
 

The significant enhancement of the cooling force 
presented in Fig.5 came mainly from three improvements 
that decreased the electron angles in the cooling section. 

First, focusing was optimized by adjusting the corrector 
quadrupoles based on drag rate measurements at the 
electron beam periphery [15]. 

Second, a beam-based procedure for aligning the 
magnetic field in the cooling section was developed. The 
cooling section consists of 10 two-meter long solenoid 
modules, which are rigid but move with respect to one 
another when the tunnel deforms or the temperature 
changes. Compensation of the resulting transverse fields 
was made by adjusting 10 pairs of dipole correctors in 
each module. For this, a special electron trajectory was 
created that passed on axis for the module being 
optimized and with a large offset through the other parts 
of the cooling section. The cooling force measured in 
such configuration is determined mainly by the module 
with the beam on axis, and the transverse fields were 
adjusted module-by-module to maximize the force. For 
optimum performance, such optimization needs to be 
performed a couple times a year. 

Finally, the electron angles were found to be affected by 
ions created by the electron beam and captured by its 
space charge.  With no ion clearing mechanisms, the ion 
density would increase until reaching the electron one. At 
the neutralization factor of η ~1, the focusing effect from 
ions is a factor of  γ2 ~100 higher than defocusing from 
the beam space charge, thus an effective ion clearing is 
required. 

All capacitive pickups monitoring the beam position in 
the cooler (BPMs) have a negative DC offset on one of 
their plates, while the other plate is DC grounded. The 
resulting electric field removes ions in the vicinity of each 
BPM. The neutralization time (17 sec for 0.3 nTorr of 
hydrogen) is much longer than the time for a thermal – 
velocity H2

+ ion to fly ~5 m between two neighbouring 
BPMs, ~3 ms, and, therefore, clearing with the electric 
field in BPMs should be effective. However, significant 
size variations of both the electron beam and the vacuum 
pipe along the beam line create local potential minimums 
that prevent ions from travelling to the clearing field in 
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the BPMs. Also, solenoidal lenses providing focusing in 
the beam line create additional barriers for ions.  

While this danger was realized at the design stage, the 
hope was that the focusing effect of the ion background 
would be mainly linear and, therefore, could be 
compensated by adjusting the lens settings. Indeed, the 
cooling properties of the electron beam were found good 
enough for what is the standard operation mode, at Ie = 
0.1 A. However, cooling efficiency peaked at 0.1 – 0.2 A 
and decreased at higher currents while it is supposed to be 
monotonically increasing with Ie. Transverse scans of 
drag rates (Fig.6a) revealed that at Ie = 0.3A  only three 
narrow areas provide significant drag rates. This profile 
corresponds to high-order focusing perturbations that 
cannot be corrected by adjusting solenoidal lenses and 
quadrupoles. 

The remedy to decrease the average ion concentration 
was found to be periodic interruptions of the electron 
beam. In the potential well created by electrons, ions gain 
the kinetic energy of up to 10 eV (at Ie = 0.3 A).  

, ,

a
b

 
Figure 6. Contour plot of drag rates without (a) and with 
(b) ion clearing by beam interruptions. Voltage jump of 
2 kV, Ie=0.3A. In the mode with ion clearing, the 
interruption frequency was 100 Hz.  Contour levels are in 
MeV/c/hr. Note the difference in scales. 

 
Thus, if the electron beam is abruptly turned off, an H2

+ 

ion reaches the vacuum pipe in 1-2 μs. The capability of 
interrupting the electron current for 1 – 30 μs with a 
frequency up to fint = 100 Hz was implemented in the 
electron gun modulator in 2009 [16].  

Dependence of the cooling force measured at 1mm 
offset on the interruption frequency is shown in Fig. 6. 
The results can be compared with the following greatly 
simplified model. 

a. The beam space charge outside of the Pelletron tubes 
is relatively small, so that the envelope electron angle 
in the cooling section changes linearly with variation 
of the beam current and the offset r,  

· ·sc ek r IαΔ = Δ . According to OptiM [17] 

simulations, the coefficient sck ≈ 1 rad/A/m. 

b. The effect of accumulated ions is similar, 
2

i sc ek r Iα δ η γΔ = ⋅ ⋅ Δ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
       

(3) 

where 1δ < is a fitting coefficient representing that 
ions can be accumulated only in a portion of the 

beam line, far from clearing fields of BPMs. 
c. Neutralization drops to zero at the interruption, 

increases linearly with time until reaching an 

equilibrium at some value 0η , and then stays 

constant: 
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where an is the atom density and iσ is the ionization 

cross section of hydrogen.  
d.  The cooling force Fc changes with the additional 

envelope angle introduced by neutralization as
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 (5) 

where α0 and F0 are the rms angle and drag force at 
optimum focusing. 

e. The measured drag rate dF is the cooling force 

averaged over the period between interruptions 
(assuming that the pencil antiproton beam is sensitive 
mainly to the electron angles in the location of its 
center)  

( )
int1/

int

0

f

d cF f F t dt= ∫   (6) 

Calculation with Eq. (3) - (6) for 00.5, 0.02δ η= = , 

and 0 73F = MeV/c/hr, shown as a dashed line in Fig. 7, 

follows well the experimental data.  
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Figure 7. Drag rate as a function of the interruption 
frequency fint for Ie = 0.3A and separation between beams 
of 1 mm. January 2, 2011. The interruption pulse was 
2 μs. Focusing was optimized on axis at 20 Hz. The 
squares represent the data, and the line is the model. 
 

Clearing ions by beam current interruptions 
significantly increased the area of the electron beam cross 
section with good cooling (Fig. 6b) as well as improved 
the drag rate measured on axis at higher electron currents 
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(Fig. 5). The latter result is probably related to the finite 
transverse size of the “pencil” antiproton beam in the 
measurements.  
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Figure 8. Drag rate as a function of momentum offset. 
Ie=0.1A, focusing is optimized for ion clearing, 100 Hz. 
The circles are data, and the solid line is a calculation 
with Eq.(2) at θe= 80μrad, δWe= 200eV, Lc= 9. January 4, 
2011.   

 
The cooling force measured at different momentum 

offsets with ion clearing is presented in Fig. 8 for 
Ie = 0.1 A. Note that attempts to measure the force at 
momentum offsets lower than shown there (3.8 MeV/c) 
were unsuccessful because the longitudinal distribution 
moved too quickly toward the new equilibrium in order to 
reliably extract the value of the force. As a result, this set 
of measurements cannot give a reasonable estimation of 
the electron energy spread.  

It is interesting to compare the angle in the cooling 
section from the fit to the data of Fig.8 with independent 
estimations of various components (Table 2). Each 
component is shown averaged over the electron beam size 
of 2 mm (radius), cooling section length, and time. The 
total, showing the components summed in quadrature, is 
close to that estimated from the drag rate measurements.   
 

Table 2. Contributions to the total electron angle in the 
cooling section. Shown values are 1D, rms. 

Effect Angle, 
µrad 

Method of evaluation 

Thermal 
velocities  

57 Calculated from the 
cathode temperature 

Envelope 
mismatch 

~50 Comparing resolution of 
tuning and simulations 

Dipole motion 
(above 0.1 Hz) 

~35 Spectra of BPMs in the 
cooling section 

Dipole motion 
(field 
imperfections) 

~50 Magnetic field 
measurements  

Non-linearity in 
lenses 

~20 Trajectory  response to 
dipole kicks 

Ion background < 10 Cooling measurements 

Total ~100 Summed in quadrature 

CONCLUSION 
   Electron cooling was an effective tool for increasing the 
luminosity of the Tevatron complex. The maximum 
strength of cooling was noticeably increased in the course 
of Run II, with the main improvements being tuning the 
beam envelope with quadrupoles, aligning the magnetic 
field in the cooling section, and removing ions captured 
by the beam.  
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Abstract 
The electron cooler of a 2 MEV for COSY storage ring 

FZJ is assembling in BINP. The cooling section is 
designed on the classic scheme of low energy coolers like 
cooler CSRm, CSRe, LEIR that was produced in BINP 
before. The electron beam is transported inside the 
longitudinal magnetic field along whole trajectory from 
an electron gun to a collector. This optic scheme is 
stimulated by the wide range of the working energies 
0.1(0.025)-2 MeV. The electrostatic accelerator consists 
of 34 individual unify section. Each section contains two 
HV power supply (plus/minus 30 kV) and power supply 
of the magnetic coils. The electrical power to each section 
is provided by the cascade transformer. The cascade 
transformer is the set of the transformer connected in 
series with isolating winding. This paper describes the 
status of the electron cooling assembling processing;  

INTRODUCTION 
New generation of the accelerators for study nuclear 

physics at range of relativistic physics 1-8 Gev/u requires 
very powerful cooling to obtain high luminosity. For 
example the experiments with 15 GeV antiproton for 
investigation of meson resonances on PANDA detector 
require an internal hydrogen target with effective 
thickness 4×1015 hydrogen atoms per cm2 and 1010 – 1011 
antiprotons circulating in HESR. In this case the peak 
luminosities ranging from 2×1031 to 2×1032 cm-2s-1 are 
achievable. These experiments provide to observe meson 
resonances in proton-antiproton annihilations. Resolution 
of the experiments is limited only by momentum spread 
in antiproton beam, which must be better than 10-4.  

The average momentum losses on such target (for 
antiprotons with energy 4 GeV) will be about 
( ) 6dp dt − s-1 and heating rate of momentum 

spread by fluctuation of ionization losses will be near 

( )2 2 92 10dp dt p −=  s-1. Easy to see that to obtain 

momentum spread 10-5 – 10-4 we need cooling time at 
range  

2 2 22( / ) / ( / / ) 0.1 10cool dp p dp dt pτ = = ÷  s. 

The electron cooler with energy 4.34 MeV at 
RECYCLER (FNAL) [1] has cooling time near 1 hour. 
New cooler for COSY should have few order magnitude 

more powerful cooling that required new technical 
solutions. The basic idea of this cooler is to use high 
magnetic field along all orbit of the electron beam from 
the electron gun to the electron collector. At this case we 
have chance to have high enough the electron beam 
density at cooling section with low effective temperature. 
For example the electron beam density 2*108 cm-3 (beam 
diameter 6 mm and current 1.5 A) magnetized with 
longitudinal magnetic field 2 kG will have at beam 
reference system drift velocity 2.7*106 cm/sec. This 
velocity lets (at principle) to have cooling time near 0.1 

sec for the beam with low angular spread 5/ 10p p −
⊥Δ = . 

The basic idea of the design 2 MeV electron cooler for 
COSY ring is to test main features of the 4-8 MeV 
electron cooler for HESR GSI. The step at the energy of 
electron beam from 200-300 keV today to 8 MeV for 
HESR looks too large. The new technical solution should 
be tested at smaller step for example 2 MeV cooler for 
COSY. The design of the electron cooler for existing 
synchrotron COSY give additional limitation by existing 
building (upper points for lifting crane hook 7 m) and 
existing free space for cooler 6390 mm.  

The structure of the 2 MeV cooler for COSY is shown 
in Fig. 1.  

MAGNETIC SYSTEM 
The optics of 8 MeV cooler for COSY is designed close 

to the classical low-energy coolers. The motion of the 
electron beam is magnetized (or close to magnetized 
conditions) along whole trajectory from a gun to a 
collector. This decision is stimulated by requirement to 
operate in the wide energy range from 25 keV to 2 MeV. 
So, the longitudinal field has maximum value with 
compare to the transverse component of the magnetic 
fields.  

The magnetic system of the cooler consists of the coils 
of gum and collector, accelerating/decelerating tubes, 
transport channels from high-voltage tank to the cooling 
section, cooling section and transport channel of the 
return way. The transport channels contains the six 90 
degree bend toroidal magnets, two matching sections 
between high-voltage tank and transport channel, two 
matching section between transport channel and cooling 
section and six straight section for technological purpose. 

p = 4 10.
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Figure 1 Sketch of the 2 MeV Cooler COSY. High voltage tank is 1, 45° toroid is 2, magnetic system of the transition 
section from 45° toroid to the transport channel is 3, magnetic system of the 90° bend is 4, magnetic systems of the 
straight line 0.5 m are 5 and 7, the straight section 1.7 m is 6, the straight section 1m is 8, the pump is 9, the transition 
section accelerating tube – transport is 10, the dipole correction of the ion beam is 11, the fast ramping kicker is 12, the 
vacuum gate is 13, the quadrupole lens of COSY ring is 14, the cooling section is 15, the rotary motion feedthrough to 
the vacuum for the magnetic compass probe is 16, the electron gun is 17, the electron collector is 18. 

 
Figure 2: Photo of the electron cooler 2 MeV in assembling. 

The magnetic field in the accelerating tube is taken 
500 G and this value is related to the maximum power 
that can be transfer to a high voltage potential with 
help of the cascade transformer. The value in the 
transport channel is located in the range 0.5 kG – 1 kG. 
The energy 2 MeV is high enough in order to don’t 
have the complete adiabatic motion of the electrons 
because the magnetic field of the bend elements is 
chosen to provide the length of bend equal to integer 
number of Larmour lengths. In such a case the kick on 
entry to bend is compensated by kick on leaving and 
the excitation of the transverse motion of the electron is 
small. The magnetic field in the cooling section is 
taken 2 kG in order to have the maximum Larmour 

oscillation (~ 10) of the electron during its interaction 
with ion in order to have the magnetized Coulomb 
collisions even the highest electron energy 2 MeV. The 
transition from accelerating tubes to transport channel 
is made with 7 coils with independent power supplies 
[2]. The transition from the transport channel to the 
cooling section is made with 5 coils with small 
regulation of the longitudinal current with regulated 
electrical shunt. In this region the magnetic field is 
strong and the electron motion is close to adiabatic so 
the matching can be realized by the proper location of 
these coils in order to minimize the amplitude of the 
transverse motion.  
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Figure 3: Magnetic field along ion channel. The currents are 175A in the cooling section, 500A in the toroid section, 
200A in the dipole correction of the ion beam and 200A in the bending coils of the toroid. 

 

   

Figure 4: System of Hall probes measurements. 

The tuning of the electron optics demands to 
knowledge of the maps of the magnetic fields for all 
optics elements. The special magnetic system 
measurement system was done for this purpose (see 
Fig. 4). The carriage with 12 Hall sensors is moved 
along the electron and ion trajectory. The sensor 
displacement allows measuring 3 component of the 
magnetic field in the 4 space point.  So, the main 
component of the magnetic field and first derivative 
can be measured. 

The Fig. 3 shows the primary dates of the 
measurement along ion orbit (dipole, toroid and 
entrance to the cooling section). The currents are 175A 
in the cooling section, 500A in the toroid section, 200A 
in the dipole correction of the ion beam and 200 A in 
the bending coils of the toroid. It is possible to see the 
features in the function related to the transition 
cooler/toroid and ion dipole corrector. The vertical field 
is determined by 45 degree toroid and dipole corrector. 
The integral of the vertical field should be 
compensated in normal cooler operation. The 
horizontal field in toroid is related to the bend magnetic 
field for the electron beam in the place of the ion and 
electron orbit interference. The Fig. 5 shows the 
primary data along electron orbit on the entrance to the 
cooler section. One can see the component of the 
horizontal bend magnetic field that has influence to the 
ion orbit.  

The details of the magnetic field measurements is 
described in [3]. 

DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM 
The mapping of the magnetic field gives only the 

preliminary information about optics of the electron 
beam. The calculation of the orbit on the base of this 
data should be supplement with a diagnostic of the 
electron beam. The special electron gun with 4-sectors 
control electrode was designed and manufactured for 
this purpose. The design of the gun is shown in Fig. 6. 
The modulation signal can be supplied to each sector of 
the control electrode. So, the position of one quadrant 
sector of the electron beam can be measured by pick-up 
system. Comparing the positions of each sectors from 
pick-up to pick-up or the sector positions in the single 
pick-up between the different values of the corrector 
coils it is possible to analyze the optics of the electron 
beam in the transport channel (see Fig. 6). The 
coordinates of the centres of the modulation regions are 
marked 1,2,3 and 4. The coordinates of the centres on 
another pick-up are mark by prime. The distance 
between these coordinates indicates changing of the 
beam shape. 

The operation of the electron gun with sector 
electrodes was investigated on the special test-bench 
gun-collector [4-5]. The perveance characteristics of 
the electron beam are shown in Fig. 7 for the different 
number sectors in the operation. 
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Figure 5: Magnetic fields along electron trajectory in 
the entrance to the cooling section.  
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Figure 6: From left to right: sketch of the electron gun, .the photo of the sectors of the control electrode, the sketch of the 
measurements of the shape of the electron beam with pick-up system. 

Unfortunately the test-bench wasn’t equipped by the 
full-fledged pick-up system because the electrode of 
the Wien filter was used for the qualitative analyze. 
The figure shows the experimental results and 
comparing it with calculation codes. There is an 
agreement in the trend of the beam size changing 
estimated by the experimental and simulation methods 
but the additional improvement of the 3D calculation 
methods is desirable. The electron motion in the beam 
isn’t strongly magnetized and the complete 3D 
simulation with space-charge effects should be done. 
The Fig. 8 shows that the perveance characteristic is 
changed at the magnetic fields that may be interpreted 
as not strong magnetizing dynamic of electrons in the 
gun. 

The situation with beam profile can be cleared on the 
cooler with profile beam monitor consisting from many 
Farady cells. The electron gun has possibility to work 
in pulsing regime (~10 mks). During this time the 
control electrode is positive and the electron beam is 
registered by the Faraday cells in the rest time the 
electron beam is turned off by the negative voltage on 
the control electrode [6] 

COLLECTOR 
The main goal of the collector is minimized the 

number of the reflected electron from the collector. The 
efficiency of the collector may be improved due to 
installing the special filter of the velocity [4]. The 

region with crossed electrical and magnetic fields 
transmits the electron moving in one direction and 
strongly deflects the electrons moving in opposite 
direction (E x B Wien velocity filter).  

The sketch of the collector is shown in Fig. 9. The 
collector keeps the secondary electrons with help of the 
magnetic and electrostatic barriers. The magnetic 
barriers is formed by the collector coil (see Fig. 9) 
connected in the opposite direction to the other coils of 
the collector. The electrostatic barrier is formed by 
combination voltage applied to collector, suppressor 
and pre-collector electrodes. The suppressor electrode 
is powered by the independent power supplies (+5 /– 
3kV). The pre-collector electrode has the potential 
collector or one/half of the collector voltage. 

The electron that leaves the collector is deflected by 
the Wien Filter and is absorbed by high-voltage 
terminal ground (Jleak2). The electrons leaving the 
system Wien Filter plus collector is analyzed by the 
special analyzing electrode (Jleak2).  

It was discovered usefulness to apply to pre-collector 
electrode the negative voltage about 0.5·Ucoll respect 
to the collector. Due to large length the radial uniform 
electrostatic barrier is formed and it good reflects the 
essential part of the secondary electrons leaving 
collector. 
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Figure 7: Perveance characteristics of the electron gun at the different number of the sectors in the operation (left 
picture). The comparison of the experimental observed radii of the electron beam with the computer simulations.   
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Figure 9: Collector design. 

The typical curves the leakage currents from the 
current in the collector coil are shown in Fig. 10. The 
parameters of the electron gun and collector are Jcoll = 
220 mA, Usup = -0.2 kV, Uan = 1.0 kV, Ugrid = 0.35 
kV, Uprecoll=0.5·Ucoll. The effectiveness of the 
collector is 6·10-4. The effectiveness of the system 
collector plus Wien filter is 5·10-6 in this regime.  

The effectiveness of the collector can be improved 
by the adding bend of the magnetic field in the 
collector. The magnetic diaphragm of the collector is 
circle made from two half. One half can be removed 
and the magnetic field is strongly turned to the other 
part of the diaphragm (see Fig. 11). The result of the 

measurements of the leakage current in the new system 
is shown in Fig. 12. One can see that the collector 
efficiency of the collector and filter is about 5·10-6 in 
the axial symmetric case. But the efficiency of the 
system with the magnetic bend  is better than 10-6. The 
efficiency of the collector only isn’t changed. This 
regime of the collector operation is closed to be 
proposed in [7]. 

The details of the experiments with collector system 
are described in [4]. 

CASCADE TRANSFORMER 
The key problem of the accelerating/decelerating 

column is transfer energy to 33 sections, gun and 
collectors are located at high voltage potential. The 
base idea of the power supply is based on idea of a 
high frequency cascaded resonant transformer. The 
system consists of 33 transformers with cascaded 
connection. The electrical energy is transmitted from 
section to section from the ground to high-voltage 
terminal. Along this way the energy is consumed by the 
regular high-voltage section. The main problem of such 
decision is leakage inductance of the transformers. 
They are connected in series and the voltage from 
power supply is divided between inductance leakage 
and a useful load. In order to solve this problem the 
special compensative capacitance is used. The 
impedance of leakage inductance is decreased 
significantly on the resonance frequency.   
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Figure 10: Leakage current from the system collector plus Wien filter (left picture) and the leakage current from the 
collector only versus the current in the collector coil. 
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Figure 11: Distribution of the magnetic field in the collector configuration with bending field (left picture) and the 
collector configuration in the symmetrical case. The points are force lines of the magnetic field. 
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Figure 12: Leakage currents in the symmetrical configuration of the collector and with bend component of the magnetic 
field. 

The figure shows the coefficient of the transfer of 
power as function of the generator frequency. The 
experiments is made on the complete transformer 
column containing 33 section. At the r.m.s. voltage 700 
V from power supply of the cascade transformer the 
output power will be 20 kWt.  
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Figure 13: Coefficient of the energy transfer .of 33 
sections of the cascade transformer. The load is 20 Ohm. 

CONCLUSION 
The key problems of the electron cooler 2 MeV is 

experimentally verified in the different test-benches [3-
5,8]. The strong surprises aren’t observed and the 
elements of cooler are ready to continue assembly and 
commissioning.  
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THE ADVANCE TECHNOLOGY EXTRACTION FOR THERAPY IONS 
BEAM FROM CARBON STORAGE RING WITH ELECTRON COOLING 

V.V. Parkhomchuk, V.B. Reva, BINP, Novosibirsk 630090, Russia.

Abstract 
The electron cooling because of increasing the 6D 

phase space density of ion beams is the path for 
development compact accelerator ions beam therapy. The 
aperture magnets for the main synchrotron, the transport 
lines and the moveable ion gantry can be decreased very 
fundamentally. The systems for the extraction ions will 
operate with the smaller aperture and the low fields that 
improves reliability of dose control. The first experiments 
made at Landzow Institute of Modern Physics with 
cooling carbon beam on the energy 200 and 400 MeV/u 
increased enthusiasm of authors this report at these sort 
therapy systems. 

INTRODUCTION 
At Institute Modern Physics the electron cooling 

systems was install at the main ring CSRm and at 
experimental ring CSRe. In the treatment phase the 
stripping injection of carbon beam with few repeated 
cycles accumulation by e-cooling (7 MeV/u) to insure the 
current and stability of slow-extracted carbon beam with 
energy range 150 to 250 MeV/u [1]. But using the 
electron cooling directly at the energy treatment will open 
high perspective for shrinking the ion beam diameters. 
The reasons connected with the space charge limitation of 
the intensive ion beam. The transverse beam emittance 
limited so called the tune shift at the range  of values 

2.01.0 −≤δν  as follow from equation: 

322 γπδνβ
ε gNr ii=⊥ ,    (1) 

with the classical ion radius 22 /)( cMeZr iii = , the 

relativistic quantities γβ , , g is the bunch factor or the 

ratio the peak current of the ion beam to average current.  
As was showed at many experiments the electron cooling 
[2,3] effectively cooled the ions beam up to this limits and 
increasing energy will inverse proportional decrease the 
ion beam emittance. The carbon beam on energy 7 MeV/u 
at the storage ring with betafunction 20m and 

intensity 1010=iN  have the ion beam diameter 

(for 1.0=δν ) 2 cm but on 400 MeV/u only 2 mm.. 

ELECTRON COOLING RESULTS OF THE 
CARBON BEAM IN CSRE 

For illustration we can used results the first electron 
cooling experiments with 400 MeV/u the carbon ion 
beam in CSRe. After injection from CSRm ring the ion 
beam cooled as show fig. 1 at the momentum spread.   

 

Fig. 1. The signal of Schottky signal after new injection. 

Fig. 2. The momentum spread at process electron 
cooling versus time.  

    
   The experiments with cooling the bunch beam (with RF 
on) demonstrated that the cooling was continued up to the 
compensations the RF field the own space charge field. 
At this case the longitudinal shape of the ion beam bunch 
are close to parabolic but the longitudinal potential well 
becomes very flat. There is correspond low synchrotron 
frequency for individual ions and the momentum spread 
demonstrated its self as the small tails near edges of the 
ion bunch. This phenomena was the subject of PD theses 
dissertation S.Negaitsev many years ago. At this regime 
the momentum spread at many times less estimation from 
the bunch length according single particle oscillation at 
RF field. This phenomena’s interesting for using at ion-
ion colliders but increased problems for stochastic cooling 
the bunches beam. 
   The same shrinking the transverse the ion beam size 
was measured with scanning the ion beam aperture with 
moveable collimator. 
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Fig. 3. The transverse  profile of the carbon ion beam 
(700 μA ( 910*44.0=iN ) measured at CSRe. 

 Before cooling r.m.s. radius ion beam is σ=8 mm, after 
cooling σ=0.15 mm, according equation 1 for this 
conditions tune shift is equal to 08.0=δυ .   
   This experiments was made with electron beam current 
0.75 A.  Carefully extraction so cooled ion beam will help 
to have very precise irradiation dose control and the low 
aperture transport lines. 

3-ORDER RESONANCE EXTRACTION 
WITH COOLING 

The common use of slow resonant extraction from a 
synchrotron extends the beam spill time sufficiently to 
perform on-line dosimetry at the patient and to switch the 
ion beam on and off according to the dose required.  
Usually used the slow extraction ion beam system based 
on the third-integer resonance [2].  The present at the  
storage ring the local sextuple divided betatron phase 
space on the stable region with almost linear betatron 
oscillation, separatice  and zone with the spirals 
increasing amplitude zone as show fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 4. The computer simulation the  horizontal phase 
plane motion of ions for different initial amplitude with: 
tune 36.0=xν , the sextupole value 2410*2 −−= cmδ that 
introduce nonlinear additional focusing proportional 

xF */1 δ= . 

 
When the horizontal tune are moved slowly to 1/3 the 

separatice are go to the 0 amplitude and all the ions of the 
beam kick out the position electrostatic septum knife as 
demonstrated at figure 5. 

 

Fig. 5. The profile of separatrice for different horizontal 
tune. 

The electron cooling shrink the ion beam at center of 
separatrix and for extraction we should have extremely 
small separatrix that decreased emitance extracted ion. 

 

Fig. 6. The computer simulation the electron cooled 
carbon beam with constant tune and with the feedback for 
constant extract ion  current by modulation the  tune 
storage ion beam.. 
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Fig. 7. The horizontal phase plane extracted ion beam. 
The blue points after pass the focusing lengths at 
extraction line (vertical scale increased at 10 times). 

The emittance of extracted beam are: 

εx x2 vx2⋅ vxx2−:= εx 2.498 10 6−×= cm

εy y2 vy2⋅ vyy 2−:= εy 5.722 10 6−×= cm  
So low ion beam emittance help to made low aperture line 

beam  can have collimator slot with size 1 mm on 
distance 10 m and the electrostatic kicker with storage 
energy only 10-6 J  for 100% modulation intensity. 

SPLITING THE ION BEAM AT 
MOMENTUM SPACE 

  The electron cooling effectively concentrated the ion 
beam at point of momentum space where the ion beam 
and electron beam have the same velocity. 

 

Fig. 8. The computer simulation of initially injected beam 
cooling (momentum): electron current 0.5 A, electron 
energy 16 kV, time range arrow is shown from up to 

  The presence of electron cooling in the synchrotron 
provides a small size and energy spread of the cooled 
beam thus enabling the realization of the original beam 
extraction scheme by small precisely dosed portions, the 
so-called pellet extraction. Electron cooling allows 
concentrating a portion of the ion beam in a given place 
of the phase space and then getting the ion beam low 
density in the neighboring regions for decreasing the 
“tails” of the distribution and losses at the extraction 
septum. The operation scheme is the following. Upon the 
ion beam acceleration up to the required energy, RF 
voltage is off and the beam is de-bunched. In the period 
of 50-200 ms (depending on the extraction energy) the 
beam is cooled down to the relevant equilibrium state. 
Then the beam is prepared for its extraction, for example, 
by scanning the electron beam energy with respect to the 
mean energy of the ion beam we produce the flat 
distribution of ions with 3105.22/ −⋅÷±=Δ pp . Then it is 

necessary to separate a portion of particles with energy 
deviation from the main beam. The portion intensity 
should be controlled in the range of N = 106 ÷107 
particles. The neighbouring ions are concentrated under 
the friction force action. The intensity of obtained portion 
is controlled by the time of storage and de-tuning of the 
electron beam energy from the distribution edge. By 
placing the kicker at the azimuth of the ion orbit where 
the dispersion is sufficient to separate the main beam 
from the portion the single turn extraction of the portion 
is realized. It is clear that ions concentrate in a portion but 
close to the storage portion region there are many ions 
nearing the ion cooling region, which will be bombarded 
the septum knife. In order to improve the extraction 
efficiency, it is necessary to clean the septum knife 
region. One of simplest solutions is to use the betatron 
core for accelerating the ion beam and “separating” the 
main beam from the region where the beam is prepared 
for its extraction. The magnet field in the core slowly 
increases so that the energy of the ion beam also increases 
on every turn moving the beam aside the septum. In this 
case, the maximum electron cooling force should be 
sufficient for the confinement and cooling the ions in the 
extraction region (Fig.9). It is seen that the main beam is 
moving away from the storage region and the left side 
portion is concentrated in the extraction area. Such an ion 
energy swiping accelerates noticeably the beam 
preparation for its extraction and cleans the “knife” region 

for ion beam. For example: interlock switcher for ion 

from the lost particles. 

down in milliseconds. 
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Fig. 9. The 5 msec cycle of carbon ions extraction with 

   Upon completion of the extracted portion storage and 
cooling, the betatron core exchanges polarity rapidly 
enough and the stored portion is rapidly moving to the 
kicker and the main beam distribution tail returns again in 
the cooling region for storing a new portion. In the 
scheme of using swiping, the extraction efficiency is 
much higher for the system repetition frequency up to 
500 Hz. In the region of 1-2 kHz, the losses are still high 
20-30 % for the septum knife with thickness 0.5 mm. 
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Fig. 10. The voltage on betatron core versus time at cycle. 
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Fig. 11. The voltage on betatron core versus time at cycle. 

For the beam extraction the fast kicker, electrostatic 
septum and permanent septum of the Lambertson type are 
used. Since the dispersion function at the kicker azimuth 
and electrostatic septum has the maximum value of 4.3 m, 
the main beam orbit and portions are separated by  ΔΧ ≈ 
10 mm. After kick, the portion reaches the electrostatic 
septum aperture and acquiring an additional deflection 
along radius reaching the aperture of the Lambertson-type 
septum magnet, by which it is extracted vertically at the 
angle ϕy = 13.5° with respect to the equilibrium orbit. The 
beam deflection angle corresponds to the ΔΧ =10 mm 
beam drop to the electrostatic septum aperture and, 

correspondingly, the electrostatic septum drops the beam 
into the septum magnet at the value of ΔΧ = 14 mm. The 
kicker kicks the beam by purely electric field and has the 
pulse duration of 80 ns with the fronts about 10 ns by 
order of magnitude. The presence of the cut in the inner 
plate causes the stray field and field non-uniformity inside 
the kicker aperture. With the separation of orbits by 10 
mm, the main beam perturbation is  Δϕ  ≤ 5·10-6.  

Fig. 12 shows the 10 cycles of extraction when main 
beam during each 200 Hz cycles linearly moved to right 
and just before extraction jumped to the left (the time of 
the magnetic field polarity exchange). Slow moving to the 
left is connected with action of the cooling force which 
shifts the main beam to extraction zone. 

 

 

Fig. 12. The computer simulation of 10 cycles of 
extraction with period 5 msec (full time 50 msec.), initial 
momentum spread ∆p/p=±0.001. 

 

 

Fig. 13. CSRe momentum spectra of 400 Mev/u carbon 
beam after procedure of cyclic jump the electron beam 
energy. 

The experiments with splitting the ion beam at CSRe ring 
was made at 2009 for prove the idea of this sort extraction 
by manipulation of the electron beam energy (fig.13). 
Practically its correspond existing the two electron beam 
with different energy, and the ion beam can be distributed 

electron cooling. 
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to the each momentums by changing duty factor for each 
energy of electron beam. 

SLOW EXTRACTION BY 
RECOMBINATION 

   The project of the storage ring for the cancer therapy 
proposed by BINP team proposes using recombination 
reaction C+6+e->C+5 for the extraction of the ion beam. 
The charge states C+6 and C+5 have difference 20% in 
momentum, so it is possible to organize the strong shift 
between primary and extracted beam by the proper choice 
of the dispersion with very low ion density in the gap 
between these two orbits. So, the flow of the particles on 
the septum elements can be low according the extraction 
scheme. It leads to small leakage of the particles during 
extraction and liberalizes the requirement to the power 
supply of the storage ring because the ripple of the 
magnetic field doesn’t produce the interference of the 
primary and extraction beam in the space. The ion beam 
after cooling on high energy 100-400 MeV/u have very 
small diameter (see Fig.6) and after recombination 
diameter extracted beam will be small. For example, fig. 
14 show photo of nuclear emulsion after exposition at 
hydrogen beam on distance 10 m from the electron cooler 
NAP-M. 

 

 

Fig. 14. The first photo of hydrogen atoms beam after 
recombination at NAP-M cooler [6], distance between 
mark points 1 mm. 
 
   The recombination coefficient is proportional to 
electron density. This enables to operate by the dose of 
the extraction beam. The electron gun as an electron tube 
can modulate the electron current in the megahertz 
frequency range. This frequency is certainly enough for 
any regime of the tumor scanning. The presence of the 
diagnostic of the extraction dose enables to have a 
feedback for the stabilization dose in the tumor. Moreover 
the recombination extraction is more safety because it is 
very difficult to have breakdown extraction of all stored 
ion beam during very short time. Protection system can 
quickly switch off the electron current and stop the 

extraction. The main disadvantage of the recombination 
extraction is relatively small rate of the extraction namely 
107 /s at the number of the ions in the storage ring 1010 

and the electron density 108 1/cm3 in the cooling section. 
But this value is enough for the treatment of the small 
cancer tumor. For example, the tumor with diameter 30 
mm should be irradiated ions those have the rest kinetic 
energy near 50 MeV/u. For accumulation doze of 5 Gy  
with ion flux 107 /s required exposition time is near 1 min. 

CONCLUSION 
The carbon ion beam system is based on a few approved 
key innovations historically came from BINP 
(Novosibirsk) such as: electron cooling, using negative 
ions for stripping injection, storage rings. Electron 
cooling helps to make operation of the system easier by 
decreasing the beam emittance which results in stable 
ions energy and easy extraction. Example of CSRm 
operation shows that electron cooler can stable operates 
many months without switching off. 
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RADIATIVE RECOMBINATION OF HEAVY BARE NUCLEI AND IONS 
IN ELECTRON COOLING SYSTEM 

A.V. Philippov#, A.B. Kuznetsov, I.N. Meshkov 
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, Russia

Abstract 
An overview of experimental data of radiative 

recombination (RR) rate of nuclei (from helium to 
uranium) and various intermediate charge states of ions in 
electron coolers is presented at the report. 

The fit of RR rates energy dependence the electron 
energy shift is found (formula (1) below). This 
dependence is significantly different from that one 
presented in theoretical works of H. Kramers and 
R. Schuch. It was found also the dependence of bare 
nuclei RR rates on transverse temperature as T

−0.95  that 
differs with theoretical result obtained by M. Bell and 
J. Bell. 

Analysis of the experimental data for cooled heavy ions 
in intermediate charge state shows a RR critical 
dependence on the ion charge state (electron 
configuration of ion shells). Particularly, for some charge 
states RR rate increases essentially having a resonant 
character. 

The estimations of RR rate losses of the Au32+, Au33+, 
Au50+, Au51+ ion beams in the electron cooler of the 
Booster is presented. The limitation of Au79+ ions lifetime 
by RR process in the electron cooler of the Collider NICA 
is analyzed and measures of its increasing are considered. 

INTRODUCTION 
Application of the electron cooling of heavy ions to the 

Booster and the Collider of the NICA accelerator facility 
is necessary to obtain the project luminosity [1]. 
However, according to the theoretical models [2]-[4] RR 
can significantly affect the beam losses in the Booster and 
the Collider NICA. Therefore an experimental 
verification of theoretical formulae validity is of a great 
importance. Such a verification has been performed on 
the basis of the experimental works results [5]-[16]. 

THE BARE NUCLEI EXPERIMENTAL 
DATA ANALYSIS 

The experimental data of RR rate dependence on the 
electron energy shift E (relatively to optimal electron 
energy value) in different electron coolers for different 
nuclei U92+ [5], Bi83+ [6], Ar18+ [7], Cl17+ [8], Si14+ [9], 
Ne10+ [10], N7+ [9], C6+ [11] and He2+ [9] can be fitted 
(Fig. 1 a, b) with the following formula: 

  
3 8

Fitted 2 1
1 1 .

RyZ Z

E b
E a Z



 

  
    

 
 (1) 

Here Z→Z−1
Fitted (E) is RR rate fit in cm3/s; E is electron 

energy shift from its optimal value in the particle rest 
frame (PRF); a1=2.8·10−13 cm3/s and b2=2·10−4 eV are the 
fit parameters; Ry=13.6 eV is the Rydberg constant. In all 
figures below the fit is shown with black dot line. 
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Figure 1 a. Experimental values of RR rates in 10−8 cm3/s 
for bare nuclei: U92+ [5], Ne10+ [10], N7+ [9], C6+ [11] and 
He2+ [9] (in dots) and theoretical dependences by Kramers 
[2] (red line) and Schuch [3] (black line); the black dot 
line is the fit with formula (1). 
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Figure 1 b. Experimental RR rates in 10−8 cm3/s of bare 
nuclei U92+ [5], Bi83+ [6], Ar18+ [7], Cl17+ [8] and Si14+ [9] 
(in dots) and theoretical dependences by Kramers [2] (red 
line) and Schuch [3] (black line); the black dot line is the 
fit with formula (1). ___________________________________________  
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Note that in Ref. [5]-[11], the RR rates are given for 
energy shift in the Laboratory RF: Elab=ZE, where Z 
is the Lorentz factor. 

The experimental results shown in Fig. 1 were 
recalculated to common scales: ordinate values by 
multiplying with ratio of Znucl

2 /ZU
2 , abscissa as 

E=Elab/Z. As the data in Fig. 1 a, b show, the 
normalized experimental results for most of the nuclei in 
the whole E range are well described by the 
approximating formula (1) (taking into account the 
coefficient Znucl

2 /ZU
2 ). 

The C6+ nucleus RR rate (Fig. 1 a, green dots) is also 
well described by formula (1) at E<0.01 eV, but differs 
significantly at E>0.01 eV. Similar deviation takes place 
for Ar18+. However, both experimental results have been 
obtained with rather poor accuracy. 

In Fig. 1 a, b the calculations based on the Kramers [2] 
and Schuch [3] formulae for nmax=ZU are shown also. One 
can see their significant disagreement experimental data. 

Consequently, we can assume that the dependence (1) 
applicable to other heavy nuclei. 

In Ref. [5], [6] the dependence of the RR rate of the 
U92+ and Bi83+ nuclei on the longitudinal magnetic field 
value in the cooling system is presented (Fig. 2). As can 
be seen from this figure, the magnitude of this 
dependence is mostly manifested at E<0.1 eV. 
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Figure 2: RR rates in 10−8 cm3/s of U92+ depending of DE 
measured at four different magnetic guiding field values 
[5]. 

Most probably this effect is related to the electron beam 
quality that varies with fine tuning of the magnetic field 
(“the resonant optics effect”). 

ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL 
DATA FOR IONS IN INTERMEDIATE 

CHARGE STATE 
The RR rate vs. electron energy shift E measured for 

ion U28+([Xe]6s24f75d1) [12] and the fit with formula (1) 
are presented see Fig. 3. One can see a perfect agreement 
the experimental data and the fit. One should note this ion 
has “solitary” electron in the shell 5d. 
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Figure 3: Experimental RR rate in 10−8 cm3/s of U28+ ions 
(dots) [12] and fit with formula (1) (solid line). 
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Figure 4: Dependence of experimental RR rates of 
intermediate charge state of Au25+, Au49+, Au50+, Au51+ 
ions [13], Pb51+, Pb52+ and Pb53+ ions [14] on electron 
energy shift (colored points) fitted with formula (1) for 
Au79+ nuclei black dots and solid curves). 

Moreover in Fig. 4, one can see there two pronounced 
levels of RR rates which differ by one order of magnitude 
practically. The higher level to the ions having one 
missing electron in outer shell. 

Note that the configuration of the electron shells are 
similar for pairs of ions: Au51+ and Pb54+ are [Ar]4s23d8, 
Au50+ and Pb53+ are [Ar]4s13d10, Au49+ and Pb52+ are 
[Ar]4s23d10, Au48+ and Pb51+ are [Ar]4s23d104p1. The RR 
rates for these ion pairs have close values (Fig. 4). As we 
understand these data in Fig. 5 were taken at optimal 
cooling conditions when E~1 meV. 

The same peculiarity can be seen in the experimental 
dependence of the RR rates of different ions on the 
number of electrons in the ion shells (Fig. 5). 
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Figure 5: Experimental RR rates in 10−8 cm3/s of 
intermediate charge state of gold [13], [15], lead [14], 
bismuth [15] and uranium ions [15]. The horizontal 
dashed lines correspond to the bare nuclei RR rates of the 
same ions (not scaled by Znucl

2 /ZU
2 ). 

As one can see, the majority of ions RR rates are close 
to those ones of the corresponding bare nuclei. However, 
for some ions the RR rates are larger by almost one order 
of magnitude higher than the RR rate of the 
corresponding nuclei. That looks like a resonance capture 
for ions which have one missing electron in outer shell 
see Au50+ (Ne=29), Pb53+ (Ne=29). The same situation we 
have for Bi64+ (Ne=19) and Pb65+ (Ne=17). However there 
are exceptions of such a simple model: Ne=19 for Au60+, 
Pb63+, U73+ and Ne=17 for Au62+, U75+, Bi66+. 

RADIATIVE RECOMBINATION RATE 
DEPENDENCES ON TRANSVERSE 

TEMPERATURE (ESR EXPERIMENT) 
The RR rate dependence on electron transverse 

temperature has been studied in the ESR experiment [16] 
for U92+ nuclei at energy of 400 MeV/u. The electron 
transverse velocity was varied with application of 
transverse electric field. The experimental data analysis 
show that initial electron gun cathode temperature was 
less than 0.1 eV. Approximation dependence of 
experimental data (Fig. 6) on electron transverse 
temperature T (average kinetic energy of electrons in 
crossed fields) can be fitted with the following formula: 
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Here fit parameters are a2=3·104 s, b2=0.95; ESR=1.43 is 
Lorentz factor of uranium nuclei at 400 MeV/u; NICA

RR  and 
ESR

Fitted are RR time in seconds. The second formula in (2) 
has to be applied for lifetime estimation in a cooler ring 
(e.g. Au79+ in Collider NICA). 
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Figure 6: RR rates of U92+ nucleus vs. transverse electron 
temperature T ESR experiment [16]. 

ESTIMATION OF IONS LOSSES IN 
BOOSTER AND NUCLEI LIFETIME IN 

COLLIDER NICA 
The definition of the RR time q→q−1

RR  is as follows: 

 
2

RR
1 RR

1

.q q
q q e cn


  

 

   (3) 

Here c is ratio of the cooling section length to the ring 
circumference; ne is electron beam density in LRF;  is 
Lorentz factor; the q→q−1

RR  values are defined by formula 
(1). 

Table 1: Parameters of electron cooling systems of the 
Booster and the Collider NICA. 

 Booster 
Collider 
NICA 

Ion energy, GeV/u 0.1 1÷4.5 

Electron beam radius, cm 2.5 1 

Electron beam current, A ≤1.0 0.5 

c 0.014 0.012 

Two options of ions accelerated in the Booster are 
considered presently: Au33+ and Au51+. The electron 
cooling is designed to be applied at the ion energy of 
100 MeV/u during acceleration up to energy of 
600 MeV/u on a plateau of 1 s duration. Electron cooling 
of nuclei Au79+ in the Collider NICA will be used in ion 
energy range of 1÷4.5 GeV/u (Table 1). 

According Fig. 4 and formulae (3), (1) the estimation of 
RR losses in Booster for gold ions Au33+ and Au51+ less 
that 2% in all E range. For Au32+ and Au50+ we have the 
same losses but for E>0.1 eV. 

The estimation of beam lifetime of Au79+ nuclei in 
Collider NICA based on analysis results (formulae (3) 
and (2)) have been produced (Fig. 7, 8). 
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Figure 7: Beam lifetime of Au79+ nuclei in Collider NICA 
vs. electron energy shift E for different cooling energy. 
Dashed black line represents to the intrabeam scattering 
(IBS) time IBS=1300 s. 
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Figure 8: Beam lifetime of Au79+ nuclei in Collider NICA 
vs. transverse temperature T for different values of ion 
energy. Dashed black line represents to the intrabeam 
scattering (IBS) time IBS=1300 s. 

In Fig. 7, 8 the corresponding cooling time cool was 
calculated using "Parkhomchuk formula" [17]. The gold 
bare nucleus lifetime values according to the M. Bell and 
J. Bell [4] formula is also shown in Fig. 8 differ 
significantly with experimental fit. 

CONCLUSION 
Energy dependence of the RR rate of bare nuclei is 

scaled as E−3/8 (1). At E=0 the RR rate dependence on 
transverse temperature scaled as T

−0.95  (see inverse 
formula (2)) that differs with theoretical result obtained 
by M. Bell and J. Bell. 

The RR rates for some ions in an intermediate charge 
state have resonance character. In order to avoid a large 
RR rates of such ions one has to choose ions with 
completed electron shell configuration either having even 
number of electron in outer shell. 

The beam lifetime of gold bare nuclei in cooling system 
can be increased by two methods: with introduction of 
optimal electron energy shift E, and either with artificial 

increase of the electron transverse temperature T. The 
second method is more preferable because its influence is 
more significant. 
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NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION OF STOCHASTIC COOLING  
AT NICA COLLIDER 

T. Katayama, GSI, Darmstadt, Germany 
I. Meshkov and G. Trubnikov, JINR, Dubna, Russia.

Abstract 
At the heavy ion collider NICA promoted at the Dubna, 

JINR, the stochastic cooling will play the crucial roles to 
manipulate the beam. The primary goal is to prevent the 
IBS diffusion effects to keep the high luminosity during 
the experimental cycle. The other purpose is to 
accumulate the beam intensity up to several times 1e10 
from the injector Nuclotron with use of barrier bucket 
method. With this method, the short bunch formation is 
not necessary in the Nuclotron, and is transferred to the 
collider as a long bunch condition. After the BB 
accumulation the coasting beam is adiabatically bunched 
with the help of RF field and the stochastic cooling. In the 
present paper the detailed simulation results are presented 
for the above three process mainly longitudinal freedom. 

INTRODUCTION 
The low energy heavy ion collider is proposed at the 

JINRwhich aims to achieve the 1-4.5 GeV/u (kinetic 
energy) gold beam head-on collision with the luminosity 
1e27/cm2/sec. [1] The number of bunches in the collider 
is ~24 and each bunch should contain the ion number of 
~5e9/bunch, depending upon the operation energy. Thus 
totally around 1e11 ions should be accumulated in the 
collider ring. The injector for the collider is planned to 
use the existing superconducting heavy ion synchrotron, 
Nuclotron which provides the beam 1-4.5 GeV/u with the 
intensity of 1e8-1e9/cycle, the cycle time of 10 sec. The 
bunch length of the beam from the Nuclotron is around 
1/3 of the circumference, 300 nsec. [2]  

The main task of the beam cooling is to realize the 
beam parameters required for the experiment, beam 
accumulation and the short bunch formation and keep 
their qualities during the experimental cycle. 

In the present scenario, the beam is transferred to the 
collider without the manipulation of short bunch 
formation in the Nuclotron which allows us much easier 
operation of the Nuclotron. The long bunch beam is 
transferred in the longitudinal injection area which is 
provided by the barrier voltages, and is accumulated with 
the assistance of stochastic cooling, for low energy 
operation, say below 2 GeV/u, the electron cooling will 
be used. 

Thus accumulated high intensity heavy ion beam in the 
collider is the coasting beam condition, and then the large 
voltage RF field is applied adiabatically as well as the 
stochastic cooling. The beam is gradually bunched to the 
required rms bunch length for the collision experiment, 
2ns (rms). The bunch length is the equilibrium condition 
of the RF filed, stochastic cooling force and the Intra 
Beam Scattering (IBS) force. 

 
In the present simulation work, the RF field (barrier or 

normal RF), IBS heating effects and the cooling force are 
taken into account. The space charge repulsion force is 
not included which might be significant effects at the low 
energy, high intensity and short bunch condition. This 
subject will be treated in the future work. 
 

Table 1 Basic parameters of NICA collider 

LATTICE AND IBS GROWTH RATE 
The Intra Beam Scattering (IBS) effects are critical 

diffusion factor for the low energy high charge state ion 
collider. The growth rate is numerically calculated with 
use of the formula by Martini including the lattice 
function in Fig. 1. The lattice structure is the race-track 
shape with two long straight sections for the colliding 
experiments and the arc section, basically being 
composed of the FODO structure. The IBS growth rate 
can be analytically obtained for the high energy, much 
higher than the transition energy, and for the lattice 
structure with only normal lattice. The present lattice is a 
complicated structure and the IBS growth rate has to be 
numerically analyzed.  

The bunched \beam IBS growth rates of the energy 4.5 
GeV/u with 6e9/bunch and 1 GeV/u with 3e8/bunch are 
given in Fig. 2. The typical growth rates for 4.5 GeV/u 
are 3.65e-3 (momentum spread), 4.86e-4 (horizontal 
beam size) and -6.1e-5 for the vertical beam size. For 1.0 
GeV/u, they are -7.95e-5, 3.86e-3 and 6.03e-3, 
respectively.  

Ion species 197Au79+ 
Transverse 
Emittance 

1.0 Pi 
mm.mrad 

Operation 
energy 

1-4.5 GeV/u Momentum 

spread 

1.0-1.5e-3 

Circumference 503.04 m Beat function 
at colliding 
point 

0.35 m 

Number of 
ions/bunch 

3e8-5e9 Expected 
luminosity 

3e27/cm2/sec 

Number of 
bunch/ring 

24 Bunch length 
(rms) 

0.6 m 

Injector Nuclotron Injected 
intensity 

1e9/cycle 

Emittance 0.5 Pi 
mm.mrad 

Momentum 
spread (rms) 

3e-4 

Bunch length 300 nsec   
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Fig. 1 The lattice function of Collider. The red line shows 
the horizontal beta function, the green line the vertical 
beta function and the blue the horizontal dispersion. The 
transition energy is 7.09. 

 
Fig. 2 The IBS growth rate calculated with Martini 
formula. The top is for the 4.5 GeV/u and the bottom the 
1 GeV/u. 
 

The negative IBS growth rate means the shrinkage 
of beam size or momentum spread so as to exchange the 
energy to become the isotropic temperature condition in 
the particle rest frame.  

SLIPPING FACTOR & BAND WIDTH 
The operation energy of the collider is from 1 GeV/u 

to 4.5 GeV/u where the relativistic factor, gamma is 
largely varied and hence the ring slipping factor is also 
drastically changed. In Table 2 the ring slipping factor 
(transition gamma is fixed as 7.09) and the local slipping 
factor from the stochastic cooling PU to Kicker is 
tabulated. The distance from PU to kicker is assumed as 
170 m as is illustrated in Fig. 1. The bunching factor is 
defined as  
 

Bunching Factor =
Circumference

2 πσsNb

 

 
where σs is the rms bunch length and Nb the bunch 
number in the ring. The coasting equivalent particle 
number is given as the product of bunch number/ring, 
number of ions /bunch and the bunching factor. Thus 
obtained coasting equivalent particle number is 
corresponding to the condition that the peak intensity of 
the bunched beam are populated as the coasting beam in 
the ring. 

 
Table 2 Beam Parameters for Various Energies 

Transition gamma is fixed as 7.09. 
Energy (GeV/u) 1.5 2.5 3.0 4.5 
Ring slipping factor 0.1268 0.0537 0.0350 0.00949 
Local slipping 
factor 

0.1173 0.0442 0.02546 -5.4e-5 

Particle 
number/bunch 

3.0e8 1.50e9 2.50e9 6.0e9 

Coasting equivalent 
particle number 

7.26e10 3.63e11 6.05e11 1.45e12 

 
The band width of the stochastic cooling system is 

preferably as wide as possible because the cooling is 
inversely proportional to the band width. On the other 
hand the momentum acceptance of the cooling system is, 
in general, becomes narrower for the wider band width. 
Also the momentum acceptance is closely related with the 
ring slipping factor as well as the local slipping factor. 

In Fig. 3 the evolution of momentum spread are 
analyzed with use of the Fokker-Planck solver for various 
energies with two band widths, 3-6 GHz and 2-4 GHz.  
The IBS effects are not included in this analysis, just to 
compare the momentum acceptance of two bands. For the 
4.5 GeV/u, the ring slipping factor is well small and the 
momentum acceptance is wide enough for both band 
widths while for 2.5 GeV/u the slipping factor (ring and 
local) are 0.04~0.05 and then the momentum acceptance 
becomes critical for the band 3-6 GHz. Presently we are 
discussing the possibility of two band systems.  
 

Typical example of momentum cooling including IBS 
effects are given in Fig. 4. Beam parameters are as 
follows. Energy=4.5 GeV/u, particle number=1.44e12 
coasting equivalent beam intensity, Initial momentum 
spread=1.5e-3 (rms)., band width=3-6 GHz, gain=47 dB. 
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The ring slipping factor=0.00927, and the local slipping 
factor=-0.0018. 

The IBS effects are included from the calculated 
results as a function of momentum spread as in Fig. 2. 
Transverse emittance are assumed as constant as 1.1 Pi 
(horizontal) and 0.9 Pi mm.mrad, respectively. This 
assumption will be realized with the application of 
horizontal and vertical stochastic cooling to keep the 
transverse emittance as constant. 

 
Fig. 3 The analysis of momentum cooling with Fokker-
Planck code without IBS effects. Red: initial particle 
distribution corresponding to Dp/p=1.5e-3 (rms). Green: 
particle distribution after 1000 sec cooling. Blue: the cooling 
term. The system gain is set as 50 dB. (Top) 4.5 GeV/u, 3-6 
GHz, (Middle) 2.5 GeV/u 3-6 GHz, (Bottom) 2.5 GeV/u 2-4 
GHz. 
 

It is found that the momentum spread is gradually 
increased due to the IBS heating effects and after 1000 
sec later, it reaches to the equilibrium value 2.1e-3. 
Required microwave power is around 2 Watt as the gain 

is as small as 47 dB to suppress the Schottky diffusion 
noise. 

 
Fig. 4 Typical example of momentum cooling with IBS 
diffusion effects. Beam energy is 4.5 GeV/u, particle 
number is 1.44e12 coasting equivalent, initial momentum 
spread=1.5e-3 (rms) and the cooling gain=47 dB. 

BARRIER BUCKET ACCUMULATION 
The beam accumulation in the collider is designed to 

use the barrier bucket accumulation method which was 
experimentally verified at the POP (Proof Of Principle) 
experiment at the ESR GSI. [3, 4] The parameters of 
stochastic cooling system and the barrier voltage for the 
BB accumulation are tabulated in Table 3. 
 

Table 3 Parameters of Stochastic Cooling 
 & Barrier Voltage 

Particle 197Au79+, 4.5 GeV/u 
Ring circumference 503.04 m 
Number of injected particle 1e9/cycle 
Injected momentum spread 3e-4 (rms) 
Injected bunch length 300 nsec (uniform) 
Ring slipping factor 0.00845 
Dispersion at PU & Kicker 5.0 m & 0.0 m 
Band width 2 – 4 GHz 
Number of PU & Kicker 128 
PU Impedance 50 Ohm 
Gain 120 dB 
Atmospheric temperature 300 K 
Nose temperature 40 K 
Barrier voltage 2 kV 
Barrier Frequency 2.5 MHz (T=400 nsec) 
Injection kicker pulse width 500 nsec 
Transverse emittance 0.3 Pi mm.mrad 
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Fig. 5. The separatrix height (top) is given as a function of 
barrier voltage. Red: Separatrix height of Dp/p (left scale) 
and DeltaE (right scale). The synchrotron period (bottom 
red line; left scale)) and the synchrotron tune (Green, 
right scale).   

 
Fig. 6 Phase space mapping of the particles at the 1st 
injection (top) and after 30 stacking (bottom). The 
particles are represented with red points and the barrier 
voltage is blue line. The injected beam is located in the 
central part. 

The separatrix height and the synchrotron tune are 
calculated as a function of barrier voltage as is given in 
Fig. 5. The separatrix height is 3.2e-3 (Dp/p) when the 
BB voltage is 2 kV. The synchrotron period is around 0.1 
sec at the edge of separatrix. The particles are injected in 
the unstable area between two barrier pulses and they are 
flowed into the lower potential region, stable area within 
the cycle time of 10 sec. The particle distribution after 30 
pulse stacking is represented in Fig. 6. Details of beam 
simulation code are given in the reference paper [5]. The 
increase of the accumulated particle number is given as a 
function of time in Fig. 7 where also the accumulation 
efficiency is given. The accumulation efficiency is 
defined as the ratio of accumulated particle number to the 
total injected particle number. It is gradually decreased to 
90 % after 50 pulse injection. The cooling system gain 
should be reduced against the increase of particle number 
so as to suppress the Schottky noise as given in Fig. 8. 
The required microwave power is 800 Watt at the 
beginning of the gain 115 dB. 

 
Fig. 7 Increase of accumulated particle number as a 
function of time. red line: Accumulated particle number. 
green line: Accumulation efficiency. 

 
Fig. 8 Variation of cooling gain during the accumulation 
process (red line, left scale) and the required microwave 
power (green line, right scale) 
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SHORT BUNCH FORMATION 
The accumulated beam with the barrier bucket 

method is a coasting beam condition. We have to make 
the required short bunches from this coasting beam. The 
one method is to use the phase jump technique of which 
the simulated process is illustrated in Fig. 9. First the RF 
voltage of harmonic number being equal to the required 
bunch number (h=26) is adiabatically applied to the 
coasting beam. (a) and (b) in Fig. 9. The maximal RF 
voltage is 200 kV. After the adiabatic bunching is 
completed, the phase of RF is changed by 180 degrees 
(c). After stretching the bunch length (d), the phase is 
changed back to the original position (e), and the bunch is 
rotated 1/4 synchrotron oscillation (f). Then apply the 
higher harmonic number RF voltage (h=130) of 500 kV to 
maintain the short bunches.  

 
Fig. 9 Phase jump method to make the short bunch. From 
the top left to right and bottom is a sequence of bunching 
process. (a) t=0 sec, (b) t=0.1 sec, Vrf=200 kV, (c) 
t=0.100019 sec, (d) t=0.10012 sec, (e) t=0.10032 sec, (f) 
t=0.101 sec, (g) t=0.1011 sec, Vrf=500 kV, (h) t=0.1206 
sec. 

The other way of making the short bunch is to use 
the stochastic cooling with RF field. The process can be 
separated two steps as similar to the phase jump method. 
In the first step the RF voltage of harmonic number equal 
to the required bunch number (h=26), is adiabatically 
applied. In parallel the stochastic cooling system is 
applied of which the gain is gradually decreased as is 
given in Fig. 10.   
 

 
Fig. 10 Adiabatic gain reduction and the RF voltage 
increase for the short bunch formation. Harmonic number 
is 26. 

 
Fig. 11 The phase space mapping at the time= 1 sec (top) 
and 500 sec (bottom). red: particles, blue: RF voltage. 
 

Thus formed pre-bunched beam is re-captured by the 
higher harmonic RF voltage. The pre-bunched beam has 
the bunch length of 3 ns (rms) and Dp/p of 6e-4 (rms). 
(Gaussian distribution in both dimensions). This bunch is 
re-captured by the RF field of harmonic=130. Again the 
RF voltage is increased from 0 to 500 kV with the time 
constant  of 1 sec for the adiabatic capturing. 
The gain of stochastic cooling system is kept constant as 
80 dB and wait further cooling and bunching. 
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Fig. 12 The final bunching process with higher harmonic 
number=130 which is 5 times larger than the harmonic 
number for the pre-bunching. From the top to bottom, 
time=0 sec and 100 sec. 
 

The evolution of bunch length and the relative 
momentum spread during the final bunching process are 
given in Fig. 13.  When the stochastic cooling is applied, 
the equilibrium values of bunch length is attained at 1.2 
nsec and Dp/p (rms) is 8e-4 while they are increased 
gradually due to the IBS heating effects without cooling. 

 
Fig. 13 The evolution of rms bunch length (top) and the 
Dp/p (bottom) are illustrated as a function of time. red: 
with stochastic cooling, green: without stochastic cooling. 

ELECTRON COOLING 
In the preceding sections we have investigated the 

BB accumulation and the short bunch formation with 
stochastic cooling with RF field. However for the lower 
energy than 2.5 GeV/u the stochastic cooling could not 
work as the ring slipping factor becomes so large (see 
Table 2). For such low energy operation, obviously the 
electron cooling is effective. The designed electron cooler 
parameters are given in Table 3. 
 

Table 3 Parameters of Electron Cooler for NICA 
 

Particle 197Au79+,2.0 GeV/u 
Ring circumference 503.04 m 
Cooler length 6 m 
Electron current 1 A 
Electron diameter 2 cm 
Effective electron temperature 1 meV 
Transverse electron temperature 1 eV 
Longitudinal magnetic field 0.1 T 
Beta function at cooler section 16 m 

 
Typical cooling process is illustrated in Fig. 14 

where the beam energy is 2 GeV/u and the particle 
number is 3e11 as a coasting beam equivalent. The 
equilibrium values are attained at 25 sec cooling as the 
emittance (h)= 0.12, emittance (v)=0.09 mm.mrad and 
Dp/p=3.7e-4, respectively. The IBS effects are included. 

 
Fig. 14 Evolution of emittance (red: horizontal, green: 
vertical) and Dp/p (blue) of 2 GeV/u beam with electron 
cooling. 
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Abstract

The Collector Ring at FAIR will be equipped with per-
tinent stochastic cooling systems in order to achieve fast
cooling of the hot secondary beams, antiprotons and rare
isotopes, thus profiting from the repetition rate of the
SIS100 synchrotron. Detailed simulations of the system
performance are needed for optimization as well as input
for the users of the CR pre-coooled beams, e.g. HESR.
We presently focus on the antiproton cooling in the band
1-2 GHz. After a comprehensive overview, results from
Fokker-Planck simulations with the CERN code of the mo-
mentum cooling of antiprotons will be presented. The per-
formance of the betatron cooling of antiprotons, which has
to proceed simultaneously with the momentum cooling,
was calculated separately by means of an analytical model.
First results and their implications will be discussed, in-
cluding an outlook to future simulation work.

INTRODUCTION

The main purpose of the Collector Ring (CR) within
the FAIR project [1] is the fast reduction of the phase
space occupied by the hot secondary beams. The latter
are antiprotons at 3 GeV and rare isotope beams (RIBs) at
740 MeV/u, coming from the production targets in a very
short (≈ 50 ns) bunch. At injection into the CR, they have
the largest momentum spread and fill the transverse aper-
ture. After bunch rotation and adiabatic debunching their
momentum spread is reduced, whereas the transverse emit-
tances remain unchanged. The reduced δp/p is a prerequi-
site for stochastic cooling. Otherwise, the effect of unde-
sired mixing (see below) would exclude particles at the tails
of the momentum distribution from being cooled. In order
to meet the requirements of maximum production rate the
CR stochastic cooling system has to strongly reduce all 3
phase subspaces, within 9 s for the antiprotons (with the
option of 5 s after future upgrade) and 1 s for the highly
charged RIBs (Table 1). The recent scenario according to
which, in the first phase of the FAIR project, the pre-cooled
antiprotons from the CR will be accumulated in the HESR
instead of the RESR calls for 20% lower (if possible) final
emittances and momentum spread than those in Table 1 in
order to match the very small acceptances of the HESR [2].

The CR lattice is governed by the demands from stochas-
tic cooling: (i) flexibility in setting different transition en-
ergy values for antiprotons and RIBs to reach an optimal
compromise for the mixing parameters of the stochastic
cooling, as explained below, (ii) accommodation of pickups
and kickers in regions of appropriate dispersion, (iii) con-
trol of the horizontal and vertical betatron phase advance

Table 1: Requirements for the CR stochastic cooling

Antiprotons, 3 GeV, 108 ions

δp/p (rms) εh,v (rms)
π mm mrad

Before cooling 0.35 % 45
After cooling 0.05 % 1.25
Phase space reduction 9× 103

Cooling down time ≤9 s
Cycle time 10 s

Rare isotopes, 740 MeV/u, 109 ions

δp/p (rms) εh,v (rms)
π mm mrad

Before cooling 0.2 % 45
After cooling 0.025 % 0.125
Phase space reduction 1× 106

Cooling down time ≤1 s
Cycle time 1.5 s

between pickups and kickers of the transverse stochastic
cooling systems, (iv) reducing chromaticity over the whole
momentum range.

OVERVIEW OF THE CR
STOCHASTIC COOLING SYSTEM

Design criteria

In a simplified model, one can write the stochastic cool-
ing rate, e.g. for transverse emittance, as

1
τ⊥

=
2W

N

[
2gB| sin(μpk)| − g2(M + U)

]
, (1)

where W is the system bandwidth, N is the number of par-
ticles in the beam, g is the system gain, U is the ratio of
power densities of the system thermal noise to the Schottky
signal. For transverse cooling the CR lattice satisfies the
condition of proper betatron phase advance sin(μpk) ≈ ±1
between pickup and kicker. The undesired mixing param-
eter B (mixing between pickup and kicker) can be writ-
ten in the form B = cos(mcφu), where mc is the cen-
tral harmonic in the band and φu = −2πχpkηpkδp/p.
At the beginning of cooling i.e. for the maximum to-
tal (2σ) momentum spread mcφu ≤ π/2 , otherwise the
cooling force changes sign i.e. heats up the beam. Here,
χpk = (sk − sp)/C is the ratio of the path from pickup to
kicker to the closed orbit circumference C, ηpk is the lo-
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cal frequency slip factor between pickup and kicker. The
desired mixing parameter M (mixing between kicker and
pickup) can be approximated as M = (mc|η|δp/p)−1, for
the total (2σ) momentum spread, with the frequency slip
factor of the ring η = γ−2 − γ−2

t . This holds if the Schot-
tky bands do not overlap. If they do, M=1.

For momentum cooling, the mixing aspects are simi-
lar. The Palmer-Hereward technique [3] is a special case
of horizontal cooling. It uses a pickup at high dispersion
and appropriately located kickers to correct the horizon-
tal orbit displacement due both to betatron oscillation and
momentum deviation, the latter correction corresponds to
longitudinal cooling. The notch filter method [4] uses the
dependence of the particle revolution frequency on its mo-
mentum deviation. The transfer function of an ideal filter
(with infinitely deep notches), plus a 90◦ phase-shifter, is

Hnf =
i

2
(1− e−i2πmηδp/p) = −e−iπf/f0 sin(πf/f0).

It has no effect at the exact harmonics mf0 of the revo-
lution frequency (notches) and accelerates/decelerates par-
ticles with wrong revolution frequency to the nearest har-
monic of the correct revolution frequency. Prerequisite for
filter cooling are not overlapping Schottky bands (M >1),
so that the particles are driven into the notches. For filter
cooling the undesired mixing phase becomes [5] φu,nf =
−π(2χpkηpk + η)δp/p i.e. the momentum acceptance of
the system is further reduced. This dictates very small val-
ues of η (and ηpk).

Antiproton beams and RIBs set different requirements.
Antiproton cooling is limited by the poor ratio of Schot-
tky signal to thermal noise, due to the low charge state. To
cope with that it is foreseen in the CR: (i) to keep the pickup
electrodes and the pickup signal preamplifiers at cryogenic
temperatures (in the present scenario, 20-30 K and 80 K,
respectively, yielding an effective temperature of 73 K at
the preamplifier input), (ii) to strive for the largest possible
electrode sensitivity during cooling by moving (plunging)
the pickup electrodes, following the shrinking beam size,
(iii) to choose the notch filter technique for momentum
cooling, which uses the higher sum signals from the pick-
ups (compared to the low difference signals of the Palmer
method) and advantageously filters out the thermal noise at
all harmonics of the revolution frequency in the band. In
order to have sufficient momentum acceptance (and well-
separated Schottky bands) for the notch filter cooling the
optimum choice is to operate the CR slightly above tran-
sition at η=-0.011 (γt=3.85). The drawback is that the
transverse cooling suffers from the resulting high value of
M ≈ 11. (Eq. 1).

For RIBs, the undesired mixing limits the momentum
acceptance of the system. The phase mcφu must be kept
small by minimizing (i) ηpk by increasing the dispersion
in the dipoles and (ii) χpk by placing pickup and kicker as
close as possible. For the chosen lattice η=0.186. Even so,
initially the Schottky bands overlap, so that only the Palmer
method can be applied in the beginning of cooling.

System parameters

Along the above lines, the following concept has been
developed (Fig. 1). The CR stochastic cooling system
will operate in the frequency band 1-2 GHz. It consists
of 2 pickup (PH, PV) and 2 kicker tanks (KH, KV), all
in straight sections with zero dispersion, and one Palmer
pickup tank (PP) at high dispersion. Antiproton cooling
makes use of PH, PV, KH, KV. Longitudinally the notch
filter technique is implemented and to improve the signal
to noise ratio, signals from both PH and PV are taken in
sum mode. For RIBs only the Palmer pickup PP is useful
in the first stage. It serves to detect signals in all 3 phase
space planes. After the rms δp/p has decreased below 0.1%,
it is possible to switch off the signals from the PP and turn
to cooling from PH and PV combined with the notch filter
down to the final emittances and momentum spread.

Figure 1: CR layout with stochastic cooling paths, incom-
ing and extracted beams. Solid black line: 1-2 GHz, pbar
3D cooling, RIB 3D cooling final stage; Solid green line:
1-2 GHz, RIB 3D cooling first stage; Dashed black line:
2-4 GHz, pbar longitudinal cooling (future option).

As a future option, for the antiprotons, an additional mo-
mentum cooling system in the band 2-4 GHz by means
of a notch filter is foreseen. It consists of a pickup tank
(probably with plunging electrodes) and a kicker tank,
both in dispersion-free straight sections. The design η=-
0.011 guarantees optimum momentum acceptance for both
bands. The handshake between the 1-2 and 2-4 GHz mo-
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mentum cooling systems will have to be investigated by
simulations.

Each pickup and kicker tank (PH, PV, KH, KV) consists
of two plates (up/down for vertical, left/right for horizon-
tal). Each plate consists of 8 arrays (modules) of 8 identical
slotline electrodes, i.e. 64 electrodes. The pickup modules
are plungeable. These structures [6] as well as an optical
notch filter [1] are being developed at GSI.

In the circuit convention, the longitudinal impedance of
the electrodes acting as pickup or kicker is defined in terms
of the rms beam current, the rms voltage applied to the
beam, time-average pickup signal power and applied power
to kicker: Zp ≡ Pp/I2

b,rms , Zk ≡ U2
b,rms/Pk. Due

to reciprocity Zk = 4Zp. According to HFSS [7] simu-
lations with the present electrode geometry, the longitudi-
nal impedance at midband frequency fc=1.5 GHz, of one
electrode pair acting as pickup is 11.25 Ω and 37.75 Ω,
for electrode aperture ± 60 mm (unplunged case) and ±
10 mm (fully plunged), respectively. These values are ob-
tained for a beam centered in the pickup without consid-
ering its transverse dimensions i.e. they are conservative
because in reality particles with high amplitudes ”see” a
higher sensitivity. Relative measurements on the GSI pro-
totype pickup module [8], indicate that

√
Zp,k(f, y) ≈√

Zp,k(fc)S1(y)S2(f), where y stands for horizontal or
vertical beam coordinate, and yield the functions S1(y) and
S2(f). For simplicity, S1(y) is approximated to increase
linearly i.e. ∂

√
Z/∂y=slope=const. The sensitivity S2(f)

is about 1 between 1-1.5 GHz and drops down to 0.65 be-
tween 1.5-2 GHz, as is characteristic for such slotlines.

The foreseen installed output power at the kickers of the
1-2 GHz system is 4.8 kW, it has to cover both momentum
and betatron cooling. It is limited by funding, but could be
increased in a future upgrade.

Table 2: Parameters for the stochastic cooling of
E0=3 GeV antiprotons with the 1-2 GHz system in the CR.

Circumference C 221.45 m
Revolution frequency f0 1.315 Tm
Slip factor ring η, PU-K ηpk -0.011, -0.033
Distance PU-K/C χpk 0.378
Beam intensity N 108

Initial rms emittance εh,v 45 π mm mrad
Initial rms momentum spread 3.5 ×10−3

(Gaussian/parabolic distribution)
System bandwidth W 1-2 GHz
PU, K midband impedance Zp,k(fc) 11.25 Ω, 45 Ω
unplunged electrodes at ±60 mm
PU/K sensitivity S1(y)=1+slope·y slope=24.5m−1

PU/K sensitivity S2(f)
Number of PU np, of K nk (longitudinal) 128, 128
Number of PU np, of K nk (transverse) 64, 64
Effective temperature (preamp.) Teff 73 K
Total installed power at kickers 4.8 kW

Table 2 summarizes the parameters, which are used as
input in the following simulations. Plunging of the pickup
electrodes i.e. time variation of Zp is not considered yet.
It can be included after complete treatment of the beta-
tron cooling, which provides information on how the beam
emittance shrinks with time.

MOMENTUM COOLING

Momentum cooling is described in terms of the Fokker-
Planck (FP) equation for the energy distribution of the par-
ticles Ψ(E, t) ≡ ∂N/∂E:

∂Ψ
∂t

=
∂

∂E

[
−FΨ +

(
DsΨ + Dn

)
∂Ψ
∂E

]
. (2)

The basic formalism is explained in detail in [9]. In short,
the coherent effect F and the incoherent effects (diffusion)
due to thermal noise and Schottky noise are:

F (E, t) = 2ef2
0

√
npnk

∑
m∈W

√
Zp(m)Zk(m)·

· Re

{
G(m, E)

1− S(m, E, t)

}
,

Dn(E, t) =
1
2
f2
0 kBTeffnk

∑
m∈W

Zk(m)
∣∣∣∣ G(m, E)
1− S(m, E, t)

∣∣∣∣2 ,

Ds(E, t) = e2f3
0

1
|η|

γ + 1
γ

E0npnk·

·
∑

m∈W

Zp(m)Zk(m)
1
m

∣∣∣∣ G(m, E)
1− S(m, E, t)

∣∣∣∣2 ,

(3)

where m are the harmonics of the revolution fre-
quency in the band W , E0=3 GeV and

√
Zp,k(m) =√

Zp,k(mc)S2(m).
The system gain G(m, E) = G||Hnf (m, E)eimφu(E)

includes the notch filter response and undesired mixing.
The electronic gain G||, real and constant within the band-
width, is the variable parameter. The effect of feedback
by the beam enters into the open loop gain S(m, E, t) =√

npnkZp(m)Zk(m)G(m, E)BTF (m, E, t) via the
beam transfer function

BTF (m, E, t) = −ef2
0

m

[
π

|κ|
dΨ
dE

+

+
i

κ
· PV

(∫ +∞

−∞

dΨ/dE∗

E∗ − E
dE∗

)]
,

1
κ
≡ 1

2πf0η

γ + 1
γ

E0 .

The CERN program solves numerically the FP equation
and computes the particle density Ψ(E, t). An example is
given in Fig. 2. The coefficients F and D are updated in
time through their dependence on dΨ/dE entering into the
beam transfer function. Fig. 3 shows the calculated cooling
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force. Fig. 4 shows that in our case the Schottky noise is
higher than the thermal noise before cooling. During notch
filter cooling, the Schottky noise dominates over the ther-
mal noise within the limits of the beam distribution. There-
fore, one can anticipate that the longitudinal cooling time
will be roughly proportional to the beam intensity. As ex-
pected, the feedback by the beam suppresses the Schottky
noise in the middle of the distribution and deforms accord-
ingly the cooling force F, especially at high gain (see also
Eq. 3). The cooling loop was stable since in the Nyquist
plot in Fig. 5 the curve lies far on the left from the point
S=1.

Δ

Ψ

Figure 2: Evolution of the particle density Ψ during cooling
with gain=150 dB. Plots at t=0, 2.5 s, 5 s, 7.5 s and 10 s.

Δ

Δ

Figure 3: Coherent effect F per revolution at the end of the
cooling process (t=10 s for 150 dB gain, t=15 s for 144 dB
gain) plotted against the relative momentum spread Δp/p
and the deviation ΔE of the beam particles from the nomi-
nal kinetic energy of 3 GeV.

Δ

Figure 4: Incoherent effects due to Schottky particle noise
Ds · Ψ and (filtered) thermal noise Dn at the beginning
and at the end of the cooling process. Gain=150 dB, total
cooling time t=10 s.

Figure 5: Nyquist plot of the open loop gain S at midband,
at the end t=10 s of the cooling process. Gain=150 dB.

The rms energy (momentum) spread is calculated as the
second moment of Ψ(E, t). The simulations yield the max-
imum total cw power in the bandwidth at the kicker. It is
the sum of the initial maximum Schottky power and of the
constant filtered amplifier power:

Ps = 2(ef0)
2
np

∑
m∈W

∑
E

Zp(m)
∣∣∣∣ G(m, E)
1− S(m, E, t)

∣∣∣∣2Ψ(E, t)

Pn ≈ 1
4
kBTeffWG2

|| .

The required installed power is taken by rule of thumb to
be 4 times higher than the total cw power, in order to ac-
count for statistical fluctuations of the signals. The results
are summarized in Fig. 6. The gain of 158 dB was found to
be optimum, for higher gain cooling was slower, but the re-
quired power is not realistic. As expected [9], for this gain
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min[Re(S)] is close to -1, i.e. it maximizes the particle
flux Φ = FΨ− (DsΨ + Dn)∂Ψ

∂E .
To conclude, the requirements of Table 1 can be met with

the notch filter cooling at G|| =150 dB even with the con-
servative assumption of no plunging at the pickups. How-
ever, there seems to be no safety margin.

σ

Figure 6: Evolution of the rms momentum spread of the
beam during cooling for different gains and corresponding
maximum required cw power (up to 20% Schottky, 80%
thermal noise).

BETATRON COOLING

The betatron cooling is studied with an analytical model
based on the standard ”rms” theory [3, 10, 11] leading to
Eq. 1. The instantaneous rate of change of the horizontal or
vertical rms emittance is −(1/ε(t))(dε(t)/dt) = 1/τ⊥(t),

1
τ⊥(t)

=
2W

N

[
2gB(t)| sin(μpk)| − g2(M(t) + U(t))

]
.

(1)
Simultaneous momentum cooling takes place for 10 s.
The Ansatz for the variation of the momentum spread
with time is an exponential fit of the form σp(t)/p =
0.0035 e−t/τ|| , t ≤ 10 s to the results of the FP simula-
tions for gain G||=150 dB (see Fig. 6). The parameters
entering into Eq. 1 are given by:

B(t) ≈ cos[mcφu(t)], φu(t) = −2πχpkηpkΔp(t)/p ;
for an exact expression, the cooling rate term

(2W/N)2gB(t)| sin(μpk)| in Eq. 1 is replaced by

2f0

N
g

m=+∞∑
m=−∞
m∈W

Re

{
ei(mφu(t)+μpk−π/2)

}
,

M(t) ≈ 1
mc|η|Δp(t)/p

,

U(t) =
kBTeff

Ne2f0βpslope2np

(
f0

2W

m=+∞∑
m=−∞
m∈W

1
Zp(m)

)
1

ε(t)
,

where Δp(t)/p is taken as the 2σ value, βp, βk are the beta
functions at the pickup and kicker, respectively.

The system gain g(t), assumed to be constant within the
bandwidth, is the variable function in the calculations. It is
connected via

G⊥(m) = g
m√

npnkZp(m)Zk(m)
4πp

Ne2slope2
√

βpβk

with the electronic gain G⊥(m), which ideally should fol-
low the above frequency dependence in the band and also
vary in time with shrinking betatron amplitudes.

The gain gopt(t) = B(t)| sin(μpk)|/[M(t) + U(t)]
maximizes at each t the rate τ−1

⊥ (t), the optimum rate is
τ−1
⊥,opt(t) = (2W/N) B2(t) sin2(μpk)/[M(t) + U(t)].

During cooling, the heating terms from M(t) and U(t)
continuously grow, so that to keep on cooling g should de-
crease with time, ideally as gopt(t).

Since G⊥(m) ∼ m (a consequence of the Panofsky-
Wenzel relation), the power scales with the square of the
working frequency in the band. The total cw power in the
bandwidth at the kicker is the sum of the initial maximum
Schottky power and the constant amplifier power:

Ps ∼ Nε(t)g2(t)
∑

m∈W

m2

S22(m)
,

Pn ∼ kBTeffg2(t)
∑

m∈W

m2

S24(m)
.

Depending on how the PU-K pairs in Fig. 1 are assigned
to horizontal and vertical cooling, respectively, there are
two cases to investigate and choose the best one in terms of
cooling performance:

Case 1
horizontal βp=20.5 m βk=5.2 m sin(μpk) =-0.92
vertical βp=8.3 m βk=8.3 m sin(μpk) =-1.00
Case 2
horizontal βp=11.0 m βk=11.0 m sin(μpk) =-1.00
vertical βp=5.5 m βk=13.6 m sin(μpk)=-0.96 .

In Figs. 7 and 8 we summarize preliminary results for
case 1 and for horizontal cooling only. Similar results are
expected for vertical cooling. Also, in this first approach
the feedback by the beam is not taken into account. For
a proper quantitative treatment it must be included, in par-
ticular since in our case with N = 108 ions the Schottky
noise dominates over the thermal one. Nevertheless, these
results already allow us to identify the main challenges
for the antiproton cooling in the CR. Initially, M=11 and
U=1.2, so that M dominates the heating rate at all times
i.e. M(t) ∼ 10 U(t) (Fig.7). The emittance ε= 4 π mm
mrad is reached (Fig. 8), with a maximum required cw
power of 950 W (40% Schottky, 60% thermal noise). This
goes far beyond the power limitation foreseen for the sys-
tem (Table 2). In order to reach the required 3 times lower
emittance (Table 1), the transverse cooling must proceed at
lower gain and take longer than 10 s.
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τ

μ

Figure 7: Upper part: Assumed system gain g(t) com-
pared to the optimum gain. The initial g corresponds to an
electronic gain G⊥(mc)=141 dB at midband. Lower part:
The instantaneous rate τ−1

⊥ (t) (black line) and its partial
rates according to Eq. 1: cooling rate (blue line), heat-
ing rate due to mixing M (red line) and heating rate due to
noise/signal ratio U multiplied by the factor 10 (green line).
The optimum rate τ−1

⊥,opt(t) is also shown (purple line).

ε

σσ

ε
π 

Figure 8: Evolution of the horizontal rms emittance within
10 s of cooling for g(t) as shown in Fig.7. Evolution of the
rms momentum spread for simultaneous longitudinal notch
filter cooling with G||=150 dB.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

We have seen that, whereas the momentum cooling pro-
ceeds optimally, the betatron cooling must proceed very
slowly, unless we could somehow restrict M(t). This es-
sentially means to reduce the performance of the momen-
tum cooling at the profit of the betatron cooling until a
reasonable compromise is found. A straightforward way
is to have in a first stage low-gain notch filter momentum
cooling (i.e. slower decrease of δp/p) with high-gain beta-
tron cooling and inverse the situation at a later stage. An
alternative would be to apply momentum cooling in two

stages: first with the time-of-flight (TOF) method [12] and
then with the notch filter method. The TOF method is not
only slower but it also has a larger momentum acceptance
through its undesired mixing phase φu (instead of φu,nf of
filter cooling). Thus, it can be envisaged to increase slightly
the η (e.g. η ≈ −0.02) before the TOF cooling, thus reduc-
ing the initial value of M , and bring it down to the required
η = −0.011 when notch filter cooling takes over.

In any case, the interplay between momentum and be-
tatron cooling will have to be investigated in detail. The
aim is a simultaneous optimization of both processes, by
distributing the available installed power accordingly, so as
to fulfill as much as possible the very challenging require-
ments of the CR. As a next step, plunging of pickup elec-
trodes can be included to study the ultimate performance
of the cooling system. It is expected that the plunging will
dramatically reduce the diffusion by factors like 4 to 9, es-
pecially in the transverse planes.

Cooling of N = 108 antiprotons is of course the most
demanding case, but during the commissioning of the CR
intensities N = 106−107 are expected. In this case, the fil-
ter momentum cooling becomes more relaxed, whereas in
the betatron cooling the relative weights of the incoherent
effects change (U comparable or greater than M ), calling
for a dedicated optimization procedure.

Concerning the cooling of RIBs, the Palmer pickup has
still to be designed. Then, the cooling performance in all
3 planes for the two foreseen stages and in particular the
handshake between Palmer and notch filter cooling [5] have
to be investigated in extensive simulations.
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Abstract 
Stochastic cooling at the experimental Cooler Storage 

Ring, CSRe [1] at the Institute of Modern Physics (IMP) 
in China, will be used mainly for the experiments with 
radioactive fragment beams. RI beams arrive from the 
fragment separator with emittance of 20-50 π mm. mrad 
and momentum spread δp/p of ± 0.5~1.0 %. The electron 
cooler, which is running now at the CSRe, is not able to 
cool down this hot beam rapidly enough. Stochastic 
cooling is effective for these RI beams to reduce the 
emittance to less than 5 π mm.mrad and of δp/p = 5e-4 
within 2-20 sec. After stochastic pre-cooling, electron 
cooling will further cool down the emittance and 
momentum spread within several seconds. The paper 
gives the design of the stochastic cooling system and the 
simulation results. A recently developed forward traveling 
wave structure is presented as well as the measured 
results of a test model. 

INTRODUCTION 
CSRe ring has the circumference of 128.801 m with the 

layout in Fig.1. A combination of stochastic precooling 
and subsequent electron cooling is needed to get overall 
cooling times of the order of 10 seconds for injected 
secondary heavy ion beams and beams cooled by electron 
cooling to equilibrium phase space density. The 
development of a stochastic cooling system is very useful 
for performing competitive experiments with secondary 
rare isotope beams. Example of the setup of the stochastic 
cooling system is illustrated in the figure. It is planned to 
cool RI beam energies between 300 MeV/u and 400 
MeV/u. As no straight section is available for the 
installation of pickups and kickers for the stochastic 
cooling and they have to be installed in the C type 
bending magnet chambers. The aperture of the bending 
vacuum tube is 236 mm *74 mm thus the useful aperture 
is 220 mm * 70 mm. The space at two sides in vertical 
direction can be increased to 4-5 mm if the electrodes are 
not placed in the middle. So the space is very limited 
inside it, especially in vertical direction, and the 
feedthrough is an issue. Thus the size and the number of 
pickups/kickers are severely limited. 

For present operation mode which stochastic cooling 
will be used, internal-target mode with γtr = 2.457 and 
normal mode with γtr = 2.629, the frequency will be very 
low with large momentum dispersion of +/- 0.5~1.0 % 
which causes the slow cooling. A new optical mode at γt = 
1.86 is developed which allows for an upper limit of the 

usable stochastic cooling bandwidth at about 1 GHz (of 
course the high frequency requires the microwave 
propagation attenuation in CSRe). At this optical mode 
the stochastic cooling system can be arranged in figure 1, 
sharing one pickup tank for the whole cooling system. 
The twiss parameters and the phase advance are shown in 
table 1. As this optical mode is never operated, the 
systematic simulation and experimental studies, such as 
optical optimization and beam acceptance measurement, 
will be performed in future. 

 
Figure 1 Typical layout of stochastic cooling pickup and 
kicker system 

 
Table 1 Twiss parameters at pick-up/kicker position 

 Horizontal Vertical+Momentum 
Pickup Kicker Pickup Kicker 

βx（m） 19.9-14.3 6.6-7.6 19.9-14.3 16.8-11.9 
βy（m） 12.9-13.7 6.7-9.4 12.9-13.7 10.6-9.6 
Dx（m） 9.3-7.5 6.0-6.1 9.3-7.5 0-0.4 

θ 760 780 
L(m) 67 49 

 

PICK-UP/KICKER STRUCTURE  
A novel type of perforated travelling wave pick-

up/kicker structure is developed which was originally 
proposed by F.Caspers at CERN in 1998 [2]，shown in 
Fig.2. The unit cell length is 12 mm and the thickness of 
the electrode metal foil amounts to 0.4 mm. The electrode 
which is following the bending vacuum chamber inside 
the dipole magnet is 87 mm wide and 1 m long. The 
distance between the electrode and the ground is 3 mm. 
The characteristic impedance is 17 ohm and it can be 
raised if the distance between the electrode to ground is 
increased， but in our case it is limited. A large number  ___________________________________________  

*Work supported by  NSFC (10705039) , HIRFL-CSR  
#wujx@impcas.ac.cn 
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of small slots (5 slots in a row and 80 cells along the 
beam path) in this electrode provides distributed inductive 
loading, slowing down the phase velocity of the travelling 
wave structure. The reduction in phase velocity is a 
function of slot length, slot width, electrode thickness, 
and the spacing between the electrodes to ground. In 
contrast to other similar looking electrodes (Faltin type 
pick-up [3], McGinnis type slotted waveguide structure 
[4] for β=1) this device is very broadband and operating 
from low frequencies onwards as a forward coupler. Also 

advantages of the proposed structure are the simple and  
cheap construction as well as low mechanical height. This 
low height permits installation in a bending magnet where 
in our case vertical aperture is a big issue. This kind of 
inductive loading, using a large number of rather small 
slots is applicable for a β range from about 0.5 to 0.95. 
Due to the small size of the slots the frequency 
dependency of the inductance of these slots is very low 
and thus leading to a small dispersion over a large 
frequency range. 

 

Figure 2: The slotted structure of travelling wave mode, number of cells = 80 and the length L is about 1 meter. 

The measured transmission of the electrode is shown in 
Fig.3. Below 3 GHz the amplitude of the transmission is 
nearly flat. The phase difference from the linear phase 
(subtracted=delay term) is not more than 45 degree at 1.5 
GHz for the nearly 1 m long electrode. Thus in a 
frequency range from a few MHz to 1.5 GHz this 
structure has a phase dispersion acceptable for CSRe 
stochastic cooling. As this structure has a good phase 
response, the length of the structure can further be 
increased, for example 2 m long and then one whole 
electrode inside the bending vacuum tube will overcome 
the problems of the signal feedthrough. Also the beam 
coupling impedance scales with the square of the 
electrode length. 
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Figure 3: S21 transmission for 80 cells 
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The measurement (resonant method [5]) and simulation 
results of the phase velocity are shown in Fig.4. The 
measurement result is roughly about 0.7 which is 
correspond to the beam energy of 380 MeV/u. The 
simulation result is a little bit larger than the measurement 
because in the simulation the attenuation of the electrode 
cannot be considered very well. For resonant method, of 
course the resonance frequencies can be very well defined 
but defining the correct effective length of the electrode is 
not straightforward. The geometrical length between the 
ends amounts to 106 cm, including triangular transition 
sections. Distributing the capacitance of these transition 
regions from a triangle to a strip with the full width of the 
electrode returns an effective length of 103 cm. The 

Figure 4: Phase velocity of 87 mm wide electrode 
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relatively strong variations for the indicated phase 
velocity vs frequency are raw data and have not a 
physical meaning. The variations from the resonator 
method are very likely due to the fact that the electrode is 
not completely parallel to ground (slight mechanical 
undulations that we can see from Fig.2).  

The attenuation of the electrode is shown in Fig.5. It 
will be better if the stainless steel of the vacuum chamber 
and copper electrode is coated with 10 micron silver and a 
flash of gold which will be done in the following 
manufacturing. But for stainless steel this process requires 
a thin nickel layer on it and there is interaction with 
bending magnetic field. The analysis will be done further. 
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Figure 5: Attenuation values of the electrode 

About the pick-up/kicker structure the detailed 
measurement, simulation and the analysis will be found in 
this committee presented by Y.Zhang [6]. 

COOLING SIMULATIONS 
 

 
Figure 6: Evolution of rms Δp/p & RF power 

The upstream end of the pick-up will be connected to 
the input of a low noise pre-amplifier to get low noise 
temperature around 700 [7]. Then for the above pick-
up/kicker structure if the bandwidth is 0.5-1 GHz, noise 
temperature is 80 K and gain is 130 dB, for beam 132Sn50+ 
with particle number of 5e3 and beam energy of 380 
MeV/u, the simulated result for the longitudinal cooling 
and the needed RF power is shown in Fig.6. We can get 

that in 3 s the rms momentum width can be reduced from 
3e-3 to 5e-4. Since the pick-up/kicker structure has broad 
bandwidth more than one octaves we can even increase 
the bandwidth and get even faster cooling. Also the low 
RF power means less money to build the system. 

CONCLUSION 
The perforated travelling wave structure seems to fit 

best the requirement of the CSRe stochastic cooling 
system. It features a sufficiently broad bandwidth 
(amplitude flatness and phase linearity inside the required 
cooling band), good beam coupling impedance which 
scales with the square of the length of the device, low 
losses (low effective noise temperature at ambient 
physical temperature when operated as a pick-up) and a 
comparatively easy mechanical construction and 
installation into the CSRe dipole chamber. As a kicker 
structure the same design would lead to uncritical thermal 
cooling requirements in vacuum. 

The low gamma transition lattice is preferable to get 
the effective cooling so as to extend the band width up to 
0.5 GHz or more. From the simulation, as a pre-cooling of 
RI beams stochastic cooling is very effective and useful. 
Also the RF power is much small. Hopefully next step we 
can get the IMP support to precede the investigation and 
build the whole stochastic cooling. 

The authors express their sincere thanks to  Lars 
Thohndahl  (CERN) for his analysis and advice of the 
perforated travelling wave structure. 
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Abstract 

Several beam phase space manipulation and cooling 
stages are required to provide the extraordinary reduction 
of emittances required for an energy-frontier muon 
collider. From the pion production target, the pions and 
their decay muons must be collected into RF bunches, 
rotated in phase space to reduce momentum spread, 
cooled in 6 dimensions by 6 orders of magnitude, cooled 
in each transverse plane by another order of magnitude, 
and accelerated and matched to the RF system used to 
accelerate the muons to the final collider energy. Many of 
these stages have Helical Cooling Channel (HCC) [1] 
solutions based on superimposed solenoid, helical dipole, 
and helical quadrupole magnetic fields. The HCC was 
invented to achieve efficient ionization cooling with 
continuous emittance exchange.  We first describe the 
essential HCC equations and describe how they can be 
applied for longitudinal and transverse emittance 
matching. We then describe simulations of HCC segments 
with a continuous gaseous hydrogen energy absorber 
suitable for basic 6d cooling as well as new results of 
related pressurized RF cavity beam tests. We then 
describe a new and creative application of the theory and 
use of the HCC that has been developed for Parametric-
resonance Ionization Cooling (PIC), and the phase space 
matching needed for transitions between various cooling 
channel subsystems 

INTRODUCTION 
Considerable progress has been made in developing 

promising subsystems for muon beam cooling channels to 
provide the extraordinary reduction of emittances 
required for an energy-frontier muon collider. A high-
performance front end from the target to the cooling 
systems has been designed and simulated [2], and many 
advances in theory, simulation codes, and hardware 
development have been achieved, especially regarding the 
6d HCC described below. However, the HCC theory is 
not necessarily restricted to channels having solenoid 
fields.  For example, the Twin Helix [3], which is also 
described below, does not possess a solenoid field 
component.  The HCC theory and its extensions can 
describe a wide variety of beam dynamics and is thus well 
suited to provide the platform from which matching 
sections can be designed.  We now review the theory of 
the HCC and examine how it can be used for emittance 
matching between cooling segments that have been 
independently developed. 

Basic Helical Cooling Channel 
In the HCC, a solenoid field is augmented with a 

transverse helical field that provides a constant dispersion 

along the channel as necessary for the emittance exchange 
that allows longitudinal cooling.  The Hamiltonian that 
describes motion in this magnetic configuration is easily 
solved by a transform into the frame of the rotating 
helical magnet, where it is seen that the addition of a 
helical quadrupole field provides beam stability over a 
very large acceptance. 

The helical dipole magnet creates an outward radial 
force due to the longitudinal momentum of the particle 
while the solenoid magnet creates an inward radial force 
due to the transverse momentum of the particle: 

; ; ;h dipole z solenoid zF p b b B F p B B B− ⊥ ⊥≈ × ≡ ≈ − × ≡ ,
 

where B is the field of the solenoid, the axis of which 
defines the z axis and b is the field of the transverse 
helical dipole.  By moving to the rotating frame of the 
helical fields, a time- and z-independent Hamiltonian can 
be formed to derive the beam stability and cooling 
behaviour [1].  The motion of particles around the 
equilibrium orbit is shown schematically in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: Schematic of beam motion in a HCC. 

      
The equilibrium orbit shown in red follows the 

equation that is the Hamiltonian solution:  
2 21 1

( )p a B b
k

κ κ
κ

⎡ ⎤+ += −⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦                      

 
(1)

 

The dispersion factor D̂  can be expressed in terms of 
the field components B, b, and the transverse magnetic 
field radial gradient b a∂ ∂  on the particle’s orbit: 

1 2 2 2 3 2
1

2 2

(1 ) (1 )ˆ ˆ; ;
1

p da a dp q b
D D g g

a dp p da pk a

κ κ κ
κ

− /
−⎛ ⎞ + − − + ∂= = = + ≡⎜ ⎟ + ∂⎝ ⎠

, 

where g is the effective field index at the periodic orbit. 
The magnetic field ratio on the equilibrium trajectory 

satisfies the condition 

2 2
1

1 1 1c

b k q

B k q

κ κ
κ κ

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
= − =⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟+ + +⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

, where 1ck
q

k
≡ − .

 
For stability, the following condition has to be satisfied 

22
1 2

2

1ˆ0 ( ) 1
4 1

q
G q g D R

κ
− ⎛ ⎞

< ≡ − < ≡ +⎜ ⎟+⎝ ⎠  
.
   

(2)
 

Use of a continuous homogeneous absorber takes 
advantage of a positive dispersion along the entire cooling 

___________________________________________  
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path, a condition that has been shown to exist for an 
appropriately designed helical dipole channel.  We have 
also shown that this condition is compatible with stable 
periodic orbits.   

HCC LONGITUDINAL TRANSITIONS  
Longitudinal emittance matching in transition sections 

can be facilitated, subject to simultaneously satisfying 
stability criterion (2), by continuously varying the RF 
bucket area to match RF parameters from one cooling 
section to the next.  The RF bucket area is given by: 

      
          (3) 

 
Where the term in brackets is an approximation for the 

moving-bucket factor, rfw is the RF frequency in 

radians/second, V’max is the maximum E-field voltage 
gradient, λrf is the RF wavelength, mμ is the mass of the 
muon, φs is the synchronous particle RF  phase, and ηH is 
the translational mobility or slip factor, derived in [1] for 
the HCC as: 
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where ( )( )DT
ˆ11 222 κκγ +=  and the dispersion 

factor D̂ relates to apparatus quantities and design 
momentum via: 
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where p is the reference momentum; a reference radius, 
κ = pt/pz = helix pitch, B the solenoid Bz, k = 2π/λ; λ is the 
helix period, and b a∂ ∂  the quadrupole component. 

Thus, in matching between sections with different 
longitudinal dynamics, the RF bucket area can be 
continually manipulated by varying any of the following: 
the gradient of the dipole field ( b a∂ ∂ ), the reference 
momentum (p), the accelerating phase (φs), the transition 
energy γt, or the maximum gradient (V’max). 

HCC TRANSVERSE TRANSITIONS 
In the case of transverse matching, equation (1) would 

be used to compute the evolution of the solenoid B and 
helical dipole b fields between cooling segments, where 

b a∂ ∂  is subject to constraint (2).   

G4beamline HCC 6d Cooling Simulations  
The analytic relationships above have been used to guide 
GEANT [4] simulations using G4beamline [5] and 
ICOOL [6].  Simulation results [7] show a 190,000-fold 
6d emittance reduction for a series of eight 250 MeV/c 
HCC segments, where the reference orbit radii are 
decreased and fields are increased as the beam cools.  
Longitudinal and transverse emittances at the end of each 
HCC segment are shown in Table 1 and are also plotted as 
red dots in Figure 2.  The peak RF field is 27 MV/m and 
60 μm Be windows make the cavities true pillboxes.  The 

hydrogen gas pressure is 160 atm at 300 K. Forty per cent 
of the beam is lost in the 303 m long channel.  About 22% 
of the beam is lost due to muon decay while the rest of the 
loss is due to emittance mismatches, which can be 
improved. A new Helical Solenoid (HS) magnet design 
[8] that uses simple offset coils to generate the required 
solenoid, dipole and quadrupole field components, was 
invented and superconducting prototypes are being tested.  
 
Table 1: The parameters of the 8 HCC cooling channel 
segments used by Yonehara [7].   

 

 
Figure 2: Fernow-Neuffer plot of the G4beamline 
simulated emittance evolution shown in Table 1. 

RF BEAM TESTS 
The simple idea that emittance exchange can occur in a 

practical homogeneous absorber without shaped edges 
followed from the observation that RF cavities 
pressurized with a low Z gas are possible [9].  Recent 
experiments with the proton beam at the Fermilab 
MuCool Test Area have verified that such cavities will not 
suffer RF breakdown in a beam.  Other parameters have 
been measured that verify many features of models of the 
cavities as well.  The recombination rate of the ionized 
electrons produced by the beam is fast enough that the RF 
amplitude is likely to be adequate for the muon beam that 
will be less than 100 ns long.  Figure 3 shows the first 
tests of a pressurized RF cavity being hit by a charged 
particle beam.  The voltage drops due to the absorption of 
energy by the ionized electrons and to the change in 
impedance of the cavity due to the plasma causing the 
power from the klystron to be reflected.  

The use of a 1 part in 10,000 SF6 dopant has been 
shown to largely mitigate the drop in RF voltage caused 
by the motion of ionized electrons in the RF field that 

# Z b b’ bz λ ν εT εL ε6D ε 

 m T T/m T m GHz μm mm mm3  

1 0 1.3 -0.5 -4.2 1.0 0.325 20.4 42.8 12900 1.0 
2 40 1.3 -0.5 -4.2 1.0 0.325 5.97 19.7 415.9 0.92 
3 49 1.4 -0.6 -4.8 0.9 0.325 4.01 15.0 10.8 0.86 
4 129 1.7 -0.8 -5.2 0.8 0.325 1.02 4.8 2.0 0.73 
5 219 2.6 -2.0 -8.5 0.5 0.65 0.58 2.1 3.2 0.66 
6 243 3.2 -3.1 -9.8 0.4 0.65 0.42 1.3 0.14 0.64 
7 273 4.3 -5.6 -14.1 0.3 0.65 0.32 1.0 0.08 0.62 
8 303 4.3 -5.6 -14.1 0.3 1.3 0.32 1.0 0.07 0.60 
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heat the gas.  Namely, the electrons attach to the SF6 and 
the large mass of the resulting ion inhibits its motion in 
the RF field and its energy transfer to the hydrogen gas.  
Figure 3 shows the influence of a proton beam in a high 
pressure gas filled cavity without the aid of SF6 to inhibit 
the effect of electrons, while Figure 4 illustrates the 
improvement by addition of the SF6 dopant. Preliminary 
models indicate that for short bunch trains (< 100 ns), the 
doped RF cavity stability allows HCC use as in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 3: Beam influence on 950 psi hydrogen-filled RF 
test cell. Red is the 802 MHz RF envelope which rises to 
E0~20 MV/m. Blue is the toroid signal from the beam 
from the 400 MeV H- Linac to the MTA.   
 

           
Figure 4: Beam influence on 950 psi hydrogen-filled RF 
test cell with a 0.01% dopant addition of SF6. The 
gradient drops by about 30% during the 8 μs beam pulse, 
where some of that is due to the impedance mismatch 
caused by the plasma that in turn causes most of the 
klystron power to be reflected.   

OTHER HCC SEGMENT EXAMPLES 
In all cases we can imagine, the pions are produced in a 

strong solenoid that becomes weaker along the channel so 
that transverse momenta are folded forward.  The decay 
muon phase space must be matched to the acceptance of 
the HCC for 6d cooling, a matching that goes from 
solenoid with no helical dipole to an HCC.   

At the end of a 6d HCC segment as shown in Figure 2, 
you could either match into a strong field solenoid 
channel for extreme cooling or to a PIC channel.  While 
the former is an example of HCC to solenoid transition, 
the PIC channel being discussed is even more of a 
challenge in that it is made up of two helical magnets with 
no solenoid field component. 

PIC and the Twin-Helix Example  
Parametric-resonance Ionization Cooling (PIC) requires 

a half integer resonance to be induced in a ring or beam- 
line such that the normal elliptical motion of particles in 
x-x’ phase space becomes hyperbolic, with particles 
moving to smaller x and larger x’ as they pass down the 
beamline.  (This is almost identical to the technique used 
for half integer extraction from a synchrotron where the 
hyperbolic trajectories go to small x’ and larger x to pass 
the wires of an extraction septum.)  Thin absorbers placed 
at the focal points of the channel then cool the angular 
divergence of the beam by the usual ionization cooling 
mechanism, where each absorber is followed by RF 
cavities.  Thus, in PIC the phase space area is reduced in x 
due to the dynamics of the parametric resonance and x’ is 
reduced or constrained by ionization cooling.   

The main constraint in parametric-resonance ionization 
cooling channel design is the requirement to combine low 
dispersion at the wedge absorber plates (for emittance 
exchange to compensate energy straggling) with large 
dispersion in the space between plates (where sextupoles 
can be placed to compensate for chromatic aberration).  
The desired large angular divergence of + 200 mr at the 
absorber plates also implies significant corrections for 
spherical aberrations and the next step in the development 
of this channel is to compensate for aberrations.  The 
horizontal and vertical optics also have to be correlated 
such that there must be places where each plane has a 
focus at the absorber plates. 

z 
y 

x 

μ
+ 

μ
– 

 
Figure 5: G4beamline display of planar trajectories of 
muons of both signs in the Twin Helix magnet system.   
 

Perhaps one of the more interesting recent cooling 
channel developments follows from the realization that 
two helical dipole magnetic fields of opposite helicity can 
be superimposed to create a purely vertical magnetic field 
that varies sinusoidally in amplitude along the magnet 
axis. This magnet system, called the Twin-Helix [10], 
produces muon orbits as shown in Figure 5, with a 
possible coil configuration shown in Figure 6. Here the 
horizontal and vertical betatron wavelengths differ by a 
factor of two so energy loss wedge absorbers are placed at 
every focal point in one plane where the same position 
corresponds to every other focal point in the other plane.  
The dispersion is also correlated in that it is small but not 
zero at the focal points and RF cavities, but large between 
absorbers where aberration correction magnets can be 
located. 
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Figure 6: Possible coil configuration for the Twin Helix 
magnet system. 

Space Charge  
At some points in the muon cooling channel, the 

bunching could be extreme, where some estimates are as 
high as 1013 muons in an RF bucket, and the energy low 
enough to anticipate that space charge effects can be 
problematic.  Through a project supported by the SBIR-
STTR program, space charge calculation capability has 
been added to G4beamline.  The transitions between 
cooling channel segments will incorporate the appropriate 
criteria to manage any space charge tune shifts. 

Gas, Vacuum, and Liquid transitions  
Transitions between cooling channel segments may 

also involve windows or pressure barriers to separate 
vacuum, pressurized gas, or liquid hydrogen regions. It is 
quite likely that the beam sizes or beta functions at the 
window locations will have to be included in the 
constraints for the matching regions in order to reduce 
emittance growth from multiple scattering or to help solve 
engineering problems. 

 
 

Figure 7: Adiabatic turn-on of the secondary helical 
dipole.  The cyclotron wave number is kc = qB/cpz.  The 
wave numbers k1 and k2 refer to the primary and 
secondary dipole fields, respectively. 
 

As for creating the matching sections, one approach is 
an adiabatic turn-on of various components of an HCC.  A 
demonstration of this is shown in Figure 7, where a 
particle is initially in an HCC that consists of a single 
helical dipole component.  The desire here is to match 
into another HCC that consists of two helical dipoles, the 
second of which has a magnetic strength of -1/9 of the 
primary dipole, and what is shown is an adiabatic turn on 

of that second helical dipole component.   Note how the 
initially circular orbit transforms into an elliptical 
trajectory.  

Since a solenoid may be thought of as a special case of 
an HCC with the dipole component turned off, this 
adiabatic approach seems promising to match between a 
solenoid and any type of helical channel.  Furthermore, 
the HCC theory may be extended to segments without 
solenoid field components such as the Twin-Helix.   

CONCLUSIONS 
The HCC theory and its extensions can be used to solve 

a wide variety of emittance manipulation and beam 
cooling problems that are needed to create intense muon 
beams suitable for a collider.  A new use under 
development is to provide the emittance matching 
sections between cooling section segments which have 
very different parameters. Helical solenoid engineering 
solutions for HCC fields and recent proof of principle 
hydrogen pressurized RF cavity experiments with intense 
beams give confidence that practical, complete muon 
cooling designs will enable an energy frontier collider.  
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MICE STEP I: FIRST MEASUREMENT OF EMITTANCE
WITH PARTICLE PHYSICS DETECTORS

R. Asfandiyarov∗, DPNC, University of Geneva, Switzerland
On Behalf of the MICE Collaboration

Abstract

The muon ionization cooling experiment (MICE) is a
strategic R&D project intending to demonstrate the only
practical solution to prepare high brilliance beams nec-
essary for a neutrino factory or muon colliders. MICE
is under development at the Rutherford Appleton Labora-
tory (UK). It comprises a dedicated beam line to gener-
ate a range of input emittance and momentum, with time-
of-flight and Cherenkov detectors to ensure a pure muon
beam. The emittance of the incoming beam is measured
in the upstream magnetic spectrometer with a scintillating
fiber tracker. A cooling cell will then follow, alternating
energy loss in liquid hydrogen absorbers and RF accelera-
tion. A second spectrometer identical to the first and a sec-
ond muon identification system measure the outgoing emit-
tance. In the 2010 run the beam and most detectors have
been fully commissioned and a first measurement of the
emittance of a beam with particle physics (time-of-flight)
detectors has been performed. The analysis of these data
is presented here. The next steps of more precise measure-
ments, of emittance and emittance reduction (cooling), that
will follow in 2011 and later, are also outlined.

INTRODUCTION

The Muon Ionization Cooling Experiment (MICE) col-
laboration is building a lattice cell of the cooling chan-
nel [1] of Neutrino Factory of Neutrino Factory Feasibility
Study-II [2] at a muon beam line at the ISIS proton accel-
erator at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in the UK.
In order to demonstrate cooling over a range of emittances
and momenta, the beam line must generate several matched
beams with different optical parameters at TOF1.

The normalized root mean square (RMS) emittance in 6
dimensions is defined as

εrms =
1

mµ

√
|V |,

|V | is the determinant of the 6× 6 covariance matrix of the
phase space vector �U = (�x, �p), where �x = (x, y, t) and
�p = (px, py, E). All these 6 variables will be measured
in spectrometers before and after cooling cell on a particle-
by-particle basis and then bunched to up to 106 particles
for emittance calculation. The beam before colling channel
can be measured by timing detectors. Data from TOF0 and
T0F1 were used already to analyze the performance of the
existing MICE muon beam line.

∗ ruslan.asfandiyarov@unige.ch

Technique

Data from timing detectors TOF0 and T0F1 are used
to analyze the performance of the MICE muon beam line
(Figure 1). Both detectors are composed of two orthogo-
nally oriented planes of scintillator slabs read out at each
end by photomultiplier tubes, and measure time. with reso-

suring the time of flight between TOF0 and TOF1. Lon-
gitudinal momentum may then be reconstructed using an
iterative method.

Figure 1: The MICE time of flight system.

The average momentum between the TOFs is given by

p(s, t) =
m0s/t√

1− s2/(ct)2
,

where the path length s = L + δ is reconstructed by track-
ing (Figure 2) the particle’s trace-space vectors (x, dx/dz)
and (y, dt/dz) through the beam line, and integrating the
path length through each section. The initial trace space
vector at TOF0 can be transported to TOF1 by a trans-
fer matrix (x1, x

′
1) = M(x0, x

′
0) defined by quadrupole

parameters. Since the TOFs provide a measurement of
(x0, x1) and that det M = 1 for linear transformation, it
is possible to find the angles x′ = dx/dz and y′ = dy/dz
needed for path length calculation:(

x′0
x′1

)
=

1
M12

(−M11 1
−1 M22

) (
x0

x1

)
A set of beam line optics configurations have been gener-

ated and corresponding beam parameter measured by TOF
system. All variables measured in data have been compared
with simulation.

lution st = 50 ps [3]. Particle species is determined by mea-
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Figure 2: Particle reconstruction technique.

MEASURED OPTICAL BEAM
PARAMETERS

A sample time of flight spectrum for a base line μ− beam
is shown in Figure 3. An electron peak is clearly distin-
guishable at 25.7 ns. As the electrons have E∼m, this is
used to calibrate the time of flight of the muons. The broad
peak at 28.3 ns is mainly made up of muons. This is borne
out by the Monte Carlo simulation results plotted on the
same graph, which indicate a pion contamination ¡ 1%. The
simulated beams were generated by G4Beamline, a beam
line simulation program which models particle interactions
in matter in detail [4].

Figure 3: A comparison of the simulation and data.(top)
The time of flight between TOF0 and TOF1. (bottom) The
longitudinal momentum at TOF1.

The discrepancy between data and reconstructed simula-
tion at the low-pz edge is ascribed to model sensitivity to
the size of the magnet apertures given the significant hor-
izontal dispersion, and the fast variation in M(pz) at low
momenta. This anomaly is not a concern for MICE as this
portion of the momentum spectrum is not optimized for
transmission in the subsequent cooling channel.

The distribution of the baseline beam in trace space
thereby deduced is shown in Figure 4. The transverse trace
space distribution of the base line beam is reconstructed
with resolution∼10 mrad arising from the position resolu-
tion and the effects of multiple scattering in equal part. The

orientation of the trace ellipse varies as a function of pz , re-
sulting in the visible skew. The reconstruction procedure is
shown to skew the true distribution predominantly in the
fringes of the distribution, where nonlinear effects are not
negligible.

Figure 4: The reconstructed transverse trace space of the
baseline beam at TOF1.

As the beam size in a plane is uniquely determined by
the emittance and betatron function, contours of constant
beam size are drawn in Figure 5. In both horizontal and ver-
tical phase space, we note that all beams have RMS beam
sizes between 5 and 7 cm. This illustrates further that this
beam line is dominated by scraping in the quadrupoles, as
demonstrated in simulations, where ∼60% of muons are
scraped in quadrupole 7. As a result of the constancy of
σx and σy , the betatron function is determined by the emit-
tance to first order. Trends may also be observed in polarity
and momentum. In both planes, μ+ beams tend to have a
higher emittance than μ− beams. This is a result of the in-
clusion of a proton absorber in the μ+ beams which heats
the beams slightly. We also observe that low-pz beams have
a higher emittance. This is because the focusing strength
of a quadrupole is proportional to 1/pz . As the 140 MeV/c
beams are focused more powerfully by the magnets, they
have a higher amplitude acceptance, and therefore a higher
emittance.

Beams designed to have every combination of εn = (3, 6,
10) mm upstream of the first liquid hydrogen absorber, and
pz = (140, 200, 240) MeV/c in the center of each absorber.
Muon beams of both polarities were generated and key op-
tics parameter measured at TOF1. The transverse normal-
ized emittance is related to the measured values of εx and
εy as εn ≈ (pz/m)√εxεy . The emittance of the incoming
beam, measured by TOF0, TOF1 is much smaller than that
of the beam that will go through the cooling channel. In
order to generate the desired large emittance the beam goes
through a high Z diffuser of adjustable thickness situated
inside the first solenoid (Figure 6).
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Figure 5: The betatron function and RMS trace emittance
for all of the matched beams in both the horizontal and ver-
tical planes, as measured just before the TOF1 detector.

Figure 6: Diffuser matching.

SIMULATION OF THE MEASURED
BEAM

A beam, starting at TOF1, with the transverse distribu-
tions characteristic of the measured beam was simulated in
full MICE cooling channel. The simulated beam was gen-
erated according to the measured covariance matrix of the
four transverse phase space coordinates and therefore had
the emittance and optical parameters of the real beam (Fig-
ure 7). Dashed line is the reference particle traveling along
the axis.

The evolution of the transverse beta function along the
MICE cooling channel of the real beam has been also sim-
ulated (Figure 8). The optics of the beam are seen to be
similar to the ideal optics (red line) derived from a numeri-
cal solution to betatron equation:

2β⊥β′′⊥ − (β′⊥)2 + 4β2
⊥κ2 − 4 = 0

where κ is the focusing strength.
Figure 9 shows the evolution of the emittance of the sim-

ulated real beam. The emittance of the simulated real beam

Figure 7: Measured beam simulation.

Figure 8: Beam envelope.

is slightly higher than the nominal 6 mm but decreases as
expected at the absorbers. The initial overinflation of the
emittance to 8 instead of 6 mm may be corrected by the use
of a thinner lead diffuser disc. Despite no transverse selec-
tion or re-weighting having taken place, the optics of the
beam behave tolerably well and the simulated real beam is
seen to be cooled. It is anticipated that only a small re-
weighting of the measured beam will be required.

CONCLUSIONS

The MICE collaboration intends to use beams with cen-
tral momenta ranging from 140 MeV/c to 240 MeV/c,
and normalized emittances between 3 and 10 mm. Sev-
eral beams designed to have appropriate optical parame-
ters were generated in a successful data taking campaign in
2010. Timing detectors of ∼50 ps resolution confirm the
generation of beams dominated by muons at the required
momenta.

Distributions of the trace space vectors of individual
muons have been reconstructed for the various beams, and
promising agreement is observed with Geant4 simulations.
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Figure 9: The baseline beam distribution measured in 2010
evolved through the final MICE lattice.

The evolution through MICE of the optical parameters of a
measured baseline beam has then been simulated; the beam
is relatively well matched, and tuning magnet currents and
diffuser thickness should be sufficient to generate a well
matched beam.
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PROGRESS IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF
THE MICE COOLING CHANNEL

R. Asfandiyarov∗, DPNC, University of Geneva, Switzerland
On Behalf of the MICE Collaboration

Abstract

The international Muon Ionization Cooling Experi-
ment (MICE), sited at Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
in the UK, aims to build and test one cell of a real-
istic ionization cooling channel lattice. This comprises
three AbsorberFocus-Coil (AFC) modules and two RF-
Coupling-Coil (RFCC) modules; both are technically chal-
lenging. The Focus Coils are dual-coil superconducting
solenoids, in close proximity, wound on a common man-
drel. Each pair of coils is run in series, but can be config-
ured with the coil polarities the same (solenoid mode) or
opposite (gradient mode). At the center of each FC there is
a 20-L liquid-hydrogen absorber, operating at about 14 K,
to serve as the energy loss medium for the ionization cool-
ing process. The longitudinal beam momentum is restored
in the RFCC modules, each of which houses four 201.25-
MHz RF cavities whose irises are closed with 42-cm di-
ameter thin Be windows. To contain the muon beam, each
RFCC module also has a 1.4-m diameter superconducting
coupling solenoid surrounding the cavities. Both types of
magnet are cooled with multiple 2-stage cryo-coolers, each
delivering 1.5 W of cooling at 4 K. Designs for all compo-
nents are complete and fabrication is under way. Descrip-
tions of the various components, design requirements, and
construction status is described.

INTRODUCTION

Neutrino Factory [1] (Figure 1) based on muon storage
ring is the ultimate tool for studies of neutrino physics [2].
It is also a first step towards a muon collider. One of the
challenges posed is the control of the large emittances pos-
sessed by muons produced from pion decay at the proton
driver target. Ionization cooling is a proposed mechanism
to reduce this on a suitably short timescale. It has never
been demonstrated in practice but has been shown by sim-
ulation and design studies to be an important factor both
for the performance and for the cost of a Neutrino Factory.

The MICE collaboration has designed an experiment [3]
in which a section of cooling channel is exposed to a muon
beam, which would demonstrate and explore this technique
for the first time in practice. It is proposed to install MICE
at the ISIS facility [4], at Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
(RAL).

The MICE collaboration started in 2001 and now rallies
about 140 people, engineers, accelerator and particle physi-
cists from more than 40 institutes in Europe, USA, China

∗ ruslan.asfandiyarov@unige.ch

Figure 1: Neutrino Factory baseline scheme.

and Japan. The MICE collaboration is working together
with the US MuCool Collaboration with whom it shares
several objectives.

Ionization Cooling

The principle of ionization cooling relies on the cool-
ing rate formula, expressing the emittance variation in
a medium with thickness X (g· cm2) due to ioniza-
tion(cooling) and multiple scattering(heating):

dεn

dX
= − εn

β2Eµ

〈
dEµ

dX

〉
+

βt(0.014GeV )2

2β3EµmµX0
(1)

where εn is the normalized 4D emittance of the beam, βt

is the betatron function, and β is the velocity of the parti-
cle. The ideal cooling channel should produce the lowest
possible emittance:

εeq =
βt(0.014GeV )2

2βmµX0

〈
dEµ

dX

〉−1

(2)

Hence, the goal is to minimize the βt and maximize
X0

〈 dEµ

dX

〉
. Therefore liquid hydrogen has been chosen for

the first realization of the absorber of a cooling channel.
Due to the short muon lifetime (2.2 μs), ionization cool-

ing must be used. The cooling of the transverse phase-
space coordinates of a muon beam can be accomplished
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by passing it through a light energy-absorbing material and
an accelerating structure as shown in Figure 2, both em-
bedded within a focusing magnetic lattice. Longitudinal
and transverse momentum are lost in the absorber while
the RF-cavities restore only the longitudinal component.

Figure 2: To create a narrow, uniform muon beam, particles
are sent through a series of absorbers and cavities.

The MICE aims to construct a cooling cell (Figure 3)
with all the equipment necessary to measure the emittance
of a muon beam before and after this cell based on sin-
gle particle measurements and achieve 10% cooling of
200 MeV/c muons. The cooling cell will be sandwiched
between two identical trackers inside 4T superconduct-
ing solenoids, complemented by upstream and downstream
particle detectors.

Figure 3: 3D view of the MICE cooling cell.

BEAM LINE

The ISIS synchrotron accelerates a high intensity pro-
ton up to 800 MeV, 300μA at 50 Hz. To provide muons
for MICE, an internal target is installed, which provides
a source of pions for a pion-muon decay channel, and
thereby provide muons for MICE. The muon beamline [5]
makes use of existing dipole and quadrupole magnets,
together with a superconducting solenoid contributed by
PSI in Switzerland. MICE requires muon momenta 140-
240 MeV/c, with a ±10% momentum acceptance. Both
muon signs can be obtained by switching magnet polari-
ties.

The beamline splits into three parts: a pion capture and
selection section, a pion-muon decay section and a trans-
port line to convey muons to MICE. The last section also
hosts a thick lead scatterer, and serves to generate the large
emittances and match the beam into the experiment. A
schematic of the beamline layout is shown in Figure 4.

The beamline has been already installed: target, Q1, Q2,
Q3, D1 inside ISIS synchrotron enclosure; decay solenoid,

Figure 4: The layout of MICE muon beamline.

Q4, Q5, Q6, TOF0, CKOVa/b inside decay solenoid area
and Q7, Q8, Q9, TOF2, KL in the MICE Hall (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Recent photo of the MICE Hall.

A dedicated system has been designed in Sheffield to dip
the Ti target into the halo of the beam in the few millisec-
onds preceding the extraction of the primary proton beam.
The main constraint was that the target should be com-
pletely out of the way when the injection of the next ISIS
bunch starts. The acceleration of 80g m/s2 necessary to
meet this requirement has been achieved recently with the
target attached to a leaded bronze shaft driven by induction
coils. The system has been running reliably for more than
12 weeks at a rate of 1 Hz, producing more than 5 millions
actuations.

The first section of the beamline is designed to capture
as large a pion acceptance as possible from the target, and
to momentum select the pions into the decay section. It has
been designed to select high momentum pions, such that
the muons are derived from backward decay in the pion
rest frame. This has advantages in terms of the final muon
flux and purity. The decay solenoid then serves to accumu-
late as large a flux of muons as possible. Muon extraction
section consists of a large aperture dipole, to select muons
of the desired momentum, and two sets of large aperture
quadrupole triplets to transport the muon beam towards the
experiment. The half-widths of the pion-muon beam pro-
file are illustrated in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Beam profile for the pion injection, decay and
extraction sections.

COOLING CHANNEL

The Layout of the MICE Cooling Cell is shown in Fig-
ure 7. It consists of three, 35 cm, liquid-hydrogen absorbers
to achieve a 10% reduction in emittance and eight 201
MHz RF cavities to re-accelerate the muon beam. Trackers
within 4 T solenoids make single particle measurements at
each end of the cooling channel. Each tracker consists of
five scintillating-fibre planes, measuring x, y, px, py, which
are transverse coordinates to the beam, and the muon en-
ergy. A pair of match coils in each spectrometer tune the
magnetic optics to match the muon beam into and out of
the cooling lattice.

Figure 7: The Layout of the MICE Cooling Cell.

Liquid Hydrogen Absorber Module

The absorber module is made of two main components
- the liquid hydrogen container and distribution system. It
represents a considerable safety challenge. The container
is 35 cm long for a volume of 20 litters. It is sealed by
0.18 mm, curved aluminum windows. The entire system
is double walled for safety reasons. The 3D view of the
module is shown in Figure 8. Each muon loses about 12
MeV in the absorber, i.e. 1 W for a beam of 5 · 1011 muons
per second. The absorbers have been built in KEK, Japan
in 2010 and the first one has been already delivered to RAL
(Figure 9, left). The set of two focus coils provides small
βt inside the absorber. The winding of the coils is complete

(Figure 9, right) and installation in the Hall is scheduled for
the end of this year.

Figure 8: CAD drawings of the liquid hydrogen absorber
module.

Figure 9: Progress in construction of the liquid hydrogen
absorber module and focusing coils.

RF and Coupling Coil (RFCC) Module

RFCC module (Figure 10) has four 201 MHz normal-
conducting RF cavities and one superconducting coupling
coil (solenoid) magnet. Each RF cavity has a pair of curved
Be windows and it operates in a few Tesla magnetic field at
8 MV/m.

Figure 10: 3D view of the RFCC module.

Ten RF cavities (Figure 11, left) and nine berilium win-
dows (Figure 11, middle) have been manufactured and re-
ceived at BNL for further tests in 2010. First coupling coil
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winding is completed at Qi Huan Company already (Fig-
ure 11, right).

Figure 11: Progress in construction of the RFCC Module.

Spectrometer Solenoids

The two spectrometers modules (Figure 12) are fully
symmetrical. Each is made of a cylindrical tracker im-
mersed into a solenoid field of 4 T. The main solenoid coil
is flanked by two correcting coils ensuring field uniformity.
Two additional coils on the absorber side provide matching
optics with the cooling cell. The three coils are connected
in series and are powered by a single 300 amp power sup-
ply.

Figure 12: The layout of the spectrometer solenoid module.

The magnets have been produced in US (Figure 14). The
first module is to be completed and ready for tests by the
end of 2011 and the second one in three months. The mod-
ules will be delivered to RAL in 2012.

Scintillating Fibers Tracker

The tracker (Figure 15) is made of 5 stations of 350μm
scintillating fibers perpendicular to the beam axis. The sta-
tion is made of three planes of fibers rotated by 120. This
allows to reconstruct the full helix track and obtain the mo-
mentum. The optical connectors on the station mates seven

Figure 13: Composition of the spectrometer solenoid mod-
ule.

Figure 14: Progress in construction of the spectrometer
solenoid modules.

scintillating fibers to 1.05 mm clear-fiber light guide which
transports the light from the stations to an optical patch
panel mounted on the end flange of the magnet cryostat.
The scintillation light is detected by Visible Light Photon
Counters - low band-gap silicon avalanche detectors oper-
ated at ∼9K.

Figure 15: Scintillating fibers tracker layout.

Both of the upstream and downstream trackers have been
constructed (Figure 16) and performance has been exam-
ined with cosmic-ray runs performed at RAL in 2008-2009:
light-yield 11.23±0.01 photo electrons; RMS of the resid-
ual distributions 682μm±1μm; channel resolution 470μm;
space-point efficiencies 99.7% for each station.
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Figure 16: Progress in construction of the scintillating
fibers tracker.

PARTICLE IDENTIFICATION (PID)
DETECTORS

PID is obtained upstream of the first tracking solenoid
by two TOF stations (TOF0/TOF1) [6] and two threshold
Cherenkov counters (CKOVa/CKOVb), that will provide
muon/pion/electron separation up to 300 MeV/c. Down-
stream the PID is obtained via a further TOF station (TOF2)
and calorimeters (KL and EMR), to separate muons from
decay electrons. All TOF detectors are used to determine
the time coordinate in the measurement of the emittance.

Time of Flight Stations: TOF0, TOF1, TOF2

The TOF stations (Figure 17) are used in establishing
a precision particle trigger which can be synchronized to
within 70 ps of the RF cavity phase. TOFs are made of
two crossed planes of plastic scintillator bars 2.54 cm thick
and 4-6 cm wide and cover ∼50 cm2 active area. The sig-
nal is readout from both ends of scintillator bars by fast
PMTs shielded against stray magnetic field which provide
50-60 ps intrinsic timing resolution. A trigger signal is
given by the first dual coincidence of the PMTs connected
to the same TOF0 bar.

Figure 17: Progress in construction of the time of flight
stations.

Cherenkov Counters: CKOVa, CKOVb

The two Cherenkov counters share the same design (Fig-
ure 18). The Cherenkov light produced in a 2.3 cm thick
layer of hydrophobic aerogel is collected by four intersect-
ing conical mirrors reflecting it on four 8” PMTs. Refrac-
tive indices of 1.07 and 1.12 are used respectively for the
two aerogel planes, ensuring a good muon/pion/electron
separation at high momentum: electrons trigger both coun-
ters, muons - only one and pions - none. At lower momen-
tum, the TOF counters can be used to complete the PID.
CKOVs have been installed in the beamline (Figure 19).

Figure 18: 3D view of the Cherenkov detectors.

Figure 19: Progress in construction of Cherenkov Coun-
ters: CKOVa, CKOVb

Calorimeter: KL

The calorimeters are dedicated to the separation between
the muons and the electrons produced by muon decaying in
the cooling channel. A design study has demonstrated that
a better particle identification is obtained with a detector
made of two parts. The first part (KL) is a 4 cm thick con-
ventional sampling calorimeter made of grooved lead foils
interleaved with scintillating fibers. It forces the electrons
to shower while most of the muons are going through. The
second part is EMR.

The KL electromagnetic calorimeter was installed in the
MICE Hall in June 2008 and operates successfully since
then. It allows to distinguish between electrons, muons
and pions at different energies. Muons/electrons/pions with
momentum above 135/160/70 MeV/c at KL entrance will
pass through KL.
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Figure 20: 3D view of KL detector.

Figure 21: Progress in construction of KL calorimeter.

Calorimeter: Electron-Muon Ranger (EMR)

A fully active scintillator calorimeter (Figure 22) is lo-
cated at the very end of the cooling channel. It will stop
all muons and electrons and give very distinct signatures
for both allowing to measure particle range. It has 1 m3 of
active volume, 48 planes composed of 59 triangular scin-
tillator bars with glued 1.2 mm wavelength shifting fibers;
light is collected by single-anode PMT on one side of a
plane and by 64-channel PMTs - on the other: 3120 chan-
nels in total; the granularity of the detector allows it to re-
construct individual tracks and measure energy deposition
in every bar.

Figure 22: EMR detector design (left) and first tests at RAL
(right).

EMR with 3 X-Y modules (6 planes) was installed in the
MICE hall on June 16th for preliminary tests. Electronics
and DAQ have been successfully tested. Construction will
be finished next year.

CONCLUSIONS

The installation of the MICE [7] experiment is underway
at RAL, UK. The major challenge of the experiment is the
operation of large gradient RF cavities in intense magnetic
field and in the vicinity of liquid hydrogen cells. The beam
line was commissioned in early 2008. Particle identifica-
tion detectors have been installed in MICE hall and used
for the first emittance measurements. Most of the compo-
nents of the cooling channel have been produced and under
commissioning. The first observation of ionization cooling
with a partial setup is expected for October 2012, after the
delivery of the first absorber. The setup with RF cavity is
aimed for April 2014 (Figure 23).

Figure 23: MICE Schedule.
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METHODS FOR OPTIMIZATION OF THE DYNAMICS OF THE STORAGE 
OF POSITRONS IN THE SURKO TRAP* 

A. G. Kobets, I.N. Meshkov,  A.Y. Rudakov, S.L.Yakovenko, JINR, Dubna, Russia 
M.K. Eseev#, Northern (Arctic) Federal University, Arkhangelsk, Russia

Abstract 
Surko traps are used successfully, example, for the 

accumulation of positrons and antiprotons in the 
experiments on the generation of antihydrogen atoms the 
ALPHA/CERN. The report presents methods for 
optimizing the dynamics of the storage of positrons in the 
Surko trap based on experimental studies on the trap the 
facility LEPTA/JINR and theoretical estimates of the 
accumulation and dynamics of particles with technique 
"Rotating Wall". 

INTRODUCTION 
Open Penning-Malmberg trap successfully used in the 

generation of antihydrogen experiments ALPHA [1]. For 
the accumulation and compression of charged plasma of 
positrons and antiprotons before injection into the central 
part of the trap with magnetic mirrors, restraint produced 
atoms of antimatter, the method of rotating electric field 
(RW-«rotating wall") [2]. Stabilizing and compressive 
action of RW-field was first discovered in experiments on 
the accumulation of ions Mg+ [3]. Then the method used 
in the experiments with electron [4] and positron bunches 
[5]. In our experiments on the LEPTA [6,7], whose 
ultimate goal is to generate a directed flow of atoms of 
orthopositronium, we investigated the accumulation of 
positrons before introducing them into the storage ring. It 
was found that an increase in the lifetime and the number 
of accumulated particles of the bunch requires highly 
monochromatic flux of positrons from the sources. A 
study of instabilities of a non-neutral plasma in the trap, 
limiting the lifetime and the number of particles 
accumulated a bunch of positrons [8]. 

EXPERIMENTS 
We represent the results of our experiments on the 

accumulation of electron and positron plasma in the trap 
Surko.  

Experiments setup 
Our facility is the trap open Penning-Malmberg type in 

the form of the hollow cylinder. Confinement of non-
neutral plasma in the transverse direction with respect to 
the axis of the trap is carried out by the longitudinal of 
magnetic field magnetic field produced by solenoids. In the 
longitudinal direction of the storage plasma electrostatic 
potential for blocking electrodes. One-third of the storage 
region by the accumulation of the split RW-electrodes, 
giving the opportunity to include in the accumulation of 
rotating in the transverse direction the RW electric field. 

Typical values for our the trap are shown in Table 1: 
 Table 1: The typical parameters of the our the trap  

Parameters Value Comments 

Eω, V/cm 0.05 RW electric field  

fRW, kHz 600 Frequency RW-field 

ne, cm-3 107÷ 108 Density of storage particle 

ωp, c
-1 3.5·107÷ 

2·108  
Plasma frequency 

B, Gauss 1200 Longitudinal of magnetic 
field 

ωB, c-1 2·1010 Cyclotron frequency 

pN2 , Torr 2·10-6 Buffer gas pressure (in 
storage region) 

RT , cm 10 Radius of transverse plan 
electrode in the trap (in 
storage region) 

LT, cm 48 Length of the electrodes in 
the trap (in storage region) 

R , cm ~1÷ 2 Radius of transverse plan 
the storage bunch 

L , cm ~40 Length of the storage bunch 

 
Inside the trap creates a vacuum base. To capture the 

particles in the trap from a buffer gas (nitrogen) is used. 
The role of the buffer gas will be discussed further on. To 
trap a series of experiments were conducted with both 
electrons and positrons with. Here we can distinguish 
experiments: 
• by measuring the collector current for damp the 

bunch collector, 
• on photographing the dump discharge in the bunch to 

bunch phosphor screen, 
• to measure the signal from the photomultiplier tube 

at the positron annihilation bunch. 

Storage of the electrons. Results of experiments 
with the collector 

Measurements of the collector current can determine 
the number of storage particles. Performing these 
measurements at fixed times, we define the dependence of 
the accumulated particles from the accumulation time. To 
clarify the role of the rotating field, we carried out 
experiments on and off the field during accumulation. The 
results are shown in Fig. 1. Accumulation occurred at 
found us the optimal parameters: buffer gas pressure, the 

____________________________________________ 
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magnitude magnetic field, amplitude, frequency and the 
direction of rotation of the RW-field. 

Obviously, the strong influence of the rotating field in 
the process of storage. Proper use of this field allows you 
several times to increase the number of storage particles. 

Results of experiments with the CCD camera. 
Compress the bunch rotating field 

Next, we directly measured changes in the transverse 
dimensions of the bunch during the accumulation of the 
CCD camera, courtesy of colleagues of Budker INP. 

The experiments presented in Figure 2. carried out as 
follows. Century 30 seconds went accumulation of 
electrons in the trap. Then turned off injection of particles 
into the trap and deduct the confinement particles. 
Switched on while holding the rotating field. From the 
experimental data shows that with increasing time of this 
field is compressed in the transverse bunch sizes. On 
brightness can be concluded that in the centre of the 
bunch increased concentration of particles. When you 
turn off the rotating field is the reverse process, i.e. 
expansion of the bunch. 

RW off,on B=1300G,ton off=80s

0.00E+00

2.00E+07

4.00E+07

6.00E+07

8.00E+07

0 50 100 150 200 250

t,s

N

RWoff-RWon RWon-RWoff RW on

 

Figure 1: The dynamic storage electron bunch. Curve 
RWoff-on is dependence of the number of stotage particles 
from the accumulation time, the RW-field is on after 80 
sec.  Curve RWon-off – the RW-field is off after 80 sec. 
Curve RWon – the RW-field is on all time of storage.   

  

 

 
Figure 2: The photo (CCD) transverse plane of the storage electron bunch independent on time RW-field work. The 
effect is the bunch transverse compression RW-field. 

 

First experiments with positron storage 
The experiments on slow positron accumulation into 

the positron trap were stared. The first results of the 
experiments are presented in the Figure 3. The 
experimental curve of the trapped positrons versus 
accumulation time (Upt – the signal from photoelectron 
tube proportional to the number of the accumulated 
positrons).These experiments show that the rotating field 
increases the number of accumulated particles, the 
lifetime of the bunch and compresses the bunch in the 
transverse size. 

The trapped positron number (arb. units) 
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Figure 3: PMT signal (proportional to the trapped positrons 
number) vs accumulation time.  
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TIMING OF THE TRANSVERSE AND 
LONGITUDINAL MOTION OF THE 

BUNCH IN THE TRAP 
In the theoretical analysis of the accumulation of 

particular interest to the role of the rotating field. It should 
be noted that the frequency of the rotating field is 
significantly different from the characteristic frequencies 
for a fiery bunch in a magnetic field (see Table 1.). 
Previously, it was determined that the frequency and 
direction of this RW-field should coincide with the drift 
of the particle bunch in the crossed fields of space charge 
and longitudinal magnetic field [9]: 

2
R

RW E

cE cne
f f

rB Bp
» = = .                  (1) 

 

 

Figure 4: Simulation of transverse and longitudinal 
motion of the bunch in the trap.   

In the accumulation of a small number of positrons [10] 
has been observed that this frequency is in good 
agreement with the frequency of the bounce motion of 
particles trapped. Also stated that the storage region 
occupied by the RW-electrodes should not take more than 
half of the region storage of particles. 

On the basis of solving the equations of motion of 
particles and simulation confinement the bunch in the 
trap, we can offer the following explanation of the 
influence of the RW-field (see Fig. 4.). Continuing the 
particles at entry into the trap of quickly thermalized (to 
the velocity of thermal motion termυ ) by collisions with 

buffer gas molecules. The frequency (or period) of 
longitudinal oscillations (or period) of the particles on the 
order of frequency drift motion (1): 

2 / 1 3long term ET L T sυ μ≈ ≈ ≈ − , 1
RW long Ef T f−≈ ≈ . 

 This synchronization (auto synchronization) and 
provides a grouping of particles and subsequent 
compression of the bunch. Rotating field shifts the center 
of the bunch with respect to the trap axis, creating a non-
zero dipole moment d. And while confinement the bunch 
particles must from time to time to leave the area of a 
rotating field, in order to whip in those moments when the 
field has a maximum torque of forces in the bunch: 

RW dP
M

dt
θ

θ ω= = ×d E . 

Until the particles come out of a bunch of RW-
electrodes in the RW-field of the electrodes should 
rotating so as to provide maximum torque the bunch 
about the trap axis.  

Because of the magnetic field inhomogeneity and 
scattering on residual gas bunch slows its rotation. This 
leads to an increase in the drift of particles to the walls of 
the trap. Synchronization of the longitudinal and 
transverse motion of particles trapped in the RW-field 
provides the greatest "spinning" the bunch, and 
compensates for the slowing rotation. This increases the 
stability and lifetime of the bunch. However, the 
mechanism of compression of the bunch due to the RW-
field remains uncertain. 

METHODS OF POSITRON LIFETIME 
INCREASE AND BUNCH COMPRESSION. 

THE MAIN RESULTS 
1. Optimal parameters of the Surko trap at LEPTA have 

been found: 
• magnetic field value B>1000 G, 
• base vacuum ~ 10-9 Torr, 
• buffer gas pressure in storage region ~ 10-6 Torr, 
• RW amplitude = 0.5 V and frequency ~ 600 kHz, 
• RW rotation direction along the particle drift; 
2. Compression and stabilization of the stored bunch by 

RW-field application: 
• achievable bunch life time > 100 sec, 
• achievable stored particle number > 109 (electrons),        

107 (positrons), 
• achievable bunch transverse size < 1 cm; 
3. Bunch intensity increase by the controlled storage 

regime: 
• dynamic magnification of frequency of the RW field 

and depth of the potential well with growth of 
number of the storage up particles.  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
• “The Rotating Wall” method was studied 

experimentally at LEPTA injector and a high 
efficiency of particle storage with RW application 
has been obtained. 

• Optimal Surko trap parameters have been found. 
• It was found that the RW mechanisms were 

discussed at the LEPTA Trap parameters. 
• Methods of optimization of the particle storage and 

bunch compression in the Surko trap has been 
obtained. 

• First experimental results of positron storage in the 
LEPTA trap have been presented. 
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ENHANCING TRAPPABLE ANTIPROTON POPULATIONS THROUGH
AN INDUCTION UNIT FOLLOWED BY FRICTIONAL COOLING

M.S. Zolotorev,∗, J.S. Wurtele† , A.M. Sessler, G. Penn,
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA, USA;

A.E. Charman, University of California, Berkeley, Berkeley, CA, USA

Abstract

The antiproton decelerator (AD) at CERN currently de-
livers antiprotons for antimatter trapping experiments. The
AD slows the antiprotons down to ∼ 5 MeV. This energy
is currently too high for direct trapping, and foils are used
to slow down the antiprotons to energies which can then
be trapped. This is an inefficient process. CERN is de-
veloping a new machine (ELENA) for further deceleration
to ∼ 100 keV using a decelerating ring with elecron cool-
ing. We describe a frictional cooling scheme that can serve
to provide significantly improved trapping efficiency, ei-
ther directly from the AD or using a standard deceleration
mechanism (induction linac or RFQ), in a short time scale
and at reasonable cost which could serve in the interim until
ELENA is ready for operation. Simulations provide a pre-
liminary assessment of the concept’s strengths and limita-
tions, and highlight important areas for experimental stud-
ies. We show that the frictional cooling scheme can pro-
vide a similar energy spectrum to that of ELENA, but with
higher transverse angles.

INTRODUCTION
Sources of low-energy antiprotons are in increasing de-

mand for for various experimental initiatives, including di-
rect measurements of charge-to-mass ratios and production
and trapping of antihydrogen, and eventually may lead to
measurements of trapped neutral antimatter that test the
Weak Equivalence Principle and CPT invariance [1, 2, 3].

The primary source of low-energy antiprotons remains
the Antiproton Decelerator (AD) at CERN. Experiments
typically suffer from low capture efficiency, because the
antiprotons exit the AD at energies around 5.3 MeV, far
above achievable electrostatic trap depths. To trap the an-
tiprotons, the beam is first sent through a degrading foil
which slows the particles on average but leads to large par-
ticle losses and energy spread due to straggling effects, so
only a small fraction of the antiproton source are trapped.

To improve trapping efficiencies, the Extra Low ENergy
Antiproton (ELENA) upgrade [4, 5, 6] to the AD has been
proposed, which would use a post-decelerator and ring-
based electron cooling to provide a source of 100 keV
antiprotons while maintaining high phase space density.
Other laboratories are also proposing low-energy antipro-
ton deceleration and cooling rings, such as the Facility for
Antiproton and Ion Research (FLAIR) [7] at GSI.

∗max zolotorev@lbl.gov
† also at University of California, Berkeley, Berkeley, CA, USA

Here we propose a simple scheme for longitudinal slow-
ing and cooling of the antiproton beam delivered by the
AD, utilizing an optional deceleration section which could
be an induction linac or RF quadrupole (RFQ), followed
by a degrading foil and finally frictional cooling. The
frictional cooling stage consists of a series of thin carbon
foils separated by re-accelerating electrostatic gradients.
Such a scheme is not as effective as ELENA will be, but
is an adequate and available option for antiproton experi-
ments. Longitudinal losses should be comparable to that
of ELENA, but there may be significant transverse losses
even with large solenoidal fields for focusing the beam.

After providing a brief overview of our cooling concept,
we present preliminary results from Monte Carlo simula-
tions, suggesting that frictional cooling can enhance the
population of trapped antiprotons by a factor of 10 or more.
Potentially, a factor of 100 gain can be achieved if the fric-
tional cooling is augmented by using an RFQ. We con-
clude with a discussion of advantages and limitations of
the scheme, and of future directions for study.

OVERVIEW OF FRICTIONAL COOLING
FOR ANTIPROTONS

Frictional cooling has been proposed and studied theo-
retically and experimentally in the context of muons [8,
9, 10]. For antiprotons, frictional cooling might be used
to compensate for the large mismatch between the aver-
age kinetic energy of the antiproton beam exiting the AD
and the kinetic energy of particles that can be trapped —
several MeV versus several keV. To compress its energy
spread, each antiproton bunch is passed through a series
of thin foils separated by electrostatic potential differences
that reaccelerate the beam, as shown schematically in Fig-
ure 1. For antiprotons with kinetic energy below∼ 90 keV,
higher energy particles lose more energy in each foil, so
this design causes particles to converge to an equilibrium
energy; this is analogous to “terminal velocity” for falling
objects in air. Transverse angles reach an equilibrium of or-
der of a fraction of a radian, and solenoidal fields are used
to minimize growth in transverse spot size.

Because the stopping power starts to decrease for kinetic
energies above∼ 90 keV, the maximum energy acceptance
of the frictional cooling section is limited to the energy,
typically around 400 keV, where the stopping power drops
back down to match that of the equilibrium energy. Thus
a degrading foil [11] must still be used, whose thickness is
comparable to the range of the incident antiprotons. If the
incident antiprotons have an energy of∼ 5 MeV, straggling
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Figure 1: Schematic of the proposed frictional cooling system. The diagram is not drawn to scale, but is intended to
illustrate the major components. Because the antiproton current is small and therefore the power requirements modest, a
resistor chain can be used to divide a single high voltage source.

will lead to a broad initial energy distribution with a small
fraction in the acceptance range for trapping. Decelerat-
ing the antiprotons to ∼ 100 keV before the foil leads to
straggling effects only of order 1 keV.

Performance is limited by particle losses, straggling,
and multiple scattering. The impact of multiple scattering
grows worse at lower energies. To control the effects of
multiple scattering in the foils, we choose to use carbon
foils as a convenient low-Z option, and the equilibrium en-
ergy of the beam is set to be higher than the typical accep-
tance of traps. To compensate for this, the very last foil
will be thicker than the others in order to optimize the trap-
ping efficiency. The number of foils, their thickness, and
the potential differences between them are chosen to effect
the desired cooling using currently available thin foil tech-
nologies while keeping the overall length of the device and
the total voltage drop within reasonable bounds.

DECELERATION SCHEMES

Following the AD, we consider four ideas for decelera-
tion including the ELENA proposal, an induction linac, an
RFQ, or a simple foil. Every scheme, including ELENA,
will require some degrading foil to further reduce energy.
Note that the optimal choice for a degrading foil going di-
rectly into a trap may be different from that of a foil going
into a frictional cooling section. The deceleration options
are quite conventional and well studied. Degrading foils are
modeled using the same physics as for frictional cooling.

The AD [12] delivers about 2×107 antiprotons per bunch
of about 0.3 µs duration at a mean kinetic energy of 5.3
MeV every 1.8 minutes. The horizontal and vertical (87%)
emittances are about 1 π mm mrad and 2 π mm mrad,
respectively, and the momentum spread after cooling and

re-bunching is about 0.1%, corresponding to an RMS ki-
netic energy spread of about 10.6 keV. Through electron
cooling, ELENA can decelerate this beam to 100 keV with
very small energy spread and low divergence. After the de-
grader, almost all of the beam is in the energy acceptance of
a typical trap. An induction linac can achieve a gradient of
1 MeV/m for a long (300 ns) pulse, which can be increased
if the pulse duration can be shortened from the nominal AD
pulse length. However, that will negatively impact the cap-
ture efficiency. The resulting energy spread is expected to
be of the order of 25 keV at 50 keV energy. An RFQ can
slow the beam to ∼ 50 keV with an energy spread of 10
keV. Note that one current experiment at CERN, ACUSA,
employs an RF quadrupole system to decelerate bunches
from the AD down to about 15 keV. But following a decel-
erator with active cooling can greatly enhance the number
of low-energy antiprotons.

SIMULATION RESULTS

In Monte Carlo simulations, we use tabulated data for
the average energy loss of particles in matter generated
by the “txphysics” software package [13], which uses
SRIM [14, 15] data. This allows us to use a single method-
ology for both the degrader and frictional cooling foils,
covering a range of kinetic energies from zero up to several
MeV where a variety of physical effects come into play.
Antiprotons are not included in these tables, and the Barkas
effect [16, 17, 18], where antiprotons experience less en-
ergy loss than protons at low energies, is estimated as a sim-
ple factor of 0.5 for the range of energies considered here.
The other major effects, straggling and multiple scatter, are
treated according to algebraic expressions based on exper-
imental data [19, 20, 21] and theory [22, 23, 24]. Because
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multiple scatter is critical to frictional cooling performance
and is not well known for antiprotons, it is parametrized
according to a simplified fit of the Molière scattering cross-
section to a Gaussian:

d

ds
σ2

θ =
(

13.6 MeV
βcp

)2

Z2
p

ρ

x0
κθ ≈ κθ µθE

−2 ρ

ρ0
, (1)

where the second form applies in the limit of low kinetic
energy. Here x0 is the radiation length in units of g/cm2, or
43 g/cm2 for graphite, Zp is the charge of the beam parti-
cles, ρ is the density, ρ0 = 2.21 g/cm3 is the nominal den-
sity, and µθ ≈ 2.3×105 rad2eV2/nm for protons in carbon.
We have incorporated an additional dimensionless factor
κθ to account for a variety of uncertainties: differences
between protons and antiprotons, the scaling at very low
velocities, and the distinctive configuration used for fric-
tional cooling. We will consider several values of the pa-
rameter κθ, but the data suggests it could be as low as 0.05
for antiprotons. Annihilation is neglected, but all stopped,
backscattered, or reflected particles are treated as lost.

The frictional cooling consists of multiple foils with a
thickness of 50–75 nm, separated by 4 mm gaps with a
voltage per gap chosen within the range 4–5 keV. The final
foil is typically double this thickness. Straggling turns out
to have a very small effect on the frictional cooling section.
It is important for the degrader and thus affects the input
into the frictional cooler stage.

Results are given in Table 1 for antiproton cooling us-
ing various configurations and for κθ chosen to be 0.05,
0.1, or 0.25. The RFQ plus frictional cooling configuration
can yield similar output to ELENA followed by a degrading
foil over a range of values of the scattering rate. At increas-
ing values of κθ, more foils and higher voltage per foil are
needed, requiring significantly more total voltage. For the
RFQ example, the number of foils must be increased from
9 to 10 as κ is increased from 0.05 to 0.1, also requiring the
total applied voltage to increase from 40 keV to 52 keV.
At even higher levels of scattering, performance begins to
degrade more significantly. The kinetic energy spectrum
for the RFQ example with and without frictional cooling is
shown below, given in units of % of beam per 1 keV. Note
that the spectrum is given in terms of total kinetic energy,
while the acceptance criterion is based on longitudinal ki-
netic energy.

DISCUSSION
Simulations suggest that a simple frictional scheme ap-

plied to antiproton bunches delivered by the AD can en-
hance the numbers of trappable particles by an order of
magnitude when compared to the use of a degrading foil
alone, and even more if additional upstream deceleration is
employed. These simulations include some simplifying as-
sumptions, especially as to the differences between protons
and antiprotons.

Frictional cooling can reduce to keV-levels both the
mean energy and energy spread of the portion of the beam
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Figure 2: Antiproton spectrum from an RFQ followed by
a degrader foil and a frictional cooling section for the case
κθ = 0.05.
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Figure 3: Antiproton spectrum from an RFQ followed by a
degrader foil alone for the case κθ = 0.05.

that lies below some cutoff energy. Countering this will be
particle losses, increases in spot size and bunch length, and
a large RMS angular divergence.

The requirements for a frictional cooling section seem
technologically feasible: < 30 foils, each about 75 nm
thick, and if necessary fitting into a compact space; a to-
tal DC voltage source of ∼ 50 kV up to possibly 150 kV;
and a deceleration mechanism after the AD if a degrading
foil by itself does not yield sufficient performance. In ad-
dition, because divergence angles become large, a strong
solenoidal field may be needed, rising to ∼ 3 T, to provide
transverse confinement. In many trapping applications the
frictional cooling section can piggy-back on the existing
solenoidal field.

Within the frictional cooling stage, it is multiple scatter-
ing that primarily limits performance. While the results are
quite sensitive to the rates of multiple scattering, these are
rather poorly known for low-energy antiprotons in carbon
or other solid materials. Scattering of antiprotons is likely
subject to a Barkas effect, and the observed cross-section
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Table 1: Numerical results of antiprotons for different configurations and values for scattering. Only longitudinal accep-
tance is considered; transverse effects will further reduce the total trapping efficiency.

Type Init E Init σE κθ Degrader Thickness Voltage # cooling foils % accepted
AD 5 MeV 10 keV 0.05 185 µm 0 0 1.1

0.05 185 µm 114 kV 26 15
0.10 185 µm 135 kV 26 14

Induction 50 keV 25 keV 0.05 450 nm 0 0 16
Linac 0.05 250 nm 40 kV 9 67

RFQ 50 keV 10 keV 0.05 450 nm 0 0 38
0.05 250 nm 40 kV 9 96
0.10 250 nm 52 kV 10 94
0.25 250 nm 72 kV 12 80

ELENA 100 keV 0.1 keV 0.05 770 nm 0 0 94
0.10 760 nm 0 0 91
0.25 750 nm 0 0 81

for low-energy protons is already adequate for frictional
cooling. Better measurement of these cross-sections would
help to define the achievable efficacy of and requirements
for frictional cooling. Annihilation effects are expected to
be small. Because of the Barkas effect, note that if such
a scheme is to be tested using a proton beam, one must ei-
ther use thinner foils or higher voltages between foils to see
equivalent results.

Good understanding of the longitudinal and transverse
phase space acceptances of the downstream trap is essential
to optimize performance for specific applications. While
we have considered for simplicity a repetition of identical
foils and gap-voltages, tapering of these quantities might
further improve performance. Optimization and improved
simulation of the cooling layout, as well as more realis-
tic modeling of the upstream deceleration and downstream
trapping dynamics, are goals for future study.
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Abstract 

The Ultra-low energy Storage Ring (USR) at the 
Facility for Low-energy Antiproton and Ion Research 
(FLAIR) will provide cooled beams of antiprotons in the 
energy range between 300 keV down to 20 keV and 
possibly less. A large variety of the envisaged 
experiments including in-ring collision experiments with 
a reaction microscope require a comprehensive study of 
the long term beam dynamics processes in the ring.  

Detailed investigations into the ion kinetics under 
consideration of the effects from electron cooling and 
multiple scattering of the beam on a supersonic gas jet 
target have been carried out using the BETACOOL code. 

The life time, equilibrium momentum spread and 
equilibrium lateral spread during collisions with this 
internal gas jet target were estimated. The results from 
simulations were benchmarked against experimental data 
of beam losses in the ELISA storage ring. In addition, the 
results from experiments at the TSR ring where a 93 
keV/u beam CF+ ions has been shrunk to extremely small 
dimensions have been reproduced.  

Based on these simulations, conditions for stable ring 
operation with extremely low emittance beam are 
presented. Finally, results from studies into the interaction 
of ions with a gas jet target at very low energies are 
summarized. 

INTRODUCTION 
The next-generation antiproton facility at GSI, the 

Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research (FAIR), will not 
only provide future users with antiprotons in the high 
energy range, but it is also intended to include a dedicated 
research program for ultra-low energy antiproton 
research, realized with the FLAIR project [1]. Low-
energy antiprotons are the ideal and perhaps the only tool 
to study in detail correlated quantum dynamics of few-
electron systems in the femto- and sub-femtosecond time 
regime [2]. Within the FLAIR Facility the Ultra-low 
energy Storage Ring (USR) operates in the variable 
energy range from 300 keV down to 20 keV and possibly 
to even lower energies [3,4]. The USR will enable, for the 
first time, access to kinematically complete antiproton-
induced rearrangement and fragmentation measurements. 
The USR, presently being developed in the QUASAR 
group [5], is comprised of electrostatic ion optics 
elements and studies into the long term beam dynamics 

and ion kinetics are of crucial importance for the 
performance of the envisaged experiments.  

BENCHMARKING OF EXPERIMENT 
For benchmarking purposes, the ELISA electrostatic 

ring, successfully in operation since the late 90s and 
dedicated to atomic physics studies [6], has been chosen. 
In the original ring design spherical deflectors had been 
used to provide equal focusing in both the horizontal and 
vertical plane but were later on substituted by cylinder 
deflectors [7]. Systematic experimental studies showed 
strong limitations on the maximum storable beam current 
and reduced beam life time at higher beam intensities. 
The nature of these effects was not fully understood [8]. 

We studied transition processes, i.e. growth rates of 
beam emittance and momentum spread, as well as 
equilibrium conditions in ELISA by simulating the rms 
parameters of the evolution of the ion distribution 
function with time. For this purpose the BETACOOL 
code was applied [9,10]. In this study, the beam 
parameters summarized in table 1 were used. 
BETACOOL allows choosing and switching between 
different effects and in this particular investigation only 
heating processes were used: Intra-Beam Scattering 
(IBS), small angle multiple scattering of the circulating 
ions on the residual gas atoms, energy straggling and ion 
losses on the ring acceptance. It was found that beam 
losses caused by single large angle scattering are 
negligible at a vacuum level 2⋅10-11 Torr, even at such a  

Table 1: BETACOOL beam parameters of ELISA. 

Ion O16 Mg24 

Charge −1 +1 
Ion energy, keV 22 18.4 
Initial beam intensities 5⋅105 ÷ 

1.6⋅107 
2.7⋅107 

Ring circumference,  m 7.616 7.616 
Initial hor/vert ε, π  mm mrad (σ) 1 / 1 0.7/0.35 
Initial full ε, π mm mrad (3σ) 6 / 6 4 /2 
Ring acceptance ESD-cyl, π mm mrad 10  10 
Ring acceptance ESD-sph, π mm mrad 6 6 
Initial RMS momentum spread,  Δp/p   10-3 10-4 
Equilibrium momentum spread,  Δp/p   4⋅10-3  
Electron detachment life time of O−, sec 26 -- 
Life time of O− at 22 keV, sec ∼ 12    

 

low beam energy. The limited life time of O− ions due to 
the electron detachment by collision with the residual gas 

___________________________________________
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as measured by S.P. Møller [8] has been included in the 
program as an input parameter.  

The measured rates of beam intensity decay of a 22 
keV O− beam were reproduced with good accuracy, see 
Fig. 1. This gave rise to the conclusion that the main 
reasons for beam size growth in a keV storage rings are 
multiple scattering on the residual gas and Coulomb 
repulsion of the ions from each other at high intensities, 
i.e. IBS. As a consequence, the beam is then lost on the 
ring aperture because of a rather small ring acceptance. 
The rate of beam losses increases at higher intensities 
because IBS adds to vacuum losses.  
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Figure 1: Simulation of beam current decay in ELISA. 
The intensity of the 22 keV O- beam was varied over a 
wide range, reflecting earlier measurements. 

 

The IBS effect is clearly seen in Fig. 1 as an excessive 
drop of beam current during the first few seconds when 
the beam intensity is still high. The long term slope of this 
loss curve is determined by the ring acceptance and the 
rate of multiple scattering which is inversely proportional 
to the vacuum level in the ring. The slope of the decay 
curve also depends on the life time due to electron 
detachment for negative ions or electron stripping for 
positive ions.  

An exception is seen in the pink curve, representing 
the decay of the beam intensity in ELISA with spherical 
deflectors. In this case, significantly higher loss rates are 
caused by the significantly reduced ring acceptance. IBS 
is also much stronger when the beam density is high and 
thus in particular in regions where the beam is strongly 
focused. The IBS rates for ELISA with spherical 
deflectors are significantly higher than with cylindrical 
electrodes because of the double focusing effect of the 
first and the resulting small beam size in both planes.  

The measured equilibrium profile of an 18.6 keV Mg+ 
beam (FWHM=3.43 mm) was compared to BETACOOL 
simulations made under the assumption that the transverse 
beam size is mainly defined by losses on the optical 
elements of the ring structure, see Fig. 2. The resulting 
rms width is equal σ=1.5 mm and corresponds to a ring 
acceptance of A≈8π mm⋅mrad. 

The ring acceptance was then varied as an input 
parameter in BETACOOL. Assuming a ring acceptance 
of ∼50 π mm⋅mrad, an rms beam size of σ=3 mm would 
result, i.e. twice as large as what was measured in the 
experiment. Also, if the acceptance would be that large 
the life time of the O− beam in ring should be 24 s which 

contradicts a measured life time of τ∼12 s.  The fast decay 
in ELISA with spherical deflectors can be explained by a 
small acceptance of nonlinear nature [11].   
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Figure 2: Profile of the Mg+ beam corresponds to the 
ELISA ring acceptance of A≈8π mm⋅mrad. 

USR OPERATION WITH TARGET 
The BETACOOL code was used to optimize 

parameters of the USR electron cooling system during 
operation with internal gas jet target. The beam 
parameters summarized in table 2 were used. During 
deceleration and cooling modes of the USR operation the 
four fold symmetry ring lattice provides smooth beta-
functions in all four achromatic straight sections. At this 
regime the electron cooling cannot suppress beam heating 
caused by multiple scattering of low energy antiprotons 
with high density helium gas jet target. As a consequence 
the beam life time will be very low. One can operate with 
low density target at four fold symmetry standard mode 
but in expense of reduced luminosity of the experiment. 

At high target density (ntgt∼5×1011 cm-3) the two fold  
 

Table 2.  Beam parameters for USR with internal target 

Ring circumference, m 42.598 
     Antiproton energy, keV 20 
     Vacuum pressure (hydrogen), Torr 10-11 
Number of achromatic straight sections 4 
Length of achromatic straight sections, m 4 
     Particle number 2×107 
     Initial emittance, π mm⋅mrad 5 
     Acceptance, π mm⋅mrad 40 
     Initial momentum spread 10-3 
Helium target density, cm-3 5×1011 
     Target length, cm 0.1 
     Beta function at target (hor/ver), m 0.7 / 0.06 
     Dispersion at target point, m 0 
     Cross section of He ionization, barn 5×107 
Length of electron cooler, m 2 
     Magnetic field at cooler, G 100 
     Beta functions at cooler (hor/ver), m 7.3 / 15.6 
     Dispersion at cooler, m 0 
     Electron beam radius, cm 2 
     Electron beam current, mA 0.1 
     Electron temperature (tran/long), eV 4 / 0.5 
     Electron energy shift (dp/p units) -2×10-3 

 
asymmetric lattice with low beta functions at target 
location will be more suitable. Request to reduce the 
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beam size at target to ∼1 mm will cause the growth of the 
maximum value of beta-functions in other locations of the 
ring up to 80 m. So, the USR acceptance will be limited 
during low beta mode of operation.  Another side effect of 
low beta lattice is an increase of the intra-beam scattering 
heating rate up to the level comparable to the heating rate 
from the target itself.  

We’ve found equilibrium conditions when e-cooling 
suppresses beam heating caused by multiple scattering of 
ions at high density internal target as well as scattering 
due to IBS (Fig.3). The beam emittance is reduced in 
equilibrium to ∼2 π mm⋅mrad (Fig.3a). Maximum relative 
transferable energy during impact between incident 
antiprotons and electrons of helium atom will not exceed 
2⋅10-3 of ion kinetic energy. Thus the maximum energy 
lost in one ionization event should not exceed the 
longitudinal acceptance of the USR ring. Also we do not 
have valuable experimental data of the ratio between 
ionization and excitation events of He atoms by incident 
antiproton beam. Due to the lack of the experimental data 
at ultra-low energy range we assume that each ionization 
event should lead to the loss of the incident ion i.e. 
particle number is reduced during USR operation with 
internal target. We have used experimental cross-sections 
of He atoms ionization by low energy antiprotons in order 
to estimate integral of ionization events [12]. Under this 
assumption the integral of the ionization events (red curve 
in fig.3b) can not exceed number of beam ions (black 
curve in fig. 3b). The luminosity will be decreased in 
proportion with reduced particle number. 

The beam transverse distribution in equilibrium is  
Gaussian. The longitudinal momentum spread (Fig.4.a) is 
Non-symmetric due to the large influence of the space 
charge of the electron beam (Fig.4.b). The space charge 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3. The beam evolution during USR operation with 
internal target: a) horizontal (red) and vertical (blue) 
emittances; b) decay of particle number (black) and 
integral of ionization events (red).  

effect is the main limit of the electron current for coolers 
in low energy storage rings. 

 

    
(a)                          (b) 

Figure 4. Beam distribution after 40 sec of cooling 
process. a) longitudinal profile, b) particle distribution at 
cooler section and space charge parabola of the electron 
beam. 

SUMMARY 
It was shown how the beam behaviour in keV 

electrostatic storage rings can be described, what 
processes lead to beam degradation and how the electron 
cooling will counteract the beam scattering on target. 
Experimental data from ELISA served as a benchmark 
and was reproduced with very good agreement in 
BETACOOL. The results from these studies were used to 
estimate the event rates of envisaged future collision 
studies between low energy antiprotons and gas targets in 
an Ultra-low energy Storage Ring. 
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Abstract 
A 2 MeV magnetized electron cooling system will be 

installed at COSY in order to boost the luminosity for 
future high density internal target experiments. For an 
effective electron cooling, the ion beam and electron 
beam have to overlap coaxially, demanding a perfect orbit 
correction in the cooler region. Due to the U-shaped 
arrangement of the toroid magnets the ion beam orbit 
distortion is anti-symmetric in horizontal plane. With two 
steerers at each side of cooler the ion beam can be made 
coaxial in the cooler without disturbing the region outside 
the cooler. The distortion caused by the bending coils in 
the toroids is symmetric in the vertical plane. Also here a 
local correction is suggested for correction. Using the 
magnetic field data measured at BINP we calculated the 
orbit distortion of ion beam at injection energy and 
investigated the schemes for orbit corrections.    

INTRODUCTION 
Considering the requests of high luminosity for future 

COSY internal target experiments, a magnetized electron 
cooling system up to 2 MeV was suggested to be tested 
and operated at COSY [1].  This device has been 
developed together with the Budker Institute in 
Novosibirsk and will be installed in COSY at the end of 
2011. Basically, a strong longitudinal magnetic field is 
used to guide the electron beam and to magnetize the 
electrons. The vertical field components in the toroids 
cause a severe horizontal deflection of the ion beam 
which has to be corrected by a set of steerers around the 
cooler. The principles of correction schemes have been 
described in various articles, e.g. in [2] and [3]. Two 
horizontal dipole correctors already installed in the 
toroids and regular steerers around form a fully 
compensated bump on each side of cooler. A weaker but 
not negligible orbit distortion in the vertical plane is 
caused by the bending coils in the toroids which serve to 
compensate the centrifugal force of the electrons related 
to the toroid radius. Also here fully compensated bumps 
are considered.   

MAGNETIC FIELD DISTRIBUTION  
The magnetic field map of the 2 MeV cooler produced 

by the cooling section drift solenoid, the toroids and the 
bending coils in the toroids have been measured at BINP 
[4]. The dipole correctors are connected in series with the 

toroids using the same power supply. Additional small 
coils mounted in the dipole correctors [5] will be used for 
a fine adjustment of the horizontal and vertical steering 
angle. The map (see Fig. 1) of magnetic field along the 
ion beam orbit has been measured with typical 
operational parameters.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
 (c) 

Figure 1: The magnetic field along the ion trajectory in 
cooler. From top down are shown the longitudinal, 
vertical and horizontal components. The current value of 
power supply is 175 A for the solenoid, 500 A for the 
toroids and the dipole correctors, 200 A for the bending 
coils. These parameters are half of design value.  
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Figure 2: The COSY lattice structure in the 2 MeV electron cooler region. QT1, QT4, QT6 and QT7 are horizontally 
defocusing quadrupoles, QT2, QT3, QT5 and QT8 are horizontally focusing quadrupoles 

CLOSED ORBIT DISTORTION 
The vertical and horizontal components of the magnetic 

field (see Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 1(c)) cause a horizontal and 
vertical deflection of the circulating ion beam, 
respectively. The deflection angle is given by integration: 

ρ
α

B
dzB vh

hv
∑= ,

,                                     (1) 

Here ρB  is the magnetic rigidity of the ion, hvB ,  is 
the measurement data of magnetic field component and 
dz  is the measurement step length (5mm for BINP 
measurement case). As the magnetic field in cooler is 
fixed and not ramped with the ion energy, this formula 
reflects the worst case of maximum angles occurring at 
injection energy and maximum magnetic field. Therefore, 
the calculations below are performed for 45 MeV (0.98 
Tm) proton beam and maximum design magnetic field 
value of 0.2 T. Since the horizontal magnetic field is 
determined by the electron energy, the vertical deflection 
is considered for the maximum electron energy 2.0 MeV.  

In order to correct the orbit in both planes, several 
steerers installed in the quadrupoles near the electron 
cooler region are used (see Fig. 2). Two horizontal 
steerers have been installed in quadrupoles QT1 and QT8.  
Two vertical steerers have been installed in QT4 and QT5. 
The main parameters of these regular COSY steerers are 
listed in Table 1 [6]. The location value denotes the 
distance from centre of electron cooler. The deflection 
angle is calculated for 45 MeV proton beam. All 
calculations are made with MAD program for COSY 
injection optics [7]. 

Table 1: Main parameters of steerers 

Steerer Location Max. deflection angle 

MSH43 -12.192 m 28.0 mrad 

MSH_QT1 -6.398 m 12.0 mrad 

MSV_QT4 -3.538 m 12.0 mrad 

MSV_QT5 3.538 m 12.0 mrad 

MSH_QT8 6.398 m 12.0 mrad 

SCHEME OF CORRECTION 
 Fig. 3 shows the suggested correction scheme in the 

horizontal plane. The steerers installed in QT8 together 
with the toroid and the dipole corrector at the downstream 
side of the cooler form a three steerer bump. Upstream, 
due to the lattice structure (DFFD quadrupole sequence 
instead of FDDF sequence downstream), the strength of 
the steerer in QT1 is too weak. It is suggested to use the 
regular steerer MSH43 in addition (2.0 mrad). The 
accurate matching of the bumps is achieved by the fine 
tuning coils in the dipole correctors. The maximum 
displacement 41 mm is located at the dipole correctors in 
the cooler   

 

 
Figure 3: The closed orbit correction scheme in the 
horizontal plane. The regular COSY steerer magnet 
MSH43 and the steerers installed in QT1 and QT8 are 
used for correction on the both sides of cooler.  

At COSY stripping injection of H- (or D-) ions is 
applied to fill the ring with protons (or deuterons). For 
that purpose the COSY orbit is horizontally bumped for a 
few milliseconds to the edge of the stripping foil which is 
located in a distance of 16.3 m upstream the centre of the 
2 MeV cooler. The last one of the three injection bumper 
magnets is located just behind QT4. Fig. 4 shows the 
horizontal orbit during the injection period and how the 
short term injection bump is superimposed on the steady 
state cooler bump.  
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Figure 4: The proton beam trajectory during injection.  

Vertically, the deflection due to the electron beam 
bending field is symmetric. The coils in the dipole 
correctors and the bending coils in the toroids can be used 
to form a matched four steerer bump. However will make 
a remaining offset of about 5 mm in the cooling section 
(see Fig. 5 (a)). Alternatively, a three steerers bump 
scheme at each side of the cooler can be applied too when 
the vertical steerers in QT4 and QT5 are activated (see 
Fig. 5 (b)). Here, the collinearity with the electron beam is 
as perfect as in the horizontal plane. The maximum 
displacement of orbit 5 mm again occurs in the dipole 
correctors. At higher ion beam energies, all orbit 
excursions are shrinking proportional to the increasing 
beam momentum.  

The parameters of the closed orbit correction in both 
planes are listed in Table 2. The steerers EC_V1 and 
EC_V2 are the vertical coils in the dipole correctors 
upstream and downstream, respectively. The steerers 
EC_H1 and EC_H2 are the horizontal coils in dipole 
correctors. The values in parenthesises are the parameter 
of the four bump scheme in vertical plane, as shown in 
Fig. 5(a). 

Table 2: Correction scheme in cooler region 

Steerer Deflection angle /mrad plane 

MSH43 2.00  x 

MSH_QT1 11.16  x 

MSV_QT4 0 (5.06)  y 

EC_V1 5.61 (-10.53)  y 

EC_H1 10.15  x 

EC_V2 5.61 (-10.60)  y 

EC_H2 -16.31  x 

MSV_QT5 0 (4.82)  y 

MSH_QT8 -8.80  x 

CONCLUSION 
The closed orbit correction for the new 2 MeV cooler at 

COSY is investigated. The local bump method is used to 

correct the orbit distortion due to the cooler magnetic 
system. The schemes have been performed by MAD 
program. 

 
Figure 5: The orbit correction schemes in the vertical 
plane. (a) Only steerer coils belonging to the cooler are 
used. (b) The best collinearity is achieved by additionally 
using the vertical steerers in QT4 and QT5.      
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Abstract 
A 2 MeV electron cooling device will be installed at 

COSY in order to boost the luminosity for future high 
density internal target experiments, e.g. WASA pellet 
target experiments. The magnetized electron cooling 
technique is used to compensate the energy loss and 
emittance growth due to beam-target interaction. In this 
article, a numerical simulation of electron cooling process 
was performed with BETACOOL program. The cooling 
time is calculated for variant electron cooling parameters. 
The intrabeam scattering (IBS) and pellet target effect are 
essential for prediction of equilibrium beam parameters. 
The influence of the pellet target on the beam parameters 
is demonstrated. 

INTRODUCTION 
As the requests of high luminosity for future COSY 

pellet target experiments, an electron cooling system up to 
2MeV was suggested to operate at COSY [1].  This 
device has been developed together with the Budker 
Institute in Novosibirsk and will be installed in COSY at 
the end of this year. The magnetized electron cooling 
technical solution is used to obtain a powerful 6-
dimensional phase cooling.  

A simulation study of the beam dynamics at COSY 
taking into account electron cooling in combination with 
pellet target and intrabeam scattering effects was 
performed with BETACOOL program. The BETACOOL 
program developed by JINR electron cooling group is 
oriented to simulation of the ion beam dynamics in a 
storage ring in the presence of cooling and heating effects 
[2]. To simulate the short scale luminosity variation in 
pellet target experiments, an additional algorithm has 
been implemented into BETACOOL program recently 
[3].  

In this paper, the cooling time dependences on electron 
cooler parameters are calculated with RMS dynamics 
algorithm method. The suggestion for cooler optimization 
is obtained from the calculation. The momentum 
distribution of proton beam at equilibrium between 
electron, IBS and pellet target is simulated with model 
beam algorithm method. The Landau distribution caused 
by beam-target interaction is discussed with different 
cooling efficiency. In the end of this paper, the short-scale 
and long-scale luminosities for proposed pellet target 
experiments are analyzed. The main parameters required 
in simulation are listed in table 1. The lattice structure of 
zero-dispersion at target point is used in simulation.  

 
Table 1: The main parameters of simulation 

Proton beam parameters 

ion kinetic  2.0 GeV proton beam 

Initial emittance (x/y) 0.2 / 0.2 pi*mm*mrad  

Initial momentum spread (dp/p) 2.0*10-4 

Particle number 2.0*1010 

Electron cooler parameters 

Electron beam radius 5.0 mm 

Magnetic field in cooling section 0.2 T 

Cooler length 2.69 m 

Electron beam current 2.0 A 

Electron temperature (trans / longi.) 1.0 / 1.0*10-4 eV 

Magnetic field misalignment 2.0*10-5 

Beta function at cooler (hori / vert) 5.5 / 4.5 m 

Pellet target parameters 

Effective target thickness 2.0*1015 atoms/cm2 

Pellet flux radius 2.5 mm 

Pellet velocity 80 m/s 

Pellet radius 0.03 mm 

Rate of pellet generation 8.0 kHz 

OPTIMIZATION OF COOLER 
Electron cooling is a fast process to compress the phase 

space of charged particle beam in storage ring with low 
temperature electron beam [4]. The phase space is 
shrinking up to the equilibrium between electron cooling 
and heating effects. In order to estimate the electron 
cooling efficiency, the cooling time dependences were 
calculated with RMS dynamics algorithm in BETACOOL 
program. 

 The RMS dynamics algorithm is a simplified model 
that all effects are described by cooling or heating rates. 
The rates can be calculated with different models. In this 
calculation, the Parkhomchuk empirical cooling force 
formula is applied for magnetized electron cooling 
process [5]. The Martini’s model is used for IBS effect 
calculation and the pellet target effect is presented in the 
form related to kick of the ion momentum [6]. The initial 
parameters of proton beam are listed in table.1.The 
horizontal (or longitudinal) cooling time was defined as 

 ___________________________________________  
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the time it takes for the horizontal emittance (or 
momentum spread) undergoing exponential shrinking to 
1/e times its initial value. 

Fig. 1 shows the horizontal and longitudinal cooling 
time dependence on electron beam current. The cooling 
time decreases as the current is increased. The decreasing 
becomes slower while the electron current higher than 
2.0A. Meanwhile, the cooling time increases faster as the 
current becomes lower than 1.0A. It seems that the 
cooling effect is too weak to compensate the IBS and 
pellet target heating effects as such low current. 

 

 
Figure 1: The dependence of cooling time on electron 
beam current. 

The straightness of longitudinal magnetic field in 
cooling section is one of factors which determine the 
value of the effective velocity in Parkhomchuk’s formula 
[5]. The cooling time dependence on magnetic field 
straightness was calculated as shown in Fig. 2. The 
cooling time increases fast as the magnetic field 
straightness larger than 10-4.  

 

 
Figure 2: The dependence of cooling time on magnetic 
field error.  

From the calculation of cooling time dependence, it can 
be seen an electron beam current higher than 1.0A is 
necessary for compensation of IBS and pellet target 

effects. Good longitudinal magnetic field straightness less 
than 10-4 is beneficial for fast cooling process.  

 

COOLED BEAM EQUILIBRIUM 
For a good resolution of the experiments the 

momentum spread less than 10-4 is required [7]. By the 
simulation with model beam algorithm in BETACOOL 
program [6], the equilibrium momentum spread after 
cooling is plotted as a function of the electron beam 
current in Fig. 3. The momentum spread is defined as 
68% ions enclosed. The calculation result shows that the 
momentum spread at the equilibrium between electron 
cooling, IBS and target effect is dominated by intra beam 
scattering for high electron beam current, as shown in red 
points if Fig. 3. Moreover, the momentum spread at the 
equilibrium between electron cooling and IBS only is 
larger than IBS and target together as electron beam 
current higher than 1.0A. In addition the heating effect of 
pellet target is increased dramatically while the electron 
beam current lower than 1.0A.  

 

 
Figure 3: The equilibrium (68%) momentum spread as a 
function of electron beam current. 

Compare with the momentum distribution at various 
equilibrium in Fig. 4, it can be seen that a momentum 
distribution with long tail is introduced by the ion-target 
interaction. The blue line in the figure is the initial 
momentum distribution before cooling. The red one is the 
momentum distribution at the equilibrium between 
cooling and IBS effect only, which is nearly a Gaussian 
distribution function. The other lines show the momentum 
distributions at the equilibrium between cooling, IBS and 
target together. The different cooling rates are obtained by 
using various electron beam currents. These lines show 
for proton beam that energy loss straggling in pellet target 
induced a low energy tail as the Landau distribution [8].  
The core part of distribution lies within a narrow 
momentum interval. For low electron beam current, the 
cooling efficiency is too weak to compensate the energy 
loss introduced by beam-target interaction, more and 
more particles moved to the tail during cooling process, 
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the momentum spread increases fast as shown in Fig. 3. 
The particles will be loss since out of acceptance. 

 

 
Figure 4: The momentum distribution in equilibrium. The 
red line is initial distribution before cooling. The blue one 
is equilibrium distribution of IBS and cooling (Ie=2.0A). 
The other lines are equilibrium distribution of IBS, pellet 
target and cooling for different electron beam current.   

The simulation of momentum variation caused by the 
beam-target interaction is provided by Urban model in 
BETACOOL program.  The total energy loss is divided by 
excitation and ionization of target atoms [6]. Moreover, 
the energy loss can be calculated by a simplified 
expression: 

( ) ( ) ( )eVcmsmcrmatomsnZZL
dt
dE

eepelletionpelletc
2123224 ⋅−= −βπ     

(1) 
The momentum evolution is described as below: 

t
dt
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γ                            (2) 

For pellet target thickness listed in table 1, the density is: 
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The energy loss rate is: 
 ( )seV

dt
dE 51074.1 −×−=                        (4) 

The comparison on the momentum evolution calculated 
by BETACOOL program and simplified formula are 
shown in Fig. 5. The electron cooling is switched off in 
simulation. The simulation results are similar obtained by 
different methods.  The momentum shift is larger than 
5*10-4 after 50 seconds. The particles will be loss out of 
the acceptance. Due to this reason, a powerful electron 
cooling is necessary to compensate the energy loss and to 
make particle loss more slowly.    
 

 
Figure 5: Simulation of the momentum evolution in pellet 
target experiment. Electron cooling is switched off. 

LUMINOSITY 
A new algorithm was developed and implemented into 

the BETACOOL program in order to simulate the short 
scale luminosity variation that comes up with every pellet 
going through the beam.  The short-scale luminosity 
variation at one step is shown in Fig. 6. The peak signal is 
produced by collision of ions with each pellet. The repeat 
frequency is equal to the Rate of pellet generation.  
 

 
Figure 6: Simulation of short scale luminosity variation. 
The rate of pellet generation is 80 kHz 

The result of long scale luminosity variation shows in 
Fig. 7. The pellet target is switch on at zero second. The 
average luminosity depends on the particle number of 
proton beam and the target thickness, which is show as 
blue line in Fig. 7. It’s nearly constant because the 
lifetime of proton beam is not considered in the 
simulation. Usually the detectors are designed for some 
maximum acceptable event rate. In this simulation an 
example value of detector limit is given as 1032, which 
means the count rate value is saturated and equal to the 
detector limit when it is overloaded (“top-cut” model in 
simulation) [3].  The event count by the detector is 
described as the effective luminosity as shown red points 
in Fig. 7. The effective luminosity increases at the 
beginning since the phase intensity increased by electron 
cooling. The equilibrium between cooling, IBS and pellet 
is obtained around 15 s. The effective luminosity is not 
changed after 15 s due to the phase intensity is a constant 
at the equilibrium. 
. 
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Figure 7: Simulation of long scale luminosity evolution 
(blue line) and effective luminosity for “top cut” model of 
detector limit (red point)  

CONCLUSION 
Simulation results show that the proton beam can be 

cooled within several seconds using the high density 
electron beam produced by the 2 MeV cooler at COSY. 
The equilibrium momentum spread is dominated by the 
IBS effect for the high intensity electron beam cooling. 
But for the low electron beam current, the beam-target 
interaction produces a core of momentum distribution 
with long tail and lead particle loss. The high efficiency 

electron cooling is necessary to compensate the beam-
target interaction. The effective luminosity is less than 
average luminosity for “top-cut” model detector. 
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ELECTRON GUN WITH VARIABLE BEAM PROFILE FOR COSY 
COOLER 

M. Bryzgunov, A. Bubley, A. Ivanov, V. Parkhomchuk, V. Reva, A. Kruchkov, 
BINP, Novosibirsk, Russia. 

 
Abstract 

Electron gun with variable beam profile is used on 
COSY 2 MeV cooler to optimize the cooling process. 
Further development of the gun is achieved with the help 
of the four-sector control electrode that provides some 
new features. Combined with BPMs it gives the 
possibility of the electron beam shape estimation. 
Application of the gun for stochastic cooling is also 
discussed in the article. 

INTRODUCTION 
The electron gun design is based on the slightly 

changed gun previously used for CSRe,CSRm [1] and 
LEIR coolers. The only difference is the four-sector 
control electrode (fig.1) with separate feeding of all 
sectors via additional feedthroughs. This small change, 
nevertheless, opens a new possibility for non-axially 
modulation of the electron beam profile, which could be 
used in some applications. Combined with BPMs this 
feature of the gun provides beam shape monitoring when 
it passes transport channels. 

One more perspective is to use the gun as 3D kicker. 
 

 
 

Fig.1 The sketch of the electron gun for COSY 2 MeV 
cooler.  

1 – four-sector control electrode, 2 – oxide cathode, 
3 – anode, 4 – cathode housing, 5 – ceramics. 

Since the electron gun of the COSY cooler is 
embedded in longitudinal magnetic field, its 
characteristics depend on field strength. Emissive ability 
of oxide cathode (2) is about 0.5 A/cm2, so the maximum 
possible current is about 3A for 29 mm cathode diameter. 
Another important characteristic of the gun is the electron 
transverse temperature, which entirely determines cooling 
process. One of the tasks for cooler’s electron guns design 
is keeping the transverse temperature as low as possible. 
On the other hand the electron current density should be 
increased to provide high efficiency of electron cooling at 
high energies. Following results of simulations (fig.2), 
made with UltraSAM code [3], specify the electron beam 
parameters depending on anode voltage and magnetic 
field strength. 

 

 
Fig 2: Current (a) and transversal temperature (b) of 

homogeneous electron beam. 

With the current increase the transversal temperature 
grows also (Fig. 2b). For COSY cooler electron gun 3A 
current is achievable with few electron-volts transverse 
temperature at 600 G longitudinal magnetic field and 
about 10kV anode voltage. 

BEAM PROFILE SIMULATIONS AND 
MEASUREMENTS 

Specification of the electron gun characteristics is very 
important for further electron cooler operation. Every 
time when a design of the gun is changed it should be 
tested before installation on the cooler. For this purpose 
special test bench was constructed at BINP to perform all 
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required measurements. Following are current-voltage 
characteristics of the gun with four-sector control 
electrode. As it was mentioned above, optics of this gun is 
similar to previous ones [2], those also provides variable 
beam profile. 
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Fig.3. Current-voltage characteristics (perveance) of 
the gun: 8 – all sectors connected to Ucontrol, 1 –one sector 
connected to U0, 2 – two sectors connected to cathode, 3,4 
– three sectors connected to cathode (3 – Uanode=500 V, 4 
– Uanode=300 V. 5,6 – simulations with 3D model, 7 – 
simulations with 2D axially symmetrical code [3]. 

 
Red cycles show data when all four sectors are 

connected to Ucontrol power supply, blue points – when one 
sector from four is connected to cathode, triangles up – 
two sectors from four are connected to cathode potential. 
Triangles down and diamonds show measurement results 
when three sectors form four are connected to cathode 
(for 500 V and 300 V applied to anode). 

As one can see, results of the measurements and 
simulations are in a good agreement. 

Another important thing is definition of a 
correspondence between the electron beam profile and 
voltages applied to the gun electrodes. 

Simulations of beam profiles for the new version of the 
gun were made with 3D model as well as 2D axial code 
[3]. 
 

p p

Fig.4. 3D simulation of the electron beam profile for DC 
current: four sectors on the left, one sector on the right. 
 

Following parameters were chosen for the simulation of 
the beam profile shown in fig. 4: Ucontrol=500V, 
Uanode=1000V. The electron current obtained in this case 
was 0.3 A and gun microperveance was calculated as 9.5 
uA/V3/2. 
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Fig.5. Radial profiles of the electron beam for 3D 
model (red points), and 2D code simulation. 

 
Difference between two approaches of simulation is 

shown in fig.5. Results are similar for the main part and 
rather different for the beam edge. This effect results from 
lack of accuracy for both methods in area where electron 
current distribution increases sharply. 
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Fig 6. The profile calculation for Ucontrol=500 appied to 
one sector when all other three sectors have the cathode 
potential. 

The electron gun has the perveance which corresponds 
to simulations made with 2D and 3D codes. It means that 
predicted profile, based on simulations, corresponds to 
real electron beam profile. 

ELECTRON GUN AS A PART OF BEAM 
DIAGNOSTIC 

 
For beam diagnostic purposes the suggestion was made 

to reject axial symmetry and to divide control electrode 
into 4 segments. The position of the beam center as well 
as beam sizes can be measured by applying small 
potential variation on one of these segments. Beam 
current modulation decreases at high frequencies of 
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potential oscillation, thereby to realize this technique the 
cutoff frequency must be found. The calculation results 
shown in fig. 7 give 200 Mhz cutoff frequency for this 
type of the gun. 

 

 
Fig. 7: Electron beam current modulation at oscillation 

of the control electrode potential (ΔU= 50 V, U=600 V). 
To estimate how the of the modulation influences upon 

beam profile following model was taken. Gun operates in 
DC mode and small oscillation is applied to one of the 
segments of the control electrode (±5V). Results of 
simulations are shown in figures 8 and 9. On both pictures 
DC mode is on the left and AC current resulted from 
modulation in the right (DC current is subtracted). 

 

p pm  
Fig 8. The DC electron beam profile for Ucontrol=0 and 

jmax=19 mA/cm2 on the left and AC part with electron 
beam density 1.4 mA/cm2in the right. Uanode 1000V. 

 

p pm  
Fig. 9. Profile of the electron beam DC part on the left 

and AC part on the right for Ucontrol=500 V, Uanode 1000V. 
 

For the regime represented in fig.8 the integrated current 
is 50 mA for whole beam and 0.97 mA for the 
contribution due to modulation. This corresponds to 1cm 
shift of the beam center of mass from its axis. On the 
other hand when the DC part of the electron current is  

301 mA the AC is only 1.3 mA (fig. 9) that corresponds to 
the radial shift of 1.2 cm. 

While the DC current was changed by six times the AC 
part and correspondent shift varied slightly (change is 
about 20%). We can conclude that the beam shift 
dependence on the gun operation regime is sufficiently 
weak. This provides us a possibility to monitor the 
electron beam shape during the cooler operation. The AC 
current of the beam can be detected with BPMs installed 
along the transport channels and consequently the beam 
shift can be measured. 

 

THE ELECTRON GUN FOR 
STOCHASTIC COOLING 

 
The idea of combining electron and stochastic cooling 

in one device was discussed in COOL 07 workshop [4]. 
The amplified signal of the ion displacement of from 
pick-up electrode applied to the control electrode of the 
electron gun. Thus, a wave of the space charge in the 
electron beam is induced. This wave propagates with the 
electron beam to the cooling section. The space charge of 
the electron beam acts on the ion beam producing a kick. 
The effectiveness of the amplification can be improved 
with using a structure similar to a travelling-wave tube. 

The use of the electron cooler as kicker in the middle 
range of the energy (0.1 ÷ 1 GeV/u) may have the 
following advantages: one device providing 3D kick at 
the same time; velocity matching of kicking impulse with 
ion in the wide range; free aperture; using of the existing 
device; frequency bandwidth may be very high; such type 
of the kicker doesn’t restrict the frequency bandwidth at 
low value of ion velocity when the time-flight factor 
becomes the essential [4]. 

The method, described above, presupposes longitudinal 
and transversal impacts arisen from electron and ion 
beams interaction. For longitudinal action the electron 
beam has axial symmetry. On the other part there is no 
axial symmetry for the transversal one. Pulse voltage, 
applied to one of the control electrode sectors, produces 
transversal kick. Combination of positive and negative 
pulses gives an opportunity to obtain different types of the 
influence to the ion beam. Thereby, having four-sector 
control, one can vary the kick direction (3D kick) as well 
as its form (dipole, quadrupole). 

SUMMARY 
We are looking forward for 2MeV COSY cooler 

commissioning to start the experiments of cooling at high 
energies with variable electron beam profile and, as a next 
stage, for experiments of electron and proton beams 
interaction when the first one has pulse mode. 
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Abstract 
New electron collector for 2 MeV electron cooler for 

COSY ring is presented. In electron coolers efficiency of 
collector is important for high voltage power supply. In 2 
MeV cooler for COSY it is also important from the point 
of view of radiation safety because secondary electrons, 
reflected from the collector go back to accelerating tube. 
Besides radiation effect it can cause problems with 
vacuum and electric strength. The collector presented in 
the article is supplemented with Wien filter which allows 
increase efficiency of the system by deflection secondary 
electron flux in crossed transverse electric and magnetic 
fields. Results of calculation and experimental results 
achieved on special test bench are presented. 

INTRODUCTION 
Bad efficiency of recuperation in electron cooling 

systems results in higher current of lost of full energy 
electrons. It needs higher power of high voltage source 
that can be difficult technical task. Also electrons 
reflected from the collector and accelerated in 
accelerating tube are source of radiation because they hit 
a wall of vacuum chamber on full energy. Besides the 
problems, related with the radiation safety, the radiation 
can cause problems in reaching good vacuum conditions 
and decrease electric strength of the cooler. In previous 
coolers produced in BINP for IMP (China) and CERN the 
efficiency was improved with the help of special 
electrostatic bending plates installed in the toroid parts of 
the coolers [1]. Electrons reflected from collector move 
from collector to gun solenoid and then back to collector 

where they can be absorbed. These plates allow to 
increase efficiency of cooler recuperation from  10-3 to  
10-6. But in 2 MeV cooler for COSY shape of the 
magnetic system and high energy of electrons make using 
of such method very complicated. In this case one should 
improve collector’s efficiency.  

In the 2 MeV electron cooler for COSY new 
construction of collector was proposed. From 
calculations, its efficiency is about 10-3 that is not enough 
for the high voltage cooler, where maximum electron 
current is 3 A. In order to increase efficiency of 
recuperation a Wien filter was installed before the 
collector for suppression of secondary electron flux 
reflected from the collector 

COLLECTOR 
The collector design is shown in Fig. 1. The electron 

beam coming from the Wien filter (1), passes through 
collector electrode (2) and suppressor (3) and enters 
inside the collector (4). Due to magnetic shield (8) and 
coil (9) with opposite current the beam expands and 
deposits on cooled collector surface (5). To provide 
effective pumping from the collector there is a hole with 
small ion pump (6). To avoid electron flux into this hole 
in its center a thin electrode is placed. 

Adjusting current in coil (9) one can improve collector 
efficiency by closing in the collector electrons reflected 
form its surface. Moreover it allows achieve more 
uniform distribution of electron flux on inner surface of 
the collector without causing local overheating and to 
cool the collector more effectively. 

 
Figure 1: Collector design. 
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WIEN FILTER 
The idea of the Wien filter is suppression of secondary 

electrons by crossed transverse magnetic and electric 
fields (fig. 2). For primary beam Lorenz and electrostatic 
forces compensate each other and the beam moves along 
axis of system to the electron collector: 

0|| =−= ⊥⊥⊥ eEBV
c

e
F , 

where V|| - longitudinal velocity of an electron, ⊥B  and 

⊥E  - transverse magnetic and electric fields. 

For secondary beam, reflected from the collector, 
Lorenz force acts in opposite direction and resulting 
transverse force is a sum of electrostatic and Lorenz 
forces: 
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Figure 2: Wien filter. 

In longitudinal magnetic field B|| the transverse force 
courses secondary beam drift in the direction, 
perpendicular to electric field lines: 

2DR

F B
V c V

eB B
⊥ ⊥= = . 

In our system permanent magnets were chosen to 
produce transverse magnetic field. Using of permanent 
magnets decreased possibility of tuning the filter, in 
comparison with additional coils, but it allowed decrease 
size of the filter and the magnets do not need additional 
power supplies. 

On fig. 3 a sketch of the Wien filter is shown. The 
permanent magnets (1) are placed on plates of magnetic 
screen (2) around coils of longitudinal magnetic field (3). 
Vacuum chamber (4) contains electrostatic plates (5) for 
production of transverse electric field. The plates are 
connected to high voltage power supplies via special 
connectors (6). 

 

Figure 3: Sketch of Wien filter for 2 MeV cooler. 

During entrance to the filter, electron is accelerated or 
decelerated by edge fields of the plates, that depends on 
coordinate of an electron. It means that in the filter 
electrons, flying closer to positive plate, have higher 
velocity than in the centre of the beam. Since Lorenz 
force depends on the particle velocity, resulting force for 
primary beam is not equal to zero for accelerated and 
decelerated electrons. This results in change of shape of 
the primary beam and can decrease perveance and 
efficiency of electron collector.  

 

Figure 4: Change of primary beam shape in Wien filter. 

In order to avoid this problem transverse magnetic field 
should have gradient:  

y
R

n
BBx ⊥=

,  
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎝

⎛ += ⊥ x
R

n
BBy 1

, 

where 
⊥

=
eB

pc
R , 

22

1

γ
=n , x and y – coordinates in 

transverse direction, γ – Lorentz factor. For low energy 
beam n≈0.5.  

On fig. 4 one can see change of main beam shape for 
different values of n. 

Size, magnetization and positions of the magnets were 
calculated with the help of the Mermaid program 
(produced in BINP) in order to produce field with needed 
parameters. On fig. 5 one can see 3D view of magnetic 
system of the Wien filter. 

|| ||

||
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Figure 5: 3D view of magnetic system of Wien filter from 
Mermaid program. 

Total number of magnets is 24 with Br=1.3 kG. Integral 
of transverse magnetic field along axis is 1400 G·cm. 
Length of electrostatic plates is 38 cm. 

On fig. 6 the side view of vacuum chamber of the filter 
is shown.  

4
6
6

 

Figure 6: Vacuum chamber of Wien filter. 

The chamber includes electrostatic plates (1) and 
secondary collector (2) which absorbs electrons reflected 
from the collector and deflected in Wien filter. Inner 
diameter of the secondary collector is 5 cm. Main beam 
diameter in this region is about 3 cm. 

TEST BENCH 
In order to test and improve work of the high voltage 

terminal for the 2 MeV electron cooler for COSY a 
special test bench was used (fig. 7). It is based on test 
bench which was built for tests and measurements of 
electron gun with variable beam profile [2]. 

The test bench consists of main magnetic system (1), 
high voltage terminal (2), electron gun (3) and central 
vacuum chamber (4). High voltage terminal includes 
magnetic coils of longitudinal magnetic field in gun and 
in collector (5), collector with Wien filter (6), power 
supplies and control electronics. It should be noted that in 
the cooler the gun is placed inside the high voltage 
terminal but in the test bench we made straight system 
and gun was placed in the bottom of the system. Control 

of the gun was made with the help of electronics of the 
high voltage terminal. 

Measuring the efficiency of the collector in such a 
straight system is difficult task because reflected electrons 
fly to cathode region and then return back to collector. In 
system with Wien filter efficiency of the collector itself 
can be measured by measuring current which goes to 
secondary collector Isec. Supposing that efficiency of the 
system with Wien filter is much better then without it one 
can say that all electrons reflected from the collector go to 
secondary collector and efficiency of collector itself is 
equal to Isec divided to main beam current Icoll. 

In order to measure efficiency of the collector with 
Wien filter a ceramic insertion with an electrode was 
installed under the Wien filter. Inner diameter of the 
electrode is 4 cm. Supposing that only secondary 
electrons which deflection in the filter is not enough to go 
to the secondary collector and electrons reflected from the 
secondary collector can leave the Wien filter, one can 
assume that most part of such electrons go to this 
electrode. It means that efficiency of full system is equal 
to current of the electrode Iins divided to Icoll. 

 

Figure 7: Test bench. 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Electrons reflected from collector surface have wide 

energy spectra. The aim of the suppressor electrode is to 
produce potential barrier in order to close low energy 
electrons in the collector. But since the electrode is thin, 
the potential in axis and in edge of electron beam is 
different. Because of this there must be an optimum in 
order to close as much reflected electrons in the collector 
as it possible but to not reflect electrons on the edge of the 
main beam. Collector electrode is much thicker then 
suppressor and its potential in axis and in beam edge is 
equal. Because of this it closes all secondary electrons, 
which energy is lower then potential of the electrode. On 
fig. 8 the dependence of collector efficiency on electron 
beam current for different ratio between voltage of the 
collector and collector electrode is shown. Ucoll=3.5 kV. 
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Figure 8: Dependence of efficiency of the collector itself 
on main beam current. 

One can see that decreasing its voltage to ½ of collector 
voltage the efficiency of the collector improves to the 
factor of about 2. 

On fig. 9 the dependences of efficiencies on beam 
current for the collector itself and for collector with Wien 
filter are shown. 
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Figure 9: Dependence of efficiency of collector with Wien 
filter on main beam current. 

Efficiency of the collector with Wien filter is about 
3·10-6 for current 1 A. The higher current of beam was 
limited by power of high voltage source which was used 
in the test bench. 

It was said above that current in the last coil can be 
adjusted in order to improve efficiency of the collector . 
in fig. 10 a dependence of efficiency on coil current for 
different collector voltage is shown. 
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Figure 10: Dependence of efficiency on current in the last 
coil. 

Form the figure one can see that adjusting current in the 
last coil the efficiency of the collector can be improved to 
a factor of  ≈3. 

CONCLUSION 
Collector with Wien filter can significantly improve 

efficiency of recuperation of electron cooling system. On 
system described in the work efficiency 3·10-6 was 
reached for main beam current 1 A. 

Disadvantages of such system are using of additional 
high voltage power supplies for electrostatic plates of the 
filter, increasing of size of the system and complication of 
magnetic system in order to produce transverse magnetic 
and electric fields.  
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SYSTEM FOR MEASUREMENT OF MAGNETIC FIELD LINE 
STRAIGHTNESS IN SOLENOID OF ELECTRON COOLER FOR COSY 

V.N. Bocharov, M.I. Bryzgunov, A.V. Bubley, V.G. Cheskidov, M.G. Fedotov, V.V. Parkhomchuk, 
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Abstract 
Construction of measurement system is presented. The 

system is based on special magnetic sensor (compass) 
with a mirror attached to the compass needle. The needle 
with the mirror are suspended on gimbal suspension and 
can rotate in two directions. Measuring reflected laser 
beam deflection one can measure field line straightness 
with accuracy up to 10-6 rad. The compass is installed 
inside vacuum volume of the cooling section on special 
carriage that moves on rail along the section via special 
tape. To calibrate the compass special test bench was 
made. The calibration procedure allows to determine and 
to diminish compass inaccuracy appeared during 
manufacture and assembling. Results of calibration of the 
compass on the test bench are presented. 

INTRODUCTION 
Straightness of magnetic field line in cooling section is 

very important for electron cooling as it increases 
effective velocity of electrons. For high energy electron 
cooling it is especially important as the influence 
increases with energy VT=γVθ, where γ – relativistic 
factor, V – longitudinal velocity of an electron, θ – angle 
of field line deflection. 

Experience with production of electron coolers shows 
that straightness of magnetic field line degrades with 
time. Because of this a new device which allows to 
measure straightness with period of several months 
without disassembling of vacuum chamber is needed. For 
2 MeV cooler for COSY it was proposed to install 
measuring system based on magnetic compass inside the 
vacuum chamber of cooling section and toroids. Similar 
system was used on electron cooler for NAP-M storage 
ring [1]. 

The transverse components of the magnetic field of coil 
can be determined by the magnitude of deviation from the 
axis of magnetosensitive element of sensor. If it is rigidly 
connected with the mirror, the angle of deviation can be 
determined from the shift of the light spot produced by a 
beam from an external source, reflected by the mirror. 
Returning a spot in the starting position by the influence 
of compensating magnetic field from an external source, 
the magnitude of corresponding component of field of 
tested solenoid (i.e. misalignment of field line at that 
point) can be determined. 

In the first experiments on determination of the quality 
of magnetic field in INP [1], an optical automatic 
autocollimator was used as the measuring system, in 
which the angle of deflection was determined by the 
mechanical adjustment of the light in the instrument. As 
the magnetic sensor it was used a construction composed 

of the mirror, laid down in the gimbal suspension with 
jewels from clock as the bearing supports, and of steel rod 
penetrating the mirror axis. In a magnetic field of a 
solenoid with magnitude of about 1 kG field 
inhomogeneity about 10-5 radian was determined. The 
sensitivity was limited mainly by friction at the nodes of 
motion in the optical components of the collimator during 
the rearrangement of its optics. 

In 2000, in the BINP a measurement system for a 
prototype of electron cooling system for the Tevatron 
(Fermilab, USA) was designed [2]. For operating 
magnetic field of 50-100 G sensitivity of previous devices 
was not enough, therefore the measuring system was 
modernized. 

The mirror was fixed on the end of a light frame along 
which axis a magnet (cylinder of material NdFeB) was 
inserted. At another end a nonmagnetic counterbalance 
was attached. With the help of wire, fixed at the center of 
gravity, the sensor node was suspended in the center of a 
hollow cylindrical carriage, which had compensating 
circuits. The carriage was moved along the bottom of a 
narrow chamber and was stabilized by two strings, 
stretched along the pipe. 

Electronic circuit contained a low power semiconductor 
red laser as light source, four quadrant photodiode, source 
of compensating current and the feedback loop, allowing 
return reflected from the mirror compass beam to the 
starting position for fixing the value of the compensation 
current. 

This scheme with no significant changes was used in 
future for setting up solenoids of produced at the BINP 
coolers for IMP (Landzhou, China) and for CERN. Only 
constructions of compasses were improved. 

Such constructions of compasses are highly sensitive 
due to the absence of nodes with the mechanical friction. 
But they can not be used in the COSY because of limited 
strength of thin metal suspension wires. This can result in 
break of the wire especially on curved parts of magnetic 
system. Such situations are inevitable since the compass 
need to be removed from a region with homogeneous 
field to release accelerator’s aperture. Increasing the 
strength of wire by increasing its thickness is also limited 
because of rapid growth of the elastic forces. Significantly 
more durable fishing line is not a vacuum material and it 
does not allow heating to even 100 degrees.  

For these reasons for 2 MeV COSY cooler a design 
(already described above) with setting the magnet to the 
mirror in a gimbal suspension was chosen (fig. 1). 
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Figure 1: Compass with gimbal suspension. 

Since it can rotate in every direction the compass 
always sets along the field, minimizing the transverse 
loads from the strong magnetic field.  

In the COSY cooler the carriage with a compass is 
moved along the axis of the solenoid on a massive rail 
which ensures the stabilization of the carriage in 
transverse direction (fig. 2).  

 

Figure 2: Rail with compass inside the vacuum chamber. 

Rail is located at the top of the vacuum chamber, the 
frame of a compass mounted on a carriage underneath. 
The carriage is moved along the rail by a closed 
perforated tape, which moves with a help of a special 
gear. Near one end of the cooling solenoid the holder goes 
from vertical to horizontal position, raising the compass, 
so that the aperture of the accelerator is released. 

TEST BENCH 
An important part of the whole complex for the 

production and regulation of electron cooling is test bench 
for the magnetic measurements. Such a device as a 
compass can not be manufactured in a production 
environment with perfect accuracy. Because of this the 

compass is not balanced, and the mirror is not 
perpendicular to the magnetic axis. Therefore, before 
installing it in the cooler the compass should be tested and 
the deviation from the norm of the parameters should be 
minimized. 

The procedure for adjusting the compass is measuring 
its parameters and possible elimination of distortions. It 
should be noted that the residual small defections of 
parameters don’t influent on the quality of measurement 
of filed line straightness in the cooler, and lead only to 
consumption of additional compensating currents, 
resulting in pedestal in results of measurement 
(systematic error). 

On fig. 3 a scheme of the test bench is shown. Compass 
(1) is installed in center of main solenoid (2), which is 
powered with a supply (3). The solenoid also contains 
block of correction and calibration coils (4). Laser beam 
from source (5) is directed on cube (6) which partly 
reflects the beam on mirror of the compass. The mirror 
reflects the beam in opposite direction to prism and then 
to photodiode (7). By the signals on four sectors of the 
photodiode, electronic block of feedback system (8) 
produces signal for correction power supplies (9) in order 
to place the beam in center of the photodiode. 
Components of the transverse magnetic field in the 
compass region are proportional to the currents in 
correction coils. Another laser (10) is used only for 
adjustment of the test bench.  

The solenoid can be rotated to 180 degrees without 
correction and calibration coils. It is important for 
measurements which will be described below. 

EXPERIMENTS 

Measuring parameters of sensor 
For measurement of compass parameters we used the 

same method that was used for previous compasses on 
another test bench [3]. Briefly, the idea of the method is 
as follows. The signal recorded by the instrument in some 
point includes several components. Some of them depend 
on the solenoid’s longitudinal magnetic field Bz, and the 
others are field-insensitive. This signal can be represented 
by the following expression: 

1 0  [ ]

[ ]

j j j j j j j j

ext sh sen

j j j j

B B B B B

B B B B

δ α β γ
δ

= + + = + + +

+ + + +
 where j is the x or y coordinate; αj are the imperfections 
of the solenoid’s magnetic field; βj is the angle between 
the magnetic axis of the compass and the perpendicular to 
the mirror; γj is the angle between the solenoid’s axis and 
the laser beam, Bj

ext is the external (with respect to the 
solenoid) magnetic field; Bj

sh is the residual field of the 
magnetic shield; Bj

sen are the additional z-independent 
components due to the magnet’s unbalance etc.; and δBj 
are the random noises. 
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Figure 3: Scheme of the test bench. 

The components B1j and B0j can basically be found 
separately by making measurements with different 
solenoid currents (fields). Parameters βj, γj, and Bj

sen (as 
well as δBj) are the measurement errors, but they can be 
reduced to small values by aligning both the compass and 
the optical channel of the whole measuring system. 

If we exclude random factors and take into account that 
the laser beam can be aligned with the solenoid’s axis 
with deviation γj~1⋅10-4 rad, the main sources of errors 
appear to be related to the magnetic sensor’s properties. 
Parameters Bj

ext and Bj
sh can be ignored due to high 

properties of the magnetic shield. Under these conditions, 
equation for Bj becomes simpler and contains only three 
components: 

[ ] sen

j z j j jB B Bα β= + + . 

Rotation of the solenoid about its axis through 180 
degrees reverses the signs of its own transverse 
components. Making three measurements for each of 
components x and y in order to determine Bj1(Bz1), 
Bj2(Bz2), and Bj3(Bz3) for the fields Bz1, Bz2 =2 Bz1, and Bz3 
=–Bz2 (i.e., with the solenoid turned over) allows all of the 
values characterizing the quality of the compass to be 
calculated: 

1 22sen

j j jB B B= − , 2 3 2( ) / 2j j j zB B Bα = −

2 3 2( 2 ) /sen

j j j j zB B B Bβ = + − . 

After adjustment of parameters we reached next values: 
Bx

sen/By
sen=-5.4·10-4/4.4·10-4; αx/αy=1.1·10-4/5.7·10-4; 

βx/βx=8.6·10-4/-8.1·10-4. Such values are appropriate to use 
the compass for measurement of field line straightness.  

Friction in nodes 
It was said above that disadvantage of the gimbal 

suspension is friction force in jewel bearings which can 
reduce sensitivity and accuracy of the sensor. In fig. 4 one 
can see set of curves which were measured by slow 
changing of current in correction coils without feedback. 

There are four pictures with dependence of signal on 
photodiode on current in the coils, where red lines show 
results which were measured changing current from -3 A 
to 3 A, and blue lines – changing current back from 3 A to 
-3 A. From the figure one can see there is hysteresis 
related with friction in bearings, but in the same time 
influence of friction force decreases with increasing of 
solenoid field. 
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Figure 4: Hysteresis due to friction. a) B=38 G, b) B=62.5 
G, c) B=125 G, d) B=250 G. 

Position of compass is determined by equilibrium 
between moments of friction force and of magnetic force 
which acts on magnetic rod of the sensor. In a simple 
model of the magnetic dipole in longitudinal field the 
moment of magnetic force is equal to:  

m mM q BLα=  

where B – magnetic field, L – length of the rod, α – angle 
between force line and the rod, qm=S·B – magnetic charge, 
S – sectional area of the rod. Since friction force doesn’t 
depend on magnetic field, the angle α depends on 
magnetic field as 1/B2. 
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In fig. 5 a dependence of angle between magnetic field 
line and sensor’s rod, calculated form hysteresis, is sown. 
The blue line is a fitting curve ~1/B2. 

 

Figure 5: Residual angle due to friction. 

Interpolating the results for 2 kG we can get that 
uncertainty of angle related with friction in bearings is 
about 2·10-7, that is much lower then needed accuracy of 
measurements 10-5. 

Sensitivity of the compass 

To measure sensitivity the calibration coils were used. 
On fig. 6 the response of correction coils for the turning 
on current in calibration coils is shown. 

The signal on calibration coils has a step form with 
decreasing amplitude (from left to right: 2 A, 1 A, 0.5 A, 
0.2 A, 0.1 A, 0.05 A, 0.02 A, 0.01 A, 0.005 A, 0.002 A, 
0.001 A) and interval with zero signal between two steps. 
Length of a step and interval between steps are 45 
seconds (period 90 sec). 1 A in calibration coil 
corresponds to field 55 mG in compass region. 

From fig. 6 one can see that response from step 0.02 A 
(region of 600 sec) is the last one that can be 
distinguished from measurement noise. So sensitivity of 
the compass is about 1 mG. For field in cooling section 1 
– 2 kG such sensitivity means that we can measure angle 
of field line with accuracy (0.5 – 1.0)·10-6.  

CONCLUSION 
Measurements of parameters of compass with gimbal 

suspension, which were made on special test bench, show 
that it can be used in cooler for COSY to measure 
magnetic field line straightness with accuracy better then 
10-5 for field 1 kG and more. At the same time such 
system has some disadvantages, such as worse sensitivity 
and accuracy in comparison with compass on wire 
suspension. However compass with wire is not 
appropriate to use it in system for measurements without 
disassembling of vacuum chamber. 
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Figure 6: Sensitivity of the compass. 
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Abstract 

The project of the Low Energy Positron  Toroidal 
Accumulator (LEPTA) is under development at JINR. 
The LEPTA facility is a small positron storage ring 
equipped with the electron coolin system. The project 
positron energy is of 2 – 10 keV. The main goal of the 
facility is to generate an intense flux of positronium atoms 
– the bound state of electron and positron. 

Storage ring of LEPTA facility was commissioned in 
September 2004 and was under development up to now. 
The positron injector has been constructed in 2005 ÷ 
2010, and beam transfer channel – in 2011. By the end of 
August 2011 experiments on electron and positron 
injection into the ring have been started. The recent 
results are presented here. 

LEPTA RING DEVELOPMENT 
The Low Energy Particle Toroidal Accumulator 

(LEPTA) is designed for studies of particle beam 
dynamics in a storage ring with longitudinal magnetic 
field focusing (so called "stellatron"), application of 
circulating electron beam to electron cooling of 
antiprotons and ions in adjoining storage electron cooling 
of positrons and positronium in-flight generation.  

For the first time a circulating electron beam was 
obtained in the LEPTA ring in September 2004 [1]. First 
experience of the LEPTA operation demonstrated main 
advantage of the focusing system with longitudinal 
magnetic field: long life-time of the circulating beam of 
low energy electrons. At average pressure in the ring  of 
10-8 Torr the life-time of 4 keV electron beam of about 20 
ms was achieved that is by 2 orders of magnitude longer 
than in usual strong focusing system. However, 
experiments showed a decrease of the beam life-time at 
increase of electron energy. So, at the beam energy of 10 
keV the life time was not longer than 0.1 ms. The possible 
reasons of this effect are the magnetic inhomogeneity  and 
resonant behaviors of the focusing system. 

Vacuum system improvements 
In old design the distance between kicker plates was off 

32 mm that limited the aperture. New kicker design 
allows us to increase aperture up to 120 mm. 

 
Figure 1: The new kicker 

Testing after upgrading 
Typical life time dependence on electron energy, 

τe(Ee), has two slopes (Fig.2). The left one, where τe 
increases with Ee, is defined by electron scattering on 
residual gas. The right slope, descending with Ee, relates 
to violation of electron motion adiabaticity on 
inhomogeneities of solenoid magnetic field. 

The curves 1 and 2 were obtained in 2005, whereas the 
curves 3, 4 and the point 5 have been measured in June 
2008. The curve 6 was measured in August 2009, after all 
modifications of the ring described above. One can see 
significant increase of the electron life time. Of the main 
importance is the increase of the life time (comparing 
with the values of the year 2005, 2008) in the energy 
range above 4 keV by 6÷10 times. It proves the necessity 
of a further improvement of the solenoid field 
homogeneity. The point 7 (2011) is result of the regime 
optimization and vacuum improvement. 

Figure 2: LifeTime vs electron energy. 
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Electron cooling system construction 
The manufacturing of the system for generation, 

transportation and energy recovering of single pass 
electron beam has been completed. Test of the electron 
beam transportation from the gun to the collector begun in 
pulsed mode and continued in DC mode of the gun 
operation. Result is in Table 1. 

Table 1. Parameters of electron cooling system 

Current Electron 
energy Ie, mA ∆Ie, uA ∆Ie/Ie 

3 20 230 0,011 

5 50 290 0,006 

7 64 620 0,01 

8,7 105 430 0,004 

 

Positron transfer channel 
The channel is aimed to transport positrons extracted 

from the trap of the injector (see below) and accelerate 
them up to 10 keV (maximum) in electrostatic field in the 
gap between the trap and the channel entrance. The 
designing and manufacturing of the channel elements was 
completed in 2010. В 2011 году была изготовлена 
магнитная система канала и инжектор позитронов 
был присоединен к накопительному кольцу (Fig. 3). 

Figure 3. The transfer channel. 

THE POSITRON TRAP 
When slow positron beam is formed, it enters the 

Penning-Malmberg trap where the positron cloud is 
accumulated [2]. The trap is a device which uses static 
electric and magnetic fields to confine charged particles 
using the principle of buffer gas trapping. The 
confinement time for particles in the Penning-Malmberg 
traps can be easily extended into hours allowing for 
unprecedented measurement accuracy. Such devices have 
been used to measure the properties of atoms and 
fundamental particles, to capture antimatter, to ascertain 
reaction rate constants and in the study of fluid dynamics. 
The JINR positron trap (Fig. 4) was constructed to store 

slow positrons and inject positron bunch into the LEPTA 
ring. 

The research of the accumulation process was carried 
out using electron flux. For this purpose the test electron 
gun allowing to emit dN/dt = 1*106 electrons per second 
with energy 50 eV and spectrum width of a few eV was 
made. These parameters correspond to slow 
monochromatic positron beam which we expect from a 
radioactive source at activity of 50 mCi. 
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Figure 4: Assembly drawing of the positron trap (upper 

picture), potential and pressure distributions along the 
electrode system. 

Electron accumulation in the trap with application of 
rotating electrical field so called "rotating wall" (RW)[3], 
was studied with electrons during December 2006 and 
repeated with electrons and positrons in July 2011. The 
test electron beam shrinking was observed when RW 
parameters were optimized (Fig.5). 

 

Figure 5: Profiles of the stored test electron beam at 
different storage time: a) 30s, RF Off; b) 15s, RF On; c) 
20s, RF On; d) 30s, RF On; e) 40s, RF On; f) 90s, RF On. 

THE POSITRON INJECTOR 
In summer 2010 the slow positron source and the trap 

have been assembled. The first attempts of slow positron 
storage were performed (Fig.6) and stored positrons were 
extracted to the collector. 

a) b) c) 

d) e) f) 
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Figure 6: The trapped positron number vs storage time. 

Upt is the amplitude of the signal from the phototube 
(PT), RW amplitude is equal to 0.5 V. 

Manufacturing and assembling of the transfer channel 
from injector to the ring were completed by the end of 
July 2011. The test of the channel was performed in 
August 2011, first with test electron beam and later with 
positrons. Test electron gun was installed at the entrance 
of positron trap (Fig.7). 

 

Figure 7. The test electron gun. 

The ring was disassembled and luminescent screen was 
placed inside the kicker chamber. The beam images of 
electron beams both from the test gun and electron gun of 
the electron cooling system were obtained on the screen 
(Fig.8). After that positrons were injected into the ring at 
facility parameters optimized with electron beam. 

Figure 8. Two beams on luminescence screen. 

The registration of positron transportation through the 
channel and septum section of the ring to the 
luminescence screen was performed with NaI scintillation 
counter in counting mode. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The development of the LEPTA project is approaching 
the stage of experiments with circulating positron beam. 
All main elements of the ring and the injector are ready 
and have been tested.  
 

All works supported by RFBR, grant №09-02-00084. 
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MAGNETIC SYSTEM OF ELECTRON COOLER FOR COSY 

M. Bryzgunov, A. Bubley, V. Gosteev, V. Panasyuk, V. Parkhomchuk, V. Reva  

BINP SB RAS, Novosibirsk.
Abstract 

The magnetic system for the COSY cooler is 
presented. Electron beam energy range is wide (24keV- 
2MeV), typical bend’s radii of electrons track are near 
to 1 m, typical magnetic fields are 0.5 – 2kG. Transport 
channels with guiding magnetic fields for motion of 
electrons from high voltage terminal of cascade 

transformer into cooling section and their return for 
recuperation under such conditions are discussed. 
Results of Hall sensors measurements are compared 
with corresponding computations. Also some steps 
were taken for improvement of the magnetic field lines 
straightness in the cooling section. 
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Figure 1: Cooler magnetic system layout: 1 – solenoid and transverse correctors of cooling section, 2 – toroidal and 
bending coils of 45° toroid, 3 – dipole corrector, 4 – two coil groups of matching section, 5 – toroidal and bending coils 
of 90° bend, 6 – solenoid and transverse correctors, 7 – coils of short transition section, 8 – coils of long transition 
section, 9 – coil group of matching section. 

 

DESCRIPTION  
Solenoid consists of 40 pancake moveble coils [1]. Half 

the coils have right-handed winding, the rest – left-handed 
winding. Interleaving of such coils minimize field 
inhomogeneities which arise at commutation of coils. 
Since cooling by magnetized electrons is used, high 
straightness of the magnetic field line is required: 

510/ −
⊥ <=Δ θBB . Coils are installed on ball bearings 

for adequate correction of position. Magnetic field is 
aligned by tilting or slewing the coils. Necessary 
displacements of control screws were found by 
mathematical treatment of previous compass 
measurements [2]. Displacements of ~0.01mm were 
needed in final stage. In addition magnetized electron 
beam may be tilted by horizontal and vertical correctors 
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of cooling section (BX=BY≤±15G). The values of 
longitudinal magnetic fields of solenoid BZsol and guiding 
magnetic fields of toroids BStor amount to 2kG. Usually 
BZsol≈BStor.  

High-voltage tank magnetic system includes two 

The nominal value of the magnetic field is 0.5kG. 
Electron beam moves from tank to cooling section and 
comes back for recuperation by identical transport 
channels. Each channel consists of three 90° bends, two 
short and one long transition sections and a solenoid with 
transverse correctors. Guiding magnetic field of channels 
BS amounts to 1kG. Two matching sections are situated at 
the ends of each channel. These sections ensure passage 
of electrons through longitudinal gradient of field without 
heating [3]. 

Transverse bending field is created by bending coils of 
bends and toroids. Field index (~0.5) is ensured by coils 
positioned on the walls of magnetic conductors. 

Functionally five power supplies are used for water-
cooled coils. 

Table 1: Fields and Supplies parameters 

Series connection coils Fields 
kG 

Current 
A 

Power 
kW 

Coils of cooling solenoid 2 330 110 

Toroidal coils of 45° toroids 2 1040 180 

Toroidal coils of 90° bends 1 320 130 

Coils of transition sections 1 300 70 

All bending coils 0.1 350 45 

 
Two dipoles are situated on the axis of cooling 

solenoid outside of toroids. Their vertical field coils may 
be connected in series with coils of 45° toroids. Two coils 
of matching section (4) connected in series with coils of 
cooling solenoid and other three are connected in series 
with coils of 90° bends.  

HALL SENSORS MEASUREMENTS  
Calibrated set of Hall sensors was used for magnetic 

measurements. Twelve devices are placed on a precise 
Cross-support so that 3-d components of field are 
measured, where every component is measured in four 
points around cross axis. The Cross is installed on a 
Carriage.  

The Carriage moved along rails in one-step operation. 
Special rigid rails installed in the magnetic system 
elements ensured movement of the Cross center along the 
axis in straight sections, or along the arc of 1m radius in 
bends and toroids. The position of the Cross center along 
the track was considered as longitudinal coordinate s.  

General assembly consisted of cooling section, toroid, 
dipole and matching section (1–2–3–4 in Fig. 1). Other 
eight elements were measured in triads. Each triad 
consisted of one bend (one of the six 90° bends (5))  in 

the center with two neighboring transition straight 
sections, or one of the two solenoids (6) in the center with 
corresponding straight sections on sides (7–6–7, 7–5–8 
etc). Measurements were carried out with various 
combinations of four power supplies for the triads’ 
elements. 

 

Figure 2: The Cross with Hall sensors on the Carriage. 

MEASUREMENT RESULTS  
Results of measurements (dot curves) and results of 

corresponding computations (solid curves) are presented 
in next figures.  

Measurements on the assembly 1–2–3–4 along straight 
axis are represented below in Fig. 3 (i.e. measurements in 
the path of ion beam). The z origin is fixed in the centre 
of the cooling solenoid.  
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Figure 3: Longitudinal component BZ and its constituents 
BZsol and BZtor and vertical component BY along the axis. 
Dot – measured curves, solid – computed curves. 

solenoids around accelerating and decelerating tubes[1]. 
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Here and farther each constituent is powered by its own 
supply.  

Measurements of assembly 1–2–3–4 along travel line 
(axis–45°arc–straight line) are represented below (i.e. 
measurements on the path of electron beam). The s origin 
is fixed also in centre of cooling solenoid. 
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Figure 4: Longitudinal field BS and its main constituents 
BSsol, BStor, BS2m and BS3m along travel line s. Dot – 
measured curves, solid – computed curve. 

Measurements of assembly 8–5–7 along travel line 
(axis–90°arc–axis) are presented below (i.e. one from six 
bends measurements). The s origin is fixed here in centre 
of the bend.  
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Figure 5: Longitudinal field BS and its main constituents 
BSbend, BSL50 and BSL85 along travel line s.  

Thus: 
• Field measurements coincide with field computations. 
• Full field equals to its constituents sum, i.e. influence 
of ferromagnetic nonlinearity is small at stated currents. 

• This allows constructing of field by variation of the 
constituent currents, for example, constructing the 
optimal field for electron transit without ‘heating’. 

COMPUTATION OF ELECTRON TRANSIT 
THROUGH TOROIDS AND BENDS 

Profiles of guiding field curvature (cur(s)) and bending 
field BB(s) do not coincide. So, the Lorentz force FL(s) = 
e·β·BB(s) counteracts with centrifugal force FC(s) = 
mc2

γβ
2
·cur(s) only on average [4]. Normalized profiles 

are shown in Fig. 6. 
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Figure 6: Solid – curvature: max(curv)=0.01cm-1. Dot – 
profiles of bending field.  

Electron beam energy range is wide (24keV- 2MeV). 
Non-adiabatic electrons of major energies are ‘heating’ in 
such bends and toroids. If electrons make integer number 
of turns (nω) around magnetic field BS during transit, they 
leave bend or toroid without ‘heating’.  

Since diverging profiles are present, fitting of coils 
current for BS and BB is needed. For the beginning we can 
choose BS corresponding to integer number of Larmor's 
turns on the bend transit and BB≈17γβ (from FL=FC). 

Computations of electron transit through channel 
fragment 8–5–7–6 are presented on the Fig.7, 8 and 9.  
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Figure 7. Optimal fields for electron transit through 
channel fragment 8–5–7–6 without ‘heating’ 
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Electron oscillations relative to central force line are 
shown below. Here δr is radial displacement in the bend 
and x is displacement across bend plane. 
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Figure 8: Electron oscillation in optimal fields – 1, 2 and 
electrons with Te=2MeV in field for Te=1.63MeV – 3. 

Larmor's turns of 2MeV electrons into solenoid 6 (i.e. 
after bend transit) are shown below for different cases.  
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Figure 9: Left graph – Larmor's turns in optimal BS, ±2% 
varying relative to optimal BS and non-optimal (nω=2.5). 
Right graph – Larmor's turns in optimal BB and ±2% 
varying relative to optimal BB.  

Optimal fields BS at Te=2MeV, nω=3 and at 
Te=1.63MeV, nω=4 got by fitting. At fixed nω optimal BS 

value varies on energy as γβ. At Te=1.63MeV conversion 
nω from 4 to 3 decreases optimal field by 0.71 instead of 
0.75. At electron energy Te=2MeV max(BBbend)=84G 
(max(BBtor)=104.6G) and varies on energy as γβ. 

Variation of optimal guiding field BS on ±2% increase 
‘heating’ slightly. Variation of optimal bending field BB 
on ±2% substantially shifts the beam axis across bend 
plane on ±2mm.  

Computations were done by MAG3D code [5] in 
maximal approximation to real design. Steel grade of 
magnetic conductors is ST10. 

CONCLUSION 
The magnet measurement of magnetic elements: 

cooling section, toroid, bending solenoid and matching 
section shows good agreement with calculated magnet 
fields. Beginning of the electron beam orbit optimization 
for different energy will made according results of BS and 
BB computations. 

Naturally final positioning of electron beam orbit will 
made according results of diagnostic measurement. Tools 
for optimisation exist: system of pick-up and set of the 
correctors. 
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SUPERCONDUCTING SHIELD FOR SOLENOID 
OF ELECTRON COOLING SYSTEM 

N.N. Agapov, D.E. Donets, V.M. Drobin, E.A. Kulikov, H. Malinovski, R.V. Pivin, 
A.V. Smirnov, Yu.V. Prokofichev, G.V. Trubnikov, LHEP JINR, Dubna, Russia 

G.L. Dorofeev, RRC "Kurchatov Institute", Moscow, Russia

Abstract 
The homogeneity of the magnetic field in the straight 

solenoid of the electron cooling system is the very 
important task. The superconducting solenoids are 
planned for electron cooling systems of collider rings of 
NICA project [1]. To reach the necessary homogeneity in 
the straight section the superconducting shield was 
proposed. The design of the superconducting shield, 
experimental and numerical investigation of the field 
homogeneity in the solenoid with the superconducting 
shield are presented. 

INTRODUCTION 
Special properties of superconducting materials 

(Meissner Effect, high current) permits to use these 
materials for magnetic field screening in different 
facilities, for example: chambers with magnetic vacuum, 
current limiters, and tomography. For maximum current 
density 5×105 A/cm2 the magnetic field difference on the 
thin superconducting layer with the thickness about 20 
μm can reach a value up to 1000 G. The using of the 
NbTi superconducting shield for the increasing of the 
field homogeneity was investigated in the different works 
[2, 3]. 

The aim of these investigations is the problem of the 
field homogeneity in the straight section of the electron 
cooling system. The price of the straight solenoid with 
field homogeneity up to value ΔB/B=10-5 [1] is very 
high. When the length of the high precision solenoid is 10 
m and more than the solenoid is divided on a few 
sections. This situation leads to the field unhomogeneity 
between solenoid sections. The using of the 
superconducting shield can resolve this problem. 

For the investigation of the high homogeneity magnetic 
field in large volumes the experiments with 
superconducting shields which are placed inside 
superconducting solenoid were done in Laboratory of 
High Energy Physics (JINR, Dubna, Russia). The design 
of the superconducting shield is a multilayer close-coiled 
winding from the superconducting foil. This article 
presents the comparison of experimental and numerical 
results which were done with standard simulation 
programs and original program code. 

EXPERIMENTS WITH SHORT 
SOLENOID 

Laboratory of High Energy Physics JINR has a large 
experience in the production of superconducting systems 
[4]. In first experiment the existing superconducting 

solenoid with length 150 mm, outer diameter 130 mm and 
inner diameter 100 mm was used. The superconducting 
shield was made from the NbTi foil with thickness 150 
μm and width 138 mm. The shield was wind on the tube 
with diameter 78 mm and has 5 layers which have a 
close-coiled shape and are divided by the isolator paper. 

The dependence of the magnetic field homogeneity on 
different solenoid currents is presented on Fig.1. Initially 
measurements were done without the superconducting 
shield then with the shield for the same values of solenoid 
currents. The field measurements were made with the 
Hole probe along the solenoid axis with step 5 mm. A 
sensitivity of the Hole probe was 73 mV/T. 

The using of the superconducting solenoid leads to the 
increasing of the field range with high homogeneity even 
in the short solenoid (Fig.1). At the same time the value 
of magnetic field decreases in the solenoid center and 
increases on the edge. The size of the field range with 
high homogeneity has a dependence on the absolute value 
of the magnetic field: the higher field value the smaller 
range size. This behavior can be explained by the 
saturation of the superconducting shield. The efficiency 
of the shield is decreasing when the current in the foil 
reach the critical value. 

 

Figure 1: The dependence of magnetic field (arbitrary 
units) on the longitudinal coordinate for different values 
of the magnetic field В = 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 1.5 Т) with the 
superconducting shield (ek) and without it. Vertical lines 
correspond to boundaries of the solenoid and shield. 

EXPERIMENTS WITH HIGH 
HOMOGENEITY FIELD 

For further investigation of the influence of the 
superconducting shield on the field homogeneity the 
solenoid with large ratio of the length and diameter was 
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constructed. The solenoid has four layers of the NbTi/Cu 
superconducting ware with diameter 0.5 mm. The length 
is 480 mm and inner diameter 80 mm. The shield was 
made from NbTi/Cu foil with the thickness 20 μm and 
width 80 mm. Each section has 15 layers of the 
superconducting foil which are divided by the isolator 
paper. Sections overlap each over with the shift 40 mm. 
An additional superconducting coil was placed in the 
center on the shield. It was used for the imitation of the 
magnetic field unhomogeneity. 

The longitudinal magnetic field was measured on the 
solenoid axis with the Hole probe. The solenoid current 
was about 30 A. The dependence of the magnetic field 
with the superconducting shield and without it was 
presented on Fig. 2. The accuracy of the field 
measurement was about ΔB/B~10-3 which was mainly 
defined by the stability of the solenoid power supply. The 
numerical simulation of the screening effect has only 
quality agreement with the experiment when the 
superconducting shield was simulated like the material 
with zero permeability (Fig. 2). 

 

Figure 2: The dependence of the magnetic field on the 
longitudinal coordinate with the superconducting shield 
and without it. Zero coordinate corresponds to the 
solenoid center. 

For the investigation of the screening effect the 
additional coil was used. It was placed in the solenoid 
center outside of the superconducting shield. The coil has 
4 winding from the superconducting ware with diameter 
0.5 mm. The coil current was about 10 A. The difference 
between magnetic fields normalized on the absolute value 
between measurements with the additional coil and 
without it are presented on Fig.3. The additional coil 
increases the absolute value of the magnetic field and 
does not change the field homogeneity in the solenoid 
center. It means that non regular winding of the solenoid 
ware does not destroy the field homogeneity when the 
superconducting shield is used. 

 

Figure 3: The difference between magnetic fields with the 
additional coil and without it. 

SIMULATION OF SUPERCONDUCTING 
SHILED 

Standard programs cannot correctly simulate the 
screening effect from the superconducting solenoid. In the 
case when the superconducting shield is replaced on the 
material with zero permeability the simulation result has 
only a quality agreement with experiments (Fig.2). Then a 
special program code was proposed for the simulation of 
the superconducting shield. 

In the simple geometry when the superconducting 
shield is placed inside a solenoid and its axis is parallel 
the radial component of the magnetic field is 
perpendicular to the shield surface. It means that the 
close-coiled shield in the first approximation is equal to 
the superconducting plate with the perpendicular 
magnetic field which is correspondents to the radial 
component of the solenoid field. In the solenoid center the 
radial component is zero. As result the variable magnetic 
field leads to the appearance of two closed screening 
currents in the different part of the plate with opposite 
directions. 

In the superconducting shield the independent currents 
are screened the radial component of the solenoid 
magnetic field which has zero value in the solenoid 
center. Screening currents completely compensate the 
radial component in the solenoid center and has opposite 
currents on the solenoid edge. In the accordance with the 
theory of the critical state of the superconducting 
materials the current density has to be critical in shield 
regions where the transverse component of the magnetic 
field goes through the superconducting shield. This 
behavior defines the distribution of the screening current 
and the shield efficiency. Thus the screening currents 
leads to the increasing the field homogeneity in the 
solenoid center and decreasing the field homogeneity 
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(increasing of the radial component of the magnetic field) 
on the solenoid edge. 

For the simulation of the screening effect from the 
superconducting shield the special program code was 
used. The influence of shield was simulated with 
additional coils which were placed in three layers along 
the solenoid axis. Currents in coils were chosen under 
conditions that the radial component of the magnetic field 
leads to zero on the shield surface and current summary is 
zero in each layers. Simulation results (Fig.4) have a good 
agreement with experimental results [2]. Thus coil 
currents have the same direction on the solenoid edge and 
the opposite direction in the solenoid center. 

 

Figure 4: The distribution of currents in additional coils 
which reproduce the effect of the supeconducting shield. 
Possitive values correspond to the same direction of the 
solenoid current. 

CONCLUSION 
Present experimental and numerical investigations 

show enough high efficiency of the superconducting 
shield for the increasing of the magnetic field 
homogeneity in the straight solenoid. The first 
experiments with the high temperature superconducting 
materials shows that they can be used for the 
superconducting shield. 

Further investigations will have the aim to the choosing 
of the optimal material for the superconducting shield 
(including high temperature superconducting materials) 
and the technology of the shield winding. For the 
investigation of the field homogeneity the stability of the 
power supply and the accuracy of the field measurement 
have to be improved. For the simulation of the 
superconducting shield the special algorithms have to 
implemented into program code for the optimization of 
shield parameters. Present experimental and numerical 
investigations show enough high efficiency of the 
superconducting shield for the increasing of the magnetic 
field homogeneity in the straight solenoid. The first 
experiments with the high temperature superconducting 
materials shows that they can be used for the 
superconducting shield. 

Further investigations will have the aim to the choosing 
of the optimal material for the superconducting shield 
(including high temperature superconducting materials) 
and the technology of the shield winding. For the 
investigation of the field homogeneity the stability of the 
power supply and the accuracy of the field measurement 
have to be improved. For the simulation of the 
superconducting shield the special algorithms have to 
implemented into program code for the optimization of 
shield parameters. 
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Abstract

For the cooling of proton and ion beams a well estab-
lished overlap between cooling beam and circulating beam
is needed. The new relativistic electron cooling devices,
like the one proposed for the High Energy Storage Ring
(HESR) at FAIR, have special demands on the diagnos-
tics which can be used to characterize the cooling beam.
Due to high voltage breakdowns they only allow a very
small beam loss so non-invasive beam diagnostic methods
are necessary. A system based on beam induced fluores-
cence (BIF) was installed at the 100 keV test setup at the
Mainzer Mikrotron (MAMI). First results of the measured
photon yield as a function of beam current and residual gas
pressure will be presented. In addition a Thomson scat-
tering experiment is planned at the same test setup. This
method enables the measurement of other observables of
the cooling beam like the electron beam energy or the elec-
tron temperature. The design of the experiment as well as
the challenges will be discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The cooling beam and the cooled beam have to over-
lap and propagate with the same velocity to ensure a small
cooling time. This matching is done by optimizing the
H0-signal. In this case the protons of the cooled beam
are recombining with the electrons of the cooling beam.
The resulting Hydrogen Atoms are neutral they are not de-
flected by magnetic fields and can be detected after the next
bending magnet. This technique is only applicable for pro-
tons and positive ions. For the cooling of antiprotons as it
is planned in the (HESR) [1] there is no H0-signal which
could indicate a good cooling rate. Because of this special
beam diagnostics of the cooling beam are necessary. The
diagnostic has to be be non destructive because of the high
beam power. It should also not affect the magnetic field
flatness of the solenoids inside the cooling section.

There are already several non destructive beam diagnos-
tic methods established. They are used in different acceler-
ators like a scintillation profile monitor [2], [3] or the Laser
wire scanner at the synchrotron source PETRA III [4].
These methods can be adapted for the use in relativistic
electron cooling devices.

BEAM INDUCED FLUORESCENCE

For protons and ions beam profile measurement based
on beam induced fluorescence is a common technique [5].
The idea is to image the fluorescing residual gas on a photo

detector with a spatial resolution as shown in Fig. 1. There
are different types of detectors available, like multi channel
plates (MCP), multichannel photo multiplier or intensified
ccd (ICCD) cameras.

Figure 1: Principle of scintillation profile monitor

The production of the scintillation light depends on the
residual gas pressure, the beam current and the composition
of the residual gas. Different gases show different excita-
tion spectra and consequential have different fluorescence
spectra. But they are also differing in the intensity of the
scintillation light.

For electrons and protons with the same velocity the
ionization energy loss is very similar. They amount to
4.4 MeVcm2/g and 4.3 MeVcm2/g respectively for β =
0.55 in N2. This should lead to a corresponding light out-
put. From the energy loss and the photo production coef-
ficient from [6] we can therefore estimate the fluorescence
rates for electrons in nitrogen gas. For our detection device
which has a solid angle Ω = 3.1 · 10−2 sr and a detector
efficiency of 0.3 we expect a count rate of 104 Hz/cm of
longitudinal beam extension at a pressure of 10−6 mbar and
a 100 μA beam.

To test this assumption a special vacuum chamber has
been designed (Fig. 2) and has been installed at the po-
larized test source (PKAT) [7] at the Mainzer Mikrotron
(MAMI). In this source a NEA-GaAs [8] photo cath-
ode is used which requires 10−11 mbar for stable opera-
tion. Therefore this chamber together with additional turbo
molecular pumps acts as a differential pumping stage. This
allows local pressure bumps up to 10−5 mbar while main-
taining the UHV condition at the cathode. The main pur-
pose of this experiment is to gain understanding of the
different background sources which degrade the signal to
noise ratio for the optical beam diagnostics.

The chamber is equipped with a silica window which
is transparent down to 200 nm. This allows to image the
transverse beam profile by transmitting the UV parts of the
spectral lines of N2. With the leak valve the residual gas
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Figure 2: Vacuum chamber for beam induced fluorescence
studies. The electron beam goes into the plane of the paper

Figure 3: Imaging system consisting of PMT (1), Lens (2)
and mounting system (3). Above the shielding against am-
bient light (4)

pressure can be changed. The pressure sensor monitors the
vacuum condition. A mass spectrometer detects the partial
gas pressure and enables the analysis of the photon yield of
different scintillation gases.

As an imaging system for the fluorescence light a fused
silica lens (wavelength range 185-2100 nm) with a focal
length of 12 cm is used. The distance between the elec-
tron beam and the lens is 24 cm the same as between the
lens and the detector. A photomultiplier tube (PMT) with
a minimal wavelength of 160 nm is used as a detector. The
Fig. 3 shows the lens, the PMT and the mounting system
which is used to attach the imaging system to the vacuum
chamber. This whole system is shielded against light emit-
ted by several sources (e.g. LED) in the lab.

During the first measurement a quite high background,
which depended on the residual gas pressure, was ob-
served. This background was caused by the pressure sen-
sor. Different residual gas pressures were established with
different settings of the leak valve. The leak valve was con-
nected to a N2 containing gas bottle. If the gas pressure was
stable the pressure sensor was switched off to minimize the
background for the measurement of the BIF. After that the

Figure 4: Beam induced fluorescence intensity against
electron beam current at different residual gas pressures.
The linear dependence on the beam current is clearly visi-
ble but the identical curves for pressures below 10−6 mbar
indicate a background

pressure sensor was switched on to check if the pressure
had changed. If the pressure had changed a mean value of
the pressure before and after the measurement was evalu-
ated. During the whole measurement the transmission of
the electron beam was monitored with two digital volt me-
ters (DVM). One was measuring the emitted beam current
of the cathode the other was used to monitor the Faraday
cup where the beam was dumped.

The PMT signal was measured against the electron beam
current at different residual gas pressures. These measure-
ments are shown in Fig. 4.

One can see clearly the linear dependence on the PMT
signal of the beam current. This indicates that the signal
is really produced by the electron beam. Furthermore the
BIF signal of about 1 mV of a 100 keV electron beam at
8.6 · 10−6 mbar (see below) corresponds to a PMT current
of 10 nA. With a gain of 107 and a width of 8 mm of the
photo multiplier this equates to 6 · 103 electrons per second
emitted by the PMT cathode. This is a factor of 10 less
than the estimated event rate mentioned above. This might
be caused by uncertainties in the geometrical alignment,
the PMT gain and the residual gas pressure of nitrogen. An
investigation and an optimization of these uncertainties is
foreseen for the future.

The more or less identical curves for pressures below
10−6 mbar indicate a beam induced background which is
not caused by fluorescence. This might be x-rays produced
in the Faraday cup or other light producing effects inside
the beam pipe. Based on this assumption the background
signal is 2.4 mV and the beam induced fluorescence signal
(at 8.6 · 10−6 mbar) is 3.2 mV. The signal to noise ratio then
evaluates to 1/4.

For the future our main goal is to increase the signal to
noise ratio by background reduction. This can be done with
filters which are only transparent for the spectral lines of
the nitrogen and by shielding the Faraday cup to get rid of
the produced x-rays. A good understanding of the back-
ground is not only important for the BIF method but also
for the Thomson scattering because this technique suffers
from even lower counting rates.
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THOMSON SCATTERING

Theory

Thomson scattering describes elastic scattering of a pho-
ton on a free electron. It is the low energy limit of the
Compton scattering process. Figure 5 shows a schematic
view of Thomson scattering.

Figure 5: Thomson scattering scheme

A photon λL hits the electron beam under an angle Θ
and is scattered under the scattering angle Θ′. The scat-
tered photon λS gains energy due to the Doppler shift. The
wavelength of the scattered photon as a function of the an-
gle between incident photon and electron and the angle be-
tween scattered photon and electron can be evaluated with

λS = λL
(1 + β cosΘ′)
(1 + β cosΘ)

(1)

where β is the electron velocity in units of the speed of
light. The scattering process is determined by the Thomson
cross section

dσ
dΩ
=

1
2

r2
e

(
1 + cos2Θ′

)
(2)

with re = classical electron radius. The event rates i.e.
how many photons are scattered can be calculated with the
following equation

R =
1
2

r2
e (1 + cos2 (Θ′)NLneεΔΩl

(1 + βcos (Θ))
(1 + βcos(Θ′))γ

(3)

with NL = Number of incident photons per Joule, ne =

Electron density, ε = Detector system efficiency, ΔΩ = De-
tector solid angle, l = Interaction length, (1+β cos(Θ))

(1+β cos(Θ′))γ = fac-
tor results from Lorentz transformation.

Beam Diagnostics

In 1987/1988 a pioneer experiment demonstrated the
feasibility of Thomson scattering for our purpose [9], [10].
At that time, however, the signal to noise ratio suffered
from the low power and repetition rate of the Laser system.
We revisit this approach in the light of the enormous devel-
opments in Laser technology since that time. The presented
setup uses the following anglesΘ = 90◦ andΘ′ = 180◦ like
a Laser wire scanner. In this case the rate of the scattered

photons only depends on the electron density in the elec-
tron beam. By moving the Laser beam through the electron
beam a profile measurement can be done. Due to the low
cross section, mostly dominated by the classical electron
radius squared, the necessary Laser power is very high and
it is only reasonable for high electron densities. In Tab. 1
the event rates for different setups are shown. For the calcu-
lation a 100 W Laser system and an electron beam current
of 1 A and a diameter of 3 cm was chosen. The detector
system efficiency ε = 0.2 and solid angle ΔΩ = 100msr.

Table 1: Scattering Rate for Different Cooling Devices
Electron Energy λL λS Event Rate
100 keV (PKAT) 1.06µm 475 nm 100 s−1

2 MeV (COSY) 10.6µm 220 nm 6.5 · 103 s−1

4.5 MeV (HESR) 10.6µm 50 nm 1.3 · 104 s−1

8 MeV (ENC) 10.6µm 20 nm 2 · 104 s−1

Like the BIF measurements, the Thomson scattering ex-
periment will also be done at the PKAT. As seen in Tab. 2
the gun is capable of delivering peak currents of 60 mA
with a diameter of 2 mm so the electron density is the same
as in a cooling device with 2 A and 3 cm. To perform this
experiment we use the setup shown in Fig. 6. This enables
a detection of the scattered photons in forward direction
while the electrons are bend by 270◦ which suppresses the
background generated from fluorescent light in the beam
dump.

Figure 6: Schematic view of the future diagnostic setup at
the PKAT

Table 2: PKAT Parameter Setup

Electron Energy 100 kev
DC current 200µA
Beam diameter 2 mm
Peak current (pulsed) 60 mA
Pulse duration 10 ns
Rep. rate 50 Hz

An other advantage of the Thomson scattering method
is the possibility to measure the electron energy. This can
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be done in with the same setup which is used for the beam
profile measurement. In this case a frequency analysis of
the scattered photons is needed instead of a the scattering
rate. This can e.g. be done with a Fabry-Perot interferome-
ter at an virtual arbitrary accuracy. Since Eq. 1 establishes
a well defined relation between the angle and the velocity
(i.e. the energy) the error in energy determination is mainly
limited by the accuracy of the angle measurement.

This can be very interesting for the cooling of antipro-
tons. Because of the missing H0-signal an energy match-
ing of both beams which is needed for an efficient cooling
process is more difficult. With a good energy measurement
the adjustment of the electron beam can be done faster and
in a more efficient way.

Challenges

As mentioned above one of the challenges with Thom-
son scattering is the very low cross section. Because of that
very high laser photon fluxes and laser powers are needed.
These high power Laser beams have to be transported and
focused to the interaction point without significant losses to
get high signal rates and avoid a damaging of parts of the
beam line. For the beam profile measurements with Thom-
son scattering the acquisition of a Laser system with the
following specifications is planed.

Table 3: Laser System Specifications

Wavelength 1064 nm
Beam diameter 100µm
Pulse power 2 J
Pulse duration 20 ns
Rep. rate 50 Hz

The timing between electron and Laser beam is essen-
tial for this experiment. One possibility to solve the tim-
ing problem is shown in Fig. 7. A fraction of the Laser
pulse will be frequency doubled send to the photo cathode
of the PKAT while the main part of the pulse is delayed.
The Laser pulse has to be delayed for the time it takes the
electron bunch to travel from the cathode to the interac-
tion point. There both beams collide under an angle of
90◦. The Thomson scattered photons are detected behind
the α-magnet which bends the electrons by 270◦. Mirrors
in the Laser beam line allow a transverse shift of the Laser
beam and a transverse scanning of the electron beam. The
number of scattered photons is proportional to the electron
density of the electron beam. If one assumes a Gaussian
profile of the electron beam a Gaussian fit to the intensity
of the scattered photons as a function of the displacement
of the Laser provides the transversal beam profile.

Because of the low scattering rates all kind of back-
ground has to be avoided. This includes beam induced flu-
orescence as well as electron beam loss at the wall of the
vacuum chamber or radiation emitted by the beam dump.
To decrease the background the photo detector can be syn-

Figure 7: Laser system setup

chronized to the Laser pulses.

OUTLOOK

We are planning further investigations of the BIF method
concerning a further background reduction by using spec-
tral filters and shielding of the Faraday cup. It is also
planned to use a detection system with a spatial resolution
e.g. a ICCD camera.

For the Thomson scattering further modifications at the
PKAT beam line are in preparation and the acquisition of
an adequate Laser system is planned for 2011.
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Abstract 

The electron cooling system at electron energy up to 
2.5  Mev for the NICA collider is under design at JINR. 
The electron cooler is developed according to the 
available world practice of similar systems 
manufacturing. The main peculiarity of the electron 
cooler for the NICA collider is using of two cooling 
electron beams (one electron beam per each ring of the 
collider) that never has been done before. The 
acceleration and deceleration of the electron beams is 
produced by common high-voltage generator. The 
conceptual design of the electron cooling system has been 
developed. The cooler consist of three tanks. Two of them 
contain acceleration/deceleration tubes and are immersed 
in the copper ("warm") solenoids. The third one contains 
HV generator, which design is based on voltage 
multiplying scheme.  

 
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF THE 

COOLER 

The electron cooler (Fig. 1) consists of three tanks filled 
with SF6 gas under pressure of 8 at. The tanks 1 and 3 
contain acceleration tube and electron gun for one of the 
electron beam and deceleration tube and electron collector 
for another one. The tank 2 houses the HV generator. 

 

  
Fig.1. General view of the electron cooler. 1, 3 – tanks 
with electron gun and acceleration tube and deceleration 
tube + collector for electron beam of opposite direction,  
2 – tank with HV generator, 4 – beam transportation 
solenoids, 5- electron cooling section. 

 

The magnetic field is formed by a set of straight and 
toroidal solenoids. The solenoids forming the magnetic 
field in the region of acceleration/deceleration tubes are 
placed outside of the tanks that resolve the problem of 
HV insulation. 

Table 1. Cooler parameters 
Electron energy, MeV 0.5 ÷ 2.5 
Electron beam current , А 0.1 ÷ 1,0 
Beam diameter, сm 1,0 
solenoid magnetic field, T 0.1 ÷ 0.2 
HV PS current, mA 1 
Collector PS,  kW 2×2 
HV PS stability, ΔU/U 1×10-4 
SF6 gas pressure, at 5 ÷ 8 

 
ELECTRON BEAM GENERATION AND 

ENERGY RECUPERATION 
 

Both acceleration and deceleration systems consist of 
three main subsystems (Fig. 2): acceleration vacuum tube 
with electron gun or collector mounted on the upper end 
of the tube, high pressure tank, solenoid forming 
longitudinal magnetic field. Acceleration vacuum tube 
with electron gun or collector mounted on the upper end 
of the tube. Electron gun design (Fig.3) has three main 
elements: cathode with the Pierce electrode, control 
(steering) electrode, anode connected with first (upper) 
flange of acceleration tube. Electron collector (Fig.3) 
consists of three elements as well: collector anode 
connected with upper flange of deceleration tube, 
suppressor ("repeller") electrode, electron collecting 
vessel. The last one is cooled by water circulating at high 
potential. The design and construction of collector 
cooling system is in progress.  
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Fig.2. Acceleration and deceleration systems of two 
beams of opposite directions  

 
Fig.3. Electron gun and electron collector design 

 
MAGNETIC AND ELECTRIC FIELDS 

SIMULATION 
 

The magnetic field in gun and collector area is formed 
by means of ferromagnetic shields (Fig. 4), that helps to 
provide sufficiently homogenous magnetic filed in 
electron gun and good shield of the collector. The 
numerical simulation of magnetic field at the cathode and 
collector region been performed (Fig.5) and the optimal 
configuration of the magnetic screen has been found. The 
cathode of electron gun is located be 0.3 m lower of the 
shield plane. 

 
Fig.4.Optimal magnetic screen configuration  

 
 
 

 
 

TEST OF THE NEW POSITRON  THE 
The slow monochromatic positron flux is formed \ 
 

 
Fig.5.Magnetic field distribution at the cathode region for 
configuration presented in Fig.4 
 

The cathode diameter is chosen of 13 mm that is 
standard size for commercially available impregnative 
cathodes. The electron beam diameter is cooling section 
one can easily vary with appropriate choice of magnetic 
fields ratio in acceleration section and cooling one. 

Electric field distributions along the solenoid axis and 
electron transverse temperatures versus axial coordinate 
are shown on Figs. 6 and 7. 

 

 Fig.6. Electric field distribution at the solenoid axis: 
Ucath = -60 kV, UControl = -41 kV Uanod =0 kV,  

I = 1A, μP=0.38 

Magnetic field distribution at the cathod region
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Fig.7.  Distribution of electron transverse temperatures 
TTRAN (Z) along the trajectory of electrons emitted from 
the cathode on radius R = 0,65 cm; B = 1 (1), 2 (2), 1.5 
 (3)  kG 
 

To enhance the collector efficiency a permanent magnet 
with opposite field direction is applied. As result 
magnetic field lines form a magnetic trap reflected 
electrons are trapped in the collector with a great 
efficiency. Electron motion in the collector is calculated 
with the SAM code and results are shown in Fig. 8. The 
carried out numerical simulation of electron motion in 
collector with permanent magnet of opposite field 
direction have shown high efficiency of secondary 
electron trapping.  
 

 

Fig.8. Magnetic field lines in the collector (permanent 
magnet of opposite  field direction is placed on the rear 
wall of  the collector). I = 1A, U cath-coll= 2 kV, μP=11.26 
 

HIGH VOLTAGE GENERATOR 

High voltage (HV) generator (Fig.9) is based on the 
principle of the cascade scheme.  The chosen scheme has 
three diode columns and twelve multiplying levels.  At 
the working frequency of 20 kHz the total number of 
diodes (type 2Ц106Г by Russian standard) is equal to 
2500, the total number of capacitors (type C2-29B-2 by 
Russian standard) is equal to 8316. The HV of 
U = 2.0 MV is controlled with three-phase 
autotransformer (AT) of the voltage of 380 V at 50 Hz. 
The controller transmits the feed-back signal to the three-
phase rectifier (V). Smoothed by means of the filter the 

control signal comes to the inverter (F) that transforms it 
into 2 kHz meander. This voltage through resonance 
throttle (DR) comes to high voltage transformer (HT) 
with two symmetrical high voltage windings and further 
to the entrance of the symmetrical cascade generator 
(CG). It has maximum output voltage of 2.0 MV.   For 
high voltage  fluctuations suppression one should add at 
the exit of CG (Fig. 9) the low-power high voltage triode 
(T), which operates as a variable resistance controlled by 
the feedback signal from precise voltage divider (DU) via 
the feedback chain FB2 at ground level and FB3 at high 
potential. Operating voltage of triode T has to be higher 
than 10 kV, operating current – more than 1 mA. For 
example, if the stray capacity of high-voltage “output” to 
the ground potential is of 0.1 nF (to be defined later more 
exactly) voltage “loss” is of 500 V and voltage restoration 
time is of 0.1 ms, the triode current has to be at lest of 0.5 
mA.  

 Fig.9. The HV generator electric scheme  
 
The base element of the cascade of capacitors is ceramic 

capacitor with the following characteristics:  
С = 1 nF; U = 40 kV; ø = 40 mm; l = 42 (65) mm.  

The cascade of capacitors consists of 48 series sections. 
Each section consists of 33 parallel capacitors 
mechanically fixed between two metal disks of 5÷8 mm 
thickness and ø ≈ 320 mm that work as intermediate 
electric shields (Fig. 10). Sections are connected into CG 
stages: seven sections in series form one stage (280 kV, 
4.7 nF). 

There are 12 voltage multiplying stages (12х280 = 
3360 kV) in each of three CG cascades. The cascade of 
capacitors is connected into mechanically firm design by 
means of a plastic tube, which is located in the center hole 
of metallic shields. The cascades are located inside the 
tanks and are connected each other by two diode groups 
(V). The third group (“V”) doesn’t contain diodes and 
plays the role of mechanical support only.  
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Fig. 10. Design of main elements of power supply of  
2.0 MV (a) and cascade of capacitors (b) 
 

Diode groups (V) are designed with the columns of 
avalanche diodes which may work at SF6 gas pressure. 
Operating voltage is of 150 kV, the current is of 400 mA 
at 500 Hz frequency. Voltage divider (VD) is used for 
high voltage measurement and stabilization by means of 
feedback to triode via controller. It is made of 2500 
precise in resistors in series (20 MΩ; ±0,25%; 2 W) with 
temperature coefficient of 10-6 ºС-1 = ±25·10-6 ºС-1. 
Divider is placed in the main tank axis, where the 
potential is distributed almost uniformly along the axis by 
cascade of capacitors. The dimensions of the tank for the 
generator accommodation are of 6000×1200 mm. 
 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The scheme of the HV e-cooler has been chosen and 
construction of 250 kV prototype is in progress. 
Simulation of magnetic field formation in acceleration 
columns, electron beam formation and recuperation has 
been done. Design of the magnetic system, the electron 
gun and collector has been done. Design of magnetic 
system the system of power transmission to high potential 
is in progress. 
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THE STOCHASTIC COOLING SYSTEM OF HESR 

Abstract 
The HESR is the High Energy Storage Ring (1.5 - 15 

GeV/c) for antiprotons at the FAIR facility (Facility for 
Antiprotons and Ion Research) in Darmstadt (GSI). 
Stochastic cooling in the HESR is necessary not only 
during the experiments to fulfill the beam requirements, 
but also during the accumulation due to the postponed 
RESR. Extensive simulations and prototype 
measurements have been carried out to optimize the 
HESR stochastic-cooling system with the new slot-ring 
couplers. The system design is now in the final 
construction phase for the mechanical tank layout and all 
active RF-components. First results of the optical notch-
filter with automated frequency control and the 4-6 GHz 
slot-ring couplers will be presented. 

Stochastic cooling tanks 
The main system of the HESR [1] stochastic cooling 

(SC) system [2] will operate in the frequency range from 
2-4 GHz. In total, 5 SC-tanks will be installed, each tank 
housing 64 slot coupler rings and each ring is coupled out 
by eight electrodes [3]. Two tanks will be used as 
pickups, each cryogenically cooled by two cold heads on 
top of the tank. Support bars and rings connect the 
combiner-boards with the second stage of the cryo-
pumps. Thus the lowest temperature of about 20 K will be 
found at the Wilkinson resistors which are the main noise 
sources. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Inner part of one pickup tank with combiner-
boards and support bars for the cryogenic connections. 

Each pickup will be used to detect the signals of all 
three cooling planes (horizontal, vertical and 
longitudinal). The 16:1 combiners join the electrodes in 
beam direction, while the 2:1 combiners join neighboring 
electrode-rows to get the upper, lower, right and left 
signals for the transverse cooling. These combiners are 
designed as heat trap for the heat flow coming from the 
RF lines. The inner part of one pickup tank including all 
combiner-boards is shown in Fig.1. The design phase of 
the pickup tanks including the x-y support to adjust the 
inner structure according to the beam centre is now in the 
final stage and production can start in 2012. 

The kicker-tank layout will be similar to the pickup-
tank layout except that no cryogenic cooling system will 

be installed and the electrode combination within the tank 
and thus the number of feed troughs will be adjusted 
according to the RF power needed for the new 
accumulation scheme [4, 5]. Here three tanks will be 
installed, one for each cooling direction. Nevertheless all 
tanks will be fully installed to ensure that each tank can 
be used for any cooling plane. This gives a good 
compromise to meet the necessary phase advance at the 
different foreseen optics. During the accumulation all 
tanks will be used for longitudinal cooling, where a 
higher RF power is needed. A relay-matrix will be used to 
switch between the different operation modes. This 
concept provides an installed RF power of about 250 W 
for each transverse cooling direction (horizontal/vertical) 
at each tank, or 500 W per tank when used for 
longitudinal cooling. 

RF components outside the tanks 
The combined power of the pairs of 16 electrodes in 

beam direction are coaxially fed through the vacuum 
envelope and put in 32 low-noise octave-band pre-
amplifiers. These commercial available amplifiers will 
gain around 20 dB and will work outside the tank at 
ambient temperature. The compact design of this highly 
integrated amplifier minimized the fabrication tolerances. 
Nevertheless each amplifier will be measured and paired 
to reduce amplitude and phase errors of the corresponding 
channels. The 16:1 combiner has been optimized for a 
best signal combination at injection energy (ß = 0.96). 
Combiner losses at higher energies are negligible while at 
the lowest HESR energy a loss of 2.5 dB is still tolerable 
(Fig. 2).  
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Fig. 2: Losses of the 16:1 combiner at different energies. 
The shown losses are upper limits occurring at 4 GHz. 

The pre-amplified signals will be combined in further 3 
layers (Fig. 3). Hereby, switchable delay lines are 
required to compensate for the energy-dependent beam 
drift time. The delay lines will be switched in steps of 10 
mm of electrical length at the first layer (PV1) and 20 mm 
at the further layers (PV2, PV4). Each programmable 
delay-line includes a Wilkinson coupler which combines 
the two input signals after the switching stage. A 

0.8m 
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deviation of 10 mm from the ideal length leads to a phase 
difference between the Wilkinson inputs that causes at 4 
GHz an additional attenuation of nearly 0.8 dB. The last 
Wilkinson layer adds the power of both adjoining tanks. 
This allows stochastic cooling in the whole energy range 
of the HESR (0.8 - 14 GeV). To minimize the number of 
switches, the reference plane is shifted at different 
energies but this can be easily compensated by adjusting 
the delay-line between pickup and kicker. Prototypes of 
each delay line were built and tested and fulfilled all RF 
requirements. 
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Fig. 3: Pickup section with programmable delay-lines 
(PV) to provide stochastic cooling in the whole energy 
range of the HESR (lengths are not to scale). 

One important element in the active cooling chain are 
the high power amplifiers. Power amplifiers in the 2-4 
GHz range are nowadays commercially available. But the 
specific requirements concerning group-delay and phase 
behavior demands a dedicated design. In collaboration 
with IMST [6] a first prototype of a 25 W amplifier was 
built. All requirements have been nearly reached but the 
modular design with separately housed stages showed 
some restrictions. The final version will have a compact 
one-board design with separated caves for each GaN 
transistor similar to the design of the delay lines.  

4-6 GHz System 
Besides the main 2-4 GHz system, an additional 4-6 

GHz system is planned which is needed to reach the 
desired momentum spread in the high resolution mode at 
higher energies. This system will be used for longitudinal 
cooling only. The higher frequencies required at least 12 
electrodes instead of 8. 12 Combiner-boards around the 
structure are no longer mountable. Thus the circuitry of 
the electrodes has been changed that 2 electrodes will 
already be combined within the structure. The 
combination of the rings is similar to the 2-4 GHz design. 
Each structure is closed by the next ring which gives the 
ground plane of the microstrip electrodes. Special 
mechanical tolerances guarantee the desired connections 
of the rings.  

Simulations have shown that the longitudinal coupling 
impedance of the 4-6 GHz structure is much lower than 

that of the 2-4 GHz one [7]. While the 2-4 GHz structure 
has a shunt impedance of Zk ≈ 36 Ω constant over the 
whole frequency band, the impedance of the 4-6 GHz 
structure decreases from about Zk ≈ 27 Ω at 4 GHz down 
to Zk ≈ 6.5 Ω at 6 GHz. 

 
Fig. 4: Two slot coupler rings with combined electrodes 
for the 4-6 GHz longitudinal cooling. 

A part is compensated by the smaller dimension in beam 
direction. 80 rings instead of 64 in the 2-4 GHz system 
can be installed in the same tank. The lower sensitivity is 
tolerable because only longitudinal cooling in the 4-6 
GHz range is needed [5]. The first measurements show 
great resonances above 4.8 GHz. The strongest one can 
be interpreted as an E31 mode in a corrugated wave guide 
along the beam direction. This sextupole mode especially 
interacts with the sixfold electrode structure and 
degenerates the coupling impedance. We got a partial 
improvement of the signal transmission by shifting the 
resonances with metal pieces introduced into the ring 
slots. The combiner boards contain further error sources. 
We have chosen to use a substrate with a lower 
permittivity (εr = 6) in order to get the nearly the same 
dimensions of the circuit elements as at the proven 2-4 
GHz band (εr = 9.2). But the signals are less guided and 
show parasitic ways introducing phase errors. Therefore, 
we are going to redesign the combiner boards. 

Optical Notch-Filter with active frequency 
control 

The principle of the notch filter for the HESR is shown 
in Fig. 6. Similarly to the COSY design [8], both signal 
paths will operate in the optical range. This eliminates 
phase noise and amplitude variation from the laser. The 
fluctuations of each notch frequency over the time must 
be within 0.5 Hz. The main source for such changes is the 
high temperature sensitivity of the fibre-optic delay line. 
An active temperature control of the coil can only 
minimize the temperature dependence, but not additional 
sources and is limited by the achievable precision of the 
temperature control. That’s the reason why for the HESR 
the following control system has been chosen (Fig. 6):  
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Fig. 5: Frequency change (red) of the 7100th harmonic 
of the first HESR notch-filter during one night (left part) 
and after closing the control loop.  

Besides the signal from the pickup (In), a fixed 
frequency pilot signal will be added and transmitted 
through both optical paths. Directional couplers after the 
photo-detectors take band-pass-filtered parts of the 
transmitted signals to a phase detector. Any differences 
between the lengths of the two signal paths and thus any 
change of the notch frequencies will be detected by the 
phase detector. The controller closes this active loop by 
driving the fibre optic delay line according to the phase 
change of the pilot signal.  

The drift of the 7100th notch frequency over one night 
is shown in the left part of Fig. 5. This corresponds to a 
change of the fundamental notch frequency of 25 Hz 
during the night. This relates to a deviation of 5E-5, 
which is far too high for the required cooling. At 8:30 in 
the morning, the phase loop was closed and the 
frequency-change due to the day’s warming up was 
completely compensated by the phase loop. 

The length of the optic delay line (green curve in Fig.5) 
was changed by about 70 ps (= 21 mm electrical length) 
during the day. The setting range of the used delay line is 
560ps, thus one delay line gives enough margin for a full 

compensation. The amplitudes of both optical paths and 
thus the stability of the notch-depths are automatically 
controlled by the new optical attenuators. The included 
power measurements in these attenuators allow a fast 
control of the amplitudes. 

A similar system can be used to control the optical fibre 
link from pickup to kicker either by sending a portion 
back via an additional fibre line or by using the BuTis 
(bunch phase timing) system to generate a phase stable 
pilot signal at the kicker side. 
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Abstract 

An improved forward travelling wave (TW) structure 
as the pick-up/kicker is designed for the stochastic 
cooling to match the field wave’s (phase) velocity to that 
of the beam. The theoretical analysis is performed 
together with the simulations of the propagation 
characteristics. Using CST Microwave Studio (CST 
MWS), the simulated results, including phase velocity, 
characteristics impedance, and distributions of the 
longitudinal fields, are implemented and compared with 
the experimented results. The improved forward TW 
structure can be satisfied the requirements of stochastic 
cooling project at CSRe, which the phase velocity is 
closed to 0.70 (matching the desired beam energy of 400 
MeV/u) and the characteristics impedance is 17 ohm. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

At the experimental cooler storage Ring, CSRe at the 
Institute of Modern Physics (IMP) in China, the electron 
cooler is already equipped and is successfully operated 
[1]. For the Radio Isotope beam experiment planned at 
the CSRe, the injected beam emittance will be 20–50 π 
mm. mrad and the momentum spread △p/p will be +/- 
0.5 ~ 1.0 %. The pre-cooling of stochastic cooling is quite 
effective for these RI beam to reduce the emittance to less 
than 5π mm. mrad and △p/p of 0.05 % within 2 – 20 sec. 
which is dependent upon the injected RI particle numbers. 
The energy range of RI beam is expected from 300 
MeV/u to 500 MeV/u. The frequency range of the 
stochastic cooling system is determined as roughly from 
0.2 to 0.7 GHz. The structure of pick-up /kicker should 
have a matched phase velocity, the high coupling 
impedance and a simple structure to be constructed and 
installed in the storage ring. In the present CSRe case, the 
pick-up/kicker should be installed in the bending magnet 
chamber. The size and the number of pick-up/kicker are 
severely limited. In this paper, an improved forward 
travelling wave (TW) structure, based on the electrode 
designed by Fritz Caspers, as the pick-up/kicker will be 
shown. 

 
MODEL OF A FORWARD TRAVELLING 

WAVE ELECTRODE 

A photo and an equivalent representation of the 

forward TW structure is shown in Fig. 1. This multi-slot 
strip-line structure was designed by Fritz Caspers and 
produced at CERN in 1998 for tests of the concept [2]. In 
contrast to the conventional travelling wave structures as 
pick-up/kicker, such as Flatin type slotted transmission 
line [3] and McGinnis type slotted wave guide structure 
[4] , this structure is very broadband, operating from low 
frequencies upwards as a forward coupler. We need a 
structure for the installations in the bending magnet, 
which has a large bandwidth, which works for the 
required beta and does not need many feedthroughs and 
has no significant aperture reduction. Thus this multi-slot 
strip-line electrode is full of interest to us. As shown in 
Fig. 1(b), the reduction in phase velocity is a function of 
slot length c, slot width d, electrode thickness, and the 
spacing between the electrode to ground. From the 
measurement and simulated results it is evident that up to 
1.5 GHz this structure has a very low phase dispersion.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 1: (a) The multi-slot strip-line electrode. The total 
number of cells in this example is 25. (b) An equivalent 
representation of this structure (a=53mm, b=12mm, 
c=15mm, d=2mm, e=2mm, f=4mm). 
 

Longitude electric field distribution  
A quarter cell (of 12mm length in vertical beam 

direction) model used by CST MWS is shown in Fig. 
2(a). The xz axis and the y = 35 mm planes are magnetic 
symmetry planes. The beam moves vertically in the z-
direction at x=0 and y = 34 mm. There are strong Ex fields 
in the cell mid-plane off the cell centre shown in Fig. 2. 
There is good agreement with HFSS cell simulations done 
at CERN as show in Fig. 2 (b). 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 2: Electric fields distribution along x-axis in the 
cell mid-plane of the model. (a) CST MWS simulated 
results was done at CSRe (b) HFSS simulated results was 
done at CERN. 

Phase dispersion and phase velocity data 
A comparison of measurement and simulation results is 

shown in Fig. 3. We notice that the phase dispersion is 
rather small and the deviation from linear phase 
(displayed in Fig. 3) amounts only 11 degrees at a 
frequency of 1.5 GHz for a 30 cm long structure (length 
of the elementary cell b = 12 mm). Fig. 4 shows the 
simulated results for the phase dispersion when the 
electrode has 25 cells (L = 30 cm long electrode), 40 cells 
(L = 0.48 m long electrode) and 80 cells (L = 0.96 m long 
electrode). The phase deviation is 24 degrees at 1.5 GHz 
for 80 cells and thus is still not very large. Thus in a 
frequency range from a few MHz to 1.5 GHz this 
structure has a phase dispersion acceptable for many 
applications. 

For this type of electrode, the phase velocity is 
determined by the slot size, thickness of the electrode and 
the distance from the electrode to ground. When 
increasing the thickness of the metal strip and its distance 
to the ground plane the phase velocity rises as well. In the 
measurement the phase velocity can be deduced from the 
phase Φ of the complex transmission coefficient S21 or 
alternatively in the time domain from the travel time τ 
(Fig. 4) by the relation given in Equ. (1). 

 
2L

c
β

τ
=  

where L stands for the electrode length, τ is the round-trip 
travel time. The agreement between both results is good. 
Minor deviations partly related to the interpretation of 
measurement data, both in the time and frequency 
domain. 

Characteristic impedance from time domain 
measurements and simulation by CST MWS 

Figure 5 shows the step response in real time obtained 
with a Lecroy sampling scope where the characteristic 
impedance returns as about 17 Ohm, which is nearly 
equal to the simulated result obtained from CST MWS 
(Figure 6). The variation of the characteristic impedance 

versus spacing s between electrode and ground is also 
depicted in Fig. 7. 

 

 

Figure 3: Phase of S21 for 25 cells. The black line shows 
the simulated and the red line the measured results. 

 

 

Figure 4: Phase dispersion for 25 cells (blue dots), 40 
cells (green dots) and 80 cells (pink dots). Black and red 
dots mean the phase shift versus frequency when 
sweeping frequency from 0 to 4 GHz. 

 

 
Figure 5: Impedance measurement results using the TDR 
(Time Domain Reflection) method on a 30 cm long model 
of 25 cells. 
 

From the simulated and measured results, the phase 
velocity of this multi-slot strip-line structure doesn’t 
match very well to the beam velocity, which 
corresponding the energy range of RI beam being 
expected from 300 MeV/u to 500 MeV/u. Thus we design 
an improved forward travelling wave (TW) structure as 
the pick-up/kicker for the stochastic cooling to match the 
field wave’s (phase) velocity to that of the beam. 
 

(1) 

Triangle shaped 

transition region 
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Figure 6: Simulated results of the characteristic 
impedance in vertical axis [Ω] for different s = distance 
electrode to the wall with CST MWS. 
 

MODEL OF AN IMPROVED FORWARD 
TRAVELLING WAVE ELECTRODE 

A prototype pickup electrode in the vacuum 
chamber 

A photograph and a technical drawing of an improved 
forward travelling wave electrode is shown in Fig. 7. Five 
slots (c = 15mm by d = 2 mm) are positioned across the 
width of the pick-up/kicker metal strip. The unit cell 
length amounts to b = 12 mm and the thickness of the 
electrode is 0.4 mm. The electrode which follows the 
bending of the vacuum chamber inside the bending 
magnet is a = 87 mm wide and about L = 1 m long. 

 

 

Figure 7: The slotted structure of travelling wave mode 
with number of cells = 80 and the length L ≈ 1 meter. 

Simulation and measurement results in the 
frequency domain 

To ensure the calculation accuracy, the refined mesh 
for the improved slotted electrode of one period is show 
in Fig. 8. The phase response of the measurement is 
shown in Fig. 9. The phase difference from the linear 
phase (with subtracted delay term) is not more than 45 
degrees at 1.5 GHz for the nearly 1 m long electrode. The 
measured (network analyzer) and simulated results (CST 
MWS) are compared as well, as shown in Fig. 10. For 
frequencies below 1.5 GHz the agreement is reasonable. 

The phase velocity is measured using the resonant 
method by replacing the connection of the electrode on 
both ends to the inner conductor of the measurement lines 
by (weak) capacitive coupling [5] i.e. positioning the pin 
of the feed-through very close to the electrode but leaving 
it unconnected. The measured results (S-parameter data) 
are depicted in Fig.11 
 

 
Figure 8: The refined mesh for the improved slotted 
electrode of one period. 
 

 
Figure 9: Phase of S21 for the improved slotted electrode 
of 80 cells. 
 

 
Figure 10: Comparison of S21 for the improved slotted 
electrode of 80 cells between the measured and the 
simulated result. 

 

Figure 11: Resonant measurement result of the electrode. 
 

From the resonant frequency and Q value, the phase 
velocity and the attenuation of the electrode can be 
calculated using Equ.2 and Equ.3, 

 
2f L f

c n c
β λ= =    

 

8.686
2 2

n Np n dB

L Q m L Q m

π πα ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= =⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
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where n is the resonant harmonic and L is the electrode 
length which is 1.03 m. The results for the phase velocity 
and attenuation are shown in Table 1. The phase velocity 
is roughly about 0.7, which is not too far away from the 
simulated result obtained with CST MWS, as shown in 
Fig. 12. The variation of the characteristic impedance 
versus spacing s between electrode and ground is also 
depicted in Fig. 13.  

 
Table 1: Beta and attenuation result 

n f (MHz) Q β Attenuation 
(dB/m) 

1 101.66 110 0.69806 0.12036 
2 208.36 138 0.71537 0.19188 
3 314.20 157 0.71917 0.25299 
4 415.80 163 0.71379 0.32490 
5 518.48 163 0.71205 0.40613 
6 607.66 171 0.69543 0.46455 
7 722.04 172 0.70829 0.53883 
8 812.94 167 0.69777 0.63424 
9 935.06 164 0.71342 0.72657 

10 1016.00 145 0.69765 0.91309 
11 1120.70 144 0.69959 1.01137 
12 1234.00 140 0.70612 1.13484 
13 1315.00 113 0.69459 1.52316 
 

 

 

Figure 12: Simulated result for the phase velocity. 

 

 
Figure 13: Simulated results of characteristic impedance 
in vertical axis [Ω] for different s = distance electrode to 
the wall. 
 

CONCLUSION 
Based on the analysis of a multi-slot strip-line of 

travelling mode proposed by Fritz Caspers, an improved 
structure as the pick-up/kicker is designed for CSRe 
stochastic cooling project. This kind of structure has the 
adequate phase velocity of 0.70 which is matched to the 
operation energy of the stochastic cooling 300 MeV/u -
500 MeV/u (beam velocity β = 0.654 – 0.759) and has the 
simple structure. Becaues the pick-up/kicker should be 
installed in the bending magnet chamber, the 
characteristic impedance is 17 ohm when keeping the 
space of 3 mm between ground and electrode. These 

characteristics can be satisfied the requirement of the 
CSRe stochastic cooling project. 
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SIMULATION STUDY OF BARRIER BUCKET ACCUMULATION WITH 
STOCHASTIC COOLING AT GSI ESR 

 
Abstract 

The beam accumulation experiments with use of 
barrier bucket cavity and stochastic cooling system was 
performed at the ESR, GSI. Two methods of barrier 
voltage operation, moving barrier and fixed barrier cases 
were tried, and for the moving barrier case the electron 
cooling was additionally employed as well as the 
stochastic cooling. In the present paper, the beam 
accumulation processes are simulated with particle 
tracking code where the cooling force (stochastic and 
electron cooling), the diffusion force and the barrier 
voltage force are included as well as the IBS diffusion 
effects. The simulation results are well in agreement with 
the experimental results. 

INTRODUCTION 
In the original concept of the FAIR project, the 

function of 3 GeV antiproton accumulation is planned in 
the RESR ring where the stochastic stacking method is 
planned. However, the RESR was postponed due to the 
budgetary limitation as the 2nd phase project. Then, a 
strong demand of the beam accumulation directly from 
the Collector Ring to the High Energy Storage Ring 
(HESR) urgently occurred. The barrier bucket 
accumulation method using the barrier voltage system 
assisted by the stochastic cooling was proposed as a most 
promising way. [1, 2]  

The concept of beam accumulation with barrier 
bucket system with beam cooling was already tried in 
2007 at the GSI, ESR where the heavy ion beam 
40Ar18+, 60 MeV/u was injected into ESR from SIS 18. 
The experiment was successfully achieved to demonstrate 
the possibility of beam stacking with BB system assisted 
by electron cooling. The electron cooling is effective for 
the low energy and high charge state ions while in the 
HESR 3 GeV antiproton beam has to be accumulated. In 
this case the stochastic cooling is exclusively a main 
cooling means.  

To verify the principle of BB accumulation with 
stochastic cooling, the Proof Of Principle (POP) 
experiment was performed at ESR, GSI where both the 
stochastic cooling and electron cooling are available. The 
experimental results are presented in the accompanied 
paper in this conference [3]. In the present report the 
simulation results of BB accumulation are presented and  
compared to the experimental results to bench-mark the 
simulation code. 

 

STOCHASTIC COOLING AT THE ESR 
In Table 1 the main parameters for experiment 

and simulation are tabulated.  
 

Table 1: Parameters of Stochastic Cooling at ESR 

 
The typical momentum cooling process with this 

stochastic cooling system is analyzed with the Fokker-
Planck code as given in Fig. 1 with  1e6 particles.  

 
Fig. 1 The evolution of momentum cooling process 

analyzed with Fokker-Planck code. Red: Initial particle 
distribution, Green: Particle distribution after 20 sec. 
Blue: The coherent term of the cooling system. Gold line 
with arrow: Energy acceptance of the cooling system. 
Particle number is 5e6 and the cooling system gain is 120 
dB. 

Ion species 40Ar18+ Energy 0.4 GeV/u 

Ring 
Circumference 

108.36 m Revolution 
Period 

500 nsec 

Number of 
ions/shot 

5e6/shot Dp/p (rms) of 
Injected beam 

5.0e-4 

Bunch length 
of injected 
beam 

150 nsec 
(simulation) 

60 nsec (exp., 
cut  by kicker) 

Ring slipping 
factor 

0.309 

TOF from PU 
to Kicker 

0.253e-6 sec Dispersion at 
PU & Kicker 

4.0 m 

Band width 0.9-1.7 GHz Number of PU 
&Kicker 

8 

PU Impedance 50 Ohm System gain 90-130 dB 

Atmospheric 
temperature 

300 K Noise 
temperature 

40 K 

FZJ, Jülich, T. Kikuchi, Nagaoka University of Technology, Nagaoka, Niigata 
T. Katayama, C. Dimopoulou, F. Nolden, G. Schreiber, M. Steck, GSI, Darmstadt, H. Stockhorst, 
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Fig. 2 The same parameters as in Fig. 1 but the particle 

number is 1e8. 
 

From these results it is confirmed that the present 
stochastic cooling system could cool the momentum 
spread well below 1e-4 (rms) within 20 sec even when the 
particle number is as large as 1e8. 

BARRIER BUCKET ACCUMULATION 
There are two schemes of barrier bucket 

accumulation, fixed barrier and moving barrier schems. In 
the former one, two half-wave barrier voltages are 
produced in the one revolution period while in the latter 
case two full-wave barrier voltages are excited and the 
timing and amplitude of barrier voltage are controlled in 
proper way. The fixed barrier scheme is apparently 
simpler way but concerning the accumulation efficiency 
we have to carefully compare numerically calculated 
results for two methods.  

The particle tracking code for the BB 
accumulation has been developed which includes the 
effects of RF field by barrier voltages, stochastic and 
electron cooling forces, diffusion forces such as Schottky 
diffusion, thermal diffusion and Intra-Beam-Scattering 
effects. If necessary other effects associated with internal 
target, mean energy loss and multiple scattering, could be 
included. The details of algorithm  are given in [1].  

For the barrier voltage accumulation, one of the 
serious parameters is the separatrix height and the 
synchrotron tune.  It should be noted that at the ESR POP 
experiment the available voltage was as small as 120 
Volt, and then the separatrix momentum height is 2.6e-4. 
This small separatrix height is the main limitation of the 
stacked particle number. 

COMPARISON OF SIMULATION & 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Fixed barrier method 
The fixed barrier experiments was performed 

with following conditions: the barrier voltage is 120 Volt, 
the frequency of 5 MHz (one wave length is 200 nsec). 

 

 
Fig. 3 The separatrix height (top) and the synchroton 

tune (bottom) at the ESR POP experiment. The barrier 
voltage is 120 Volt. 

 
The simulation results is given in Fig. 4, where 

the cycle time is 13 sec, and the stacking was continued 
up to 400 sec, 300 times injection. The injected particle 
number/shot was estimated around 2e6. As the intensity is 
not so high then the IBS effects did not play important 
role in the experiments. The un-stacking process means 
that the beam was not injected but the injection fast kicker 
magnet was fired. The reduction of the accumulated 
intensity is due to the fact that the part of accumulated 
beam is continuously kicked out by the kicker fringing 
field. 

        
Figure 4 Simulation results of beam accumulation 
(stacking) and un-stacking at the fixed barrier bucket 
system. 
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The experimental results are given in Fig. 5 which is quite 
well agreement with the simulation results in Fig. 4.  

    

       
Figure 5 The experimental results of beam accumulation 
(top) during the periood 500 sec with cycle time 13 sec 
and the un-stacking (bottom). Fixed barrier case. 

 

 
Figure 6 Phase space mapping at the 1st injection and 20th 
injection. The fast kicker magnet, of which the magnetic 
field is illustrated schematically with the pulse length 300 
nsec. Particles populated in the kicker magnetic field are 
labelled as “lost” particles. 

Moving barrier method 
 First the moving barrier accumulation 
experiment was tried with the barrier voltage of 120 Volt 
and the cooling gain was 120 dB. However we could not 
observe the any increase of beam current though the 
accumulation process. From the simulation it is clearly 
shown that the stochastically cooled momentum spread of 
the coasting beam is too large and then the beam can not 
be compressed to prepare the empty gap for the next 
beam injection. That is a reason for no beam 
accumulation. 
 The ESR is equipped with the electron cooler 
which is able to cool down further the beam momentum 
spread. The parameters of electron cooler are as follows. 
length of cooler=2.5 m, electron diameter =5cm, electron 
current=0.2~0.5 A, effective electron temperature=1e-3 
eV, beta function at cooler=15 m. The simulated cooling 
process is given in Figure 7 where the evolution of Dp/p 
(rms) is given as a function of time during two cycles. 
(Now the cycle time is 20 sec.) The blue line shows the 
case of only electron cooling, the green line the case of 
only stochastic cooling and the red line shows the case of 
simultaneous use of stochastic cooling and electron 
cooling. It is clearly shown that the electron cooler alone 
could not give the effective cooling during the cycle time 
20 sec as the initial Dp/p (rms) is as large as 8e-4 while 
with simultaneous use of stochastic and electron cooler, 
the Dp/p is reached to around 2e-5. 

 
Figure 7 The evolution of Dp/p (rms) value during two 
cycles operation of moving barrier. The blue line shows 
the case of electron cooler alone, the green line the case 
of stochastic cooling alone and the red line the case of 
simultaneous use of electron cooler and the stochastic 
cooler. 
 

The simulation and experimental results of 
increase of the stacked particle number  are given in Fig. 
8 where the accumulation efficiency is defined as the 
accumulated particle number/total injected particle 
number. The agreement of  results are remarkable. At the 
time 800 sec, after 400 injections, we find the dip in the 
accumulated particle number in both results. Presently, 
the reason why both results have such a dip is not clear. 
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Figure 8 The simulation (top) and the experimental 
(bottom) results of the moving barrier operation. The red 
line in the top figure shows the accumulated particle 
number and the green line the accumulation efficiency. 
 
 The timing and amplitude of barrier volatge in the 
1st cycle are illustrated in Fig. 9  as well as the particle 
distribution in the phase space for the moving barrier 
method with stochastic and electron cooling. At t=0 sec, 
the batch is injected in the gap between two barrier 
voltages, and shortly after the voltage is swiched off and 
the beam becomes coasting one. After cooling well the 
coasting beam, two barrier voltages are excited and 
moved to the original position when the cooled beam is 
compressed into the acculation area and the central part is 
empty for the next beam injection. 

 

 

 
Figure 9 Particle distribution in the longitudinal phase 
space (left) at t=0, 0.4, 19.6, 19.8 and 20 sec for the 
moving barrier case. The right figures show the particle 
distribution along the ring. The bottom figure corresponds 
to t= 1000 sec (after 50th injection).  

CONCLUSION  
We have investigated the barrier bucket 

accumulation process with stochastic and electron cooling 
for the POP experiment at the ESR with simulation 
method. Both for the fixed and moving barrier 
accumulation process the experimental and simulation 
results are close in agreement. The particle tracking code 
developed for the simulation is bench-marked to be 
reliable. The application of BB accumulation with 
stochastic cooling to the HESR in FAIR project, and the 
Collider in NICA project with stochastic and electron 
cooling are proposed after the analysis with this code. 
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Abstract

Fast longitudinal beam accumulation has been demon-
strated in the ESR at GSI with an 40Ar18+ beam coming
from the synchrotron SIS18 at 400 MeV/u. Continuous
application of stochastic cooling in all three phase space
directions merged the stack with the newly injected bunch.
Longitudinal beam compression was achieved either by us-
ing short barrier bucket rf pulses or by successive injections
onto the unstable fixed point of the rf bucket at h=1. This
recent experiment in the ESR provides the proof of princi-
ple for the longitudinal stacking of antiprotons in the FAIR
project. It is planned to accumulate pre-cooled antiprotons
in the HESR, injected from the CR.

INTRODUCTION

One of the four pillars of the physics program at FAIR
[1] is based on a high production rate of antiprotons for
hadron physics with high energy antiprotons, but also on
the availability of low energy antiprotons. For optimum
production rate it was proposed to have a system of col-
lector and accumulator ring after the antiproton produc-
tion target in order to have fast collection, stochastic pre-
cooling and accumulation of the hot antiprotons emerging
from the target. After the accumulator ring the cooled an-
tiprotons then could be sent either to a high energy stor-
age ring (HESR) for experiments with stored antiprotons or
to another storage ring (NESR) which constitutes the first
stage of deceleration to lowest energy. Due to funding lim-
itations, it was decided to start the FAIR project with high
energy antiprotons at reduced intensity.

The first stage antiproton production concept of FAIR
now comprises the following ingredients. A high intensity
70 MeV proton beam from a new linac will be injected into
the existing synchrotron SIS18 which boosts it to 4 GeV.
The new 100 Tm synchrotron SIS100 will accelerate the
protons to 29 GeV. The ramping cycle can be as short as
2.5 s, but as the antiproton production rate is limited by the
stochastic pre-cooling a repetition cycle of 10 s is foreseen,
with an option to upgrade to a 5 s cycle. A single short
(≈50 ns) bunch of up to 2× 1013 protons will be extracted
towards a nickel target for antiproton production followed
by a magnetic horn to focus the divergent antiproton bunch.
A magnetic separator selects 3 GeV antiprotons which are
subsequently transported to the large acceptance collector

ring CR [2]. Bunch rotation and debunching transforms the
short bunch into a nearly coasting beam with a reduced mo-
mentum spread. Stochastic cooling is applied to reduce the
longitudinal momentum spread and both transverse emit-
tances. In contrast to the old scheme with a dedicated ac-
cumulator ring, the cooled antiprotons will be transferred
directly to the high energy storage ring HESR [3], which in
the new scheme also serves as accumulator ring.

The HESR cannot support a traditional accumulation
system which is based on a ring with large momentum
acceptance. The HESR has a momentum acceptance of
Δp/p = ±0.25% which is less than twice the momentum
spread of the bunch from the CR. On the other hand, the cir-
cumference of the HESR is more than double the circum-
ference of the CR. Therefore, a longitudinal accumulation
scheme is much more favorable. In addition, the HESR
is equipped with a stochastic cooling system and a barrier
bucket rf system, thus no significant additional investment
is required [4]. It is clear, however, that accumulation in
the HESR will reduce the luminosity for experiments with
stored antiprotons. A similar scheme for the accumulation
of high intensity heavy ion beams is proposed in the frame
of the NICA project [5]. At Fermilab, barrier buckets (BB)
are being used in many beam manipulations, in particular in
combination with stochastic cooling [6]. Efficient antipro-
ton accumulation using the h=1 rf system and stochastic
cooling was first demonstrated in ICE [7].

As the usefulness of stochastic cooling in combination
with BB is not obvious due to increased coherent signals
originating from the time structure of the beam, a proof
of principle experiment was proposed. This requires the
availability of injected bunches in the receiving storage ring
with fast kicker injection, a stochastic cooling system and
a BB rf system. All these requirements are met by the ESR
[8] storage ring at GSI with the synchrotron SIS18 as injec-
tor. Similar accumulation experiments in combination with
electron cooling have been performed before [9]. From
these experiments two serious limitations are well known.
Firstly, the timing of the injection kicker of the ESR is very
critical, in particular because of the small ring circumfer-
ence and the resulting relatively short revolution time. Sec-
ondly, the ESR is not equipped with a dedicated BB system,
the modified ESR acceleration cavity can provide a maxi-
mum voltage of 120 V in the BB mode. Nevertheless, with
these known limitations the ESR is useful to study the accu-
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mulation process and allows a comparison of experimental
observations with the computer codes used to predict the
performance of accumulation in the future scenario in the
HESR. In particular, this will give better confidence in the
estimated parameters of the systems involved in the accu-
mulation process.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

In this frame, different longitudinal beam accumulation
schemes in combination with stochastic cooling have been
investigated by experiments and benchmarked by simula-
tions [10].

The first method uses short BB pulses provided by a
broadband rf system [11]. In the moving BB scheme, two
sinusoidal BB pulses are applied. One stays stationary
while the other is shifted in phase to compress the beam.
Thus, a gap is created where new beam can be injected.
In the fixed BB scheme, one prepares a stationary (fixed
in phase) distribution consisting of (or similar to) two half
sine wave barrier pulses of opposite sign. The resulting
stretched rf potential separates the longitudinal phase space
into a stable and an unstable region. After injection into
the unstable region (potential maximum), the particles are
pushed by cooling to the stable region. After some time the
unstable region is free again for injection.

The second method uses a h=1 rf system for bunching
(adiabatically) of the circulating beam and injection of a
new bunch onto the unstable fixed point. Then, the voltage
is decreased (rather fast in order to avoid dilution of the new
bunch) to let the beam debunch. In both schemes, contin-
uous application of stochastic cooling counteracts heating
of the stack during the rf compression and merges the stack
with the freshly injected bunch. The required rf voltage for
the longitudinal beam compression is moderate since the
momentum spread of the cooled stack is small (of the order
of a few times 10−4). However, as shown below, the max-
imum available voltage of 120 V of the present BB cavity
was a limiting factor. The cooled stack is repeatedly sub-
jected to the same procedure until an equilibrium between
beam losses and injection rate is reached.

Both options have been tested in the ESR under the
same conditions. The experiments were performed with a
40Ar18+ beam at 400 MeV/u injected from the synchrotron
SIS. The SIS and ESR rf systems were synchronised to op-
erate at frf =1.97 MHz, at h=2 and h=1, respectively, since
the SIS has double the circumference of the ESR. One of
the two SIS bunches is fast extracted to the ESR. The ESR
injection kicker pulse was typically 260 ns long (100 ns rise
and fall time, 60 ns flattop), thus affecting about half of the
ESR circumference. Well-controled and precisely synchro-
nised kicker pulses of all three injection kicker modules
were essential for the success of the experiment. The to-
tal time of one revolution period (Trev=507 ns) had to be
shared among the injected beam, the BB pulses (sinusoidal
of period TB=200 ns) and the stacked beam. The short in-
jection kicker pulse restricted the injection efficiency. At

each injection from the SIS the ESR received on average
20μA of beam current (3.5 × 106 ions) in a pulse with a
FWHM of about 60 ns (see Figs. 2 and 3). In the HESR,
which has a larger circumference, the revolution period for
3 GeV antiprotons is 2 μs, thus a longer kicker pulse can
be used, permitting the injection of the single bunch of pre-
cooled antiprotons from the CR.

The maximum height of the rf barrier δB is given by the
usual formula for a sinusoidal rf pulse

δB =

√
2QeVrf

πβ2ηhE0,tot

where E0,tot = γAmuc2 is the total energy (muc2=931.5
MeV is the nucleon mass) and Q the charge state of the ion.
The height δB is defined so that the maximum height of the
separatrix is at Δp/p = ±δB . For the BB pulses of period
TB a ”harmonic” number h = Trev/TB ≈ 2.5 is defined.
Hence, at the same voltage the confining potential of the
BB system is

√
2.5 lower than for the h=1 rf.

The time between two successive injections, i.e. the
stacking cycle time, depends on the cooling process. The
ESR stochastic cooling system [12] is designed for a parti-
cle velocity corresponding to 400 MeV/u beams. Cooling
in all three dimensions is provided within the band from
0.9 to 1.7 GHz. Measurements of the momentum spread by
Schottky noise diagnostics showed that the injected beam
had a momentum spread (full width at baseline) of 1.3
×10−3 and was stochastically cooled down to 6 ×10−4

within 13 s.

STACKING WITH FIXED
BARRIER BUCKETS

Two sinusoidal BB pulses of TB=200 ns period shifted
relative to each other by 180◦ were used to create the
stretched rf potential (Fig.1).

Figure 1: Realisation of fixed BB. Measured rf voltage
pulse (blue line) and its potential with opposite sign (or-
ange line). Applied BB voltage (yellow line). Carrier rf
wave at h=1 used to synchronise the SIS and ESR rf sys-
tems (magenta line).
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Fig. 2 shows the 40Ar18+ signal measured in the ESR
beam position monitor during the stacking and illustrates
the experimental procedure. The after-pulses of the kicker
pulse in Fig. 2 are due partly to real jitter and mostly to
cable reflections on the signal line. Because of the jitter,
the kicker pulse overlaps in time with the tail of the stack.
This leads to transverse heating of the particles in the stack
and to beam loss from the stack at every injection.

Figure 2: Signals (arbitrary units) of the stored beam at
saturation intensity of 0.25 mA and of the injected bunch.
The measured time-derivative of the injection kicker pulse
is also shown but is not correlated to the beam signal be-
cause of different cable delays. The difference between the
max. and the min. of the kicker pulse corresponds to ∼3
flattop=180 ns.

The increase of beam intensity in the ESR during the
stacking was measured with the dc beam current trans-
former. An example is shown in Fig. 3. The losses in-
duced to the tails of the stack by the jitter of the kicker
at every injection were observed as follows: After reach-
ing the saturation intensity, the transfer of beam from the
SIS was stopped, but operation of the ESR injection kicker
continued (Fig. 3).

Figure 3: Stacking by fixed BB and antistacking, i.e. kicker
operation without injection of new beam, in the ESR.
Stochastic cooling continuously applied. A beam current of
0.4 mA corresponds to 7× 107 40Ar18+ ions at 400 MeV/u
in the ESR.

In the present case, the main reason for the saturation of
the stacked beam current is the following: Within the short
time Trev=507 ns, some overlapping of the BB pulses and

of the kicker pulse with the tails of the stacked beam could
not be avoided. As the stored beam current and the cor-
responding bunch length of the stack increase, the particle
losses from the stack due to these overlaps also grow, until
a saturation is reached.

Fig. 4 shows a qualitative investigation of the cooling
performance. Fig. 5 illustrates the importance of good hor-
izontal cooling (in addition to longitudinal and vertical).
Without horizontal cooling the horizontal emittance grows
because of the disturbance from (i) the injection kicks and
(ii) the longitudinal correcting kicks since the longitudinal
stochastic cooling kicker is located at high dispersion in the
ESR (D ≈ 6 m).

Figure 4: Stochastic cooling performance during stacking
with fixed BB, for different gain values relative to an initial
value G.

Figure 5: Role of the horizontal stochastic cooling during
stacking with fixed BB.

PROCEDURE WITH MOVING
BARRIER BUCKETS

In this scheme, two BB pulses are adiabatically intro-
duced into the cooled coasting beam. One stays stationary
while the other is shifted in phase during 0.9 s to compress
the beam. At t ≈ 1.7 s a new bunch is injected into the
gap between the barriers and subsequently debunches be-
cause the voltage is not sufficient to capture the particles.
Then, the BB pulses are switched off adiabatically, while
the beam is being continuously cooled. For 120 V BB volt-
age, the bucket height 2δB= 5 ×10−4 was not sufficient
to maintain the cooled stack with Δp/p = 6 ×10−4 during
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the compression (although the moving of the buckets was
adiabatic w.r.t. the synchrotron motion of the stack, which
occurs at a rate Δf/f = ηΔp/p ≈ 2 × 10−4). Thus, par-
ticles from the stack remained in the gap, got lost at every
new injection and no accumulation could be observed. Ap-
plication of additional electron cooling (at electron beam
density of 6 × 106 cm−3) further reduced the momentum
spread of the stack, making accumulation possible (Fig. 6).

Figure 6: Stacking in the ESR using moving BB. Stochastic
and electron cooling continuously applied.

STACKING WITH THE H=1 RF
In this scheme, the standard ESR rf cavity provided

higher voltage and thus higher saturation instensities have
been reached. Two cases of rf manipulation have been
tested, yielding qualitatitevely similar results: (i) contin-
uous application of the h=1 sine wave i.e. continuous cool-
ing into the bucket and multiple injections onto the unstable
fixed point; (ii) isoadiabatic bunching of the beam within
0.2 s, holding the rf voltage constant for 1.3 s in order to
cool into the bucket and receive the new bunch on the un-
stable fixed point, abrupt (within 50 μs) switching-off the rf
voltage to merge the two beam components. Fig. 7 shows
the accumulation curves obtained with the procedure (ii).

The option of stacking with the h=1 rf may be advan-
tageous since a longer injection kicker pulse can be used
than in the BB schemes. This guarantees high injection
efficiency if the incoming bunch is long w.r.t. the ring cir-
cumference.

Figure 7: Stacking in the ESR using the h=1 rf. Saturation
intensity reached for different peak voltages.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

If the revolution period of the beam is long, e.g. for
lower beam velocity or for a long ring like the HESR, the
injected bunch, the stack, the BB pulses and the injection
kicker pulse can be well-separated. Then, the accumulation
will continue until the momentum spread of the stack as
determined by the equilibrium between stochastic cooling
and intrabeam scattering fills the available rf bucket height.
An additional limiting factor is the onset of instabilities.
These effects have been quantitatively studied in the case of
stacking combined with electron cooling in the ESR [13].

For realistic future operation of the longitudinal stacking
mode in the ESR, it is planned to install a new dedicated
BB cavity, providing a voltage up to 2 kV. Depending on
the injection energy, stochastic or electron cooling will sup-
port the stacking. Thus, the intensity of low-abundant rare
isotope beams can be effectively increased, as requested by
in-ring experiments.

The experimental results at the ESR demonstrate the
principle and feasibility of the stacking methods. They in-
dicate how the expected luminosity in the HESR will be
a trade-of between accumulated intensity, duty cycle and
phase space quality. In this respect, flexibility in the choice
of the stacking method should be foreseen. These results
can be extrapolated to set or confirm the requirements for
the HESR systems, namely, (i) faster stochastic cooling or
cooling of higher number of particles (larger bandwidth),
(ii) a BB cavity with 2 kV peak voltage with the option to
operate as h=1 rf system, (iii) an adjustable injection kicker
pulse and (iv) powerful beam diagnostics.
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THE NONLINEAR TRANSFORMATION OF AN IONS  BEAM IN THE 
PLASMA LENS* 

 
A.Drozdowskiy, N.Alexeev, S.Drozdowskiy, A.Golubev,  

Yu.Novozhilov, P.Sasorov, S.Savin, V.Yanenko. ITEP, Moscow, Russia
  

Abstract  
The plasma lens can carry out not only sharp focusing 

of ions beam. At those stages at which the magnetic field 
is nonlinear, formation of other interesting configurations 
of  beams is possible. Plasma lens provides formation of 
hollow beams of ions. Application of the several plasma 
lenses allow to get a conic and a cylindrical beams. The 
plasma lens can be used for obtaining a beams with 
homogeneous spatial distribution. Calculations and 
measurements were performed for a C+6 and Fe+26 beams 
of 200-300 MeV/a.u.m. energy. The obtained results and 
analysis are reported. 

 INTRODUCTION 
The ion beam focusing in the plasma lens is carried 

out as shown in Fig.1. The discharge current produces an 
azimuthal magnetic field. The ions are injected along the 
lens axis, and the radial Lorentz force focuses the ion 
beam [1]. 

 

 
Figure 1: Ion focusing in a plasma lens. 

 
In the current generator (Table 1) cold-hollow cathode 

 

 
 thyratrons (pseudospark switches) TDI1-200k/25H [2] 
are employed to form a stable discharge with peak current  

up to 250 kA. TDI-thyratrons in plasma lens generator 
avails to operate in a mode of long energy-intensive 
pulse. The time sweep of the luminosity of the plasma  
and the discharge current for short pulse mode and long 
pulse mode are shown on Fig. 2 and 3. 

 

    

    

Figure 2:  Time scanning of  a discharge luminescence 
and a discharge and beam currents for short pulse 
mode.  

 
 

 

 
Figure 3:  Time scanning of  the discharge 
luminescence  and current for long pulse mode. 

 
Hamped shape of the long current due to the fact that part 
of the capacity (25 μF) have low self-inductance. The 
focusing properties of plasma lenses depend on the 
current density distribution along the radius of the plasma 
discharge. The current distribution across the tube 
changes significantly during the discharge. Therefore, 
plasma lens, in general, is nonlinear. Uniform current 
distribution exists for a limited time, so the plasma lens, 
as a device for sharp focusing, operates for about 1 μs or 
less. As a non-linear focusing device, the plasma lens can 
be used to produce beams of special shape. The 
researches were conducted on the follows parameters: the 
discharge tube radius R = 1 cm and its length L = 10 cm, 

  Table 1: Features of discharge current generator 

Short pulse mode  
 Switch (2 pcs)  
 Discharge current pulse 
 duration 
 Max discharge current 

 Thyratron TDI1-150/25 
 Т = 5 μs at  С = 25 μF 
 I = 200 kA at Т = 5 μs 

 Long pulse mode  

 Switch (2 pcs) 
 Discharge current pulse 
 duration 
 Max. discharge current 

 ThyratronTDI1-200k/25H 
 Т = 20 μs at С = 160 μF 
 I = 400 kA at Т = 20 μs 

 

_________________________ 
* Work supported by the Russian Fed. Min. of Education and Science 
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argon pressure – 1-8 mbar, the ion beam duration – 
300ns.  

FORMATION OF THE HOMOGENEOUS 
BEAM 

Usage of ions beams for  irradiation of various objects, 
in particular, in medical purposes, demands creation of a 
homogeneous field of an irradiation. The initial beam, as 
a rule, has the gaussian distribution. For alignment  
irradiation fields use the special filters-absorbers. This 
solution spoils however quality of irradiation fields and 
essentially reduces efficiency of beams. The solution of 
this problem is possible by means of the nonlinear 
focusing device. A simulation were conducted for to 
research opportunities of plasma lenses to solve this 
problem. It appears that it is possible to get homogeneous 
distribution of ion density for a case of equilibrium 
distribution of a discharge current. At enough large 
duration of a current pulse of  >10 μs, current distribution 
is tending to equilibrium one. A similar distribution is  the 
“quasibennett” distribution, was applied in the study of a 
high-current arc discharge [3]: 
 

 (1) 
where R - plasma lens aperture, I  discharge current. The 
value  Ã is a function of the discharge current, the plasma 
temperature and the plasma conductivity.  
    The results of the first experiments (beam of ions С+6 
with energy 300 MeV/n, current half-wave - 20 μs) are 
presented in Fig. 4 The density ions distribution was 
obtained by averaging of the scintillator luminocity  over 
the angle around the beam axis. 
 
 

  

Figure 4: The light output from the scintillator and the 
density distribution of the ion С+6 at 8.5 μs after 
beginning of discharge at distances of 110 cm for 
current of 80 кА. The spot rms diameter is 40 mm.  

 
The calculated distributions of density of ions in a beam 
of C+6 (300 MeV/n, z = 150 cm ) is shown on Fig.5.  
The initial distribution is adequate to the beam injected 
into the plasma lens. The transformed distribution was 
obtained in the plasma discharge which has the 
“quasibennett” distribution (1) where Ã = 0.85. 

    As we can see, transformation of a gaussian beam into 
a homogeneous can be carried out effectively, and with 
observance of the geometrical sizes demanded at a 

medical irradiation: the size of a beam spot and drift 
distance behind the lens. 

 

 

 

FORMATION OF HOLLOW BEAMS 

Hollow beams can be used for the implosion of 
thermonuclear targets [4]. Possibility of that 
transformation of ion beams has been demonstrated 
experimentally in GSI [5]. Researches carried out on the 
ITEP plasma lens confirmed this opportunities in a wide 
range of operating modes lens. [6].  

Experimental results concerning formation of a hollow 
beam of small diameter, less than 1 cm, is shown on 
Fig.6. 

 
 

      
Figure 6: Light output from scintillator and the density 
distribution of ion Fe+26 at 1.7 μs after beginning of 
discharge at distances of 30 cm for current of 150 кА. 
The ring diameter is 9 мм . 
  
The paraxial beam with zero emittance is converted to a 

tube beam, when the distribution of azimuthal magnetic 
field in the plasma lens is as follows 

 
(2) 

where a and b - constants. This distribution takes place, 
when distribution of the discharge current density is a 
superposition of a homogeneous distribution and a 
singular one, inversely proportional to radius r: 

 (3) 
 

Here R - plasma lens aperture, within which there are a 
homogeneous current Io and a singular one Is. In this lens 
the ion beam is focused into a ring of radius    

 (4) 

                

Figure 5: The initial and transformed distributions.  

j = I(1+ Ã ) / πR2 (1 + Ã (r/R)2)2, 
,  

B = a + br, 

j = Io/πR2 + Is /2πRr 

ρ = R Is /Io    
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at a distance 
 (5) 

where L - length of the lens and  – rigidity of the beam 

of ions. Note that Zo is equal to the focal length of the 
lens in the absence of a singular component of the 
current. The role of the latter is to create a independent 
from r component of the field, which causes the coherent 
deflection of ion trajectories on the angle  ρ/Z. The 
picture of ions trajectories is shown in Fig. 7. 
 

  

  
|-L-|------------------Z----------------------| 
Figure 7: The picture of trajectories of a beam of ions 

 
Our mathematical model gives (fig. 8) adequate ion beam 
distribution for  the described experiment, if Is/Io = 0.3.  

 

               

Figure 8: The light output from a scintillator  and the
distribution of ion  Fe+26 density calculated in the model
approximation for the experimental condition. 

TWO-STAGE BEAM TRANSFORMATION 
    Other possible application of a plasma lens is formation 
a converging conic beam by means of two plasma lens. In 
this case the problem of an irradiation of certain area is 
solved in such a way as to not affect the previous adjacent 
zone. The results of calculations for C+6 (200 MeV/n) 
beam was focused by two lenses are shown on Fig. 9. 
 

 

Figure 9: Formation a converging conic beam by means 
of two plasma lens. 

 
In this case we used the distributions of a discharge 
currents of close to real ones. We can see that it is possible 
to get a conic beam and, as a special case, cylindrical one. 

CONCLUSION 
  The plasma lens can carry out not only sharp focusing of 
ion beam with considerable reduction sizes of focal  spot. 
At those stages of the plasma discharge at which the 
magnetic field is nonlinear, formation of other interesting 
configurations of  beams is possible.  
   The plasma lens can be used for transformation of  
beams with gaussian distribution of particles density in a 
beams with homogeneous spatial distribution.  
    The plasma lens provides formation of hollow beams 
in a wide range of parameters that allows to consider it as 
a possible variant of a terminal lens for realization of 
inertial thermonuclear synthesis. 
   Application of the several plasma lenses which are in 
different stages of the plasma discharge, presumes to 
create some special spatial configurations of ions beams. 
  Thus, the plasma lens essentially represents the 
universal device is able to form beams for scientific and 
technical applications. 
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Abstract
To evaluate the beam quality obtained after deceleration

of 12C6+ ions at the heavy ion Test Storage Ring (TSR),
considering the possible sources of beam heating is impor-
tant. In our experiments at the TSR, we inject 12C6+ ions at
73.3 MeV and decelerate them to 9.7 MeV in a cycle that
includes two steps in which beam cooling is applied. In
this study we discuss the influences of intrabeam scattering
(IBS) on the circulating ions during deceleration. We ad-
ditionally present results on the deceleration efficiency and
lifetime measurements of 12C6+ ions in the energy range
9.7 - 73.3 MeV .

INTRODUCTION
The heavy ion storage ring TSR, at the Max-Planck-

Institut für Kernphysik (MPIK) in Heidelberg, operates
for accelerator, atomic and molecular physics experiments.
The storage ring has a circumference of 55.42 m, and it
receives heavy ions from a 12 MV tandem van-de-Graaff
and a normal conducting RF linac combination. Light
positive ions and negative ions with mass to charge ratio
A
|q| ≤ 9 are provided by a high current injector. At TSR
the experiments mainly performed at the injection energy.
In addition, the widely tunable range of the RF resonator
enables the possibility to accelerate and decelerate ions.
To ramp the magnetic fields at TSR, Digital-Analog Con-
verter(DAC) and DSP driven synthesizer cards developed
by MPIK. The generated functions to ramp the magnetics
can be calculated from the rigidity by assesing the mea-
sured saturation effects of the TSR magnets. With some
minor additional corrections to the calculated dipole mag-
nets ramp and one quadrupole family ramp, decelerating a
12C6+ ion beam from 73.3 MeV to 9.7 MeV, corresponding
to a rigidity decrease from 0.71 Tm to 0.26 Tm is possible.
In the deceleration process, an increase of bunch length,
momentum spread and beam emittance occurs. To avoid
beam loss during deceleration due to these effects, electron
pre-cooling of the injected bunched ion beam is necessary.

INTRABEAM SCATTERING EFFECTS
DURING DECELERATION

To decelerate a heavy ion beam, cooling at the injection
energy is required, resulting in a dense ion beam such that
IBS effects must be considered. Immediately before start-
ing the deceleration cycle, electron cooling is switched off
and the ion beam sizes increase due to IBS. The blow up
rate of a bunched beam due to IBS can be expressed by [1]:

1
σi

dσi

dt
= ci · Z4

A2

N

β3

1
εxεyΔp/p · h · leff

, (1)

where i (i=x,y,Δp
p ) corresponds to the horizontal, vertical

and longitudinal coordinates of the beam. N is the num-
ber of ions with charge state Z, mass A, and velocity β.
The number of bunches in the storage ring is h and leff

is the effective bunch length. ci are lattice dependent func-
tions which depend slightly on the ion energy. The horizon-
tal emittance and vertical emittance scales are computed as
εx ∝ σ2

x, εy ∝ σ2
y , where σx and σy are the horizontal and

vertical beam widths, respectively. If in the IBS process
σx, σy, and the momentum spread Δp/p, leff are propor-
tional to each other as in εxεyleffΔp/p ∝ σ6

i , we obtain
three uncoupled differential equations for all three degrees
of freedom [2] [3]:

1
σi

dσi

dt
=

Di

σγ
i

. (2)

In simplified IBS model γ=6 [3] for a bunched ion beam
and the heating term:

Di ∝ ci
Z4

A2

1
β3

N

h
. (3)

If the velocity of circulating the ion beam is not changed
the solution of equation 2 is given by:

σi(t) = (σγ
i,0 + γDit)

1
γ , (4)

where σi,0 is the initial beam width. In figure 1, the mea-
sured horizontal beam width of a 12C6+ bunched ion beam
at the injection energy of 73.3 MeV is shown as a func-
tion of time. For bunching, a resonator voltage of 186 V
was applied. By fitting the experimental data, we obtained
γ̄ = 5.9, which is approximately close to the theoretical
value of γ = 6. As shown in figure 1, the horizontal pro-
file can be described well with simplified IBS model if the
ion beam velocity is constant. To investigate the velocity
dependence of IBS we make the following ansatz for the
heating term:

Di(t) =
D̃i

βκ(t)
, (5)

where κ=3. In the deceleration cycle the ion velocity is
changed linearly:

β(t) = β0 + αt, (6)

DECELERATION OF CARBON IONS AT THE HEAVY ION 
STORAGE RING TSR 
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Figure 1: Measured horizontal beam width σx of a 12C6+

bunched ion beam (73.3 MeV, 50μA) as a function of time
after 1.5 s. The dashed line through the data is a fit using
equation 4 where γ is the fit parameter.

where β0 is the initial velocity of ions. The parameter α
can be determined as follows:

α = (βf − β0)/T, (7)

where T is ramping time and βf is the final velocity of ions.
To assess the beam width during deceleration the equation
(2) can be solved with (5) and (6):

σi(t) =

(
σγ

i,0 +
γD̃i

(
β1−κ

0 − (β0 + αt) 1−κ
)

α(κ− 1)

) 1
γ

(8)

In figure 2, the experimental and computed horizontal
beam width during deceleration as a function of time is
shown. Computed σx from equation (8) for different val-
ues of κ are shown as red and green lines, measured σx

are shown as colored dots. After injection, the ion beam
was electron cooled, resulting in a horizontal beam width
of σx = 0.65 mm. At the time t=4 s electron cooling was
switched off and the ion beam was decelerated in 7 s to
the final energy of 9.7 MeV. After reaching the final energy
at t=11 s, electron cooling was switched on again, yield-
ing in fast reduction of the horizontal beam width σx. Be-
cause the IBS heating term Di (in equation (3)) is higher at
the final energy, the equilibrium beam width at 9.7 MeV is
larger comparing to at the initial energy of 73.3 MeV. The
heating term D̃i and the parameter γ were both determined
by the IBS measurement obtained at the initial energy of
73.3 MeV [3]. As displayed in figure 2, the computed σx

values are below than the measured beam widths, espe-
cially at low velocities. Obviously, some term in equation
(8) is missing to describe the real measured beam widths.
From equation (8), the conclusion follows that the beam
width for very weak intensities (D̃i → 0) would be con-
stant during deceleration, which is, however, not correct.
Deceleration of beams can be described by Liouville’s the-
orem, which postulates that the phase space area occupied
by noninteracting particles is conserved during decelera-
tion. Thus the theorem leads to an increase of the ion beam
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Figure 2: Experimental and computed horizontal beam
width σx of a 12C6+ ion beam (28 μA.) as a function of
time during deceleration. Deceleration starts at t=4 s. Two
cooling steps were applied at t=0 s and t= 11 s. The final
energy is 9.7 MeV. The red and green lines are computed
beam width with equation (8) for κ = 3.25 and κ = 3,
respectively.

size during deceleration even without any IBS effects. Ac-
cordingly, in the non-relativistic approach, the change of
the ion beam size σi is given by:

σi(t) = σ̃i

√
β0

β(t)
, (9)

where β(t) is the ion velocity at the time t and σ̃i is the
beam width at t=0 s. Equation (9) is the boundary value for
D̃i → 0 of the equation 8, for which we are looking. To
consider IBS time dependent beam width σ̃i in equation (9)
will be replaced by the beam width σi(t) in equation (8):

σi(t) =

(
σγ

i,0 +
γD̃i

(
β1−κ

0 − β(t)1−κ
)

α(κ− 1)

) 1
γ

√
β0

β(t)
.

(10)
According to equation (10), the beam width during decel-
eration was computed. The result is shown in figure 3 as a
red line. The IBS heating term D̃i and γ were determined
at the injection energy of 73.3 MeV [3]. The equilibrium
beam width σi,0 was found from the measured beam widths
between t=2-4 s. As demonstrated in figure 3, the calcula-
tion of the beam width during deceleration using only IBS
data, measured at the injection energy, is now consistent
with the observation. As shown in the next section, the
number of ions decreases slightly in the deceleration cycle,
whereas this particle loss is not considered in equation (10).
Further calculation shows that after taking into account the
small particle loss during deceleration, there is no signifi-
cant deviation to equation (10). Assuming the number of
particles as a constant, for particle losses which less than
15%, approximating the measured beam width in decelera-
tion cycle with equation (10) is possible.
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Figure 3: Development of σx of a 12C6+ ion beam
(I=28 μA) as a function of time during deceleration. Com-
puted σx for κ = 3 is shown as red line.

DECELERATION EFFICIENCY

To obtain information about the ion loss in the deceler-
ation cycle, the number of ions by measuring the voltage
on a capacitive pick-up is determined. The integral of this
signal over one RF period scales with the number of ions
in the bunch [4]. Because several injections were needed
to evaluate the ion number at different time in the decel-
eration cycle and since the injection intensity fluctuated in
the range 55±9 μA, measuring the number of particles at
injection by determining the counting rate of the residual
gas beam profile monitor was required. The ratio of the
number of particles N(t) during the deceleration cycle and
the number of particles N0 of the injected ions is shown in
figure 4 as a function of time. Beam is injected at t=0 s and
electron pre-cooled for 1.5 s. Deceleration starts at t=1.5 s
and lasts 7 s. The final energy was achieved at t=8.5 s.
During deceleration of the beam the initial intensity was 55
±9μA and the resonator voltage for bunching was 232.5 V.
As shown in figure 4, a small, almost linear particle loss
occurs. 83 % of the ions reach the final energy of 9.7 MeV.
In the intensity range of 8 μA -120 μA the ε of the decel-
eration process was measured. ε is defined as the ratio of
the final number of particles Nf , reaching the final energy
of 9.7 MeV, to the initial number of particles N0: ε = Nf

N0
.

The results has no significant dependency on the injected
ion intensity as shown in figure 5. Determined efficiency
ε̄=87.5% in the intensity range of 8 μA-120 μA.

LIFETIME

Ion losses occur in the deceleration process. In order
to compare these with those resulting from the ion inter-
action with the residual gas, lifetime measurements were
performed in the energy rangy of 9.7-73.3 MeV. In these
experiments the ion beam was injected and then deceler-
ated to the various energies where the lifetimes were deter-
mined. In all measurements which are shown in figure 6 no
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Figure 4: Measured number of particles N(t), normalized
to the injected particle number N0, during deceleration of
a 12C6+ ion beam from E=73.3 MeV to E=9.7 MeV. De-
celeration starts at t=1.5 s. At t=8.5 s the final energy was
reached.
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Figure 5: Measured deceleration efficiency as a function of
the injected ion intensity.

electron cooling was applied. Obviously, the lifetime de-
creases with decreasing energy. For uncooled bare 12C6+

ions, we have to consider two loss mechanisms: multiple
scattering and electron capture in the residual gas. The par-
tial lifetime τ of the beam with respect to a certain process
is given by τ−1 = σρv, where σ is the relevant cross sec-
tion, ρ the density of the residual gas atoms or molecules
of atomic charge number Zgas, and v the ion velocity. Be-
cause of the loss cross section for electron capture in the
residual gas scales with a power of about 4 of Zgas, the
concentration of heavier atoms in the residual gas is most
important for the lifetime of the beam. After bakeout of
the storage ring to 250◦, the residual gas composition is
of typically 93 % hydrogen. Other molecules contain 2 %
carbon, 1 % nitrogen 6 % oxygen and the heaviest com-
ponent is 0.3% argon. In figure 6, the partial lifetimes of
electron capture and multiple scattering are shown as blue
and green dashed lines, respectively, both calculated for
p=7 ·10−11 mbar. The total lifetime of these resulting from
two processes is displayed with a solid red line. As indi-
cated in figure 6, multiple scattering dominates at higher
energies of 70 MeV and at low energies around 10 MeV
electron capture is the determining process for the final en-
ergy of 9.7 MeV when the lifetime has the minimum value
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Figure 6: Measured lifetime of the 12C6+ beam for differ-
ent energies. The green dashed line is the lifetime taken
into account multiple scattering, whereas the blue dashed
line represents the electron capture lifetime. The red solid
line is the total lifetime calculated for p=7 · 10−11 mbar.

Figure 7: Schematic drawing of the TSR and ECOOL con-
trol system modification to enable electron cooling at vari-
ous energies in the deceleration cycle.

of about 100 s was measured. Consequently, the losses dur-
ing the deceleration time of 7 s coming from the interaction
with the residual gas much less than 1 % and are, thus neg-
ligible.

MODIFICATION OF THE CONTROL
SYSTEM

In the deceleration cycle, at least two cooling steps at the
initial and final energy, when the experiment takes place,
are necessary. This means the electron cooler has to op-
erate at different settings during the deceleration cycle, re-
quiring an extension of the electron cooler control system.
To enable a cooler operation at different settings an USB
I/O card is added to the ECOOL user interface computer
(compare figure 7), containing the database of the electron
cooler settings. The I/O card is connected via an USB bus

with the ECOOL computer. An additional three control ca-
bles connect the I/O card with three function generators of
the TSR control system. Those create the ramps control-
ling the TSR power supplies and three TTL control signals
for the ECOOL computer. If one of the three control sig-
nals changes its value, the ECOOL computer loads a new
data base, according to the TTL values of the three control
signals. Eight different data bases of the electron cooler
settings can be loaded because 3 digital control signals are
used.

CONCLUSION

Experiments to decelerate 12C6+ ions from 73.3 MeV to
9.7 MeV (1 MeV/u), which corresponds to a rigidity de-
crease from 0.71 Tm to 0.26 Tm, were conducted where a
reduction of the beam energy was by a factor of > 7. To
achieve an efficiency of 87.5% from deceleration, an elec-
tron pre-cooling is required. The cooling results in a dense
ion beam where IBS effects have to be taken into account
to describe the development of the ion beam width during
deceleration. We proposed the approximated equation (10)
to explain the beam width during the deceleration process
which is consistent with the observation.
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